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P R E F A C E

T he object aimed at in the following pages has been 
to offer to the general reader a plain account of the 
wonderful investigations which have revolutionized 
all ideas as to the antiquity and the level of the 
earliest European culture, and to endeavour to make 
intelligible the bearing and significance of the results 
of these investigations. In the hope that the extra
ordinary resurrection of the first European civiliza
tion may appeal to a more extended constituency 
than that of professed students of ancient origins, 
the book has been kept as free as possible from 
technicalities and the discussion of controverted 
points; and throughout I have endeavoured to write 
for those who, while from their schooldays they 
have loved the noble and romantic story of Ancient 
Greece, have been denied the opportunity of a more 
thorough study of it than comes within the limits of 
an ordinary education.

In the first chapter this standpoint may seem to 
have been unduly emphasized, and the retelling of 
the ancient legends may be accounted mere surplus
age. Such, no doubt, it will be to some readers, 
but perhaps they may be balanced by others whose
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Preface

recollection of the great stories of Classic Greece has 
grown a little faint with the lapse of years, and who 
are not unwilling to have it prompted again. Refer
ence to the legends was in any case unavoidable, 
since one of the most remarkable results of the 
explorations has been the disclosure of the solid 
basis of historic fact on which they rested ; and, if 
the book was to accomplish its purpose for the 
readers for whom it was designed, reference seemed 
almost necessarily to involve retelling.

I have to acknowledge extensive obligations to 
the writings and reports of the various investigators 
who have accomplished so wonderful a resuirection 
of this ancient world. My debt to the works of 
Dr. A. J. Evans will be manifest to all who have 
any acquaintance with the subject ; but to such 
authors as Mrs. Η. B. Hawes, Dr. Mackenzie, Pro
fessors Burrows, Murray, and Browne, and Messrs. 
D. G. Hogarth and 11. R. Hall, to name only a few 
among many, my obligations are only less than to 
the acknowledged chief of Cretan explorers.

To the Rev. James Kennedy, D.D., librarian of 
the New College, Edinburgh, and to the Rev. 
C. J. M. Middleton, M.A., Crailing, my thanks are 
due for invaluable help afforded in the collection of 
material, and I have been not less indebted to 
Mr. A. Brown, Galashiels, and to Messrs. C. H. 
Brown and C. R. A. Howden, Edinburgh, and 
others, for their assistance in the preparation of the 
illustrations. To Mr. A. Brown in particular are due 
Plates IE. 111., IV., V., IX., X „ X V ., X V I ., X X .,
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X X II I . ,  X X IV ., and X X V . ; and to Messrs. C. H. 
Brown and C. R. A. Howden Plates I., V II., V III ., 
X I., X II ., X V II . (i), and X X I. I have to record 
my hearty thanks to the Council of the Society for 
the Promotion of Hellenic Studies for the use of 
Plates X X IX . and X X X ., reproduced by their 
permission from the Journ al o f  Hellenic Stu dies; 
to the Committee of the British School at Athens 
for the use of Plate X IX . and the plan of Knossos 
from their A n n u a l; and to Dr. A. J . Evans and 
Mr. John Murray for Plates V I., X II I .,  and X IV ., 
from the Monthly Review, March, 1901. For the 
redrawing and adaptation of the plan of Knossos 1 
am indebted to Mr. H. Baikie, B.Sc., Edinburgh, 
and for the sketch-map of Crete to my wife.

Preface

N O T E  TO T H E  F O U R T H  E D I T I O N

T h e  fact that a fourth edition o f this simple account 
oj the discoveries in Crete, and the wonderf ul civiliza
tion o f the AEgeanarea which they have revealed to 
us, has now been called fo r  not only indicates that the 
book to some extent meets the needs o f those fo r  whom 
it was designed, but also affords an opportunity o f
adding a short account o f recent discoveries and o f  
indicating such corrections or modifications o f state
ment as seem to be required the light o f the addi
tions to our knowledge and the fresh  interpretations 
of previously known facts which the work the last 
few  years has brought.

Taken as a whole, the book has stood the test
IX



Note to the Fourth Edition
time and new discovery without the revelation o f any 
glaring inconsistency between its statements and the 
facts as now known, and still seems to present a f a i r  
account o f the remarkable work which, between 1870 
and 1920, revolutionized a ll  ideas as to the beginnings 
o f European civilization. Accordingly no attempt 
has been made to interfere w the original narrative 
by weaving into it the new material which has come 
to light, save that one or two obvious and minor cor
rections have been made where necessary. Where 
correction or modification o f  any statement or view 
has proved to be needed on a larger scale, the reader 
has been referred to the supplementary chapter which 
has been specially written fo r  , which
such changes are dealt with greater fulness than 
would have been possible in the case interpolations
in the original text,and which also the most
important results of post-war excavation are briefly 
summarized.
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THE SEA-KINGS OE CRETE
AND THK

PREHISTORIC CIVILIZATION OF G R EEC E

C H A P T E R  I

T  Η K L K G  E N I ) S
T
1 resurrection of the prehistoric age of Greece, 

dml lhe disclosure of the astonishing standard of 
^vilization which had been attained on the main· 
anc* and in the isles of the /Egean at a period at

2,000 years earlier than that at which Greek 
’ ’story, as hitherto understood, begins, may be 

ru koned as among the most interesting results of 
•Modern research into the relics of the life of past 
•’ges. j ]u, j)rcsent generation has witnessed re
markable discoveries in Mesopotamia and in Egypt, 

neither Niffur nor Abydos disclosed a world so 
entirely ne.w and unexpected as that which has been 
‘-Vealed by the work of Schliemann and his suc-

cessors
f>f a

* :it Troy, Mycen.e, and Tiryns, and by that
' v,ins and the other explorers—-Italian, British, 

!<’ ^ iner>c»n—in Crete, The Mesopotamian and 
byptian discoveries traced back a little fartherstrc;

-tUU4 which had already been followed far up



their course ; those of Schliemann and Evans re
vealed the reality of one which, so to speak, had 
hitherto been believed to flow only through the 
dreamland of legend. It was obvious that mighty 
men must have existed before Agamemnon, but 
what manner of men they were, and in what manner 
of world they lived, were matters absolutely un
known, and, to all appearance, likely to remain so. 
An abundant wealth of legend told of great Kings 
and heroes, of stately palaces, and mighty armies, 
and powerful fleets, and the whole material of an 
advanced civilization. But the legends were mani
festly largely imaginative—deities and detni-gods, 
men and fabulous monsters, were mingled in them 
on the same plane-—and it seemed impossible that we 
should ever get back to the solid ground, if solid 
ground had ever existed, on which these ancient 
stories first rested.

For the historian of the middle of the nineteenth 
century Greek history began with the hirst 
Olympiad in 776 h.c. Before that the story of the 
return of the 1 lerakleids and the I )orian conquest of 
the men of the Bronze Age might very probably 
embody, in a fanciful form, a genuine historical fact; 
the Homeric poems were to be treated with respect, 
not only on account of their supreme poetical merit, 
but as possibly representing a credible, tradition» 
though, of course, their pictures of advanced civiliza* 
lion were more or less imaginative projections upofl 
the past of the culture of the writer’s own period of 
periods. Beyond that lay the great waste land of

The Sea-Kings of Crete



legend, in which gods and godlike heroes moved 
and enacted their romances among ‘ G o rg o *. and 
Hydras and Chimeras dire.' What Ρ - Ο -  'οη o 
fact, if any, lay in the stories of Mmos, he great
lawgiver, and his w a r  f le e t  and hts L “ ^
its monstrous occupant, ot mo. t
and the Minotaur; of Dadalus, the rst ae  ̂ ’
and his wonderful works of art and scl^nce ' .
any other of the thousand and one b*,ulU 11 .
romances of ancient Hellas, to attempt o . _ 
mine this lay utterly beyond the sphere o t u m  ̂
historian. ' T o  analyze the fables, says , u)U ’ .
to elicit from them any trustworthy .. .
appears to me a fruitless attempt. 
recollections, the romantic inventions, and Uve utm 
of matter of fact, i f  any such there be, must or f  
remain indissolubly amalgamated, as the pot t or,r·. 
ally blended them, for the amusement or π  110,111 
of his auditors. . . .  It was one of the agreea 
dreams id the Grecian epic that the man w 
travelled far enough northward beyond tin. n 
pluean Mountains would in time reach tin. dt u n us 
country and genial climate of the virtuous 1 ) Pl-r 
bureaus, the votaries and favourites ot Apollo, w u> 
dwelt in the extreme north, beyond the en  ing 
blasts of Boreas. Now, the hope that we may, by 
carrying our researches up the stream of time, 
exhaust the limits of fiction, and land ultimate y 
upon some points of solid truth, appears to me no 
less illusory than this northward journey in quest o 
the Hyperborean elysium.’ Grote’s frankly sceptical

The Legends
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attitude represents fairly well the general opinion of 
the middle of last century. The myths were 
beautiful, but their value was not in any sense 
historical; it arose from the light which they cast 
upon the workings of the active Greek mind, and 
the revelation which they gave of the innate poetic 
faculty which created myths so far excelling those of 
any other nation.

Within the last forty years all this has been 
changed. Opinions like that so dogmatically ex
pressed by our great historian are no longer held by 
anyone who has followed the current of modern 
investigations, and remain only as monuments of the 
danger of dogmatizing on matters concerning which 
all preconceived ideas may be upset by the results of 
a single season’s spade-work on some ancient site; 
and he would be a bold man who would venture 
to-day to call ‘ illusory’ the search for ‘ points of 
solid truth ' in the old legends, or to assert that 'the 
items of matter of fact, if any such there be,’ are 
inextricable from the mass of romantic inventions in 
which they are embedded. The work, of course, is 
by no means complete ; very probably it is scarcely 
more than well begun ; but already the dark gulf of 
time that lay behind the Dorian conquest is begin* 
ning to yield up the unquestionable evidences of il 
great, and splendid, and almost incredibly ancient 
civilization, which neither for its antiquity nor for Us 
actual attainment lias any cause to shrink from com* 
parison with the, great historic civilizations of MesO* 
potamta or the Nile Valley ; and while the proccs*

-I
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of disentangling the historic nucleus of the 
from their merely mythical and romantic demtn 
cannot yet be undertaken with any approac 
tainty, it is becoming continually more apparu , 
only that in many cases there was such a nuc < us> 
also what were some of the historic eh mints ar > 
which the poetic fancy of later times drew t e a 
wrappings of the heroic tales as we know t u m* 
is not yet possible to trace and identify the actual 
figures of the heroes of prehistoric (>rcece . pr 
it never will be possible, unless the as y e t inUr,uv 
lated Cretan script should furnish the n ( o1 \\\ n 
more ancient Herodotus, and a new C ampo 
should arise to decipher them ; but there can scarcely 
be any reasonable doubt that genuine men am 
women of/Egean stock t illed the r o l e s  o f  these anew t 
romances, and that the wondrous story of their <( < 1 s 
is, in part at least, the record of actual achievum nts.

In this remarkable resurrection of the past t ie  
most important and convincing part has been p <‘>t 1 
by the evidence from Crete. 1 he discoveries w m i 
were made during the last quarter of the nineteent v 
century by Schliemann and his successors at My ceiia 
Tiryns, Orchomenos, and elsewhere, were ^tiite 
conclusive as to the former existence of a civ i i/,v 
tion quite equal to, and in all probability t e 
original of, that which is described for us in t *■ 
Homeric poem s; but it was not until the treasures 
of Knossos and Ph.estos began to be revealed in 
i ocx) and the subsequent years that it becanu 

[manifest that what was known as the M yceow o

The Legends



civilization was itself only the decadence of a far 
richer and fuller culture, whose fountain-head and 
whose chief sphere of development had been in 
Crete. And it has been in Crete that exploration 
and discovery have led to the most striking illustra
tion of many of the statements in the legends and 
traditions, and have made it practically certain that 
much of what used to be considered mere romantic 
fable represents, with, of course, many embellish
ments of fancy, a good deal of historic fact.

Our first task, therefore, is to gather together the 
main features of what the ancient legends of Greece 
narrated about Crete and its inhabitants, and their 
relations to the rest of the /Kgean world. The 
position of Crete— 'a  halfway house between three 
continents, flanked by the great Libyan promontory, 
and linked by smaller island stepping-stones to the 
Peloponnese. and the mainland of Anatolia’— marks 
it out as designed by Nature to be a centre of 
development in the culture of the early /Lgean race, 
and, in {joint of fact, ancient traditions unanimously 
pointed to the great island as being the birthplace 
of Greek civilization. The most ambitious tradition 
boldly transcended the limits of human occupation, 
and gave to Divinity itself a place of nurture in the 
fastnesses of the Cretan mountains. That many- 
sided deity, the supreme god of the Greek theology, 
had in one of his aspects a special connection with 
the island. The great son of Kronos and Rhea, 
threatened by his unnatural father with the same 
doom which had overtaken his brethren, was said

6
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to have been saved by his mother, who substituted
for him a stone, which her unsuspecting spouse
devoured, thinking it to be his son. Rhea fled to
Crete to bear her son, either in the Idrean or the
Hictaean cave, where he was nourished with honey
and goat’s milk by the nymph Amaltheia until the
time was ripe for his vengeance upon his father.
(It has been suggested that in this somewhat grotesque
legend we have a parabolic representation of one of

world—the

The Legends

tke great religious facts of that ancient
jpomorp...- —  
of adoration, made

supersession by the new anthropomorphic both of
the older cult, whose objects w_re
Without hands, and devoid of human l,keneS‘ ’ We 
sacred stones or trees. Kronos, the rt pres - 
of the old faith, clung to his sacred stone, w - 
new human God was being born, x  ° [ e , e 
worship the ancient cult of the pillar an 
should pass away.)

In the Dicta-an cave, also, Zeus grown to matur y.
was united to Europa, the daughter of man, m

sprang Minos, the
And to Crete the 

his divine life.
on

sacred marriage from which 
great legendary figure of Crete, 
island god returned to close 
Primitive legend asserted that his tom i wa. 
Mount Juktas, the conical hill which ovt i <« s , 
ruins of the city of Minos, his son, his rli*n * .
his priest. It was this surprising c aim o 
Cretans to possess the burial-place of t e supr 
God of Hellas which first attached to them 
unenviable reputation for falsehood whtc £ ung 
to them throughout the classical period, am was

7



crystallized by Callimachus in the form adopted by 
St. Paul in the Epistle to Titus— * The Cretans are 
alway liars.’

It is round Minos, the son of Zeus and Europa, 
that the bulk of the Cretan legends gathers. The 
suggestion has been made, with great probability, 
that the name Minos is not so much the name of a 
single person as the title of a race of kings. ‘ 1 sus
pect,’ says Professor Murray, ‘ that Minos was a 
name, like “  Pharaoh ” or “ Ca*sar,” given to all 
Cretan Kings of a certain type.’ With that, how
ever, we need not concern ourselves at present, 
further than to notice that the bearer of the name, 
appears in the legends in many different characters, 
scarcely consistent with one another, or with his 
being a single person. According to the story, 
Minos is not only the son but also the ‘ gossip ’ of 
Zeus; he is, like Abraham, ‘ the friend of God.’ 
He receives from the hand of God, like another 
Moses, the code of laws which becomes the basis 
of all subsequent legislation ; he holds frequent and 
familiar intercourse with God, and, once in every 
nine years, he goes up to the 1 het.ran cave of the 
Bull-God ‘ to converse with Zeus,' to receive new 
commandments, and to give account of his steward
ship during the intervening period. Finally, at the 
close of his life, he is transferred to the underworld» 
and the great human lawgiver becomes the judge 
of the dead in 1 lades.

I hat is one side of the Minos legend, perhaps the 
most ancient; but along with it there exists another

a
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group of stories of a very different character, so 
different as to lend colour to the suggestion that we 
ftre now dealing, not with the individual Minos who 
l*rst gave the name its vogue, but with a successor 
0r successors in the same title. The Minos who is 
most familiar to us in ('.reek story is not so much 
die lawgiver and priest of God as the great sea
l in g  and tyrant, the overlord of tin; /Egean, whose 
vengeance was defeated by the bravery of the 
Athenian hero, Theseus. From this point of view, 
f'dinos was the first of men who recognized the im
portance of sea-power, and used it to establish the 
supremacy of his island kingdom. * The first person 
■ mown to us as having established a navy,’ says 

hucydides, * is Minos, l ie  made himself master
0 what is now called the Hellenic sea, and ruled 
- • r die Cyclades, into most of which he sent the 
hp1 c<>Lnies, expelling the Carians, and appointing

°wn sons governors; and thus did his best to
1 't down piracy in those waters, a necessary step to
- - d i e  revenues for his own use.’ To Herodotus
^ • N m o s ,  though obviously a shadowy figure, is
of thrSt ^ Lialassokrat, * Polykrates is the first
dr*’ '* * ,rycians of whom we know who formed a

fin to make himself master of the sea, except 
Minos the -
uxiste
oil
hy t h JT fo u n d s than the vague tradition recorded 
has ^  fToat historians. Πιο power of Minos 
places w fifi *mdr'nl ,n unmistakable fashion in the

The Legends

t Enossian.’ But the evidence for the
nee of this early Sea- King and his power rests 

•surer »mnr.,!.. . .. . , ,
great historians, 

it in muni
called by his name. Each of the



Minoas which appear so numerously on the coasts 
of the Mediterranean, from Sicily on the west to 
Gaza on the east, marks a spot where the King or 
Kings who bore the name of Minos once held a 
garrison or a trading-station, and their number 
shows how wide-reaching was the power of the 
Cretan sea-Kings.

But the great King was by no means so fortunate 
in his domestic relationships as in his foreign adven
tures. The domestic skeleton in his case was the 
composite monster the Minotaur, half man, half bull, 
fabled to have been the fruit of a monstrous passion 
on the part of the K ing’s wife, Pasiphae. This 
monster was kept shut up within a vast and intricate 
building called the Labyrinth, contrived for Minos 
by his renowned artificer, Daedalus. Further, 
when his own son, Androgeos, had gone to Athens 
to contend in the Panathenaic games, having over
come all the other Greeks in the sports, he fell a 
victim to the suspicion of /Kgeus, the King of 
Athens, who caused him to be slain, either by way
laying him on the road to Thebes, or by sending 
him against the Marathonian bull. In his sorrow 
and righteous anger, Minos, who had already con
quered Megura by the treachery of Scylla, raised a 
great fleet, and levied war upon Athens ; and, having 
wasted Attica with fire and sword, he at length 
reduced the land to such straits that King /Tvgeus 
and his Athenians were glad to submit to the hard 
terms which were asked <>i them. The demand of 
Minos was that every ninth year Athens should

w
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send him as tribute seven youths and seven "tmtos. 
These were selected by lot ̂ ' “ °r i » h—
version of the legend, chose y ,

i , . · *;n r rf.te were cast into me
S & f t  S i c  -  — s
“ x t l s t  and second in d e n t s  ol this ̂ asdy
tribute had already been paid, predestined
of the third tribute was drawing n g · .r
deliverer of Athens appeared in t u P(- ' ,
hero Theseus. Theseus was the unacknoadedged 
son of King Aegeus and the 1 rmcess .
Troezen. l i e  had been brought up by his mother 
at Troezen, and on arriving at ear y ,UK\
set out to make his way to the Court o  7 
secure acknowledgment as the right u son 
Athenian King. The legend tells how on his way 
to Athens he cleared the lands throng 
he journeyed of the pests which had in ‘ su e 
Sinnis, the pine-bender, who tied his 
victims to the tops of two pine-trees I» nt to 
one another and then allowed the trees to sp 
back, the young hero dealt with as he ** .
with others; Kerkuon, the. wrestler, was 8 at , 
him in a wrestling bout ; Procrustes, ^n ! *\ 
travellers to his house and made them lit 13 ’
stretching the short upon the rack and lopping 
limbs of the over-tall, had his own measure me < 
to him; and various other plagues of society w-rc 
abated by the young hero. Not long alter ' 
arrival at Athens and acknowledgment by

The Legends
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father, the time came round when the Minoan 
heralds should come to Athens to claim the victims 
for the Minotaur. Seeing the grief that prevailed 
in the city, and the anger of the people against his 
father, /Kgeus, whom they accounted the cause of 
their misfortune, Theseus determined that, if possible, 
he would make an end of this humiliation and 
misery, and accordingly offered himself as one of 
the seven youths who were to be devoted to the 
Minotaur. /Kgeus was loth to part with his newly- 
found son, but at length he consented to the 
venture ; and it was agreed that if Theseus succeeded 
in vanquishing the Minotaur and bringing back his 
comrades in safety, he should hoist white sails on 
his returning galley instead of the black ones which 
she had always borne in token of her melancholy 
mission.

So at length the sorrowful ship came to the 
harlxwr in the bay below broad Knossos where 
Minos reigned, and when the King had viewed his 
captives they were cast into prison to await their 
dreadful doom. But fair haired Ariadne, the 
daughter of Minos, had marked Theseus as he 
stood before the King, and love to him had risen 
up in her heart, and pity at the thought of his fate; 
and so by night she came to his dungeon, and when 
she could not persuade him to save himself by flight, 
because that he had sworn to kill the Minotaur and 
save his companions, she gave him a clue of thread 
by which he might be able to retrace bis way 
through all the dark and winding passage. of the
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Labyrinth, and a sword wherewith w  deal ^ eseuS 
Minotaur when he encountered · 
was led away by the guards, and pu 
Labyrinth to meet his fate; an ^ .W<, m’_
with the clue which he had fastened to ^ ^
winding itself as he passed throug i P'lsS‘lh .
passage, until at last he met the dreat u 
and * ; rc, in the depths of the ^
Minotaur, who had slain so many, was himse ' 
Then Theseus and his companions escaped < 8
Ariadne with them, and lied to their *u ,<  
and set sail for Attica again ; and landing or 
in the island of Naxos, Ariadne there became tne 
hero’s wife. Hut she never came to / \
Theseus, l>ut was either deserted by him in a·' 
or, as some say, was taken from him there y 
So, without her, Theseus sailed again lor t t 
But in their excitement at the hope of seeing °*H 
more the home they had thought to have oo e 
their last upon, he and his companions orgot to 
hoist the white sail ; and old /Lgeus, straining 
eyes on Sunium day after day for the returning 
ship, saw her at last come back black- winget as ie 
had feared ; and in his grief he fell, or cast himse , 
into the sea, and so died, and thus the sea is c.i «1 
the Aigean to this day. Another tradition, recorded 
by the poet Bacchylides, tells how Theseus, at the 
challenge of Minos, descended to the palace *>t 
Amphitrite below the sea, and brought back with 
him the ring, ‘ the splendour of gold/ which the 

I King had thrown into the deep.
‘ 3
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So runs the gre.it story which links Minos and 
Crete with the favourite hero of Athens. But 
other legends, not so famous nor so romantic, carry 
on the story of the great Cretan King to a miserable 
close. Daedalus, his famous artificer, was also an 
Athenian, and the most cunning of all men. To 
him was ascribed the invention of the plumb-line 
and the auger, the wedge and the level ; and it was 
he who first set masts in ships and bent sails upon 
them. But having slain, through jealousy, his 
nephew Perdix, who promised to excel him in skill, 
he was forced to ilee from Athens, and so came to 
the Court of Minos. For the Cretan King he 
wrought many wonderful works, rearing for him 
the Labyrinth, and the Choros, or dancing ground, 
which, as Homer tells us, he ‘ wrought in broad 
Knossos for fair-haired Ariadne.' But for his 
share in the great crime of Pasiphae Minos hated 
him, and shut him up in the Labyrinth which he 
himself had made. Then lLedalus made wings for 
himself and his son Icarus, and fastened them with 
wax, and together the two flew from their prison* 
house high above the pursuit <>f the K ing’s war* 
fleet. But Icarus flew too near the sun, and the 
wax that fastened his wings melted, and he fell into 
the sea. So Dxdalus alone came safely to Sicily, 
and was there hospitably received by King KokaloS 
of Kamikos, for whom, as for Minos, he executed 
many marvellous works. Then Minos, still thirsting 
for revenge, sailed with his fleet for Kamikos, to 
demand the surrender of D.edalus; and KokaloS»

M
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affecting willingness to give up the fugitive, recciv^l 
Minus with seeming friendship, and °rt 1 ltA ,
-  *  P - l - a  for J : \ X o Z
daughters of the Sicilian King, g
Daedalus, drowned the Cretan in t ie  a ’ . q

he perished miserably. And many o t ie * . un<jed
had sailed with him remained in Sici >, an .
there a town which they named Mmoa, m
of their murdered K ing. , 0f

Herodotus has preserved for us another echo
the story of Minos in the s h a p e  o tie ^
which led the Cretans to refuse aid to t e
the Greeks during the Persian invasion.
Delphian oracle, which they consulted at t ns
suggested to them that they had known c nouh
the misery caused by foreign expeditions. '
you complain of all the woes that Minos m ns
anger sent you, for aiding Menelaus, because t ey
would not assist you in avenging his teat
Kamikos, and yet you assisted them in avengi
a woman who was carried off front Sparta Y
barbarian.’ In commentary on this saying I 1 i<h °
gives the explanation which was given to um y
the inhabitants of Praesos, in Crete. After the
of Minos, the. Cretans, with a great armada, invaded
Sicily, and besieged Kamikos ineffectually for five
years ; but finding themselves unable to continue
the sie.ge, and being driven ashore on the Italian
coast during their retreat, they founded there the
city of llyria. Crete, being thus left desolate, was
repeopled by other tribes, ‘ esjieciully the Grecians ,
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and in the third generation after the death of Minos 
the new Cretan people sent a contingent to help 
Agamemnon in the Trojan War, as a punishment 
for which famine and pestilence fell on them, and 
the island was depopulated a second time, so that 
the Cretans of the time of the Persian invasion are 
the third race to inhabit the island. In this tradi
tion we may see a distorted reflection of the various 
vicissitudes which, as we shall see later, appear to 
have befallen the Minoan kingdom, and of the 
incursions which, after the fall of Knossos, gradually 
changed the character of the island population.

Such, then, are the most familiar of the legends 
and traditions associated with prehistoric Crete. 
Some of these, touching on the personality of 
Minos and his relationship with Zeus, have their 
own significance in connection with the little that 
is known of the Minoan religion, and will fall to be 
discussed later from that point of view. The famous 
story of Theseus and the Minotaur, though it, too, 
may have its connection with the religious concep
tions which gather round the name of Minos, seems 
at first sight to move entirely in the realm of pure 
romance. Yet the conviction of its reality was very 
strong with the Athenians, and was indeed expressed 
in a ceremony which held its own to a late stage 
in Athenian history. The. ship in which I'hcseu* 
was said to have made his voyage was preserved 
with the utmost rare till at least the beginning of the 
third century tu:., her timbers being constantly * 
pieced and new-framed with strong plank that tl
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afforded an example to the philosophers in their dis
putations concerning the identity of things that are 
changed by growth, some contending that it was

The Legends

the same, and others that it was not.’ It was this
galley, or the vessel which tradition affirmed to be the 
galley of Theseus, which was sent every year from 
Athens to Delos with solemn sacrifices and specially 
nominated envoys. One of her voyages has become 
for ever memorable owing to the fact that the death 
°f Socrates was postponed for thirty days because 
of the galley’s absence; for so great was the rever
ence in which this annual ceremony was held that 
dur‘ng the time of her voyage the city was obliged 
U) abstain from all acts carrying with them public 
impurity, so that it was not lawful to put a con
demned man to death until the galley returned. 
The mere fact of such a tradition as that of the
galley is at least presumptive nvulence 
historic ground lay behind a be ie ^  and
however the story may later imagina-adorned with supernatural details y ^
tion; and it is difficult to see how 1 con.
very threshold of recounting the At em:u .,· · i
victlon about the ship, and their solemn S*1
use of her, should pause to reaffirm main
the existence of any historic ground o . .
feature of the legend—the tribute of human
paid by Athens to Crete. ... n

Later Athenian writers of a rationa 1?-mg
endeavoured to bring down the noble . c* .
to the level of the commonplace by uaii ' u
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the Minotaur into a mere general or famous athlete 
named Taurus, whom Theseus vanquished in Crete. 
Hut the rationalistic version never found much 
favour, and the Athenian potter was always sure 
of a market for his vases with pictures of the bull
headed Minotaur falling to the sword of the national 
hero. No more fortunate has been the German 
attempt to resolve the story of Minos and the 
Minotaur, the Labyrinth and Pasiphae, into a clumsy 
solar myth. The whole legend of the Minotaur, 
on this theory, was connected with the worship of 
the heavenly host. The Minotaur was the Sun; 
Pasiphae, ‘ the very bright one,’ wife of Minos, was 
the Moon ; and the Labyrinth was the tower on 
whose walls the astronomers of the day traced the 
wanderings of the heavenly bodies, 4 an image 
the starry heaven, with its infinitely winding paths, 
in which, nevertheless, the sun and moon so surely 
move about.’ Among rationalizing explanations this 
must surely hold the palm for cumbrousness and 
complexity, and we may be thankful that the ex
plorer's spade has demolished it along with other 
theories, and given back to us, as we shall see» 
at least the elements of a romance such as that 
which was so dear to the Athenian public.



C H A P T E R  Η

T U E  HOMERIC CIVILISATION

B etween the Greece of such legends 
which we have been considering and t e j . 
the earliest historic period there has a ways _
great gulf of darkness. On the one su e a ' 
seemingly fabulous Kings and heroes ant ntoi 
of fabulous palaces and cities; on the other_ ;
Greece as we know it in the infant stages o 1 
velopment, with a totally different state o souc y, 
totally different organization and culture , am u 
interval no one could say how many generatt · ,  
concerning which, and their conditions am <■*vc 
ments, there was nothing but blank ignorance. - - 
that it seemed as though the marvellous fabric ô  
Greek civilization as w<·. know it were indee some 
thing unexampled, rising almost at once out ° 
nothing to its height of splendour, as the wn s ° 
Ilium were fabled to have risen beneath the ham s o 
their divine builders. Indeed, a certain section o 
students seemed rather to glory in the tact ot t us 
seeming isolation of Greek culture, and to dc«m it 
little short of profanity to seek any pre-existing



sources for it. ‘ The fathering of the Greek on the 
pre-existing profane cultures has been scouted by 
perfervid Hellenists in terms which implied that they 
hold it little else than impiety. Allowing no causation 
more earthly than vague local influences of air and 
light, mountain and sea, they would have Hellenism 
born into the world by a miracle of generation, like 
its own Athena from the head of Zeus.’* Hut a 
great civilization can never be accounted for in this 
miraculous fashion. The origins of even Egyptian 
culture have begun to yield themselves to patient 
research, and it is not permissible to believe that 
the Greek nation was born in a day into its great 
inheritance, or that it derived nothing from earlier 
ages and races.

Indeed, the supreme monument of the matchless 
literature of Hellas bore witness to the fact that» 
prior to the beginnings of Greek history, there ha» 
existed on Greek soil a civilization of a very high 
type, differing from, in some respects even superior 
to, that which succeeded it, hut manifestly refusing 
to be left out of consideration in any attempt to 
describe the beginnings of Greek culture. Tbc 
Homeric poems shone like a beacon light across tH® 
dark gull which separateil the Hellas of myth fro**· 
the Hellas of history, testifying to a splendour th®* 
had been before the darkness, ami prophesying of * 
splendour that should be when the darkness H** 
passed. But the very brilliance of their pictures a*14 
the magnificence <>f the society with which they de*^

*  D . t * .  l iy t f iU t l i ,  ' funk« am ! the B u st,’ t», a t ,
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The Homeric Civilization

only added to the complication of the question, 
emphasized the difficulty of deriving tlu cu tur * 
historic Greece by legitimate filiation from a pas 
which seemed to have no connection an no 
munity of character with it. For the w,™~ 
civilization was not a different stage ot eve*  ̂ .
of that same civilization which appears w en 
first beginnings of what we are accustom* * t 
Hellenism are presented to us ; it was tc 
diverse, and in many respects more comp ex 
more splendid.

From the eighth century onwards we are on 
moderately safe ground when dealing wit t 
history of Hellas and its culture. We know some
thing of the actual facts of its history, literary and
political. The chronicles of the more impor _ 
cities are known with a definiteness fairly compar  ̂
to what we might expect at such a stage o ev® 1 
ment. But the 11omeric poems take us away r* 
all that into a world in which a totally 11 ort et 
of things prevails. The very geography is not tn 
of the historical 1 lellenic period. The names that are 
familiar to us as those of the chief Greek cities atv 
states are of comparatively minor important* m 11 
Homeric world; Athens is mentioned, but not with
any prominence ; Corinth is merely a clepenc cncy  
its neighbour Mycena:; Sparta only ranks a <>ng 
with other towns of Laconia; Delphi and O ympia 
have not yet assumed anything like the place w \\c 
they afterwards occupy as religious centres during 
the historic period. The chief cities of Hellas are
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Mycenae, Tiryns, and Orchomenos. Crete, although 
its chiefs, Idomeneus and Meriones, are only of 
secondary rank among the heroes of the Iliad, is 
obviously one of the most important of Grecian 
lands. It sends eighty ships to the Acha*an fleet 
at Troy, it is described both in the Iliad and the 
Odyssey as being very populous (a hundred cities, 
Iliad II. ; ninety cities, Odyssey X IX .) , and to its 
capital, Knossos, alone among Greek cities does 
Homer apply the epithet ‘ great.’ All which offers 
a striking contrast to the comparative insignificance 
of the towns of the Argolid in later Greek history, 
and to the uninfluential part played by Crete.

The centres of power, then, in the Homeric story 
are widely different from those of the historic period. 
The same divergence from later realities is manifest 
when we come to look at the social organization 
contemplated in the. Iliad and the Odyssey. The 
Homeric state of society is, in some respects, rude 
enough. Piracy, for instance, is recognized as, if 
not a laudable, at all events a quite ordinary method 
of gaining a livelihood. ‘ Who are you?’ say* 
Nestor to Teh’tnachus. ‘ Whence do you come? 
Are you engaged in trade, or do you rove at ad* 
venture as sea robbers who wander at hazard of 
their lives, bringing bane to strangers ?' I he same 
question is addressed to ( fdysseus by Polyphemus* 
and was plainly the first thing thought of whim ·  
seafaring stranger was encountered. As among th®
I lighlandcrs and Murderers of N< otland, ratth.liftiuf
was looked upon as a perfectly respectable form uf

4i
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employment, and stolen cattle were const 
quite proper gift for a prospective bndegrc 
offer to his father-in-law. The power of the suortg 
band was, in most respects, supreme, anc t
of a tribe or a city were respected more on « 
of the ability of its men to defend them t ran > 
of any moral obligation. ' We will sac a tow 
you,’ says Menelaus to Telemachus, as an 
ment to him to settle in Laconia.

Along with this primitive rudeness goes, o - 
other hand, a strongly aristocratic constitu > 
society. The great leaders and chiefs, tie  ̂
haired Achaeans, are absolutely separate rom 
common people, not in rank only, but to a ΉΗ 
ance in race. They are a superior caste, an <> 
different breed. Even to their King their su T ̂  
tion is not much more than nominal, and he tas o  
be very careful of offending their susceptibi itu,s 
wounding their sense of their own importance, 
their treatment of the commons beneath t rem 
sufficiently disdainful. Though the commons are 
summoned sometimes to the Council, their func tion 
there is merely a passive one ; they are cal «« to 
hear what has been determined, and to approve o 
it, if they so desire, but in no case have they any 
alternative to accepting it, even should they ‘ is 
approve. Altogether the superiority of the Ac ha an 
nobles, and the haughtiness with which they bear 
themselves, is such as to suggest that they hold t re
position, not of tribal chieftains ruling over clansmen 
of the same stock as themselves, hut of a separate

33
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and conquering race holding dominion over, and 
using the services of, the vanquished, much after the 
manner of the Norman lordship in Sicily.

All this is sufficiently different from the state of 
things during the historic period. It is not an un
developed condition of the same society that is in con
templation ; it is a totally distinct social organization. 
With regard to the position of woman, the facts are 
even more remarkable, for if the Homeric picture 
be a true one, historic 1 Icllas, instead of representing 
an advance upon the prehistoric age, presents a 
distinct retrogression. In the Homeric poems 
woman occupies a position, not only important, but 
even comparable in many respects to that held by 
her in modern life. She is not secluded from sight 
and kept in the background, as in later Hellenic 
society; on the contrary, she mixes freely with the, 
other sex in private and in public, and is uniformly 
depicted as exercising a very strong, and generally 
l*eneficent, influence. The very names of Andro
mache., Penelope, Nausicaa, stand as types of all 
that is purest and sweetest in womanhood. The 
fact that a wife is purchased by bride gifts dues not 
militate against the respect in whit h she is held of 
the regard which is paid to her rights. The contrast 
between this state of affairs anti that prevailing in 
later (»reck society is sufficiently marked to render 
comment unnecessary.

Bui perhaps the most striking feature of the 
setting of the Homeric story is the type of material 
Civilization which is des< rd*cd in the |k tents.
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arc confronted with a society not by .ms me _ ' _
primitive stage of development, but, on t u 
far advanced in the arts of peace, and capable _  
highest achievements in art and arcutecture. .
of the proofs of its advancement may be _  
noticed. Into the vexed question o tie  
palace, its form, and the conditions o ' t. , 
indicated, there is no need to enter; or a 
point which chiefly concerns our immet mtt pi 
there is no question at all. I he Homeric 1* 
described at some length in at least t ree ms · 
is a building not merely large and commotiu 
of somewhat imposing magnificence. e P* 
of Alcinous, for example, is pictured or u 
gleaming with the splendour of the sun am m '
with walls of bronze, a frieze of kuanos (blue g - 
paste), and golden doors, with lintels and oor iM '  ̂
of silver, while the approaches to it are guarcu Y 
dogs wrought in silver. The whole remims 
rather of the description of one of the vast hgyPuan 
temples of the Eighteenth or Nineteenth Dynasty 
than of what one would have imagined the pa ace « 
an island chieftain. The Palaces of Priam at 1 roy, 
and of Odysseus at Ithaca, less gorgeously adorned 
in detail, are not less stately, and even the ab< e o 
Menelaus in comparatively insignificant Sparta »s 
described as ‘ gleaming with gold, amber, silver, am 
ivory.’ The minor appointments of these sph m a 
homes are in keeping with their structural magnin* 
fence. Great vessels of gold, silver, and bronze are 
in common use, the richly dyed ami wrought rubes
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of the chiefs and their wives and daughters are 
stored in chests splendidly decorated and inlaid, and 
the adornments of the women are of costly and 
beautiful fabric in gold and silver. In the manners 
and customs of the inhabitants of these stately 
houses there is a certain patriarchal simplicity. The 
Princess Nausicaa, daughter of King Alcinous, 
conducts the family washing as a regular and 
expected part of her work, while the great chieftains 
themselves are men of their hands not only on the 
battle-field, but in the common labours of peace. 
Odysseus is a capable ploughman, carpenter, and 
shipwright, as well as a good soldier. Hut the 
simplicity is by no means rudeness; it consists with 
a highly developed code of manners, and even a 
considerable refinement. Brutes like Penelope's 
suitors may, in half drunken anger, fling the furniture 
or an ox hoof at the object of their scorn ; but there 
are brutes in every society, and the manners of the 
Aoha-aus in general are stately and dignified.

On the field of war there is still evidence of an 
advanced stage of civilization. The whole question 
of the equipment of the Homeric hemes has l »eon 
the subject of perhaps even more dispute than that 
of the Homeric house. Infinite pains have been 
spent in the effort to show, on the one baud, that 
the equipment worn by the heroes of the Iliad was 
of the more ancient type, consisting mainly of * 
great shield of ox hide large enough to cover the 
whole IwKiy, behind which the warrior crouched* 
wearing (or defensiv** armour in* more than a linen
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corselet and leathern cap and gal^Js·^"^„plete  
other that the hero wore practically 
panoply of the later Hellenic hoptae, & L '  
round shield, the bronze helmet, with me «
belt, and greaves; while the question of whc ^
the offensive weapons were of iron or o 
been debated with equal pertinacity. js
of such details is beyond our purpose, ^
sufficient to say that the poems eeem to f of 
both forms of defensive equipment, - \-t\tv.r
large shield and light body armour, am jn
form of small shield and metal panoply, as 
common use, while on the question o iro 
bronze, the evidence seems U> indicate t iat 
contemplated by the bulk of the referent t.s is, 
main, a bronze-using one, though the know ex _ 
the superiority of iron is beginning to ma t. 
evident.

Hut the point which is of importance or 
present purpose is the magnificence with w m 
arms of the Hellenic heroes, when of met a , 
wrought and decorated. The polished helmets, wt 
their horse-hair plumes of various colours, t c 
wrought breastplates, and the greaves wit J· 
silver fastenings, are not only weapons, butwor s 
art as well. The supreme instance is, of course, t *e 
armour of Achilles, fabricated, according to *he P0®1· 
by the hands of Hephaistos, but none the less to >e 
regarded as the ideal of what the highly wrought 
armour of the time should be. The »hie ® 
Achilles, with its gorgeous representations <>i various

»?
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scenes of peace and war, seems almost to transcend 
the possibilities of actual metal work at such a 
period ; yet we may believe that the poet was not 
merely drawing upon his imagination, but giving a 
heightened picture of what he had himself witnessed 
in the way of the armourer’s art. Chiefly to be 
noticed with regard to it is the way in which he 
describes the method used by Hephtestos in pro
ducing his effects— the inlaying of various metals to 
get the colours desired, for instance, in the vineyard 
scene with its dangling clusters of purple grapes, its 
poles, and ditch, and fence. Would any poet have 
imagined this had he been entirely unacquainted 
with similar products of the armourer’s art ? As 
we shall see, it is precisely this use the inlaying 
of metal with metal, to represent the different 
colours of the various figures involved, which is 
characteristic of the skilled armourer’s work in the 
Mycena an period.

Such, then, are a few of tin* outstanding features 
of the state of society described for us in the 
Homeric poems. We are brought by them face to 
face with a civilization which has very distinct and 
pronounced characteristics of its own. It is cer
tainly not the civilization of the earliest historic 
jieriod of Greece ; political organization, the relative 
importance of states and cities, social life, art and 
warfare —all are different from anything we. find 
the Hellas of history ; in many respects this world 
of the poems is at a higher stage of development 
than that which succeeded it ; but certainly it i3
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different. Now, the question of importance for us i s  

-H ad  this poetic world of the Uiad and Od> s y
any basis in fact, or was it merely t  e  ere*  ̂

the poet or poets who were r e s p o n s i b l e  for t ic « 
of Ilium and of Odysseus ? Were they CSCr.. . 
things which they had seen, or of which t e tr‘w ' 
at least had been handed down to them Y 
who had seen them, or were they tel mg <·> 
which never had any existence save in t e 
minds ? . ,. . .

'l'his question, of course, is plainly quite os  
from that of whether the tales they te ate ns ' 
or romance. The stories of the tlight o e c ’ 
the siege of Troy, the anger of Achilles, t e va 
of Hector, and the love of Andromache, o t 
wanderings of much-enduring Odysseus, anc 
trials of his faithful wife, Penelope, may be act, i 
they may be fiction, or, more probably pel haps 
either, they may be fact largely mingled with fiction ; 
hut that is not the point. It is the medium m 
which these stories are set, the backgroun o 
human life and society upon which they are pro 
jected. Here is a world, astonishingly rta m 
appearance, and, if real, supremely interesting to us, 
as representing what the subsequent ages knew or 
had heard by tradition of the earliest phases o t u. 
greatest European civilization. Can we trust t ie 
picture, or must we believe it to be but a dream o 
a state of things which never really existed ? It is, 
to say the least of it, extremely hard to b e l i e v e  that 
.the Homeric world is entirely the product of the
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poetic imagination. Imagination can work wonders, 
but it requires to have a certain amount of material 
in fact to start upon in its workings. If it creates a 
world entirely out of its own consciousness, that 
world may be one of extreme beauty and splendour, 
but it is most unlikely that it will present any veri
similitude to actual life. It will be either vague and 
shadowy, or else so grandiose and unearthly in its 
magnificence as to have no point of connection with 
ordinary terrestrial life. Hut it is exactly here that 
the realism of the Homeric world strikes the student. 
It is not vague—on the contrary, the preciseness of 
its detail is almost as striking, sometimes almost as 
prosaic, as the detail which makes Robinson Crusoe 
the most realistic of all works of fiction ; and while 
its splendours are such as we look for in vain in 
early historic Greece, and are certainly not borrowed 
from the great civilizations of Mesopotamia or the 
Nile Valley, they are such as we can perfectly well 
believe to have existed, and such as can be perfectly 
well paralleled, though in widely different styles, by 
Babylonia or by Thebes.

Was it not more likely that a picture so precise 
in its outlines, and so coherent, so thinkable and 
possible even in its most gorgeous details, should 
have had behind it something, probably a great deal» 
of fact actually seen and known, than that it should 
have been the mere mirage of a {«act's dream? 
'T h e  picture presented to us of the Homeric hero** 
and their surroundings,’ says bather Browne, ' ,s 
not merely vivid and complete ; it is grand, though
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with a grandeur which is homety and *'' l * 
Hence the fascination which we find m J® * 
of the poems as distinct from the poems h i 
It may be that this effect is due to the art 
bards, which well knew how to efface ttse m 
to ravish the listener the more. But a ow 
much to the power of art, the mint was no 
satisfied. We have said the poems seemed o ry 
with them their own evidence that they wer 
undiluted fiction, but contained at least an < ' inc 
of objective, perhaps traditional, truth. t 
beautiful world they told of, and yet it was a o  
apart. Agamemnon in the liekl and Ac t es u 
tent; lViam in his palace; Odysseus in his trave s , 
Alcinous with his retainers, and Arete wit e 
daughter; Penelope and Telemachus in t c rot 8 
of the wicked suitors, and the old swineherd am t 
faithful nurse ; the very shades of the Deat ieyon 
the streams of Oceanus—how could the ur 
describe all these wonders if they had not livei in a 
world of their own, or at least acquired the know 
ledge of it from their immediate predecessors 
lhe gorgeous palaces of the Kings, with their wa 
of bronze, their gold and silver ewers and basins, 
and their carven bedsteads and chairs of state an 
footstools; and all the glittering raiment and the 
golden-studded sceptres, and golden-hiltcd swor s, 
and silvern ankle-bands, and the ivory and am *r 
and inlaid metal-work, and the iron-axled chariots 
with eight spokes to the wheel, and the crimson· 
cheeked ships and the fair-cheeked maidens, and
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The Homeric Civilization
North of the rude, iron-using Dorian tribes, who 
found in the lands which they invaded a civilization 
of the Bronze Age, far more advanced than their 
own, and, by the help of their superior weapons, 
conquered and indeed destroyed it. And second, 
that even in the gorgeous picture given by the 
Homeric poems of the period with which they deal, 
there is a constant tendency to regard that period as 
being only the decadent and inferior heir of a 
civilization which had preceded it. Nothing is 
plainer in Homer than the suggestion that the men 

the age before the Trojan Wars were greater, 
stronger, wiser, better in every respect than even 
the heroes who fought on ‘ the ringing plains of 
tvindy Troy,’ even as these were greater than the 
men of the poet’s own degenerate days. Does it 
n°t seem as though we were being led towards the 
conclusion that the Homeric civilization is itself the
^presentation of a very real fact of history, the 
picture of a state of things which was submerged 
mul swept away by the coming of the Dorians, or 

Ϋ whatever inrush of wild northern tribes the 
,reeks may have called by that general title, but 

w u<:h was itself only the last decadent stage of an 
mitecedent culture, still greater and more highly 
oveloped that of the legendary period ? The 
•iswer to this question has come in the most 
ûrprising and romantic fashion from the archaso- 
°}Pch1 discoveries of the last forty years.
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C H A P T E R  III

SCIILJKMANN AND IDS WORK

The man whose labours were to give a new impetus 
to the study of Greek origins, and to be the beginning 
of the revelation of an unknown world of ancient 
days, was born on January 6, 1822, at Neu Buckow 
in Mecklenburg-Schwerin. He was the son of a 
clergyman who himself had a deep love for the great 
tales of antiquity, for his son has told how his father 
used often vividly to narrate the stories of the 
destruction of Pompeii and Herculaneum, and of 
the Trojan War. When Schliemann was barely 
seven years old he received a present of a child’s 
history of the world, in which the picture of the 
destruction of I roy and the flight of /Eneas made a 
profound impression upon his young mind, and 
roused in him a passionate desire to go and see for 
himself what remained of the ancient splendours of 
Ilium. He found it impossible to believe that the 
massive fortifications of Troy had vanished without 
leaving a trace of their existence. When his father 
admitted that the walls were once as huge as those 
depicted in his history book, but asserted that they



Schliemann and His Work
Were now totally destroyed, he retorted : * Father, if 
such walls once existed, they cannot possibly have 
been completely destroyed ; vast ruins of them must 
st'll remain, but they are hidden beneath the dust of 
a£es·’ Already he had made the resolution that 
seme day he would excavate Troy.

i'he romance of bygone days and of hidden 
Measure surrounded the boy’s early years, and no 
doubt had its own influence in determining his bent. 
A pond just behind his father’s garden had its 
1<!f?cnd of a maiden who rose from its waters each 
Midnight, bearing a silver bowl. In the village an 
ar)cient barrow had its story of a robber knight who 

buried his favourite child there in a golden 
r,lt*Ie; and near by was the old castle of I lenning 

Holstein, who, when besieged by the Duke of 
ecklenburg, had buried his treasures close to the 

<>ep of his stronghold. On such romantic legends 
uliemann’s young imagination was nourished, 

y the time he was ten years old he had produced 
a Latin essay on the Trojan War. Such things, 

,c”  in another might have been mere childishrw , t O
‘-’ »cities, were in him the indications of an 

, llJS'asm for antiquity, which was destined to be 
^ruling passion of his whole life.

^  ‘ -t the beginnings of his career in the world 
r< unromantic to the last degree. I lls  father’s 

lif<V< rly ^,rc< ^ him to give up the hope of a learned 
j * an'l at the age of fourteen he was apprenticed 
p Λ suiall grocer in a country village, in whose 

Payment, surely uncongenial enough for such a
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spirit, he spent five and a half years, selling butter, 
herrings, potato-brandy and the like, and occupying 
his spare moments in tidying out the little shop. 
Even in such circumstances his passion for the 
Homeric story found, means, sufficiently quaint, for 
its gratification. There came one evening to the 
shop a miller’s man, who had been well educated, 
but had fallen into poor circumstances, and had 
taken to drink, yet even in his degradation had not 
forgotten his Homer. ‘ That evening,’ says Schlie- 
mann, ‘ he recited to us about a hundred lines of the 
poet, observing the rhythmic cadence of the verses. 
Although I did not understand a syllable, the 
melodious sound of the words made a deep im
pression upon me, and I wept bitter tears over my 
unhappy fate. Three times over did 1 get him to 
repeat to me those divine verses, rewarding his 
trouble with three glasses of whisky, which I bought 
with the few pence that made up my whole wealth. 
From that moment 1 never ceased to pray God 
that by His grace I might yet have the happiness of 
learning Greek.’

To one whose heart was filled with such a passion 
for learning, no obstacle could prove insuperable. 
Yet for many a day the Fates seemed most unpro- 
pitious. Ill health drove him to emigrate to 
Venezuela, but his ship was wrecked on the Dutch 
coast, and he became the errand-boy of a business 
house in Amsterdam. Here in his first year of 
service he managed, while going on his master’s 
errands, to learn English in the first six months and
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Schliemann and His Work
french in the next, and incidentally to save for 
intellectual purposes one half of his salary of 800 
francs. The mental training of the first year 
enabled him to learn Dutch, Spanish, Italian and 
Portuguese with much greater rapidity, each language 
being acquired in six weeks. In 1846 he was sent 
by another firm as their agent to St. Petersburg, 
where in the next year he founded a business house 
° [  bis own, and from that time all went well with 
bini. The Crimean W ar brought him opportunities 
which he utilized with such ingenuity as to derive 
considerable profit from them. By 1858 he con
sidered that the fortune he had made was sufficient 
to warrant him in devoting himself entirely to 
archecology, and though exceptional circumstances 
^bliged him to return to business for a little, he 
•naliy cut himself loose from it in 1863, and took 

VP *he task which was to occupy the remainder of 
hls busy life.

His Greek studies had led him to two convictions 
p ' which his whole exploring work was based.

lrst· that the site of ancient Troy was on the spot 
I i n  classical days New Ilium, the Mill of 
^issarlik, near the coast of the /Kgean ; anil second, 

the Greek traveller, Pausanias, was right in 
ating that the murdered Agamemnon and ins kin 

M'-re buried within the walls of the Acropolis at 
 ̂ M en;e, and not without it. In both these opinions 

an counter to the prevailing views of his time, 
generally believed that, if Troy had ever any 

existence at all, its site was to be looked for not
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at Hissarlik, but far inland near Bunarbashi; while 
the authority of Pausanias as to the graves of the 
Atreida: was held to be quite unreliable.

Schliemann resolved to put his convictions to the 
test of actual excavation. In April, 1870, he cut 
the first sod of his excavation at Hissarlik. The 
work went on with varying, but never brilliant, 
fortune, until the year 1873, when his faith and 
constancy began at last to meet with their reward. 
On the south-west of the site a great city gate was 
uncovered, lines of wall, already partly disclosed, 
began to show themselves more plainly, and quite 
close to the gate there was discovered the famous 
‘ Treasure of Priam,* so called, a considerable mass 
of vessels and ornaments in gold and silver, with a 
number of spearheads, axes, daggers, and cups, 
wrought in copper. A s the excavations progressed, 
it became evident that not one city, but many cities, 
had stood upon this ancient site. The First City, 
reached, of course, at the lowest level of the ex* 
cavation, immediately above the virgin soil, belonged 
to a very early stage of human development. Its 
remains yielded such objects as stone axes and 
flint knives, together with the black, hand made, 
polished pottery, known as ‘ bucchero,’ which is 
characteristic of Neolithic sites in the /F'gean, 
ornamented frequently with incised patterns which 
are filled in with a white chalky substance. The 
stratum of debris belonging to the First City 
averages about 8 feet in depth.

Above this lay a layer of soil about 1 foot y inches
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in depth, and then, on the top of a great layer of 
debris, by which the site had been levelled and 
extended, came the walls of the Second City. Here 
were the remains of a fortified gate with a ramp, 
paved with stone, leading up to it (Plate II. i), and 
Λ strong wall of sun-dried brick resting upon a 
scarped stone substructure. I his, with its pro
jecting towers, had evidently once formed the 
enclosure of an Acropolis ; and within the wall lay 
the remains of a large building which appeared to 
have been a house or palace. The separate finds 
included the great treasure already mentioned, and 
numerous other articles of use and adornment, 
golden hair-pins, bracelets, ear-pendants, a very 
primitive leaden idol of female form, and abundance 

pottery, of which some specimens belong to the 
ciass of vases with long spouts, known to archceolo- 
fiists as ‘ Schnabelkanne,’ or ' beak-jugs.’ Above the
stratum of the Second City lay the remains of no 
haver than seven other settlements, more or less 
clearly marked, ending at the uppermost layer with 
*he ruins of Roman Ilium, and its marble temple of
Athena.

I he gate and walls of the Second City— the fact 
lh'U. it had been undoubtedly destroyed by lire, and 

fi evidence of wealth and artistic faculty offered by 
golden treasure— seemed to Dr. Schliemann 

ecisive evidence of the fact that this had been the 
'on of the Homeric poems. The treasure was 

''•lmed ‘ Priam’s Treasure," the largest building, 
 ̂ 'turns Palace,’ ami tin; gale, ‘ The Sc.ean Gale.’
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It quickly became apparent, however, that the 
Second City could not claim Homeric honours, but 
must be of yet more venerable antiquity. The 
style, alike of the city buildings and of the articles 
found, was much too primitive for the Homeric 
period, and pointed to a date much earlier— probably, 
indeed, about a thousand years earlier than that of 
the Trojan War. The great treasure, whose work
manship seemed to militate against this conclusion, 
was suspected to have somehow slipped down 
during the excavations from the level of the Sixth 
City to that of the Second, as it seemed impossible 
that such fine work could belong to the very early 
period of the Burnt City ; but subsequent discoveries, 
particularly those of Mr. Seager on the little island 
of Mokhlos, off the coast of Crete, have paralleled 
the splendour of the Trojan treasure with work 
which is undoubtedly of the same early date as the 
Second City, so that Schliemann’s accuracy has 
been confirmed in this instance. The citadel itself 
seemed far too small to fill the place which Troy 
occupies in Homer’s description, even allowing for 
poetic exaggeration. In 1890, the year of his death, 
Schliemann was on the way to the solution of the 
problem, and in 1892, his coadjutor, Professor 
Dorpfeld, finally proved that the Sixth City, lying 
four strata above Schliemann’s Troy, was the true 
Ilion of the great epic. Its wider circuit had been 
missed by Schliemann in his earlier excavations 
owing to the fart that, at the centre of the site where 
he was working, the debris had been planed and

40
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levelled away by the Romans to make room for the 
buildings of their New Ilium. The pottery of the 
Sixth City was of the type which in the meantime 
had come to be called Mycenaean, from the dis
coveries in the plain of Argos, and its massive 
circuit wall, enclosing an area two and a half times 
greater than that of the Second City, is quite worthy 
° f  the fame of Homeric Troy. Without much risk 
of mistake, we may conclude that we have before us 
1» Plate I I I . the actual wall from whose summit 
Andromache beheld the corpse of the gallant 1 lector 
dragged behind the chariot of his relentless foe. 
The mere fact of his having to some extent mis
interpreted the evidence of his discoveries can 
scarcely be said, however, to take anything from the 
credit justly due to Schliemann. Had he been 
spared for but a year or two longer he could not 
have failed to complete his work, and to prove, as 
his fellow-worker did, that on the site which he had 
hom the first contended to be that of 1 roy, there 
had stood a large and splendidly built city, which 
assuredly belongs to the period of the Trojan War.

The work at Troy, however, had not gone on 
uninterruptedly between 1870 and Schliemann’s 
death in 1890, and the discoveries which occupied 
s°ute of the intervening years were of even greater 
scientific importance, though the glamour of romance 
attaching to the name of Troy drew perhaps more 
attention to the work there. A  dispute with the 
Turkish (iovermnent over the disposal of * Priam’s 
Treasure' led to obstacles being placed by the
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Porte in the way of the resumption of work on the 
plain of Troy, and in July, 1876, he settled down to 
excavate at Mycente, the historic capital of the 
King of men, Agamemnon, with a view to the 
proving of his second theory— the burial of the 
Atreida: within the Acropolis of Mycenae. The 
ancient citadel of Agamemnon stands in the plain 
of Argos, on an isolated hill 912 feet in height. 
Before Schliemann turned his attention to it, it was 
already well known to students of archaeology from 
the remains of its walls, and particularly from the 
splendid Lion Gate (Plate IV.) with its famous 
relief of the sacred pillar supported by two colossal 
lions, and from the great beehive tombs of the 
lower city—the so-called * Treasuries.’ But the 
chief thing which drew the explorer to Mycena: was 
not these remains ; it was the statement of Pausanias 
already referred to. ‘ Some remains of the circuit 
wall,’ says Pausanias, ‘ are still to be seen, and the 
gate which has lions over it. These were built, 
they say, by the Cyclopes, who made the wall at 
Tiryns for Proitos. Among the ruins at Mycenae 
is the fountain called Perseia, and some subterranean 
buildings belonging to Atreus and his children, 
where their treasures were kept. There is the 
tomb of Atreus, and of those whom Aigisthos slew 
at the banquet, on their return from I lion w ith 
Agamemnon. . . . There is also the tomb of 
Agamemnon, and that of Kurymedon the charioteer, 
and the joint tomb oi I eledamos and Pelops, the 
twin children of Kassandra, whom Aigisthos slew
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with their parents while still mere babes. . . . 
Klytemnestra and Aigisthos were buried a little 
way outside the walls, for they were not thought 
worthy to be within, where Agamemnon lay and 
those who fell with him.’

Persuaded in his own mind ol the truth of this 
statement, Schliemann, while clearing the Lion 
Gate, and investigating the already rifled tomb 
known as the Treasury of Atreus, caused a great 
pit, 1 13 feet square, to be dug within the walls at a 
distance of about 40 feet from the Lion Gate. With 
the most extraordinary good fortune he had hit 
upon the exact spot which he sought, and had even 
almost exactly proportioned his pit to the area 
within which the treasures lay. After only a few 
days’ digging, slabs of stone, vertically placed, began 
to come to light, and before long a complete double 
ri»g of stone slabs, 87 feet in diameter, was dis
posed (Plate II. 2). Schliemann’s first idea was 
that he had discovered the Agora of Mycenae, the 
‘ well-polished circle of stones ’ on which the elders 
01 the city sat for council or judgment, as 1 lepluestos 
depicted them on the shield of A chilles; but even 
this discovery did not satisfy him ; he w.is resolved 
'■t| go down to virgin soil or rock, and his perse- 
v era nee was rewarded.

h irst there came into view a circular altar, and 
several steles of soft stone with rude carvings in 
rt‘Hef, which seemed to point to interments beneath, 
,u'd a system of offerings to, or on behalf of, the 
dead. Three feet below the altar, and 23 feet



below the surface level, there came to light the top 
of the first of a group of five rock-hewn graves. 
The graves were rectangular, varied in depth from 
io to 16 feet, and ranged in size from 9 by 10 feet 
to 16 by 22 feet. They had been carefully lined 
with a wall of small quarry-stones and clay, and 
roofed over with slate slabs; but the roofing had 
broken down, owing to the decay of the beams 
which supported it, and the graves were filled with 
earth and pebbles. Mingled with the debris brought 
down by the collapse of the roofs lay human bodies, 
one in the smallest grave, five in the largest, and 
three in each of the others ; and along with them 
had been buried one of the most remarkable hoards 
of treasure that ever greeted the eye of a dis
coverer.

Gold was there in profusion, beaten into masks 
for the faces of the dead (perhaps to protect them 
from the evil eye), into head-bands, breast-pieces, 
plaques of all shapes and sizes, and wrought into 
bracelets, rings, pins, baldrics, and dagger and 
sword hilts. Along with the gold was store of 
wrought ivory, amber, silver, bronze, and alabaster. 
One grave alone contained no fewer than sixty 
swords and daggers ; another, in which women only 
were buried, held six diadems, fifteen pendants, 
eleven neck-coils, eight hair ornaments, ten gold 
grasshoppers with gold chains, one butterfly, four 
griffins, four lions, ten ornaments, each consisting 
of two stags, ten with representations of two lions 
attacking an ox, three line intaglios, two pairs of
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Schliemann and His Work
gold scales, fifty-one embossed ornaments, and more 
than seven hundred ornaments for sewing on 
garments! A  few scattered objects and a sixth 
grave were found later, the latter, however, not by 
Ur. Schliemann. The mere money-value of the 
finds amounted to something like four thousand 
pounds sterling!

Money-value, however, was nothing in Schlie
mann’s eyes compared with the thought that he had 
discovered the actual graves which Pausanias saw, 
and in which Agamemnon and his companions were 
buried after their tragic end at the hands of Aigisthos 
and Klytemnestra. T o  his eager enthusiasm many 
° f  the circumstances of the discovery seemed to 
lend probability to such a supposition. The dis
order in which the bodies were found, one with its 
bead crushed down upon the bosom, the half-shut 
eye of one of the mute company, and other indica
tions, seemed to point to such haste in the interment 
as might have been expected in the case of a King 
and his companions who had met with so tragic a 
fate. Accordingly, the discoverer announced in his 
famous telegram to the King of the Hellenes, 
and maintained in his works, that he had found 
Agamemnon and his household. For a time this 
v ‘ew and his enthusiastic advocacy of it gained the 
ear of the public ; but gradually it became apparent 
that the, disorder of the graves and the condition of 
*he corpses was due, not to hasty interment, but to 
lhe collapse of the roofs of the graves ; the grave 
mrniture was shown not to belong by any means
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entirely to one period ; and the number and sex of 
the persons interred did not agree with the legend, 
or with the account of Pausanias. Admiration 
turned to incredulity, and even to undeserved ridicule 
of the enthusiastic explorer ; but the lapse of time 
has made critics less inclined to mock at Schliemann’s 
eager belief, and it is largely conceded now that 
while perhaps the tombs may not be actually those 
of the great King of the Achoeans and his friends, 
they are at least those which were long held to be 
such by tradition, and which Pausanias intended to 
denote by his descriptions. In any case, the question 
of whether the explorer discovered the body of one 
dead King or of another is of entirely minor im
portance. To find Agamemnon would have been 
a romantic exploit thoroughly in accordance with 
the bent of Schliemann’s mind, and a fitting crown 
to a life which in itself was tin; very romance of 
exploration. But Schliemann had done something 
infinitely more important than to make the find of a 
dead King, even though that King had reigned for 
more than two and a half millenniums in the greatest 
poem of the world ; he had begun the resurrection 
of a dead civilization.

Besides the great discovery of the Shaft-Graves, 
Schliemann carried on the exploration of the famous 
beehive tombs in the lower city of Mycena*. One 
of these, the largest, was already well known by the 
name of the ‘ 1 reasury «if A treus' (Plate V. 2 ) <  

It consists of a long entrance passage running back 
into the hillside, and leading to a great vaulted
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chamber excavated out of the hill, and shaped like a 
beehive. The entrance passage is 20 feet broad 
and 1 1 5 feet long, and is lined on either side with 
walls of massive masonry which increase in height 
as the hill rises. This passage leads to a vertical 
facade 46 feet high, pierced by a door between 17 
and 18 feet in height, which was bordered by 
columns carrying a cornice, above which was a 
triangular relieving space, masked by slabs of red 
porphyry adorned with spiral decorations, while the 
whole fasade appears to have been enriched with 
bronze ornaments and coloured marbles. The 
massive lintel of the door is 29 feet 6 inches long, 
16 feet 6 inches deep, and 3 feet 4 inches high, with 
a weight of about 120 tons— a mass of stone fairly 
comparable with some of the gigantic blocks in 
which Egyptian architects delighted. It is, for 
instance, about ten tons heavier than the quartzite 
block which forms the sepulchral chamber in the 
Pyramid of Amenemhat III. at Hawara. The 
great chamber of the tomb consists of an impressive 
circular vault 48 feet in diameter and in height. Its 
construction is not that of true vaulting; but each 

the thirty-three courses projects a little beyond 
lbe one below it, until at last they approach closely 
•tt the apex, which is closed by a single slab. The 
courses, after being laid, were, hewn to a perfectly 
smooth curve, and carefully polished, and it appears 
lbat the whole of the dome was decorated with 
rosettes of bronze, a scheme of adornment which 
recalls the bronze walls of the l ’alace of Alcinous.
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From the great chamber a side door, bearing traces 
of rich decoration, leads to a square room, 27 feet 
square by 19 feet high, which may possibly have 
been the actual place of interment. Curtius found 
‘ this lofty and solemn vault ’ the most imposing of all 
the monuments of ancient Greece.

In the same hillside as the Treasury of Atreus, 
but some 400 yards north of it, stands the tomb 
known as the ‘ Tomb of Klytemnestra,' or ‘ Mrs. 
Schliemann’s Treasury ’— the latter title being due 
to the fact that it was partially excavated in 1876 
by Dr. Schliemann’s wife. In size it very closely 
corresponds to the better known tomb, while its 
columns of dark green alabaster, its door-lintel of 
leek-green marble, and the slabs of red marble, which 
closed the relieving triangle above the door show that 
it had been not less magnificent than its neighbour.*

Following up his excavations at Mycenae, Schlie
mann, in 1880-81, excavated at Orchomenos in 
Boeotia the so-called 'Treasury of Minyas,’ dis
covering in its square side-chamber a beautiful 
ceiling formed of slabs of slate sculptured with an 
exquisite pattern of rosettes and spirals, which shows 
very distinct traces of Egyptian artistic influence 
(unless, as Mr. II. R, Hall has now come to 
believe, we are to trace the origin of the spiral as a 
decorative motive, not to Egypt, but to the Minoan® 
of Crete). At Tiryns, Schliemann began in 1884 
another series of excavations which laid bare the 
whole ground-plan of the citadel palace of that 
* Sec account of new excavations at Myeen.t* in Chapter ΧΠ·

4«
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ancient fortress town with its halls and separate 
apartments for men and women, and the colossal 
enclosing wall, in some parts 57 feet thick, with its 
towers and galleries and chambers constructed in 
the thickness of the wall (Plate V. 1). The palace 
revealed evidences of considerable skill in the 
decorative arts. A  beautiful frieze of alabaster 
carved in rosettes and palmettos, inlaid with blue 
Paste, made plain what Homer meant when he wrote 
°* the Palace of Alcinous : ' Brazen were the walls 
which ran this way and that from the threshold to 
the inmost chamber, and round them was a frieze 
° fb lu e ' (kuanos) ; while fresco paintings in several 
° f  the rooms exhibited the spiral and rosette decora
don of Orchomenos and Egypt. But perhaps the 
•dost interesting find was the remains of a great 
Wall-painting in which a mighty bull is represented 
charging at full speed, while an athlete, clinging to 
|he monster’s horn with one hand, vaults over his 

ack-—n picture which is the first important example 
"d the now well-known and numerous set of similar 
^presentations which have given us a clue to some-I 1 ♦ π
ling ()j t|1(. meaning of the old legend of the man- 
cstroying Minotaur and his tribute of human 

v‘ctims.
, Schliemann’s discoveries, notwithstanding all the 
^credulity aroused by his sometimes rather headlong 

°nihusiasm, created an extraordinary amount of 
'^direst among scholars and students of early 
I 'Ur()pean culture. It was felt at once that he had 

r<'Ught the world face to fact* with facts which
v) K



must profoundly modify all opinions hitherto held as 
to the origins of Greek civilization ; for the advanced 
and fully ripened art which was disclosed, especially 
in the wonderful finds from the Shaft- or Circle- 
Graves, stood on an entirely different plane from 
any art which had hitherto been associated with the 
early age of Greece ; and it was evident, not only 
that the date at which civilization began to reveal 
itself in Hellas must be pushed back several 
centuries, but also that the great differences between 
the mature Mycenaean art and the infant art of 
Greece required explanation. To the discoverer 
himself, the supreme interest of his finds always lay 
in the thought that they were the direct prototypes, 
if not the actual originals, of the civilization de
scribed in the Homeric poems; but to the question 
whether this was so or not, a question interesting in 
itself, but largely academic, there succeeded a much 
more important one. Here was proof of the
existence of a civilization, obviously great and long- 
enduring, whose products could not be identified 
with those of any other art known to exist. To 
what race of men were the achievements of this 
early culture to be ascribed, and what relation did 
they hold to the Hellenes of history ?

1 he work of Schliemann was continued and ex
tended by successors such as I )orpfeld, Tsountas, 
Mackenzie, and others, and by the end of the nine
teenth century it had become apparent that the 
culture of which the first important traces had been 
found at Mycen.e had extended to some extent over
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all Hellas, but chiefly over the south-eastern portion 
° f  the mainland and over the Cyclades. The 
principal find-spots in Greece proper were in the 
Argolid and in Attica ; but, besides these, abundant 
Material was discovered at Enkomi (Cyprus) and 
at Phyldkopi (Melos), while from Vaphio, near 
Amykla: in Laconia, there came, among other 
Measures, a pair of most wonderful gold cups, whose 
Workmanship surpassed anything that could have 
been imagined of such an early period, and is only 
to be matched by the goldsmith work of the Renais
sance. Hissarlik, under Dr. Dorpfeld’s hands, 
yielded from the Sixth City the evidence of an 
Asiatic, civilization truly contemporaneous with that 
of Mycenae. Even before the end of the century 

became apparent that Crete was destined to prove 
tl focus of this early culture, and the promise, as we 
shall see later, has been more than fulfilled. In 
kgypt Professor Petrie found deposits of prehistoric 
A-gean pottery in the Delta, the Eayum, and even 
ln Middle Egypt, proving that this civilization, what· 
over its origin, had been in contact with the ancient 
^'vilization of the Nile Valley, while even in the 

»Ostern Mediterranean, in Sicily particularly, in 
My, Sardinia, and Spain, finds, less plentiful, but 

floite unmistakable, bore witness to the wide 
•fiusion of Mycena-an culture.

Roughly, the result came to this: 'that before the 
1'och at which we are used to place the beginnings 

Greek civilization that is, the opening centuries 
ι 'θ  last millennial period iu y  we must allow for
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an immensely long record of human artistic pro
ductivity, going back into the Neolithic Age, and 
culminating towards the close of the age of Bronze 
in a culture more fecund and more refined than any 
we are to find again in the same lands till the age of 
Iron was far advanced. Man in Hellas was more 
highly civilized before history than when history 
begins to record his state; and there existed human 
society in the Hellenic area, organized and pro
ductive, to a period so remote that its origins were 
more distant from the age of Pericles than that age 
is from our own. We have probably to deal with a 
total period of civilization in the /Kgean not much 
shorter than in the Nile Valley.’*

The estimate in Hogarth's last sentence, which 
was published in 1899, before Evans’s great dis
coveries in Crete, was one that must have seemed 
extravagant to those who, while familiar with the 
great antiquity of Mesopotamian and Egyptian 
culture, had been accustomed to think of Greek 
civilization as having its beginning not so very long 
before the First Olympiad. It has been fully 
justified, however, by the event, and it may now be 
accepted as an established fact that the earliest 
civilization of Greece meets the two great ancient 
civilizations of Babylon and Egypt on substantially 
equal terms. In antiquity it appears to be practically 
contemporary with them ; in artistic merit it need 
ru>t shrink from comparison with either of them.

In the earlier stages of the discussion which 
* Hogarth, ' Authority .and Art ItaoloRy,' j>. 230.
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followed on the discoveries, it was assumed, perhaps 
somewhat hastily, that such a culture could not have 
been indigenous, resemblances to Egyptian and 
Mesopotamian work were pointed out, and it was 
suggested that the impulse and the skill which gave 
r*se to the art of Mycence were not native but 
borrowed, the Phoenicians being generally held to 
he the medium through which the influence of the 
hast had filtered into the /Egean area. As time 
has gone on, however, the Phoenicians have gradually 
come to bulk less and less in the view of students of 
the Aegean problem. It is no longer held that they 
^attributed anything original to the development of 
Mycentean culture, and even as middlemen the 
tendency is to allow them an influence far smaller 
than was once held to be theirs. It has become 
Manifest that, in at least the case of Crete and 
r-f?ypt, communication need not have been through 
P hoenician media at all, but was far more probably 
^'tect. And with regard to the whole question of 
the debt owed to the East by this early European 
c'Vllization, it is probable that the /Egean gave 
Htete as much as it borrowed, and that its artists 

t:re sufficiently great to have originated their own 
Cuhure, Mycena an, and still more the great Minoan 
art of which Mycetuean has proved to be only 
jt decadent phase, needed no Oriental crutches.

llh regard to Egypt, the obligations of the two 
cultures were certainly mutual ; each influenced the 
^jher; it was not a case of master and scholar, but 

two contemporary civilizations, each fully inspired
53 ______ _
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with a native spirit, each ready to use whatever 
seemed good to it in the work of the other, but both 
perfectly original in their genius.

The question which was of such supreme interest 
to Schliemann still survives, however, though in a 
wider and more important form than that in which 
he conceived of it. It is no longer a question of 
whether the graves which he found were actually 
those of Agamemnon and his fellow-victims in the 
dark tragedy of Mycenae, but of whether the people 
and the civilization whose remains have been brought 
to light are, or are not, the people and the civiliza
tion from which the Homeric bards drew the whole 
setting of their poems. Were the Mycenaeans the 
Greeks of the Iliad and the Odyssey, and was it their 
culture that is depicted for us in these great poems?

The arguments in favour of such a supposition 
are of considerable strength. For one thing, we 
have the remarkable coincidence between the 
geography of the poems and the localities over 
which the Mycetucan culture is seen to have ex
tended. I he towns and lands which occupy the 
foremost place in the Homeric story are also those 
in which the most convincing evidences of Myce' 
mean culture have been discovered. Foremost, of 
course, we have Myce»a: itself. To limner, 
‘ golden,’ ‘ broad wayed ’ Myceme is the seat of the 
great leader of all the Achasms, the King of men, 
Agamemnon ; it is also the chief seat of the culture 
which goes by its name. Orchomenos, PyloS, 
Lacedamon, Attica, all prominent in the poems, are
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also well-known seats of Mycenaean civilization. 
Crete, whose prominent position in the Homeric 
world has been already referred to, we shall shortly 
see to have been in point of fact the supreme centre 
of that still greater and richer civilization of which 
the Mycenaean is a later and comparatively degene
rate form. There is no need to enter into further 
detail; but broadly it is the fact that the distribution 
of Mycenaean remains practically follows, at least to 
a great extent, the geography of the poems. The 
world with which the Homeric bards were familiar 
was, in the main, the world in which the civilization 
° f  the Mycenaeans prevailed.

The Homeric house also finds a striking parallel 
'n the details of the Mycenaean palaces whose 
remains have been preserved. Leaving aside all 
disputed points, the broad fact remains that ‘ all the 
structural features described, the courtyard, with its 
ahar to Zeus and trench for sacrifices ; the vestibule; 
the ante-chamber ; the hall, with its fireplace and its 
pillars ; the bathroom, with passage from the h all; 
the upper story, sometimes containing the women's 
‘ltiarters ; the spaciousness; the decoration ; even 
the furniture, have been most wonderfully identified 
ut Tiryns and Mycenae, and in Crete.' In Crete, 
along with the resemblances above referred to, are 
h>und important differences, such as the position of 
the hearth, and the details of the lighting. These, 
which ;tre probably due to differences ol climate, do 
tt̂ t, however, invalidate the fact of the general
corrcspondc mcc.
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In details, we have the frieze of kuanos of the 
Palace of Alcinous, paralleled by the fragments dis
covered, as already mentioned, at Tiryns, and by 
similar friezes at Knossos, while the bronze walls of 
the same palace have been, if not paralleled, at all 
events illustrated, by the bronze decorations of the 
vaults of the great bee-hive tombs at Myceme and 
Orchornenos. The parallel is, perhaps, even closer 
when we come to the details of metal-working, 
which are described for us in Homer, and of which 
illustrations have been found in such profusion 
among the Mycena-an relics. We are told, for 
example, that on the brooch of ( Jdysseus was repre
sented a hound holding a writhing fawn between its 
forepaws, and we have the elaborate workmanship 
of the cup of Nestor— 'a  right goodly cup, that the 
old man brought from home, embossed with studs 
of gold, and four handles there were to it, and round 
each two golden doves were feeding, and to the cup 
were two bottoms. Another man could scarce have 
lifted the cup from the table, but Nestor the Old 
raised it easily.’ 1 he Mycciuean finds have yielded 
examples of metal-working which seem to come as 
near to the Homeric pictures as it is possible for 
material things to come to verbal descriptions. 
One of the golden cups from the Fourth Grave at 
Mycenae might almost have been a c o p y  on a small 
scale of Nestor’s cup, save that it had only two 
handles instead of four. On the handles, as in 
the Homeric picture, doves are feeding, and like 
Nestor's, the Myccn.ean cup is riveted with gold.
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Or, take again such examples of another form of 

art-work in metal as are given by the scenes of the 
lion hunt and the hunting-cats on the dagger-blades 
found in Graves IV. and V. at Myceiue. In the 
first of these scenes we have a representation of live 
men attacking three lions. The foremost man has 
been thrown down by the assault of the first lion, 
and is entangled in his great shield. His four 
companions are coming to his help, one armed with 
a bow, the others carrying spears and huge shields, 
two of them of the typical Mycencean figure-eight 
shape. Only the first lion awaits their onset, the 
other two are in full (light. The whole work is 
characterized by extraordinary vivacity; but it is 
the technique that is of interest. The picture is 
made up out of various metals inlaid on a thin 
bronze plate, which is let into the dagger-blade, 
f  he lions and the bare skin of the men are inlaid in 

Sold, the loin-cloths and the shields are of silver, all 
the accessories, such as shield-straps and the patterns 
°n the loin-cloths, are given in a dark substance, while 
the ground is coated with a dark enamel to give 
relief to the figures. The hunting-cat scene, which 
Presents remarkable resemblances to a well-known 
Scene from a wall-painting at Thebes, represents 
cats hunting wild f o w l  in a marsh intersected by a 
binding river, in which fish are swimming and 
Papyrus plants growing. ‘ The cats, the plants, and 
the bodies of the ducks are inlaid with gold, the 
"ougs of the ducks and the river are silver, and the 
hsh are given in some dark substance. On the
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neck of one of the ducks is a red drop of blood, 
probably given by alloyed gold.’ Here we have 
the very type of art in which the decorations of the 
shield of Achilles were carried out. * Also he set 
therein a vineyard teeming plenteously with clusters, 
wrought fair in gold; black were the grapes, but 
the vines hung throughout on silver poles. And 
around it he ran a ditch of and round
that a fence of tin, . . . Also he wrought therein 
a herd of kine with upright horns, and the kine were 
fashioned of gold and tin.’

Such are some of the points which countenance 
the idea that in the Mycetuean people we have the 
originals of the people of the Homeric poems. On 
the other hand there are difficulties, by no means 
inconsiderable, in the way of such a belief. Of 
these the chief is the question of the method in 
which the bodies of the dead are disposed of. The 
men of the Homeric poems burned their dead ; the 
men of the Myce mean civilization buried theirs. 
Undoubtedly this is a serious difficulty in the way 
of identification, presupposing, as it doe.s, a different 
view of the destiny of the soul after death. The 
men who burned tin: bodies of their dead believed 
that the soul had no further use for its body after 
death, but departed into a distant, shadowy, im
material region, so that the body, if it had any 
connection with the soul, acted rather as a drag and 
a defilement, from which it was well that the soul 
should be released. Therefore they dematonalized 
the body, and often the things used by the body
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(luring life, by the action of fire. On the other 
hand, those who buried their dead believed that the 
spirit of the dead man dwelt in some fashion in the 
tomb, or at least hovered around the body, waiting, 
perhaps, for a reincarnation, and capable of using 
the weapons, the utensils, and the foods of its 
former life. Therefore the body was carefully 
interred, sometimes even embalmed, and its weapons 
and foods, or at all events simulacra of these, were 
kid beside it.

I he distinction between the two lines of thought 
*s clear and strong ; but it does not necessarily pre
suppose an absolute distinction of race. It is not 
improbable that towards the end of the Mycemean 
period, to which in any case the connection with 
the Homeric poems would belong, cremation was 
beginning to supersede the older practice of inter
ment. In late Mycenaean graves at Salamis 
evidences of cremation are found, and at Mouliana, 
ln Crete, there are instances of uncremated bones 
k:ing found along with bronze swords on one side 

a tomb, while on the other were found an iron 
mvord and cremated bones in a cinerary urn. The 
distinction, then, is not necessarily one of race, but 

custom, gradually changing, perhaps within a 
comparatively short period. It has even been 
SuKgested that no interval of time of any great 
extent is needed, as the practice of cremation may 
rll|ickly develop among any race, being prompted 
T the comfortable idea that when the llesh is dis

posed of, the possibly inconvenient, possibly even

Schliemann and His Work
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vampire, "host of a disagreeable ancestor goes along 
with it.

Another difficulty arises from the fact that the 
Homeric poems certainly contemplate a much wider 
use of iron than can be found among the remains 
of the Mycemean people. But the weight of this 
objection may easily be exaggerated. Certainly the 
equipment contemplated for the Homeric heroes is 
in most cases of bronze, though the well-known 
line from the Odyssey, 1 iron does of itself attract a 
man,' bears witness to a time when iron had become 
the almost universal fighting metal. But even in 
some of the Mycenaean tombs iron appears in the 
shape of finger-rings ; and in East Cretan tombs of 
the latest Minoan period iron swords have been 
found. And if, as is generally agreed, the 1 lomeric 
poems represent the work of several bards covering 
a considerable period of time, there is nothing out 
of the way in the supposition that, while the earlier 
writers represented bronze as the material for 
weapons, because it was actually so in their time, 
the later ones, writing at a period when iron was 
largely superseding, but had not altogether super
seded, the older metal, should, while clinging in 
general to the old poetic word used by their prede
cessors, occasionally introduce the name of the 
metal which was becoming prevalent in their day* 
From this point of view the difficulty seems to dis
appear. The Homeric age proper is one of bronze- 
using people ; but, in the later stages of the develop
ment of the poems, iron makes its appearance,
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as it had been gradually doing in the generally 
bronze-using Mycenaean civilization.

The same remark applies to the differences of 
equipment between the warriors of the Mycenaean 
and those of the Homeric period. The Mycenaeans 
used the great hide-shield, either oblong or 8-shaped, 
covering its bearer from head to foot, with a leather 
cap for the head, and no defensive armour of metal. 
In the Iliad, on the other hand, what is obviously 
contemplated in general is a metal helmet, a metal 
cuirass, and a comparatively small round shield. 
But, again, in later Mycemean work, such as the 
famous Warrior Vase, there is evidence of the use of 
the small round shield, while, moreover, in some 
parts of the poem there are evidences of the use of 
the true Mycenaean shield ‘ like a tower.’ Peri- 
phetes of Myceme is slain by Hector owing to his 
having tripped over the lower edge of his great 
shield, and his slayer himself bears a shield of no 
small proportions. ‘ So saying, Hector of the 
glancing helm departed, and the black hide beat on 
t;'ther side against his ankles and his neck, even 
the rim that ran uttermost about his bossed shield.’ 

that the poems represent a gradual development
1,1 the use of armour which «nay not unfairly be 
compared with the similar development traceable, in 
the Mycemean remains.

On the whole, then, our conclusion is something 
•kc this : The civilization which Schliemann dis

covered is not precisely that of the Homeric poems, 
for the bloom ot it belongs to a period considerably
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anterior to the period of Achasm supremacy in 
Greece, and was the work of a race differing from 
that of the chiefs who fought at Troy ; but, broadly 
speaking, what I lomer describes is the same civiliza
tion in its latest stage, when the men of Mycemean 
or Minoan stock who created it had passed under 
the dominion of the invading Acha:an overlords. 
The Achaean invasion was not, like that which 
succeeded it, subversive of the great culture that 
belonged to the conquered Mycemean race ; on the 
contrary, the invaders entered into and became par
takers of it, carrying on its traditions until the 
gradual decay, which had begun already before they 
made their appearance in Greece, was terminated 
by the Dorian invasion, or whatever process of 
gradual incursion by ruder tribes may correspond 
to what the later Greeks called by that name. And 
it is this last stage of the Mycemean culture, still 
existing, though under Aclnean supremacy, which 
is depicted in the Homeric poems. 'T a k e  away 
from the picture,' says bather Browne, ‘ all the 
features which have been borrowed from the Dorian 
invasion, give the post-Dorian poets the credit of 
the references to iron and other post Dorian things, 
and nothing remains to disprove the view of those 
who hold that Schliemann found not, indeed, the 
tomb of Agamemnon—but the tomb of that 1 lomeric 
life which Agamemnon represents to us. In the 
Mycemean remains we have uncovered before, our 
eyes the material form of that impulse of which w<* 
had already met the spiritual in the Homeric page.

• H. Browne, ‘ Homeric Study,’ pp, 513, 11 j. 
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CHAPTER IV

Tl IR PALACE OF ‘ BROAD KNOSSOS*

In the revival of interest in the origins of Greek 
civilization it was manifest that Crete could not long 
l)e left out of account, for the traditions of Minos 
and his laws, and of the wonderful works of Daedalus, 
pointed clearly to the fact that the great island must 
have been an early seat of learning and art. Most 
of these traditions clustered round Knossos, the 
famous capital of Minos, where once stood the 
Kabyrinth, and near to which was Mount juktas, the 
traditional burying-place of Zeus. The remains 
aPparent on the site of the ancient capital were by 
no means imposing. In 1834 Pashley found that 
nil the now existing vestiges of the ancient metro

polis of Crete are some rude masses of Roman 
brick-work’ ; and Spratt in 1851 saw very little 
rn°re, mentioning only ‘ some scattered foundations 
<lnd a few detached masses of masonry of the Roman 
bme,’ though in the time of the Venetian occupation 
there was evidently more to be seen, as Cornaro 
sP*’aks of 'a  very large quantity of ruins, and in 
Particular a wall, many paces long ami very thick.'



But expectation still fixed on Knossos as the most 
probable site for any Cretan discoveries.

The attention of Schliemann and Stillman had 
been drawn to a hill called ‘ Kephala,’ overlooking the 
ancient site of Knossos, on which stood ruined walls 
consisting of great gypsum blocks engraved with 
curious characters; but attempts at exploration were 
defeated by the obstacles raised by the native pro
prietors. In 1878 Minos Kaloch&rinos made some 
slight excavations, and found a few great jars or 
pithoi, and some fragments of Myce mean pottery ; 
but up to the year 1895, when Dr. A. j. Evans 
secured a quarter of the Kephala site from one of 
the joint proprietors, nothing of any real moment 
had been accomplished. Dr. Evans had been 
attracted to Crete by the purchase at Athens of 
some seal-stones found in the island, engraved with 
hieroglyphic and linear signs differing from Egyptian 
and Hittite characters. In the hope that he might 
be led to the discovery of a Cretan system of writing, 
and relying upon the ancient Cretan tradition that 
the Phumicians had not invented letters, but had 
merely changed the forms of an already existing 
system, he began in 1894 a series of explorations in 
Central and Eastern Crete. On all hands more or 
loss important evidence of the existence of such a 
script came to light, especially from the I )i< t.ran 
Cave, where a.stone libation-altar was found, inscribed 
with a dedication in the unknown writing. But 
I >r. Evans was persuaded that Knossos was the spot 
where exploration was most likely to lie, rewarded,
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The Palace of * Broad Knossos *

and his purchase of part of the site of Kephala in 
1895 was the beginning of a series of campaigns 
which have had results not less romantic than those 
of Schliemann, and even more important in their 
additions to our knowledge of the prehistoric /Egean 
civilization.

The political troubles of the time were unfavour
able to exploration. Fighting was going on in the 
island, and religious prejudices ran very high. 
When the new political order came into being with 
the appointment of Prince George of Greece as 
Commissioner, an obstacle was still found in the 
Way in the shape of a French claim to prior rights 
of excavation. This, however, was finally withdrawn 
on the advice of Prince George, and in the begin
ning of 1900 Dr. Evans was at last able to secure 
the remainder of the site, and on March 23 in that 
Year excavation began, and was carried on with a 
staff of from 80 to 150 men until the beginning of
June.

Almost at once it became apparent that the faith 
which had fought so persistently for the attainment 

its object was going to be rewarded. The remains 
walls began to appear, sometimes only a foot or 

two, sometimes only a few inches below the surface 
the soil, and by the end of the nine weeks’ cam* 

!>a'gn of exploration about two acres of a vast pre
historic building had been unearthed — a palace 
which, even at this early stage in its disclosure, was 
'‘heady far larger than those of Tiryns and Mycenae. 
Ce the eastern slo|>e of the hill, in a deposit of pale
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clay, were found fragments of the black, hand-made, 
polished pottery, known as ‘ bucchero,’ characteristic 
of neolithic sites, some of it, as usual, decorated with 
incised patterns filled in with white. This pottery 
was couplet^ with stone celts and maces, obsidian 
knives, and a primitive female image of incised and 
inlaid clay. All over the palace area, as the excava
tions went farther and farther down, the neolithic 
deposit was found to overlie the virgin soil, some
times to a depth of 24 feet, showing that the site 
had been thickly populated in remote prehistoric 
times.

But the neolithic deposit was not the most striking 
find. On the south-west side of the site there came 
to light a spacious paved court, opening before walls 
faced with huge blocks of gypsum. At the southern 
corner of this court stood a portico, which afforded 
access to this portion of the interior of the palace· 
The portico had a double door, whose lintel had 
once been supported by a massive central column of 
wood. The wall flanking the entrance had been 
decorated with a fresco, part of which represented 
that favourite subject of Mycemean and Minoan 
art - a  great bull; while on the walls of the corridor 
which led away from the portal were still [»reserved 
the lower portions of a procession of life-size painted 
figures. Conspicuous among these was one figure» 
probably that of a Queen, dressed in magnificent 
apparel, while there were also remains of the figure* 
of two youths, wearing gold and stiver belts and 
loin cloths, one of them liearing a fluted marble vase
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with a silver base. At the southern angle of the 
building, this corridor— the ‘ Corridor of the Proces
sion ’— led round to a great southern portico with 
double columns, and in a passage-way behind this 
Portico there came to light one of the first fairly 
complete evidences of the outward fashion and 
appearance of the great prehistoric race which had 
founded the civilization of Knossos and Mycenre.
1 his was the fresco-painting, preserved almost per
fectly in its upper part, of a youth bearing a gold- 
counted silver cup (Plate VI.). His loin-cloth is 
decorated with a beautiful sixfoil pattern ; he wears 
a silver ear-ornament, silver rings on the neck and 
die upper arm, and on the wrist a bracelet with an 
agate gem.

‘ The colours,’ says Dr. Evans in that brilliant 
Article in the Monthly Review  which first gave to 
die general public the story of his first season’s dis
coveries, ‘ were almost as brilliant as when laid down 
over three thousand years before. For the first 
drne the true portraiture of a man of this mysterious 
Mycenaean race rises before us. The flesh-tint, 
following, perhaps, an Egyptian precedent, is of a 
deep reddish-brown. The limbs are finely moulded, 
diough the waist, as usual in Mycemean fashions, is 
dghtly drawn in by a silver-mounted girdle, giving 
f>re;\t relief to the hips. Ί he profile of the face is 
Pure and almost classically Greek. . . .  1 he lips
are somewhat full, but the physiognomy has certainly 
a°  Semitic cast. . . . There was something very 
'Cpressive in this vision of brilliant youth and of
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male beauty, recalled after so long an interval to 
our upper air from what had been, till yesterday, a 
forgotten world. Even our untutored Cretan work
men felt the spell and fascination. They, indeed, 
regarded the discovery of such a painting in the 
bosom of the earth as nothing less than miraculous, 
and saw in it the icon of a Saint! The removal 
of the fresco required a delicate and laborious piece 
of under-plastering, which necessitated its being 
watched at night, and old Manolis, one of the most 
trustworthy of our gang, was told off for the purpose. 
Somehow or other he fell asleep, but the wrathful 
saint appeared to him in a dream. Waking with a 
start, he was conscious of a mysterious presence ; the 
animals round began to low and neigh, and “ there 
were visions about ”  ; “  tfmvrafahe said, in summing 
up his experiences next morning, “ the whole place 
spooks!” ’ *

The Southern Portico gave access to a large court 
which turned out, from later investigation, to have 
been really the Central Court of the palace, the 
focus of the life of the whole huge building. Ί he 
block of building between the West and the Central 
Courts was divided into two by a long gallery (Plate 
VII.), 3 ‘40 metres in breadth, running almost the 
whole length of the. structure, and paved with 
gypsum blocks. Ifetween this gallery and the 
western wall of the palace lay a long range of what 
had evidently been magazines for the storage of oil· 
and perhaps of corn. They were occupied by row'*

* Monthly Ilmtn1,March, 1901, pp. i y.), 135.
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of huge earthenware jars, or sufficiently large
to have held the Forty Thieves, or to have accom
modated the soldiers of Tahuti in their venture on 
Joppa (Plates V II I .  and IX.). In one of the 
magazines no fewer than twenty of these jars were 
found. They were all ornamented, some of them 
very elaborately, with spiral and rope-work patterns ; 
°ne of them, found, not in a magazine, but in a small 
room near the Central Court, was particularly elab
orate in its adornment, and stood almost live feet in 
height (Plate X . 2). Down the centre line of each 
magazine ran a row of small square openings in the 
floor— ' kaselles,' as they came to be called— which 
m one time had evidently been receptacles, some of 
them, perhaps, for oil, but some of them certainly 
for valuables. They were carefully lined with lead, 
und in some cases the slabs of stone covering them 
could not be removed without lilting the whole 
Pavement. In spite of such precautions, however, 
they had been well rifled in ancient days, and little 

left to tell of what their contents may once have 
been. The magazines were well fitted to convey a 
strong impression, not only of the size, but also of 
the splendour of the palace which needed such store* 
r°oms. There was no meanness or squalor about 
the domestic offices ol the House of Minos. I he 
doorways leading into the magazines front the Long 
t-orridor were ol lute stone-work, and the side-walls, 
h<»th of the gallery and the magazines, had been 
covered with painted plaster, presenting a white 
&rouiul uu which ran a dado ol horizontal bands ol



red and blue, further bands of the same colours 
forming a frieze below the ceiling level. This, of 
course, had been merely the basement of the palace, 
and had been surmounted by another storey or 
storeys, of which nothing was left except fragments 
of the painted plaster which had once decorated the 
walls.

To the rooms composing the block of building 
between the Long Gallery and the Central Court, 
access had been given from the latter area ; and it 
was in these rooms that, as the excavations pro
gressed, some of the most remarkable features of 
the palace began to disclose themselves. About 
halfway along the court were found two small 
rooms, connected with one another, in the centre 
of each of which stood a single column composed 
of four gypsum blocks, each block marked with the 
sign of the Double A x e ; and these pillars suggested 
a connection with ancient traditions about Minos and 
his works (Plate X L ). They were apparently sacred 
emblems connected with the worship of a divinity, 
and the Double A xe markings pointed to the divinity 
in question. For the special emblem of the Cretan 
Zeus (and also apparently of the female divinity 
whom Zeus was the successor) was the Double A *e> 
a weapon of which numerous votive specimens in 
bronze have been found in the cave-sanctuary 
Dicte, the fabled birthplace of the god. And dm 
name of the Double A xe is Labrys— a word found 
also in the title of the Carian Zeus, Zeus 
Lubraunda. But tradition linked the names
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Minos and Knossos with a great and wonderful 
structure of Daedalus which went by the name of 
the Labyrinth; and the coincidence between that 
name and the Labrys marks on the sacred pillars 
and on many of the blocks in the palace at once 
suggested that here was the source of the old 
tradition, and here the actual building, the Laby
rinth, which Daedalus reared for his great master. 
‘ There can be little remaining doubt,’ says Dr. 
Kvans, ' that this vast edifice, which in a broad 
historic sense we are justified in calling the “  Palace 
of Minos,” is one and the same as the traditional 
“ Labyrinth.” A  great part of the ground-plan 
itself, with its long corridors and repeated suc
cessions of blind galleries, its tortuous passages and 
spacious underground conduit, its bewildering system 
ol small chambers, does, in fact, present many of the 
characteristics of a maze.’ * The connection thus 
suggested even by the first year’s excavations has 
Rr<nvn more and more probable with the work of 
e‘tch successive season.

Passing farther north along the line of the Central 
f  °tirt, access was given by a row of four steps to

ante-chamber, which opened upon another room, 
° f  no great size in itself, but of surpassing interest 
from the character of its appointments. ' Already, a 
frw inches below the surface, freshly preserved 
fresco began to appear. Walls were shortly un- 
CQVered, decorated with flowering plants and running 
"uter, while on each side of the doorway of a small 

•  Monthly lie view, March, lyut, p. 13t.
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forming a frieze below the ceiling level. This, of 
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and had been surmounted by another storey or 
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of the painted plaster which had once decorated the 
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To the rooms composing the block of building 
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access had been given from the latter area ; and it 
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Minos and Knossos with a great and wonderful 
structure of Daedalus which went by the name of 
the Labyrinth; and the coincidence between that 
name and the Labrys marks on the sacred pillars 
and on many of the blocks in the palace at once 
suggested that here was the source of the old 
tradition, and here the actual building, the Laby
rinth, which Daedalus reared for his great master. 
‘ There can be little remaining doubt,’ says Dr. 
Evans, ‘ that this vast edifice, which in a broad 
historic sense we are justified in calling the “  Palace 
of Minos," is one anil the same as the traditional 
“ Labyrinth." Λ  great part of the ground-plan 
itself, with its long corridors and repeated suc
cessions of blind galleries, its tortuous passages and 
spacious underground conduit, its bewildering system 
°1 small chambers, does, in fact, present many of the 
characteristics of a maze.'* The connection thus 
suggested even by the first year's excavations has 
grown more and more probable with the work of 
^ ch  successive season.

Passing farther north along the line of the Central 
Eourt, access was given by a row of four steps to 
ari ante-chamber, which opened upon another room, 
° f  no great size in itself, but of surpassing interest 
hom the character of its appointments. * Already, a 
^:vv inches below the surface, freshly preserved 
fresco began to appear. Walls were shortly un- 
covered, decorated with flowering plants and running 
"^ e r , while on each side of the doorway of a small 

* Mimikly Hmm,March, 1901, p. 131.
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inner room, stood guardian griffins with peacock’s 
plumes in the same flowery landscape. Round the 
walls ran low stone benches, and between these, on 
the north side, separated by a small interval, and 
raised on a stone base, rose a gypsum throne with 
a high back, and originally covered with decorative 
designs. Its lower part was adorned with a curiously 
carved arch, with crocheted mouldings, showing an 
extraordinary anticipation of some most characteristic 
features of Gothic architecture. Opposite the throne 
was a finely wrought tank of gypsum slabs—a feature 
borrowed perhaps from an Egyptian palace—ap
proached by a descending flight of steps, and 
originally surmounted by cypress-wood columns, sup
porting a kind of impluvium .Here truly was the 
council chamber of a Mycenaean King or Sovereign 
Lady.’ * The discovery of the very throne of Minos, 
for such we may fairly term it, was surely the most 
dramatic and fitting recompense for the explorer’s 
patience and persistence. No more ancient throne 
exists in Europe, or probably in the world, and 
none whose associations are anything like so full of 
interest (Plate I.).

The Throne Room still preserved among it® 
debris many relics of former splendour. Fragments 
of blue and green porcelain, of gold-foil, and lapis 
lazuli and crystal, were scattered on the floor, and 
several crystal plaques with painting on the back, 
among them an exceedingly fine miniature of a gallop* 
ing bull on an azure ground ; while an agate plaque, 

* Monthly luvuw, Match, iyot, j,j>. i j ,  t *>4.
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The Palace of ‘ Broad Knossos’
bearing a relief of a dagger laid upon a folded belt, 
almost equalled cameo-work in the style and delicacy 
of its execution. In a small room on the north side 
of the Central Court was found a curiously quaint 
and delicate specimen of early fresco painting— the 
figure of a Little Boy Blue— more thoroughly deserv
ing of the title than Gainsborough’s famous picture, 
for, strangely enough, he is blue in his flesh-tints, 
picking and placing in a vase the white crocuses that 
still dapple the Cretan meadows.

The northern side of the palace was finished with 
another portico, and in this part of the building 
there came to light a series of miniature frescoes, 
valuable, not only as works of art, but as contem
porary documents for the appearance, dress, and 
surroundings of the mysterious people to whom this 
great building was once home. Here were groups 
of ladies with the conventional white complexion 
given by the Minoan artists to their womankind, 
wonderfully bedizened with costumes resembling far 
tnore closely the evening dress of our own day than 
the stately robes of classic Greece with their severe 
lines. In their very low-necked dresses, with puffed 
sleeves, excessively slender waists, and flounced 
shirts, and their hair elaborately dressed and curled, 
they were as far as possible removed from our ideas 
tn Ariadne and her maids of honour, and might 
almost have stepped out of a modern fashion-plate.

Mats,’ exclaimed a Trench savant, on his first 
v ‘cw of them ,' Mais ce sont lies l'arisiennes.’ These 
h‘»e Court ladies were seated, or perhupa rather
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squatted, according to the curious Minoan custom, 
in groups, conversing in the courts and gardens, and 
on the balconies of a splendid building. In the 
spaces beyond were groups of men, of the same 
reddish-brown complexion as the Cup-bearer, wear
ing loin-cloths and footgear with puttees halfway up 
the leg, their long black hair done up into a crest on 
the crown of the head. In one group alone thirty 
men appear close to a fortified post; in another, 
youths are hurling javelins against a besieged city. 
‘ The alternating succession of subjects in these 
miniature frescoes suggests the contrasted episodes 
of Achilles’ shield. It may be that we have here 
parts of a continuous historic piece; in any case 
these unique illustrations of great crowds of men 
and women within the walls of towns and palaces 
supply a new and striking commentary on the 
familiar passage of 1 lomer describing the ancient 
populousness of the Cretan cities.’ * Only the 
wonderful tomb paintings of ancient Egypt can 
excel these vivid miniatures in bringing before us 
the life of a bygone civilization; nothing else to 
approach them has come down from antiquity.

I he main entrance of the palace seemingly lay on 
the north side, where the road from the harbour, 
three and a half miles distant, ran up to the gates· 
Here was the one and only trace of fortification 
discovered in all the excavations. The entrance 
passage was a stone gangway, on the north-west 
side ol which stood .1 great bastion, with a guard- 

* MenthΙγ littuw,March, lyui, p.
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room and sally-port— a slender apology for defence 
in the case of a prize so vast and tempting as the 
Palace of Knossos. Obviously the bastion, with its 
trilling accommodation for an insignificant guard, 
was never meant to defend the palace against 
numerous assailants, or a set siege; it could only 
have been sufficient to protect it against the sudden 
raid of a handful of pirates sweeping up from the 
port (Plate X I I .  2). How was it that so great 
and rich a structure came to be left thus practically 
defenceless? The mainland palaces of the My- 
ceiuean Age at Tiryns and Myceiue are, so to 
speak, buried in fortifications. Their vast walls, 
57 feet thick in some parts at Tiryns, 46 feet at 
Mycena·, towering still after so many centuries of 
ruin to a height of 24 J feet in the case of the 
smaller citadel, and of 56 feet at the great strong
hold of Agamemnon; their massive gateways, 
mid the ingenious devices by which the assailant 
Was obliged to subject himself in his approach to a 
destructive lire on his unshielded side—everything 
about them points to a land and a time in which life 
mid property were continually exposed to the 
dangers of war, and the only security was to be 
found within the gates of an impregnable strong
hold. Hut Knossos, far richer, far more splendid, 
man either Tiryns or Mycena:, lies virtually un
guarded, its spurious courts and pillared porticoes 
°pen on every side,* Plainly, the Minoan K ings 
hved in a land where peace was the rule, and where 

* bee iuKliti uml matter in Chapter ΧΠ.
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no enemy was expected to break rudely in upon their 
luxurious calm. And the reason for their confidence 
and security is not far to seek, if we remember the 
statements of Thucydides and Herodotus.

* The first King known to us by tradition as having 
established a navy is Minos,’ says the great Athenian 
historian. The Minoan Empire, like our own, rested 
upon sea-power; its great Kings were the Sea-Kings 
of the ancient world—the first Sea-K ings known 
to history, over-lords of the /Egean long before ‘ the 
grave Tyrian trader' had learned ‘ the way of a ship 
in the sea,’ or the land-loving Egyptian had ventured 
his timid squadrons at the command of a great Queen 
so far as Punt. And so the fortifications of their 
capital and palace were not of the huge gypsum 
blocks which they knew so well how to handle 
and work. They were the wooden walls, the long 
low black galleys with the vermilion bows, and the 
square sail, and the creeping rows of oars, that lay 
moored or beached at the mouth of the Kairatos 
River, or cruised around the island coast, keeping the 
Minoan peace of the /Egean. So long as the war* 
fleet of Minos was in being, Knossos needed no 
fortifications. No expedition of any size could force 
a landing on the island. If the crew of a chance 
pirate-galley, desperate with hunger, or tempted by 
reports oi the wealth of the great palace, succeeded 
in eluding the vigilance of the Minoan cruisers, and 
made a swift rush up from the coast, there was the 
bastion with its armed guard, enough to deal with 
the handful of men who could be detached for such
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a dare-devil enterprise. But in the fleet of Knossos 
was her fate ; and if once the fleet failed, she had 
no second line of defence on which to rely against 
any serious attack. There is every evidence that 
the fleet did fail at last. The manifest marks of a 
vast conflagration, perhaps repeated more than once 
during the long history of the palace, and the 
significant fact that vessels of metal are next to 
unknown upon the site, while of gold there is 
scarcely a trace, with the exception of scattered 
pieces of gold-foil, appear to indicate either that the 
Minoan Sovereigns failed to maintain the weapon 
which had made and guarded their Empire, or that 
the Minoan sailors met at last with a stronger fleet, 
or more skilful mariners. Sea-power was lost, and 
with it everything.

Near the main north entrance of the palace was 
found one of the great artistic treasures of the 
season’s work. This was a plaster relief of a great 
bull’s head, which had once formed part of a com
plete figure. These figures of bulls, as we have 
•dready seen in connection with the Palace of Tiryns, 
’Were among the most favourite subjects of Myce mean 
and Minoan a r t ; but nothing so fine as the Knossos 
relief had yet been discovered. ‘ It is life-sized, or 
•otnewhat over, and modelled in high relief. The 
eVe has an extraordinary prominence, its pupil is 
yellow, and the iris a bright red, of which narrower 
bands again appear encircling the white towards the 
°Wer circumference of the ball. The horn is of 
6reyish blue, and both this and the other parts of
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the relief are of exceptionally hard plaster, answering 
to the Italian gessoduro. . . . Such as it is, this 
painted relief is the most magnificent monument of 
Mycenaean plastic art that has come down to our 
time. The rendering of the bull, for which the 
artists of the period showed so great a predilection, 
is full of life and spirit. It combines in a high 
degree naturalism with grandeur, and it is no 
exaggeration to say that no figure of a bull, at once 
so powerful and so true, was produced by later 
classical art.’ * Plate X I I I .  shows that this high praise 
is not undeserved; to match the naturalism of this 
magnificent Minoan monster one must turn to the 
Old Kingdom tomb reliefs of Egypt, or to the 
exquisite Eighteenth Dynasty statue of a cow un
earthed in 1906 by Naville from the Temple 
Mentuhotep Neb-hapet-Ra, at 1 )eir-el-Bahri.

But the discovery which will doubtless prove in 
the end to be of greater importance than any other, 
though as yet the main part of its value is latent, 
was that of large numbers of clay tablets incised with 
inscriptions in the unknown script of the Minoans- 
By the end of March the finding of one tablet near 
the South Portico gave earnest of future discoveries, 
and before the season ended over a thousand had 
been collected from various deposits in the palace- 
Of these deposits, one contained tablets written »n 
hieroglyphic ; but the rest were in the linear scrip1» 
*a highly developed form, with regular divisin0’  
between the words, and for elegance scarcely s,Jf" 

* Annuli of ike liritiskSV Aw/ vol. vi., p. 5a
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passed by any later form of writing.' The tablets 
vary in shape and size, some being flat, elongated 
bars from two to seven and a half inches in length, 
while others are squarer, ranging up to small octavo. 
Some of them, along w'ith the linear writing, supply 
illustrations of the objects to which the inscriptions 
refer. There are human figures, chariots and horses, 
cuirasses and axes, houses and barns, and ingots 
followed by a balance, and accompanied by numerals 
which probably indicate their value in Minoan talents. 
It looks as though these were documents referring 
to the royal arsenals and treasuries. O th er docu
ments, in which neither ciphers nor pictorial illustra
tions are to be found, may appeal even more deeply 
to the imagination. The analogy of the more or 
•ess contemporary tablets, written in cuneiform 
script, found in the Palace of Tell-el-Amarna, might 
•cad us to expect among them the letters from 
distant governors or diplomatic correspondence. It 
,s probable that some of them arc contracts or public 
acts, which may give some actual formula? of Minoan 
legislation. There is, indeed, an atmosphere of 
•*gal nicety, worthy of the House of Minos, in the 
w*'iy in which these records wore secured. The 
knots of string which, according to the ancient 
kshion, stood in the place of locks for the coffers 
c°ntaining the tablets, were rendered inviolable by 
dm attachment of clay seals, impressed with the 
,rmly engraved signets, the typos of which repre

sented a great variety of subjects, such as ships, 
ckariots, religious scenes, lions, bulls, and other
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animals. But—as if this precaution was not in itself 
considered sufficient— while the clay was still wet the 
face of the seal was countermarked by a controlling 
official, and the back countersigned and endorsed by 
an inscription in the same Mycentean script as that 
inscribed on the tablets themselves,’ *

The tablets had been stored in coffers of wood, 
clay, or gypsum. The wooden coffers had perished 
in the. great conflagration which destroyed the palace, 
and only their charred fragments remained ; but the 
destroying fire had probably contributed to the pres
ervation of the precious writings within, by baking 
more thoroughly the clay of which they were com
posed. As yet, in spite of all efforts, it has not 
proved possible to decipher the inscriptions, for there 
has so far been no such good fortune as the discovery 
of a bilingual inscription to do for Minoan what the 
Rosetta Stone did for Egyptian hieroglyphics. But 
it is not beyond the bounds of probability that there 
may yet come to light some treaty between Crete 
and Egypt which may put the key into the eager 
searcher’s hands, and enable us to read the origin·^ 
records of this long-forgotten kingdom (Plate XI V.)· 

Even as it is, the discovery of these tablets has 
altered the whole conception of the relative ages of 
the various early beginnings of writing in the 
Eastern Mediterranean area. The Hellenic script 
is seen to have, been in all likelihood no late-born 
child of the Phoenician, but to have had an ancestor 
of its own race; and the old Cretan tradition 

* Monthly I\ n i t  tty March, Uftii, pp. 129. 13».
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which Dr. Evans relied at the commencement of 
his work, has proved to be amply justified. In any 
case,’ said Dr. Evans, summing up his first year’s 
results, * the weighty question, which years before I 
had set myself to solve on Cretan soil, has found, so 
far at least, an answer. That great early civilization 
Was not dumb, and the written records of the 
I iellenic world were carried back some seven centuries 
beyond the date of the first-known historic writings. 
But what, perhaps, is even more remarkable than 
this, is that, when we examine in detail the linear 
script of these Mycemean documents, it is impossible 
not to recognize that we have here a system of writing, 
syllabic and perhaps partly alphabetic, which stands 
°n a distinctly higher level of development than the 
hieroglyphs of Egypt, or the cuneiform script of 
contemporary Syria and Babylonia. It is not tilt 
Some five centuries later that wo find the first dated 
Examples of Phienician writing.'*

Among the other finds of this wonderful season’s 
"Ork were several stone vases, of masterly work
manship, in marble, alabaster, and steatite, a 
few vases in pottery of the stirrup type (a type 
Common on other Mycemean sites, but noticeably 
r'*re at Knossos, probably because in the great 
Palace, the bulk of such vases were of metal, and 
"a*re carried off by plunderers in the sack), anti a 
jmbl«* head of a lioness, with eyes and nostrils in · 
'“ d, which had evidently once formed part of a 
Contain. ( )ne other discovery was most precious,

* Monthly l i t w n M arch , 1 9 0 1 ,  p. 130 .
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not for its own artistic value, which is slight enough, 
but for the link which it gives with one of the other 
great sister civilizations of the ancient world. This 
was the lower part of a small diorite statuette of 
Egyptian workmanship, with an inscription in 
hieroglyphic which reads: ‘Ab-nub-mes-Wazet-User 
maat-kheru’ (Ab-nub’s child, Wazet-User, deceased). 
The name of the individual and the style of the 
statuette point to Wazet-User, whoever he may 
have been, having been an Egyptian of the latter 
days of the Middle Kingdom, probably about 
the Thirteenth Dynasty, This is the first liuk in the 
chain of evidence, which, as we shall see later, 
shows the continuous connection between the 
Minoan and Nilotic civilizations.

Nine weeks after the excavations on the hill f 
Kephala had begun, the season’s work was closed, 
and, surely, never had a like period of time been 
more fruitful of fresh knowledge, more illuminative 
as to the conditions of ancient life, or more des
tructive of hoary prejudices. It was a new world» 
new because of its very ancientry, that had begun to 
rise out of the buried past at the summons of the 
patient explorer.

The Sea-Kings of Crete



CHAPTER V

THE PALACE OF ‘ BROAl) KNOSSOS ’

T he discoveries of 1900, important as they were, 
were evidently far from having exhausted the 
hidden treasures of the House of Minos; but even 
the explorer himself, who spoke of his task as being 
‘ barely half completed’ by the first year’s work, 
had no conception of the magnitude of the task 
which yet lay before him, or of the richness of the 
fau lts which it was destined to produce. The 
early work in the second year led to a further dis« 
closure of the large area of the Western Court of 
the palace, which seems to have formed the meeting- 
place between the citizens of Knossos and their royal 
^asters. Here probably all the business between 
the town and the palace-folk was transacted; 
stores were brought up, received and paid for by 
the palace stewards, and passed into the great 
^ g a z in e s ; and here, perhaps, the ancients of 
the Knossian Assembly gathered in council to 
thscuss affairs, as the men of the Greek host 
{fathered in the Iliad, while the King sat in state 
lt' the Western Portico, presiding over their de*
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liberations. The Portico itself, with its wooden 
central pillar, 16 feet in height, must have been a 
sufficiently imposing structure, while the great court 
on which it opened, more than 160 feet in length, 
must have formed a stately meeting-place for the 
citizens. Whether as market-place or open-air 
council-room, this West Court must have presented 
a gay and animated spectacle when the prosperity 
of the Minoan Empire was at its height. Along 
the outer wall of the palace fronting the court ran 
a projecting base, which served as a seat where 
merchants or suppliants might wait, sheltered from 
the sun by the shadow of the vast building at their 
backs, till their business fell to be disposed of 
(Plate X V . i). Meanwhile they could beguile the 
time by watching the ever changing picture in front 
of them, where gay courtier figures, with gold and 
jewels on neck and arm, mingled with grave citizens 
of substance from the town, or gathered round some 
Egyptian visitor, newly arrived on board one of thc 
Keftiu ships, to discuss some matter of trade *"® 
clean-cut and austere-looking figure, in his garb of 
pure white linen, beside the more gaudily clothed 
Minoans. When their eyes wearied of the glafC 
of sunlight on the red cement pavement and the 
brilliant crowd, they could turn to the w; .11 behind 
them, where above th'-ir heads ran a broad zone d  
paintings in fresco —shrines with scenes of relig|t)n' 
conventional decorations, and life-like rrpresentati(,,,s 
of the great bulls whic h played so conspicuous. ;ll1< 
Sometimes so tragic, a part in the* Minoan economy*
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But the main discoveries of the season were to 
lie on the opposite side of the building from the 
Western Court. The Central Court, instead of 
being, as it had seemed at first, the boundary of 
the building on the eastern side, was now found 
to have been the focus of the inner life of the 
palace. For on its eastern margin, as the excava
tions progressed, there came to light a mass of 
building, fully equal in importance to that on the 
western side, and perhaps of even greater interest. 
Here the slope of the ground had been such that 
storey had been piled above storey, even before the 
level of the Central Court had been reached, so 
that on this side it was not only the basement of 
the building that had been preserved, but a whole 
complex of rooms going down from the central area 
to different levels, and connected with one another 
by a great staircase, which, in the course of this 
Ur>d subsequent seasons’ excavations, was found to 
have had no fewer than five flights of steps. Of 
lbis staircase, thirty-eight steps are still preserved, 
a'td good fortune had so brought it about that at 
*be destruction of the palace some of the upper 
chambers had fallen in such a manner that ilieir 
debris actually propped up the staircase and some 

the upper floorings, and kept them in place; 
<lnd thus it has been possible to reconstruct a large 
F 'rt of the arrangement <>f the various rooms and 
boors in this quarter of the building (Plate X V I. t). 
, ,4r down below the level of the Central Court 
4V a luie Colonnaded 1 fall about -0 feet square,



from which the great staircase, with pillars and 
balustrades, led to the upper quarter (Plate X V II. 2), 
while adjoining it was a stately and finely-propor
tioned hall— the Hall of the Double Axes— about 
80 feet in length by 26 feet in breadth, and divided 
transversely by a row' of square-sided pillars 
(Plate X V II . 1). In this part of the building, and 
especially in the Colonnaded Hall, the conflagration 
in which the glories of Knossos found their close 
had been extremely severe, and the evidences of 
fierce burning were everywhere. In a small room 
in an upper storey, whose floor was near the present 
surface of the ground, there came to light also 
evidence which suggested that the catastrophe of 
the palace, in whatever form it may have come, 
came suddenly and unexpectedly. The room had 
evidently been a sculptor’s workshop, and the artist 
who used it had been employed in the fabrication 
of those splendid vessels of carved stone in which 
the Minoan magnates delighted. One of them stih 
stood in the room, finished and ready for transport* 
It was carved from a veined limestone approach**1» 
to marble in texture, and was of noble proportion!»» 
standing 27$ inches in height, while its girth w,lS 
6 feel H>1 inches, and its weight such that it l° °  
eleven men to carry it from the room where it n>1 
waited so long for its resurrection. Its workm® 
ship was superb. The upper rim was decorate1 
with a spiral band, while round the bulging shou 1  ̂
ran another spiral, whose central coils rose ι)Ρ  ̂
bold relief into forms like the shell of a snail, ·111

HO
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its three handles bore another spiral design. But 
beside it stood another amphora, smaller than its 
neighbour, and giving unmistakable proof that the 
artist’s work had been suddenly interrupted, for it 
had only been roughed out, and its decoration had 
not been begun. The skilful hand that should have 
finished it had perhaps to grasp sword or spear in 
the last vain attempt to repel the assault of the 
invader, and we can only wonder over his half-done 
work, and imagine what untoward fate befell the 
Worker, and for what unknown master, if he survived 
die sack, he may have exercised the skill that once 
gratified the refined taste of his Minoan lord.

Not far from the sculptor’s workshop, and in the 
same quarter of the palace, was found a splendid 
and convincing proof of the magnificence of the 
aPpointments of the House of Minos in its palmy 
days. This was a board which had evidently been 
designed for use in some game, perhaps resembling 
draughts or chess, in which men were moved to 
and fro from opposite ends. The board was over 
f  yard in length, and rather more than half a yard
1,1 breadth. Its framework was of ivory, which had 
pdginally been overlaid with thin gold plate, and 
11 Was covered with a mosaic of strips and discs of 
r<>ck-crystal, which in their turn had been backed 
alternately with silver and blue enamel paste, 
wound its margin ran a border <>f marguerites 
^fiose central bosses were convex discs of rock' 
CrVstai which had probably been set originally in 
** Muc paste background, At the top of the board
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were four beautiful reliefs representing nautilus shells, 
set round with crystal plaques, and bossed with 
crystal. Below them came four large medallions, 
set among crystal bars backed with silver plate, and 
then eleven bars of ribbed crystal and ivory, alter
nating with one another. Eight shorter bars of 
crystal backed with blue enamel fill spaces on either 
side of the topmost section in the lower part of the 
board, which consists of a two-winged compartment 
with ten circular openings, the medallions of which 
have been broketnout, but were probably of crystal 
backed with silver. The remaining space of the 
board was filled with Hat bars of gold-plated ivory 
alternating with bars of crystal on the blue enamel 
setting. The mere summary of its decoration 
conveys no idea of the splendour of a piece of work 
which, as Professor Burrows says, ‘ defies descrip' 
lion, with its blaze of gold and silver, ivory and 
crystal.’ 1 lie Late Minoan monarch who used it-" 
for so gorgeous a piece of workmanship can scarcely 
have been designed for anyone but a K ing—·must 
have been its splendid in his amusements as 
in all the other appointments of his royalty 
(Plate X V III.) .

The gaming-board suggested the lighter and 
more innocent side of the palace life. A darker 
and more tragic aspect of it was hinted at by th1- 
fresco which was found in the following season 
among debris fallen from a chamber overlooking 
the so-called Court of the Olive Spout. I his 
a picture oi those sports of the arena in which 11
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Minoan and Mycenaean monarchs evidently took 
such delight, and in which the main figures were 
great bulls and toreadors. In this case the picture 
is one of three toreadors, two girls and a boy, with 
a single bull. The girls are distinguished by their 
white skins, their more van-coloured costumes, their 
blue and red diadems, and their curlier hair, but are 
otherwise dressed like their male companion. In 
the centre of the picture the great bull is seen in 
full charge. The boy toreador has succeeded in 
catching the monster’s horns and turning a clean 
somersault over his back, while one of the girls 
holds out her hands to catch his as he comes to 
the ground. But the other girl, standing in front 
of the bull, is just at the critical moment of the 
cruel sport. The great horns are almost passing 
tinder her arms, and it looks almost an even chance 
whether she will be able to catch them and vault, 
as her companion has done, over the bull’s back, 
or whether she will fail and be gored to death. 
With such a sport, in which life or death depended 
upon an instant, in which a slip of the foot, a mis* 
judgment of distance, or a wavering of hand or 
eye meant-horrible destruction, we may be sure 
l»at the tragedies of the Minoan bull-ring were 
'»any and terrible, and that the fair dames of the 
Kiossiun Palace, modern in costume and appearance 
"s they seem to us, were as habituated to scenes of 
Cruel bloodshed as any Roman lady who watched 
*he sports of the Colosseum, and saw gladiators 
hack one another to pieces for her pleasure,

»9
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That the sport of the bull-ring, and particularly 
this exciting and dangerous game of bull-grappling, 
or ravpoKaOaxf/ia,was an established and habitual form
of Minoan sport is proved by the multitude of 
representations of it which have survived. The 
charging bull of Tiryns, the first to be discovered, 
was a mystery so long as it stood alone; but it is 
only one of a succession of such pictures— painted 
upon walls, engraved upon gems, and stamped on 
seal impressions— which show that the Cretans and 
Mycerueans were as fond of their bull-fights as a 
modern Spaniard of his.

Where did they get the toreadors, male and 
female, whose lives were to be devoted to such a 
terrible sport— a sport practically bound to end 
fatally sooner or later ? We may be fairly sure, at 
all events, that bull-grappling was not taken up 
voluntarily even by the male, and still less by the 
female, toreadors ; and one of the discoveries made 
in the excavations of 1901, and followed up later, 
gave its own suggestion of an explanation. Not 
very far from the North Entrance of tin: palace, 
beneath the room where, the year before, had been 
found the fresco of the Little Boy Blue gathering 
crocuses—an innocent figure to cover so grim 
revelation -there came to light the walls of two deep 
pits, going right down, nearly 25 feet, to the virgm 
soil. 1 he pits were lined with stone-work laced 
with smooth cement, and it seems most probable 
that these were the dungeons of the palace, ,f> 
which we may imagine that the miserable captive*

ijO
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brought back by the great K ing’s ileet from its 
voyages of conquest and plunder, and the human 
tribute paid by the conquered states, dragged out 
their existence until the time came for them either 
to be trained for the cruel sport to which they were 
devoted, or actually to take their places in the bull- 
ring. If it be so, then the dungeons of Minos would 
keep their captives securely enough ; escape from 
the deep pits, with their smooth and slippery walls, 
must have been practically impossible, save by 
connivance on the part of the guards, or by the 
intervention of some tender-hearted Ariadne.

If those dark walls could only reveal the story of 
the doomed lives which they once imprisoned, we 
should probably be able to realize, even more fully 
than we do, the shadowed side of all the glittering 
splendour of Knossos, and the grim element of 
barbaric cruelty which mingled with a refined 
Artistic taste and a delight in all forms of beauty. 
*n none of these great civilizations of the ancient 
^orld were splendour and cruelty separated by any 
Rteat interval from one another, nor was a very 
r'*markable degree of refinement inconsistent with a 
Carelessness of life, and even such a thirst for blood, 
as we would consider more natural in a savage state ;

it is seldom that the evidences of the two things 
;'e so close to one another as where at Knossos the 
“ mot n u  figure of the crocus-gatherer almost covers 
die very mouth of the horrible pit in which the 
Captives of Minos waited for the day when their lives 
^Cre to be staked on the hazard ol the arena.

ft
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Among the other treasures recovered by this 
season’s work was a quantity of fine painted pottery 
which had fallen from the upper rooms into the 
basement when the palace floors collapsed. Some 
of the fragments were of that early polychrome 
style known as ‘ Kamares ware,’ from the cave on 
the southern slope of Mount Ida, where it was first 
discovered by Mr. J. L. Myres. Its designs are purely 
conventional and largely geometric— zigzags, crosses, 
spirals, and concentric semicircles— and are executed 
in beautiful tints of brown, red, yellow, black, and 
white, the design being sometimes in dark on a 
light ground, and sometimes in light upon dark· 
The extraordinary thinness of the walls of these 
polychrome vessels, and the fineness of the clay 
from which they are fabricated, show to what a pitch 
the potter's craft had reached at the early period to 
which they belong. Of the later pottery of Knossos, 
which substituted naturalistic motives, executed 1° 
monochrome, for the conventional polychrome 
designs of the Kamares period, many specimen5 
were also found during the excavations of this
season.

The frescoes of the previous year were supph 
merited by the discovery of a number of oth*r5’ 
representing zones of human figures, about one 
third of life-size, set out on blue and yellow h‘ 
with triple borders of black, red, and white bam 1’ 
One well-preserved figure is that ol a girl with vt- 
large eyes, lips of brilliant red, and curling  ̂
hair. Her high-bodied dress is looped up -ll
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shoulder with a bunch of blue, with red and black 
stripes, and fringed ends. A  border of the same 
robe, adorned with smaller loops, crosses the bosom, 
and between its blue and red bands the white tint of 
the skin displays itself, showing that the material of 
the robe was diaphanous. Relief work in stucco 
was represented by fragments of a life-sized figure, 
since pieced together by M. Gilli^ron, which must 
have been that of some Minoan King. The head 
wears a fleur-de-lys crown and peacock plumes, and 
round the neck of the finely modelled torso there 
runs a collar of fleur-de-lys ornament.

Again the connection of Knossos with Egypt 
Was evidenced, and this time in most interesting 
fashion. Near the wall of a bathroom which was 
Unearthed by the north-west side of the North 
Portico, there was found the lid of an Egyptian 
'dabastron, bearing the cartouche of a King, which 
r(,ads, ' Neter nefer S ’user-en-Ra, sa Ra Khyan.’
I hese are the names of one of the most famous 
K n g s of the enigmatical llyksos race— Khyan-— 
the Embracer of the Lands,’ as he called himself, 

Uue of whose memorials, in the shape of a lion 
%ure, carved in granite, and bearing his cartouche 
'tpon its breast, was found as far east as Baghdad, 
‘inti is now in the British Museum. The statuette 

Wazet-User, son of Ab-nub, evidenced a connect* 
tl(>n between Knossos and Egypt in the time of the 
i'»ter Middle Kingdom. This cartouche of Khyan 
sK ‘Ws that the connection was maintained in that 
^■ u k p e r i o d  of Egyptian history which lay between
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the fall of the Middle Kingdom and the rise of the 
Empire. The intercourse between Crete and Egypt, 
however, goes much farther back than either the 
domination of the Ilyksos or the Middle Kingdom. 
The discovery of various stone vessels in translucent 
diorite, and other hard materials familiar to the 
student of Early Egyptian work as characteristic of 
the taste of the earliest dynasties, shows that for the 
beginning of the connection between the two great 
Empires we must go back to the early days of the 
Old Kingdom in E'gypt. The two civilizations, as 
we shall see later, can be equated period by period 
from the earliest times until the catastrophe of 
Knossos.

Among the seal impressions in clay, which were 
found in considerable numbers this season, were two 
worthy of attention : the one of great importance, 
the other scarcely of importance, but at least of 
interest. The first was an impression of the figure 
of a female divinity, dressed in the usual flounced 
garb of the Mycen.ran period, standing upon a 
sacred roe k on which two guardian lions rest the*** 
forefeet, the arrangement of the design being very 
much the same as that of the relief on the Ido*1 
Gate at Mycen.r, only with the· figure of the goddess 
taking the place of the sacred pillar. In her hands 
the goddess holds something which may be cither·1 
weapon or a sceptre, ami before her stands a male 
votary in an attitude· of adoration. In the ba 
ground is a shrine with sacred columns, in front 
which rise the 1 horns of consecration,’ which

of
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characteristic of Minoan temples, as apparently also 
of other Eastern religious structures. The second 
discovery was a clay matrix, formed from the im
pression of an actual seal, and evidently designed for 
the purpose of providing counterfeit impressions. 
In fact, we have here an evidence, brought to light 
after three millenniums, of some very ancient attempt 
at forgery in the very palace of the great law-giver.

The main result of the season of 1902 was the 
practical reconstruction of a large part of the Eastern 
or Domestic Quarter of the palace. The chief room 
in this part of the building was the Queen’s Megaron, 
an inner chamber divided transversely by a row of 
pillars, along whose bases ran a raised seat, where, 
no doubt, the maids of honour of the Minoan Court 
Were wont to sit and gossip. The pillared portico 
opened upon another elongated area, a characteristic 
feature of Minoan architecture, which served the 
Purpose of a light-shaft, illuminating the inner room. 
1 he light-well had been covered with a brilliant 
white plaster, on which were the remains of a bird 
fresco— a long, curving wing, with feathers of red, 
blue, yellow, white, and black. Adjacent to the 
Qu een’s Megaron was a small bathroom, constructed 
*°r a portable bath—a fragment of which, in painted 
ferra-cotta, was found in the portico of the adjoining 
hall.

1 he fresco of the bull-fight, already referred to, 
paralleled in subject, and more than matched 

,ri urtistic quality, by the discovery, in a small 
E lu d ed  room which had apparently served as a
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treasury, of a deposit of ivory figurines of the most 
exquisite workmanship. The height of the best 
preserved specimen is about n.\ inches, and it is 
hard to say whether the boldness of the design or 
the precision with which the details of the tiny 
figure are wrought out is the more admirable. The 
attitude is that of a man flinging himself forth in the 
abandon of a violent leap, with legs and arms 
extended. 11 is straining muscles arc indicated with 
perfect faithfulness, and even the veins in the 
diminutive hand and the nails of the tiny fingers are 
clearly marked. The hair had been formed by 
curling strands of thin gold wire inserted in the 
skull. There can be no doubt that these figures 
formed part of a scene like that of the toreador 
fresco, for the violent motion suggested is consistent 
with nothing but some desperate feat of agility like 
bull grappling. Probably the leaping figures were 
suspended by thin gold wires over the backs of 
ivory bulls, and thus presented a realistic miniature 
reproduction of the Minoan bull-ring. The extra* 
ordinary multiplication of such scenes, in painting» 
in the round, on gems and seal impressions, help3 
one to realize the hold which the passion of bull* 
fighting, or, rather, bull-grappling, had upon the 
Cretan mind, a hold no doubt connected with th<; 
important part which the bull appears to have play®“  
in the Minoan religion (Plate X IX .).

One of the season’s finds was peculiarly useful 
and interesting, as having yielded a considerable 
mass of material for reconstructing the appear;»11®
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of a Minoan town. A great chest of cypress wood 
—in which perhaps some Knossian Nausicaa once 
kept her store of linen—had been decorated with a 
series of enamelled plaques, depicting a Minoan 
town, with its towers and houses, its fields and 
cattle and orchards. The chest itself had perished 
>n the conflagration of the palace, leaving only a 
charred mass of woodwork; but the plaques survived. 
Some of them represent houses, evidently of wood 
and plaster fabric, for the round ends of the beams 
show in the frontage. On the ground-floor are the 
doors, in some cases double; above are second and 
third storeys, with rows of windows fitted with some 
rcd material, which may have been oiled and tinted 
Parchment, while some of the houses have an attic 
storey with windows above the third floor. It is 
Evident that the houses of the Minoan burghers 
"Ore not the closely-packed mud hovels, separated 
'font one another only by narrow alleys, which char
acterize the plan of the Egyptian town discovered 

h Petrie at lllahun, but were substantial structures, 
8,ying accommodation which, even to modern ideas, 
*ou!U seem respectable. Of course, one must 
oppose that the poorer quarters of the town would 
fcurcely be represented on a fabric designed for vise 

the palace ; but the actual remains of a Minoan 
li>wn, unearthed at Gournia by Mrs. H. 11. Hawes, 

i,,w that that town, at least, was largely com j wised 
 ̂ Houses which must have pretty closely resembled

drl)He on the porcelain plaques of Knossos.
^lost surprising of all, however, in many respects,
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was the revelation of the amazingly complete system 
of drainage with which the palace was provided. 
The gradient of the hill which underlay the domestic 
quarter of the building enabled the architect to 
arrange for a drainage system on a scale of com* 
pleteness which is not only unparalleled in ancient 
times, but which it would be hard to match in 
Europe until a period as late as the middle of the 
nineteenth century of our era. Λ  number el 
stone shafts, descending from the upper floors, lead 
to a well-built stone conduit, measuring i metre by 
λ metre, whose inner surface is lined with smooth 
cement. These shafts were for the purpose 
leading into this main conduit the surface-water 
from the roofs of the palace buildings, and thllS 
securing a periodical flushing of the drains. 
connection with this surface-water system, there 
was elaborated a system of latrines and other coO' 
trivances of a sanitary nature, which are ‘ stagger* 
ingly modern ’ in their appointments.

In the north-eastern quarter, under the Corridor 
of the Game-Hoard, are still preserved some of the 
terra-cotta pipes which served as connections to o* 
main drain. They are actually faucet-jointed P'l,< s 
o f quite modern type, each section feet in leng1 
and 6 inches in diameter at the wide end, and narrow 
ing to 4 inches at the smaller end. ‘jamming 
carefully prevented by a stop-ridge that ran rou 
the outside of each narrow end a few inches front 
mouth, while the inside of the butt, or broader ’
was provided with a raised collar that enabled j
bear the pressure of the next pipe’s stop ridge#
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gave an extra hold for the cement that bound the 
two pipes together ’ *(Plate X X . 2).

Indeed, the hydraulic science of the Minoan archi
tects is altogether wonderful in the completeness 
with which it provided for even the smallest details. 
On a staircase near the east bastion, on the lower 
part of the slope, a stone runnel for carrying off the 
surface water follows the line of the steps. Lest the 
steepness of the gradient should allow the water to 
descend too rapidly and flood the pavement below, 
the runnel is so constructed that the water follows a 
series of parabolic curves, and the rapidity of its fall 
*s thus checked by friction. The main drains are 
duly provided with manholes for inspection, and ‘ are 
S() roomy,' says Dr. Evans, ‘ that two of my Cretan 
Workmen spent days within them clearing out the 
^cumulated earth and rubble without physical in- 
Convenience.’ Those who remember the many ex
tent descriptions of the sanitary arrangements, or 
r;ither the want of sanitary arrangements, in such a 
l°Wn as the Edinburgh of the end of the eighteenth 
Century, will best appreciate the care and lore- 
thought with which the Minoan architects, more 
d)an 3,000 years earlier, had provided for the sani- 
l,ldon of the great Palace of Minos (Plates X V I. 
*nd X X . I}.

turning from the material to the spiritual, evidence 
l!* to the religious conceptions of the inhabitants of
the palace was forthcoming in two instances. In

*Mrly chamber liiere was fount) a little painted

ir M# Burrows,1 The Discoveries in Crete/ p* 9. Theses 
h now icioguim! to 1ms water-pipes.



terra-cotta object consisting of a group of three 
columns standing on an oblong platform. The 
square capitals of the columns each carried two 
round beams, their ends showing, exactly as in the 
case of the pillar on the Lion Gate at Myceiuc; and 
on the top of the beams doves were perched. I fere 
is the evidence of a cult in which a I )ove Goddess 
—a Goddess of the A ir— was worshipped under the 
form of a trinity of pillars ; and confirmation of the 
existence of such a form of belief was afforded by the 
discovery, in the south-east corner of the palace, of 
a little shrine, in which, along with the usual ‘ horn* 
of consecration ’ and sacred 1 )oublc Axes, were found 
three figures of a goddess, of very archaic form, on 
the head of one of which there was also perched a 
dove. The Double Axes in the shrine again empha
sized the importance in the palace worship of the 
Labrys, and underlined the suggestion that the Palace 
of Knossos is nothing more nor less than the 
legendary Labyrinth of Minos. 'T hat the 
symbol should be the distinguishing cult sign of th' 
Minoan Palace makes it more and more probable 
that we must in fact recognize in this vast building, 
with its maze of corridors and chambers and it·'» ,u!t| 
work of subterranean ducts, the local habitation il,|t 
name of the traditional Labyrinth.’ *

1 he season of 1903 was marked by two important 
discoveries within the. palace area. Of these ** 
may first consider the so-called Theatral A O

* A . J .  K van s, A n n u a l  o f  t i n  I S n t u h  <*t 
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(Plates X X I. and X X II.) . Such an area had been 
found at Phaistos by the Italian explorers, and it 
was natural to expect that something corresponding 
to it would not be lacking at Knossos. When found, 
it proved to be of later date and of more developed 
form than the structure at Phcestos ; but the general 
idea was the same. At the extreme north-west 
angle of the palace, abutting on the West Court, there 
Was discovered a paved area about 40 by 30 feet, 
divided up the centre by a causeway. On its 
eastern and southern sides it was overlooked by two 
tiers of steps, the eastern tier having at one time 
Consisted of eighteen rows, while the greatest 
number on the south side was six, diminishing to 
three as the ground sloped upwards. At the south
eastern angle, where the two tiers met, a bastion of 
s,,lid masonry projected between them.

t his area, for whatever purpose it may have been 
designed, was evidently an integral portion of the 
Bnter Palace structure, for no fewer than five cause* 
^ays converge upon it from different directions ; but 

Was in no sense, a thoroughfare, and the rows of 
st(‘ps around it do not lead, and can never have led, 
anywhere. What can have been the purpose of its 
Existence ? Dr. Kvans's view, which is generally 
Accepted, is that it was some sort of a primitive 
dieatre, where the inhabitants of the palace gathered 
*f> witness sports and shows of some kind, the tiers 
^  steps affording sitting accommodation for them, 
^*'le the bastion at the south-east angle, may have 

a kind of Royal Box, from which Minoan
to*



majesty and its Court circle surveyed the games. 
There would be accommodation on the steps for 
some four or five hundred spectators.

It must be confessed that the place leaves much to 
be desired as a theatre. The shallow steps must 
have made somewhat uncomfortable sitting-places, 
though one must remember that the Minoan ladies 
often, apparently, adopted a sitting posture which 
was more like squatting than sitting, and that a seat 
found in 1901, evidently designed for a woman’s use, 
was only a trifie over 5 inches in height. But 
male dignity required more lofty sitting accommoda
tion ; the seat of the throne of Minos is nearly 
23 inches high, and the spectators of the Knossian 
theatre cannot have been all women. Neither does 
the shape of the area appear to be particularly well 
adapted to the purpose suggested ; and, on the whole* 
if it were really designed for a theatre, we must 
admit that the Minoan architects were less happily 
inspired in its erection than in most of their other 
works. At the same time, however, the obstinat6 
fact remains that we can suggest no other concetv* 
able purpose which the place can have served ; ar,( 
so, until some more likely use can be suggested, 
are scarcely entitled to demur to Dr. Evans's theory·

Admitting, then, for want of any better cxplaf,a 
tion, that it may have been a Theatral Area, wh'lj 
were the games or shows which were here preset»16 
to the M inoan Court and its dependents ? C e rta in  j 

not the bull fight. For that there is manifestly 
space, as the flat area is not larger than a good-si*
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room; while the undefended position of the spec
tators would as certainly have resulted in tragedies 
to them as to the toreadors. But from the great 
rhyton found at Hagia Triada, from a steatite relief 
found at Knossos in 1901, and from various seal- 
impressions, we know that boxing was one of the 
favourite sports of the Minoans, as it was of the 
Homeric and the classical Greeks ; and the Theatral 
Area may have served well enough for such exhibi
tions as those in which Rpeus knocked out Kuryalus, 
and Odysseus smashed the jaw of 1 rus. Or perhaps 
it may have been the scene of less brutal entertain
ments in the shape of dances, such as those which 
delighted the eyes of Odysseus at the Palace of 
Alcinous. To this day the Cretans are fond of 
dancing, and in ancient times the dance had often a 
religious significance, and was part of the cere
monial of worship. So that it is not impossible that 

have here a spot whose associations with the 
House of Minos arc: both religious and literary— 
'the Che >ros (or dancing-ground) which l)a;dalus 
brought in broad Knossos for fair-haired Ariadne' 
Uliad X V II I . ,  590).

If the Theatral Area be really the· scene of the 
Palace sports, it has for us a romantic as well as an 
Hstorical interest; for Plutarch tells us that it was at 

games that Ariadne first met Theseus, and fell in 
, ve with him on witnessing Itis grace and prowess 
!“ the wrestling ring, it may be permissible to 
Pululge the imagination with the thought that we 
Cil,t still behold the very place where, while the

I OJ



grim King and his gaily-bedecked courtiers looked 
on at the sports which were meant only as a pre
lude to a dreadful tragedy, the actors in one of the 
great romances of the world found love waiting for 
them before the gates of death. In any case, the 
spot may well have been a most fitting one for the 
birth of an immortal tale of love. For it is not 
improbable that, in its religious aspect, it had a 
connection with a greater, a Divine namesake of the 
human Ariadne. The great goddess of Knossos, ir> 
one aspect of her nature, was the same whom the 
Greeks knew later as Aphrodite, the foam-born 
Goddess of I.ove. T o  this goddess there was 
attached in Crete the native dialect epithet of ‘ I 
Exceeding Holy One,’ * Ariadne,’ and the Theatral 
Area may well have been the place where cere
monial dances were performed in her honour.

Within the palace walls abundant remains of f,ne 
polychrome ware of the Middle Minoan period w«rt 
found as the season’s work went on. The dunge°,lS 
of the preceding year’s excavations were supply 
mented by the discovery of four more, making s i* 1 
all, and it was shown that these pits must have 
belonged to a very early period in the history th< 
buildings, for they have no structural connect»#1 
with the walls of the Later Palace, which, ind< ‘ ‘ · 
cross them in some places. Hut the great discover 
within the area was that of the Temple Repository ^ 
As the eastern side of the palace gave evidence 
having l>een the domestic quarter, so the wt 
central part showed traces of having had a SP '1
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religious significance in the palace life. Religion, 
indeed, seems to have bulked very largely in the 
economy of the House of Minos, which is what 
might have beim expected when one remembers the 
closeness of the relations between Zeus and Minos 
as depicted in the legends, and realizes that very 
probably the Kings of Knossos were Priest-Kings, 
and perhaps even incarnations of the Bull-god.

Near the west-central part of the palace the 
Double A xe sign occurred very frequently, and 
other evidences seemed to suggest that somewhere 
in this vicinity there must have been a sanctuary of 
some sort. This season’s explorations confirmed 
the suggestion, for, near the Pillar Room at the west 
side of the Central Court, there were discovered two 
large cists, which had been used for the storage of 
objects connected with the palace cult. The cist 
which was first opened was closely packed, to a 
depth of n o  metres, with vases; and below these 
there was a deposit of fragments and complete, 
examples of faience, including the. figures of a 
Hnake Goddess and her votaresses, votive robes 
and girdles, cups and vases with painted designs, 
•tnd reliefs of cows and calves, wild goats and kids· 
ot fact, this Repository was a perfect treasure-house 
f,f objects in faience ; but in the second cist such 
objects were wanting, with the exception that a 
hissing portion of the Snake < ioddess was found, the 
place dj die fiuence. being taken by gold-foil and 
Crystal plaques,

Home of the small faience reliefs are of particularly



exquisite design and execution, particularly one of 
a Cretan wild-goat and her young, the subject 
being executed in pale green, with dark sepia 
markings, and characterized by great directness and 
naturalism of treatment. Most interesting, however, 
were the figures of the Snake Goddess and her 
votaresses. The goddess is 13^ inches in height. 
She wears a high tiara of purplish-brown, with a 
white border, and her dress consists of a richly 
embroidered jacket, with laced bodice, and a skirt 
with a short double panier or apron. Her hair is 
dressed in a fringe above her forehead, and falls 
behind on her neck and shoulders ; the eyes and 
eyebrows are black, and the ears are of extraordinary 
size; the bust is almost entirely bare. Hut the 
curious feature of th<· little figure is that around her 
are coiled three snakes. One, which is grasped in 
the right hand, passes up the arm, descends behind 
the shoulders and down the left arm to the hand, 
which holds the tail. 1 wo other snakes are inter· 
laced around her hips, and a fourth coils itself 
around the high tiara. The figure of the votaress 
is somewhat similar; but her skirt is flounced all 
the way down in the regular Minoan style, and she 
holds a snake in her right hand. The characteristic 
feature of both figures is the modernness of the·* 
lines, which are as different as possible from th«s 
of the statues of classic Greece. The waist ,s 
exceedingly slender, and altogether ' the 
adopted are those considered ideal by the m< 
corset maker rather than those of the sculptor.

# S r r  note ot? im #« 1 1 6 .
1 tf)
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There can be little doubt that these tiny figures 
point to the worship of an earth goddess, whose 
emblem is the snake— the other aspect of the 
heavenly divinity whose symbols are the doves. It 
may be noted that at Gournia Miss Boyd (Mrs. 
Hawes) found a primitive figure of a goddess, twined 
with snakes and accompanied by doves, together 
with alow, three-legged altar, and the familiar horns 
of consecration. Strangely enough, along with the 
Snake Goddess of Knossos there was found in the 
Temple Repositories a cross of veined marble, with 
limbs of equal length, which Dr. Evans believes to 
have actually been the central object of worship in 
the cult, and which he has placed in this position in 
his reconstruction of the little shrine. This dis
covery, ' pointing to the fact that a cross of orthodox 
Greek shape was not only a religious symbol of the 
Minoan cult, but an actual object of worship, cannot 
hut have a profound interest in its relation to the 
later cult of the same emblem which still holds the 
Christian world.’ The fact of the equal-limbed 
cross having at so early a date been the object of 
Worship also suggests the reason why the Eastern 
Church lias always preferred the Greek form of 
Cross to the unequal-limbed form of the Western 
Church.

Outside the area of the palace proper discoveries 
(>f almost equal importance were made About 
*30 yards to the east of the Northern Entrance there 
C;i,ne to light the walls of a building which Dr, 
^ v*ns has designated the Royal Villa. U proved

to?



to be by far the finest example yet discovered of 
Minoan domestic architecture on a moderate scale, 
and contained a finely preserved double staircase; 
while among the relics found within its walls were 
some very beautiful examples of the ceramic art, 
including a fine ‘ stirrup’ or ‘ false-necked’ vase of 
the Later Palace style, decorated in lustrous orange- 
brown on a paler lustred ground. Still more 
beautiful was a tall painted jar, nearly 4 feet in 
height, bearing an exquisite papyrus design ί» 
relief (Plate X X III .) .

The main feature of the Villa was a long pillared 
hall, measuring about 37 by 15 feet. At the one 
end of it was a raised dais, separated by a balustrade 
from the rest of the hall, and approached by an 
opening in the balustrade with three steps. Imme
diately in face of the. opening a square niche breaks 
the wall behind the dais, and here stand the broken 
fragments of a gypsum throne. Λ fine stone lamp 
of lilac gypsum stands on the second step of the 
dais f Plate X X IV .) . I he two rows of pillars which 
run down the hall divide it into a nave and side 
aisles, and the hall presents all the elements of a 
primitive, basilica, with its throne for the presiding 
Bishop or Priest King. It is possible that we have 
here the first suggestion of that style of architecture 
which, passing through the stage where the King' 
Archon of Athens sat in the ‘ Stoa Basilike ’ to try 
cases of impiety, found its full development at !*lSl 
in the' Roman Basilica, the earliest type* of Christian 
church. ‘ Is the Priest King of Knossos, who her
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gave his decisions,’ says Professor Burrows, ‘ a direct 
ancestor of Praetor and Bishop, seated in the Apse 
within tlte Chancel, speaking to the people that stood 
below in Nave and Aisles ?’*

So far in the explorations at Knossos metal-work 
had been conspicuous by its absence. That the 
Minoans were skilled metal-workers was obvious, 
for many of their ceramic triumphs presented 
manifest indications of having been adaptations of 
metal forms ; and the gold cups of Vaphio, which, 
there can be little doubt, came originally from Crete, 
bore witness to a skill which would not have dis
graced the best Renaissance goldsmiths. But the 
men, whoever they may have been, who plundered 
the palace at the time of its great catastrophe, had 
done their work thoroughly, and left behind them 
little trace either of the precious metals or of bronze. 
It turned out, however, that in a block of building 
which stands between the West Court and the paved 
area to the north-west of the palace, a strange 
chance had preserved enough to testify to the art of 
the bronze-workers of Knossos. One of the floors 
of this building had sunk in the conflagration before 
the plunderers had had time to explore the room 
oeneath, and under its debris were found five 
magnificent bronze vessels four large basins and a 
*ingle*handied ewer. The largest basin, 39 centi
metres in diameter, is exquisitely wrought with a 
foliated margin and handle, while another has a 
fovely design of conventionalized lilies on its border, 

* ‘ The Diskcuverips 1» Crete,’ pp. to, * *.



Mention has already been made of the paved 
causeway which bisects the Theatral Area of the 
palace. This was found, in 1904, to have a con
tinuation in the shape of a well-made road leading 
in a north-westerly direction towards the hill
side (Plate X II . 1). It was overlaid by a Roman 
roadway, and an interesting comparison was thus 
made possible between the Minoan work and that 
of the great road-makers of later days. The 
Roman road came out rather badly from the com
parison, the earlier construction being superior in 
every respect. The central part of the Minoan 
road consisted of a well-paved causeway, rather 
more than 4  ̂ feet wide, while on either side of 
this there extended to a breadth of more than 
3J feet a strip of pebbles, clay, and pounded 
potsherds rammed hard, making the whole breadth 
of the road almost 12 feet. Close by this first 
European example of scientific road making ran 
the remains of water conduits, which may have 
led from a spring on Mount Juktas, and near 
the road also were found magazines of clay tablets» 
giving details of numbers of chariots, bows, and 
arrows, while in the immediate neighbourhood ° f  
these were two actual deposits of bronze-headed 
shafts.

As the Minoan road was followed up in 1905· 
led the explorers towards an important building 1,1 
the face of the hill to the north-west. Its expl°ra” 
lion was rendered extremely difficult by the f*,lt 
that its masonry ran right back into the side of

1 iU
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hill, which was covered by an olive wood, beneath 
whose roots lay a stratum made up of the remains 
of Graeco-Roman houses. But the building, when 
explored, proved to be well worth the labour, for 
the Little Palace, as it is called, was an important 
structure with a frontage of over 1 14  feet, and its 
pillared hall was worthy of comparison even with 
the fine rooms of its great neighbour. In Late 
Minoan times part of this fine hall had been used 
as a shrine, and in it were found, along with the 
usual ‘ horns of consecration,’ three fetish idols, 
grotesque natural concretions of quasi-human type. 
Of tl lese, the largest had some resemblance to a 
Woman of ample contours, while a smaller nodule 
suggested the figure of an infant, and near it was 
a rude representation of a Cretan wild goat. The 
third nodule was of apelike aspect. In view of all 
the religious associations of Crete, it can scarcely 
be doubted that these grotesque images, ' not made 
with hands,’ represent Mother Rhea, the infant 
Zeus, and the goat Amaltheia. The cull of stones, 
Meteorites and concretions such as these of the 
Little Palace, has been widespread in all a g e s ; one 
has only to remember the black stone which forms 
die most sacred treasure of Mecca, the black stone 
^hich stood in the Temple of the Great Mother at 
‘Cirne, and the image ol the great goddess Diana 

Ephesus, ‘ which fell down from Jupiter.* 
 ̂lest oil's story of how Kronos or Saturn devoured 

* Mone under the belief that he was swallowing the 
"dam 7a :us  evidently belongs to the recollections

lit



of a worship in which such natural idols as these 
were adored.

Hitherto Knossos had yielded only one small and 
inadequate representation of that seafaring enter
prise upon which the Minoan [tower rested, though 
even this had, in its own way, a certain suggestive- 
ness of the romance and terror of the sea. It was 
a seal-impression, found in 1903. in the Temple 
Repositories, on which a great sea monster, with 
dog’s head and open jaws, is seen rising from the 
waves and attacking a fisherman, who stands up 
in his light skiff endeavouring to defend himself. 
The Little I’alace yielded a somewhat more ade
quate representation of the Minoan marine in the 
shape of another seal-impression, which showed 
part of a vessel carrying one square sail, and pro
pelled also by a single bank of oars, whose rowers 
sit under an awning. Imposed upon the figure of 
the vessel is that of a gigantic horse, and the int- 
pression has l>een construed as a record of the first 
importation of the thoroughbred horse into Crete, 
probably from Libya, an interpretation which scents 
to demand a certain amount of faith and imagina
tion, for M osho’s  criticism, that 'the perspective IS 
faulty,’ is extremely mild. But at least the repre
sentation of the vessel itself gives us some idea 
the galleys which maintained the Minoan peace 
the /Kgean.

Among other treasures yielded By the Lit^' 
I’alace was a vessel of black steatite in the sh#P® 
oi a bull s head. 1 he idea was already fatnili·1̂

4 <
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from other examples, but the execution of this 
specimen was beyond comparison fine, * The 
modelling of the head and curly hair,’ says Dr. 
Evans, ‘ is beautifully executed, and some of the 
technical details are unique. The nostrils are inlaid 
with a kind of shell like that out of which cameos 
are made, and the one eye which was perfectly 
preserved presented a still more remarkable feature. 
The eye within the socket was cut out of a piece 
of rock-crystal, the pupil and iris being indicated 
by means of colours applied to the lower face of the 
crystal which had been hollowed out, and had a 
certain magnifying power.’ * Students of Early 
Egyptian art will be reminded of the details of the 
eyes in the statues of Rahotep and Nefert, and 
>n the bronze statue of Pepy. * Even after the 
Enossian ivories, faience figurines, and faience and 
plaster reliefs,’ writes Mr. Hogarth, ‘ after the 
Enossian and Haghia Triadha frescoes, after the 
1‘nest “ Kam ares" pottery, and the finest intaglios, 
die Vaphio goblets and the Myceiue dagger blades, 
°ne was still not prepared for the bull's head rkyton 
• · . with its painted transparencies for eyes, and 
lts admirable modelling, and the striking contrast 
Ktween the black polished steatite of the mass and 
die creamy cameo shell of the inlay work.’ t 

Within the palace proper, the work of 1907 
Vv‘blessed the discovery of a huge beehive chamber 
Excavated ttuherock underlying theSouthern Portico.

* The lima, August 37, 1908.
t J'vrim $hliy Jim0> tuber, pp. fw , 6of.



It had been filled in with later d6bris and sherds of 
the Middle Minoan period, and evidently belonged 
to a period antedating that of the construction of 
even the earliest palace. Its floor was only reached 
in 1908 by a small shaft at the depth of 52 feet from 
the summit of its cupola; and as yet the floor 
remains largely unexplored, and may be expected to 
furnish valuable information as to the Early Minoan 
Culture. Professor Murray has suggested that this 
huge underground vault may be the actual Labyrinth 
of the legend, the underground Temple of the Bull- 
God, and the scene of the dark tragedies which 
belong to the story of the Minotaur; but for the 
confirmation or negation of this suggestion we must 
wait until the great vault itself has been thoroughly 
explored.

Such, then, have been the outstanding results 
the excavation of the ancient palace of the Cretan 
Sea-Kings, so far as it has yet proceeded. 01 the 
wealth of material which has been brought to lig‘l1 
much, of course, still waits, and, perhaps, may ldOJi 
wait, for interpretation. The facts are there, but 
the significance o f them is not always easily d's' 
cerned. But, at least, the importance of the suprt*n|C 
fact cannot I«; questioned; the emergence of tin* 
magnificent relic of a civilization, so great and 
advanced as to fill the mind with wonder, so curious 
corroborating the ancient legends as to the great11« 
and power of the House of Minos, and yet 
absolutely lost as to have left no trace of itself. 
in romantic story, until the patience and skill 0 
present-day explorers restored its relics to the »'h
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of day to tell, though as yet only imperfectly, their 
own tale of splendour and disaster.

Theinterpretationand co-ordination of the immense 
body of material gathered by Dr. Evans must for 
long be the work of scholars. Perhaps it is not too 
much to hope that when the Minoan script hits at 
length yielded up its secrets we shall be able to 
comprehend clearly those historical outlines of the 
rise and magnificence and fall of a great monarchy 
and culture, which at present have to be cautiously 
and sometimes precariously inferred from the indica
tions afforded by scraps of potsherd and fragments 
of stone or metal. And then the actual story of the 
1 louse of Minos will appeal to all. To-day, perhaps, 
the main impression left on the ordinary student by 
this resurrection is one of sadness. Here was a 
kingdom so great and so imposing, a civilization so 
highly advanced and so full of the joy of living. 
And it has all passed away and been forgotten, with 
tts vivid life, and its hopes and fears; and we can 
only wonder how life looked to the: men and women 
"Ίΐυ peopled the courts of the vast palace, and what 
Pan was played by them in the fragments of old 
k'gend that have come down to us.

1 he pathos of this aspect of his discoveries has 
* *  been missed by the explorer. Writing of the 
r**toration of the Queen's apartment of tin: palace, 

•"Saturation rendered necessary by the decomposing 
'Mion of wind and rain on the long-buried materials, 

r* Evans says : ' b rum the open court to the east, 
W  *he narrower area that Hanks the inner section 
1 lht* hall, the light pours in between the piers and
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of day to tell, though as yet only imperfectly, their 
own tale of splendour and disaster.

Theinterpretationand co-ordination of theimmense 
body of material gathered by Dr. Evans must for 
long be the work of scholars. Perhaps it is not too 
much to hope that when the Minoan script has at 
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comprehend clearly those historical outlines of the 
rise and magnificence and fall of a great monarchy 
and culture, which at present have to be cautiously 
and sometimes precariously inferred from the indica
tions afforded by scraps of potsherd and fragments 
of stone or metal. And then the actual story of the 
1 louse of M inos will appeal to all. To-day, perhaps, 
the main impression left on the ordinary student by 
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columns just as it did ot old. In cooler tones it 
steals into the little bathroom behind. It dimly 
illumines the painted spiral frieze above its white 
gypsum dado, and falls below on the small terra
cotta bath-tub, standing much as it was left some 
three and a half millenniums back. The little bath
bears a painted design of a character that marks the 
close of the great “  i ’alace Style.” By whom 
was it last used ? By a Queen, perhaps, and mother, 
for some “  Hope of M inos"—a hope that failed.’ * 

The little bath-tub in the Queen’s Megaron 
Knossos takes its place with the children’s toys of
the Twelfth Dynasty town at Kahun in bringmf» 
home to us the actual humanity of the people who 
used to be paragraphs in Lempriere's ' Classic»! 
Dictionary’ or Rollins ‘ Ancient History.’

N o t *  t o  p ,  ></,.- In  ii/t.f  a v e r y  re m a rk ;» » !« ;  s t a t u e t t e  o f  i v <>ry,
g o t »  o r n a m e n t * ,  w a s  a c q u i r e »  tty  t h e  A r t  M u s e u m  o f  H u s to n ,  *

T h e  f i g u r e ,  ό φ  i n c h e s  in  h e i g h t ,  is t h a t  o f  a  S n a k e  GotlcJcHS *  ̂
s c m b l m g  t h e  o n e  a l r e a d y  f o u n d  a t  K n o s s o s .  TIic ( « o d d e s t  tj|e, 
c r o w n » h e r  w a i s t  is e n c i r c l e d  b y  t h e  c u s t o m a r y  h e a v y  M i n o a n  
t h e  a r m s  a r e  w r e a t h e d  hi s n a k e s ,  a s  in  t h e  K n o s s o s  f i g u r e ,  ^ ,|C 
d i e s *  is  o f  t h e  r e g u la i  M i n o a n  t y p e  a z o u a v e  ja r  k e t  c u t  v e r y  * j 
a n d  u l o n g  s k i r t  w i t h  f i v e  b r o a d  b o u n c e s ,  w h o s e  e d g e s  a r e  *! ί · 
b y  g o l d  b a n d s .  T h e  B o s t o n  s t a t u e t t e ,  h o w e v e r ,  f a r  e x c e l s  t h e  Knj- 
f i g u r e  in  a r t i s t i c  q u a l i t y  . a m i ,  a s  M r .  K ,  Λ.  < » a t f in e r  r e m a r k * ,  * s J ^  
u s  f o r  t h e  f u s t  t i m e  a  t r e a t m e n t  o f  t h e  h u m a n  t i g m e  m  ^ r c t a  
w h i c h  I ». c o m p a r a b l e  m  a r t i s t i c  e x c e l l e n c e  w i t h  t h e  a d m i r a b l e  * ^
o f  a n i m a l s  w h i c h  a r e  o f  t a e l a n  o r  M v<..eua a n  o r i g i n / '  T h e  t ie . j  
o f  t h e  e y e s ,  m  p a t b c u l a t , s u n k  t o  t h e n  p r o p e r  d e p t h  b e l o w  t h e  1 ^  
a n d  w i t h  t h e  l o w e r  t*y< h d  o v e r l a p p e d  a t  i h r  a n g l e  I>y t h e  u b l >ĉ  r ,or  
n a t u r e ,  is far  in  a d v a n c e  o l  a n y t h i n g  t o  b e  f o u n d  in  a m  rent  aJ J ^ j p *  
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CHAPTER VI
I’ ll/RSTOR, HAG IA T R I A D A , A N D  E A S T E R N  C R E T E

W k have followed the fortunes of the excavations at 
Knossos in considerable detail, not only as being 
the most important, but as illustrating also in the 
fullest manner the legendary and religious history of 
Crete. But they art; very far from being the only 
important investigations which have been carried on 
in the island, and it may even lx: said that, had 
Knossos never been excavated, it would still have 
been possible, from the results of the excavations 
made at other sites, to deduce the conclusion which 
has been arrived at as to the supreme position of 
* rete in the early /Kgean civilization.

Both in the Iliad and tint Odyssey Plurstos is 
mentioned along with Knossos as one ol the chief 
towns of Crete ; ami it is at and near Pharstos that 
me most extensive and important remains of Minoan 
CuUure have been discovered, apart from the work 
** Knossos. The splendid valley of the Messara, 
0,1 the southern side of the island, is dominated 
mward.s its seaward end by three hills, rising in 
st,’ps one above the other, and on the lowest ol the
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three, overlooking the plain, stood the Palace of 
Phaistos, the second great seat of the Minoan lords of 
Crete. As in the case of Knossos, a few blocks of 
hewn stone, standing among the furrows of the corn
field which occupied the site, were the only indications 
of the great structure which had once crowned the hill, 
and it was the existence of these which induced the 
Italian Archaeological Mission to attempt the excava
tion. In April, 1900, the first reconnaissance of the 
ground was made, with no very encouraging results. 
By September of the same year the great palace had 
been discovered, though, of course, the full revelation 
of its features was a matter of much longer time. 
The work has been carried on by Professor Halb- 
herr, Signor Pernier, and others, concurrently with 
the excavations of Dr. K van s; and the result has 
been the revelation of a palace, similar in many 
respects to the House of Minos at Knossos, though 
on a somewhat smaller scale, and characterized, 
like the Labyrinth, by distinct periods of building· 
At Phasstos, indeed, the remains of the earlier 
palace, consisting of the Theatral Area and West 
Court, with the one-columned portico at its south 
end, are of earlier date than the existing important 
architectural features at Knossos, belonging to the 
period known as Middle Minoan II., the time when 
the beautiful polychrome Kamares ware was 1,1 
its glory, while the main scheme of the palace ·** 
Knossos, as at present existing, must l** pbli<< 
somewhere in the following period, MiddK* 
Minoan H i.
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Phasstos

This first palace of Phaestos had been destroyed, 
like the early palace at Knossos, but not at the same 
time, for it apparently lasted till the beginning of 
the Late Minoan period, while at Knossos the 
catastrophe of the first palace took place at the end 
of Middle Minoan II. From this fact it has been 
suggested that the first destruction of Knossos was 
the result of civil war, in which the lords of Phatstos 
overthrew their northern brethren of the greater 
palace, but the evidence seems somewhat scanty to 
bear such an inference.

After the catastrophe at Phxstos, a thick layer of 
lime mixed with clay and pebbles was thrown over 
the. remains of the ruined structure as a preparation 
for the rebuilding of tin* palace, and thus the relics 
of the earlier building, which are now unveiled in 
close connection with the later work, though on a 
father lower level, were completely covered up 
before, the second palace rose upon the site. The 
1 heatral Area at Ph.estos to some extent resembles 
that of Knossos, but is simpler, lacking the tier of 
steps at right angles to the main tier, and lacking 
:'Iso the Bastion, or Royal Box, which at Knossos 
Occupies the angle of the junction of the two tiers. 
It consists of a paved court, ending, on the west 
std,., in a flight of ten steps, more than 60 feet in 
b’ugth, behind which stands a wall of large lime
stone blocks. As at Knossos, a flagged pathway 
r;‘n across the area, obliquely, however, in this case, 
"fcneath the structure of the second palace wore 
^»»covered statte of the chambers ol the earlier



building·, with a number of very fine Kamares vases 
(Plate X X V I.),

But the chief glory of the palace at Pharstos is 
the great flight of steps, 45 feet in width, which 
formed its state entrance, the broadest and most 
splendid staircase that ever a royal palace had 
(Plate X X V I.) . ‘ No architect,’ says Mosso, 'has 
ever made such a flight of steps out of Crete.’ At 
the head of the entrance staircase stood a columned 
portico, behind which was the great reception-hall 
of the palace. I he hails and courts of Pharstos are 
comparable for spaciousness even with the finest of 
those at Knossos, and, indeed, the Megaron, so 
called (wrongly), of Phaestos is a more spacious apart
ment than the I fall of the Double Axes at the sister 
palace, the area of the Phaestos chamber being over
3.000 square feet, as against the 2,000 odd square 
feet of the I fall of the Double Axes. The. Central 
Court, 150 feet long by 70 broad, is a fine paved 
quadrangle, but has not the impressiveness of thc 
t entral ( ourt at Knossos, with its area of about
20.000 square! fret.

On the whole*, the two palaces wonderfully 
semble each other in the general ideas that det#*** 
mine their struc ture, though, of course, there ^  
many variations in detail. Hut, as contrasted ***** 
the sister palace, the stately building at Fh^sto* 
has exhibited a most extraordinary dearth of 
objects of art which formed so great a part of 
treasures ol Knossos, Apart from the K;uO*tr*̂  
vases and one graceful flower fresco, little of ****
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Phaestos

portance has been found. The comparative absence 
of metal-work at Knossos can be explained by the 
greed of the plunderers who sacked the palace; but 
Phaestos is almost barren, not of metal-work alone. 
All the more interesting, therefore, was the dis
covery, made in 1908, of the largest inscribed clay 
tablet which has yet been found on any Minoan site. 
This was a disc of terra-cotta, 6 ‘6 y inches in 
diameter, and covered on both sides with an in
scription which coils round from the centre out
wards. * It is by far the largest hieroglyphic 
inscription yet discovered in Crete. It contains 
Some 24t signs and 6i sign groups, and it 
exhibits the remarkable peculiarity that every sign 
has been separately impressed on the clay while 
in a soft state by a stamp or punch. It is, in 
fact, a printed inscription.’ * One of the hiero
glyphs, frequently repealed, is the representation of 
the head of a warrior wearing a feathered head
dress which remarkably resembles the crested 
helmets of the Pulosathu, or Philistines, on the 
reliefs of Ramses 111. at Modi net Ilubu. Prom his 
analysis of the various signs Dr. Evans has con
cluded that the inscription is not Cretan, but may 
»present a script, perhaps Lycian, in use in the 
coast lands of Asia Minor. No interpretation of 
die writing can yet be given, but Dr. Evans has 
|*>inted out evidences of a metrical arrangement 
antong the signs, ami has suggested that the in*

Λ j, I vans* ‘ Scripu Minot*/ p. 24» 
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scription may conceivably be a hymn in honour of 
the Anatolian Great Mother, a goddess who corre
sponded to the Nature Goddess worshipped in 
Minoan Crete, whose traditions have survived under 
the titles of Rhea, Britomartis, Aphrodite Ariadne, 
and Artemis Dictynna. The pottery in connection 
with which it was found dates it to at least 1600, 
perhaps to 1800, n.c.

The hill of Hagia Triada, about two miles to the 
north-west of Pha'stos, proved sufficiently fruitful to 
compensate the Italian explorers for the incompre
hensible barrenness of Phaxstos. Here stand the 
ruins of the Venetian church ot St. George, itself 
built of stone which was hewn originally by Minoan 
masons. The retaining wall of the raised ground 
in front of the church had given way, exposing a 
section of archaeological relics, Minoan potsherds, 
and fragments of alabaster, to a depth of more than 
six fee t; and this accidental exposure led to the 
discovery of the Royal Villa, which the lords of  
Phiestos had erected as a dependency of the great 
palace, or as a country seat, ilagia  Triada proved 
to be as rich in objects of  artistic interest as P h .e sto S  

had been floor. Some of the fresco wr >rk discovered, 
in particular a scene with a cat hunting a rl*̂  
pheasant, reminiscent of the hunting cat scene <,n 
the Myc en.e dagger-blade, is of extraordinary merit· 
The cat scene, is judged by Professor Burrows to 
be superior in vivacity to the famous EgyPt,,,n 
Eighteenth l )ynasty tomb-picture of the marsh- fowl'f 
with the trained »at, though to those familiar 'v,t
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the wonderful dash of the Egyptian work in question 
this will seem a hard saying.

There can be nothing but admiration, however, 
for the three astonishing vases of black soapstone 
which were discovered at the villa. They remain a 
most convincing evidence of the maturity of M inoan 
art, and the mastery to which it had attained over 
the expression of the human form in low relief. It 
has been already noticed that the fine Minoan 
pottery is largely an imitation of earlier work in 
metal, and this is true also of these stone vases. 
What the Minoan craftsman was capable of when 
he was allowed to deal with the precious metals we 
can see from the few specimens which have survived 
to the present time. The Vaphio gold cups, with 
their bull-trapping scenes, are generally admitted 
now to be of Cretan workmanship, though found in 
the Pcloponnese, and Benvenuto Cellini himself 
need not have been ashamed to turn out such work, 
admirable alike in design and execution. Little of 
such gold-work has survived, for obvious reasons. 
1 he metal was too precious to cscaj>e the plunderer 
in the evil days which fell upon the Minoan Em pire; 
and the artistic value of the vases and bowls would 
*eem iritling to the conquerors in comparison with 
the worth of the metal.

But the artists of the time worked not only in the 
precious metals, but also in stone, trying to reproduce 
lhere the forms with which they had decorated the 
Vessels wrought in the costlier medium. Probably, 
^hen the steatite was worked to its finished shapCf
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it was covered with a thin coating of gold-leaf, at 
least this suggestion, originally made l>y Evans, has 
been confirmed in one instance, where part of the 
gold-leaf was found still adhering to a vase discovered 
at Palaikastro by Mr. Currelly. In the case of the 
Hagia Triada vases the gold-coated steatite had 
no charms for the plunderer, who merely stripped 
off the gold-leaf and left its foundation to testify to 
us of the shill of these ancient craftsmen. The 
largest of the three stands 18 inches in height. 
It is divided by horizontal bands into four zones. 
Three of these show boxers in all attitudes of the 
prize ring—striking, guarding, falling; while the 
second zone from the top exhibits one of the bull- 
grappling scenes so common in Minoan art, with 
two charging bulls, one of them tossing on his horns 
a gymnast who appears to have missed his leap 
and paid the penalty. 1 he figures are admirably 
modelled ami true to nature, save for the convention 
of the exaggeratedly slender Minoan waist, which 
seems to create an impression of unusual height and 
length of limb. The second vase (Plate X X V I b ) ,s 
much smaller, and represents a procession which has 
been variously interpreted as a band of soldiers or 
marines returning in triumph from a victory, or as a 
body of harvesters marching in some sort of harvest 
thanksgiving festival. This interpretation seeing 
on the whole, the more probable of the two. 
the middle of the procession is a figure, interesting 
from the fact that he is so different from his con'* 
panions, l ie  has not the usual pinched in w aist0
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the Cretans, but is quite normally developed, and he 
bears in his hand the sistrum ,or metal rattle, which 
was one of the regular sacred musical instruments 
of the Egyptians. In all probability he is meant to 
represent an Egyptian priest, though what he is 
doing in a Cretan festival it is hard to tell. The 
three figures, possibly of women, who are following 
him, have their mouths wide open, and are evidently 
singing lustily. One of the figures, that of an 
elderly man, who appears to be the chief of the 
party, is clad in a curious, copelike garment, which 
may be either a ceremonial robe ora  wadded cuirass. 
Apart from all questions of what kind of incident 
the artist meant to represent, the artistic value of 
his work is unquestionable. It has been said of 
this little vase that ‘ not until the fifth century h.c. 
should we find a sculptor capable of representing, 
with such absolute truth, a party of men in motion.’ 

The smallest of the three vases, only 4 inches in 
height, bears the representation of a body of soldiers 
with heads and feet showing above and below their 
great shields, which are locked together into a wall.
1 he shields are evidently covered with hide, as the 

hulls’ tails still show upon them. But the interest 
Ct;ntres in two figures which stand apart from the 
others. One seems to be a chieftain or general; he 
has long, flowing hair, a golden collar round his neck, 
^id bracelets on his arms, while in his outstretched 
r,ght hand he holds a long staff, which may be the 
®h»tft of a lance, or, more probably, an emblem of 
aiHhority, like the staves carried by Egyptian nobles
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and officials. His legs are covered halfway up to 
the knee by a genuine pair of puttees, five turns of 
the bandage being clearly marked. He appears to 
be giving orders to the other figure, perhaps that of 
a captain or under-officer, who stands before him in 
an attitude of respectful attention. The captain is 
slightly lower in stature than his chief, though this 
may be due to the fact that room has had to be 
found for the tall curving plume of the low helmet 
which he wears. 11 is neck is adorned with a single 
torque, and he carries a long heavy sword sloped over 
his right shoulder. Instead of wearing puttees, like 
his commander, he wears half-boots, like those on the 
figurine discovered by Dawkins at I’etsofa. Neither 
the chieftain nor his officer appears to wear any de
fensive armour; their only clothing is a scalloped 
loin-cloth, slightly more heavily bordered in the case 
of the chief than in that of the soldier; and the 
modelling of the bodies, with the indications o 
muscular development, particularly in the legs o 
the chieftain, is exceedingly fine, and of an accuracy 
marvellous when the diminutive scale of the figures 
is considered. The little vast; is a valuable docu 
ment for th<· appearance and equipment of * 
warriors of those far-off times, but it is ^
treasure of art. ‘ The ideal grace and dignity** 4 A w#
these two figures,’ says Professor Burrow·, 
pose with which they throw head and body b a c k ,  

Ικ-yond any representation of the human 
hitherto known before the best |>criod of 
1 idlenic aru’
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The interest of another of the Hagia Triada finds 
arises from the fact that it appears to .represent a 
religious ceremony in honour of the dead. The 
object in question is a limestone sarcophagus covered 
with plaster, on which various funerary ceremonies 
are painted. The artistic merit of the work is 
small, for the figures are badly drawn and carelessly 
painted, and in all likelihood represent the decaying 
art of the Third Late Minoan period; but the 
subjects and their arrangement are of importance 
(Plate X X V 111.). On one side of the sarcophagus 
a figure stands against the door of a tomb. He is 
closely swathed, the arms being within his wrappings, 
and his altitude is so immobile as to suggest that he 
is dead. Towards him advance three figures, one 
bearing something winch, by a stretch of charity, 
may be described as the model of a boat, the others 
bearing calves, which, curiously enough, are re
presented, like the great bulls of the frescoes, as in 
lull gallop. At the other end of the panel a priestess 
pours a libation into an urn standing between two 
1 )ouble Axes, with birds perched upon them. Behind 
the priestess is a woman carrying over her shoulders 
a yoke, from which hang two vessels, while behind 
her, again, cornea a man dressed in a long robe, 
and playing upon a seven-stringed lyre. On the 
opposite side of the sarcophagus, the painting, much 
defaced, shows another priestess before an altar, 
"fith a 1 )oub!e Axe standing beside it, a man playing 
°n a flute, and five women moving in procession. On 
die ends of the sarcophagus are pictures, in one case
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of a chariot drawn by two horses, and driven by two 
women ; in the other, of a chariot drawn by griffins 
and driven by a woman, who has beside her a 
swathed figure, perhaps again representing a dead 
person. The figures of the lyre and (lute players 
are interesting as affording very early information 
concerning the forms of European musical instru
ments. The double flute employed shows eight 
perforations, and probably the full number, allowing 
for those covered by the player’s bands, was 
fourteen. The lyre approximates to the familiar 
classic form, and the number of its strings shows 
that Terpander can no longer claim credit as being 
the inventor of the seven-stringed lyre, which was 
in use in Crete at least eight centuries before the 
date at which his instrument was mutilated by die 
unsympathetic judges at Sparta to put him on a 
level with his four stringed competitors.

More important, however, is the suggestion 
Egyptian influence in the grouping of the 
No one familiar with the details of the ceremony 
of 'opening the mouth’ of the deceased, so eon 
linually represented in Egyptian funerary scenes» 
can fail to recognize the original inspiration of dm 
scene on the Hagia Triada sarc ophagus. 1 he 10,1 ' 
in the background, the si tiff swathed figure pfOpP  ̂
like a log in front of it, the leafy branch before 11  
dead man, taking the place of the bunches of  ̂
blooms, the offerings of meat, and the sacribi 
the bull— this is an Egyptian funeral with 
mourners dressed in Cretan dollies. ” e
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already seen a priest from the banks of the Nile 
brandishing his sistrum in the Harvest Procession; 
and the sarcophagus suggests that Egyptian religious 
influence was telling, if not on the actual views of 
the Cretans as to the state of man after death, at all 
events upon the ceremonial by means of which 
these views were expressed. Phaestos and Hagia 
Triada, we must remember, owing to their position, 
would be more exposed to Egyptian influence than 
even Knossos, where traces of it are nut lacking. 

The villa at Hagia Triada showed the same 
attentive care for sanitary arrangements which has 
been already noticed at Knossos. Mosso has noted 
an illustration of the honesty with which the work 
had been executed. 4 One day, after a heavy down
pour of rain, I was interested to find that all the 
drains acted perfectly, and 1 saw the water flow 
from sewers through which a man could walk 
upright. 1 doubt if there is any other instance of a 
drainage system acting after 4,000 years.’

The excavations at Knossos, Phxstos, and Hagia 
1 riada have yielded, in the main, evidence of the 
splendour of the Mi noun K in gs; but other sites in 
d'e island, while presenting jatrhaps nothing so 
d ik in g , have added largely to our knowledge of the 
c«mmon life of the Minoan race. At Gournia an 
American lady, Miss Harriet Boyd (now Mrs. 
^btwes), made the remarkable discovery of a whole 
°^n, mainly dating from the close, of the Middle 

j^'noan period, though the site had been occupied 
r°'u  the beginning of the Bronze Age. Gournia
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had had its modest palace, occupying an area of 
about half an acre, with its adaptation, on a diminu
tive scale, of the Knossian Theatral Area, its 
magazines, and its West Court, where palace and 
town met, as at Knossos, for business purposes. 
Hut the main interest of the little town centred in 
its shrine and in the houses of the burghers, with 
their evidences of a wonderfully even standard of 
comfortable and peaceful life, by no means untinged 
with artistic elegance.

The shrine, discovered in 190t, stood in the
very heart of the town, and was reached by a much-
worn paved way. The sacred enclosure was only
some 12 feet square, and Mrs. Hawes is inclined to
believe that its rough walls never stood more than
18 inches high, forming merely a little temenos, ,n
which stood a sacred tree, and the small group
cult objects which were still huddled together in !l
corner of the shrine. ‘ It is true that they are very
crude, made in coarse terra-cotta, with no artiste
sk ill; nevertheless, they are eloquent, for they tell us
that the Great Goddess was worshipped in
town-shrine of Gournia, as in the Palace of Knossos.
Here were her images twined with snakes, 1,(Γ
doves, the “ horns of consecration," the low, thr<c* l#*t€
legged altar table, and cultus vases. T o  coin pe
tite list, a potsherd was found with the 1 )oub!e 
moulded upon it, an indication, perhaps, that * ’  ̂
who claimed kin with the masters of Crete 
their devotions at this unpretentious shrine.

* * Crete the Forerunner of Greece,' p. 9®·
I 30
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Eastern Crete

smallness of the shrine at Gournia may be compared 
with the smallness of the sacred rooms at Knossos, 
and seems to have been characteristic of the Minoan 
worship.

The 5-feet-broad roadways of the town, neatly 
paved, are conclusive evidence of the infrequent 
use of wheeled vehicles. Flush with their borders 
stand the fronts of the houses. Two-storey houses 
were common, some of them with a basement storey 
beneath the ground-floor when the slope of the hill 
admitted of such an arrangement. In all likelihood 
the general appearance of the homes was much like 
that of the comfortable-looking houses depicted on 
the faience plaques of Knossos, already referred to. 
Even ordinary craftsmen’s houses have six to eight 
rooms, while those of the wealthier burghers have 
perhaps twice as many. Here and there evidences 
of the former occupations of the inhabitants came to 
light—a complete set of carpenter’s tools in one 
nou.se, a set of loom weights in another, the block· 
mould in which a smith had cast his tools in a third.
I hat the citizens of the little town were not entirely 
ignorant of letters was evidenced by the presence of 
*' tablet bearing an inscription in the linear script of 
Knossos, ( lass A, and the beauty of their painted 
Pottery shows that they were by no means lacking 
'n refinement and artistic feeling. The town was 
S;Hk»‘d and burned about i 500 tu\, as its discoverer 
^inks, perhaj is a century before the fall of the* great 
P'd.u r· Knossos. Partially rroccupied, like other 
^ r<Tan sites, during the 1‘hird Late Minoan pertoti,
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it lias since then lain tenantless, waiting the day 
when its ruined houses should he revealed again to 
testify to the quiet and peaceful prosperity that 
reigned under the aegis of the great sea-power ot 
the House of Minos.

At Palaikastro another town oi closely-packed 
houses, covering a space of more than 400 by 350 
feet, has been revealed. Its existing remains are of 
somewhat later date than those of Gournia, and the 
houses are, on the whole, rather larger, but their 
general style is much the same. Near the town, at 
Pet so fa, Professor J. L. Myres has unearthed, 
among a wealth of other votive offerings, a number 
of curious clay figurines, interesting as being among 
the earliest examples of polychrome decoration 
(they belong to Middle Minoan I., and are painted 
in a scheme of black and white, red and orange), but 
still more interesting ' with their open corsage, 
wide-standing collars, high shoe-horn hats, elaborate 
crinolines, and their general impression of an in* 
accurate attempt at representing Queen Klizabeth 
— as evidence of how utterly unlike was the costume 
of prehistoric woman in the TKgean area to the 
stately and simple lines of the classic ( ’»reek dress.

I he Cretan discoveries have tended as much a* 
any work of recent years to reduce the extravagant 
claims which used to 1m: put forward on behalf of tbe 
Phumicians as originators of many of the element* 
of ancient civilization, and evidence is now fort'1 
coming to show that originality in even their ntu*t 
famous and characteristic industry, the dyeing 0
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Eastern Crete

robes with the renowned ‘ Tyrian purple,’ must be 
denied to them and claimed for the Minoans. In 
1903, Messrs. Bosanquet and Currelly found on the 
island of Kouplumisi (Leuke), off the south-east 
coast of Crete, a bank of the pounded shell of the 
murex from which the purple dye was obtained, 
associated with pottery of the Middle Minoan 
period; and in 1904 they discovered at Palaikastro 
two similar purple shell deposits, in either case 
associated with pottery of the same date.

At Zakro, on the eastern coast of the island, 
Mr. Hogarth has excavated the remains of what 
must have been an important trading-station. In 
one single house of one of its merchants he came 
upon 500 clay scat-impressions, with specimens of 
almost every type of Cretan seal design, which had 
evidently been used for sealing bales of goods. 
Bome of the Zakro pottery also was of extreme 
beauty, one specimen in particular, conspicuous from 
the fact that its delicate decoration had been laid on 
subsequent to the firing of the vessel, and could be 
removed by the slightest touch of the finger, show- 
lfig evident traces of Egyptian influence in its 
adaptation of the, familiar lotus design of Nilotic 
decorative art (Plate X X IX . 2).

Ο» the tiny island of Mokhlos, only some 200 
Vards off the northern coast of Crete, to which it 
^as probably united in ancient days, Mr. Seager 
1,*’> excavated, in 1907 and tqoK, an Early Minoan 
uecropolis, front which have com«’ some remarkable 
specimens of the skill with which the ancient Cretan
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workmen could handle both stone and the precious 
metals. Scores of beautiful vases of alabaster, 
breccia, marble, and soapstone, wrought in some 
cases to the thinness of a modern china cup, suggest 
at once the protodynastic Egyptian bowls of diorite 
and syenite, and show that if the Cretan took the 
idea from Egyptian models, he was not behind his 
master in the skill with which he carried it out. 
Not less surprising is the work in gold, which 
includes ' fine chains—as beautifully wrought as the 
best Alexandrian fabrics of the beginning of our era 
—artificial leaves and flowers, and (the distant 
anticipation, surely, of the gold masks of the 
Myceiue graves) gold bands with engraved and 
pousst!eyes for the protective blinding of the dead. * t 

Excavating outside the area ol the palace at 
Knossos, Dr. Evans opened, on a hill known as 
Zafer Papoura, about half a mile north of the palace» 
a large number of Minoan tombs dating from the 
I bird Middle Minoan period onwards. They 

revealed a civilization still high, though giving 
evidence of gradual decline in its later stages. The 
earlier tombs provided, what hail been singularly 
lacking at Knossos, a number of fine sj red mens 
the ‘ stirrup-' or ‘ false-necked’ vase. There vraS 
also a number of bronze vessels and weapons» |0* 
eluding swords, some of which were nearly a metre 
in length. In one tomb, which had evidently 
belonged to a chieftain, there was found & short

* Λ j Evans, the 1 me, August r/,
t I or Mr work on i\w  1 l.unl of f*t*tt*« te· ‘

cavatiuo* on the Matul uf Pmuiu, Ciete»1 K. iE be**#** 
rinUtldphu, 19 fu
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sword of elaborate workmanship, with a pommel ot 
translucent agate, and a gold-plated hilt, on which 
was engraved a scene of a lion chasing and capturing 
one of ‘ he Cretan wild-goats. The occurrence in 
some of the tombs of a long rapier and a shorter 
sword or dagger is unexpected, as there are no 
representations of the two weapons being worn 
together in Minoan warfare. Mr. Andrew Lang 
has made the picturesque suggestion that we may 
have here an anticipation of the duelling custom 
of the Elizabethan age, in which the dagger was 
held in the left hand, and used for parrying thrusts, 
or for work at close quarters, as in the savage 
encounter between .Sir Hatton Cheek and Sir 
Thomas Dutton at Calais in 1610.

On the hill of Isopata, between Knossos and the 
sea, l)r. Evans also discovered a stately sepulchre, 
whose occupant had evidently been some Minoan 
King of the Third Middle period. 'The tomb con
sisted of a rectangular chamber measuring about 
k by 6 metres, and built of courses of limestone 
blocks, which projected one beyond the other until 
they met in a high gable, forming a false arch 
similar to those of the beehive tombs at Mycena*. 
1 he back wall of the chamber had a central cell 

opposite to its blocked entrance, and the portal, also 
false-arched, led into a lofty entrance hall, in the 
&,de walls of which, facing one another, were two 
CeHs, which had been used for interments. The 
)*hole was approached by an imposing avenue cut 
,tl the solid rock. The tomb had been rifted in 
*lu lent days, but there still remained a golden hair*

Eastern Crete
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pin, parts of two silver vessels, and a large bronze 
mirror; while among the stone vessels found a 
diorite bowl again recalled the hard stone vessels of 
the Early Egyptian dynasties.

The Dictsean Cave has already been mentioned 
as being peculiarly associated with the legends about 
the birth of Zeus and his relationship with Minos. 
I lesiod states that Rhea carried the new-born Zeus 
to Lyttos, and thence to a cavern in Mount Aigaios, 
the north-west peak of Dicte. Lucretius, Virgil, and 
Dionysius of Halicarnassus all knew of a story in 
which the whole childhood of Zeus had been passed 
in a cave on Dicte, and Dionysius assigns to the 
Dictaean Cave that finding of the law by Minos 
which presents so curious a parallel to the giving of 
the tables of the law to Moses on Mount Sinai. 
Minos, he says, went down into the Sacred Cave, 
and reappeared with the law, saying that it was from 
Zeus himself. And the last legend, related by 
Lucian, places in the same cave that union of Zeus 
with Europa from which Minos sprang. The 
I )icucan Cave, then, is of special interest in connec
tion with the origins of the Minoan civilization, or. 
rather, with the fancies which later minds wove 
around some of the sacred conceptions of the 
Minoan civilization. It is a large double cavern, 
south-west of I’sychro, and some 500 feet above the 
latter place. Its exploration by Mr. Hogarth r**' 
veaied ample evidence of its early connection wt 
the cult of that divinity upon whom the Greek® 
foisted their own ideas of Zeus.

The Sea-Kings of Crete
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A scarped terrace overlooking the slope of the 
hill gives access to the shallow upper grotto, in 
which were found the remains of an altar, and close 
by a table of offerings, while the ground beneath the 
iloor of the cave yielded, in regular stratification, 
Kamares ware, immediately above the virgin so il; 
then glazed ware, with cloudy brown stripes on a 
creamy slip; then regular Mycenaean ware,with the 
familiar marine and plant designs ; and, uppermost, 
bronze. The lower grotto has at first a sheer fall 
from the upper one, then slopes away for some 
200 feet to an icy pool surrounded with a forest of 
stalagmites; and in this gloomy cavern the evidence 
was manifest of an ancient cult of a divinity to whom 
the Double Axe was sacred. There was a great 
mass of votive offerings of all sorts — engraved 
gems, bronze statuettes ( including a Twenty-second- 
Dynasty figure of the Egyptian god Amen Ra), and 
an abundance of common rings, pins, brooches, and 
knives ; but the chief feature of the find was the 
Double Axe, of which numerous specimens were 
found embedded in the stalagmites around the dark 
pool at the foot of the cavern, some of them still 
retaining their original shafts. It is evident that the 
t-’ave on 1 )icte was the seat of a very ancient worship, 
Connected with that worship whose emblems were 
the Double Axe Pillars in the Palace of Knossos, 
‘'•til that this worship, as revealed by the character 
(,f the remains in the grotto, goes back to the early 
days of the Minoan civilization.

I hroughout all these explorations, covering a
*J7



considerable portion of the island, one common 
feature presents itself—a feature already noted and 
commented on in connection with Knossos. No
where have we met with anything in the remotest 
degree resembling the colossal citadel walls which 
are the most striking feature of Mycenae and Tiryns.* 
Phaestos and Hagia Triada are as devoid o f fortifica
tion as Knossos. Gournia and Palaikastro are open 
towns. Everything points to the existence of a 
strong and peaceful rule, allowing the natural bent 
of the island race to develop quietly and steadily 
during long periods in those lines of work, alike 
useful and artistic, whose remains excite our 
admiration to-day, and resting for generation after 
generation on the sea-power which kept all enemies 
far from the shores of the fortunate island and 
guarded the trade-routes of the /Kgran.

* bee the section tin this point in Chapter XII.
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C H A P T E R  V II

C R E T E  AND E G Y P T

T he question of the relationship between the Minoan 
civilization and the other great civilizations of the 
ancient world, particularly those of Babylonia and 
Egypt, is not only of great intrinsic interest, but 
also of very considerable importance to the attempt 
at a reconstruction of the outlines of Minoan history 
and chronology. For it is only by means of syn> 
chronisms with the more or less satisfactorily estab
lished chronology of one or other of these kingdoms 
that even the most approximate system of dating can 
be arrived at for the various epochs of the great 
civilization which the Cretan discoveries have re
vealed. Had it been possible to establish syn
chronisms with both Babylonian and Egyptian 
chronology, the result would not only have been 
satisfactory as regards our knowledge of the Minoan 
periods, but might have proved to have a secondary 
Outcome of the very greatest importance in the 
Settlement of the acute controversy which at present 
•"ages round the chronology of ancient Egypt from 
die earliest period down to the rise of the New

U9
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Empire. As it is, this has so far proved to be 
impossible by reason of the absence from the chain 
of the Babylonian link.

It may be held as reasonably certain that for 
many centuries there was no lack of intercourse 
and interchange of commodities and ideas between 
Crete and A sia ; indeed, it is beginning to be more 
and more manifest that in that ancient world there 
was infinitely more intercommunication between the 
different peoples than had been suspected. Far 
from the prehistoric age being a time of stagnation, 
it was rather a time of ceaseless movement. Perhaps 
the most striking example of the distance across 
which communication could take place in almost 
incredibly early times is afforded by the discovery 
on the site of ancient T roy— the Second C ity, 
roughly contemporary with Early Minoan I I I . " '0' 
a piece of white jade, a stone peculiar to China. 
By what long and devious routes it had reached the 
coast of Asia Minor who can say ? Yet the fact of 
its occurrence there proves the fact of communica
tion.

Up to the present time it cannot be said that any 
object unquestionably Mesopotamian has been fouia 
on any /Kgean site, nor any object unquestionab y 
/Kgean on a Mesopotamian one. But it has bn n 
suggested that certain curved ivories found 7 
I.avard at Nimrod in the Palace of Seimach· 1'1 
show manifest traces of /Koran influence ; a,u 
Southern Syria, at ail events at < »etter,
Sait, and elsewhere indisputably .Egcaft Policr
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and weapons have been discovered in sufficient 
quantity to show that there was certainly com
munication between the Minoan civilization and the 
shores of Asia. Intercourse is suggested also by 
the obvious communities of religious conception 
existing between Crete and Asia. In both places 
the divine spirit is believed to associate itself with 
sacred pillars, such as the Double A xe pillars at 
Knossos ; in both it is personified as a Woman 
Goddess, the mother of all life, to whom is added a 
son, who is also a consort; while the emblems of the 
ancient cults—the guardian lions of the goddess on 
the hill, the Double Axe, and the triple pillars with 
perching doves—are property common to both 
Crete and Asia. This may not point, however, to 
a continued intercourse, but only to community at 
some early point of the history of both races.

( )f actual traces of Mesopotamian influence singu
larly few are to be found in Crete. Dr. Evans has 
shown the correspondence of a purple gypsum weight 
found during the second season's excavations at 
Knossos, with the light Babylonian talent, while the 
ingots of bronze from Hagia Triada represent the 
same standard of weight. It may be that the 
drainage system so highly developed at Knossos 
and Hagia l'riada found its first suggestion in the 
terra cotta drain-pipes discovered at Niffur by Hil* 
precht, though it is by no means obvious that copy
ing should be necessary in such a matter. The clay 
tablets engraved with hieroglyphic and linear script 
suggest at once the corresponding and universal use
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of the clay tablet for the cuneiform script of B aby
lonia ; and that is practically all that can be said of 
any connection between the cultures of Crete and
Mesopotamia.

The case is quite different, however, when we 
come to the relations between Crete and the great 
civilization of the Nile Valley. In this case there 
is, if not abundance, at all events a sufficiency of 
evidence as to an intercourse which extended 
through practically the whole duration of the 
Minoan Empire. For the Early Dynastic period 
of Egyptian history the evidence is somewhat slight, 
and the interpretation of it not always certain. 
When we come to the Middle Kingdom of Egypt 
— a period contemporaneous with Middle Minoan Π 
and III. it becomes both more abundant and more 
unquestionable in meaning ; while with the New 
Empire (Eighteenth Dynasty) and Late Minoan Π· 
w<* reach absolutely firm ground, the correspondence 
of art motives, and the actual proofs of intercourse, 
especially on the Egyptian side, being indisputable· 
Our object, then, itt this chapter is to exhibit the 
evidence of the relationship between Crete and 
Egypt, and to inquire to what conclusion it lead'· 
us concerning the dates of the various jjeriods of 
Minoan history.

For the earliest period we are left with somewhat 
scanty evidence. Professor I’etrie has found *** 
some of the First 1 lyoasty graves at Abydos vases () 
black hand-burnished ware, which are very closely 
allied, both in form and colour, to the primit,v

14 a
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‘ bucchero’ discovered immediately above the Neo
lithic deposit in the West Court at Knossos ; and he 
has suggested that, as the pottery is not Egyptian in 
style, it may have been imported from Crete. On 
various sites in the palace at Knossos there have 
been found stone vessels of diorite, syenite, and 
liparite, exquisitely wrought. Now, such work is 
eminently characteristic of the Early Egyptian 
1 )ynastic period, the artists of that time taking a 
pride in turning out bowls of these intensely hard 
stones, wrought sometimes to such a degree of fine
ness as to lie translucent. The chances are against 
these bowls having been imported in later days, as 
the taste for them gradually died out in Egypt, and 
' no ancient nation had antiquarian tastes till the 
time of the Sattes in Egypt and of the Romans still 
later.’ The stone vessels discovered by Mr. Seager 
at Mokhlos, though wrought out of beautiful native 
materials, betray, according to Dr. Evans, the strong 
influence of protodynastic Egyptian models. Coming 
down a little farther, to Early Minoan 111., there is 
evidence of Egyptian influence in the fact that the 
ivory seals of this period seem to derive their 
motives from the so-called ‘ button sea ls ' of the 
Sixth Egyptian Dynasty. Mr. II. R. Hall believes 
that the derivation was the other way about. ' It 
Would seem very probable that this decidedly foreign 
decoration motive was adopted by the Egyptians 
from the /Egeans about the end of the Old Kingdom 
(« •E arly  Minoan 111.), so that the Egyptian seal 
designs are copied from those of the Cretan seal-
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stones, rather than the reverse. Egyptian designs 
were very ancient, and had the spiral been Egyptian, 
we should have found it in the art of the Old 
Kingdom. It was a foreign importation, and its 
place of origin is evident.’ * Whether in this case 
the Minoan borrowed from the Egyptian or the 
Egyptian from the Minoan is, however, immaterial; 
either way the fact of intercourse is established.

W e may assume, then, that, in all probability, there 
was intercourse of some kind between Crete and 
Egypt as early as the time of the b irst Egyptian 
Dynasty, and that by the time of the Sixth Dynasty, 
which marks the close of the great period of the Old 
Kingdom in Egypt— the period of the Pyramid 
Builders (Third to Sixth Dynasty)—intercourse was 
common. In fact, it may be said that, from the 
origin of both peoples, the likelihood is that they 
were in contact. It is possible enough that both 
the Nilotic and the Minoan civilization sprang from 
a common stock, and that the Neolithic Cretans and 
the Neolithic Egyptians wert; alike members of the 
same widespread Mediterranean race.

How was the connection between Crete and 
Egypt maintained at this extremely early period ? 
Professor Petrie believes that it was by the natural 
and direct sea route across the Mediterranean. The 
representations of vessels painted on pro-dynastic 
Egyptian ware show that the Neolithic Egyptians 
were familiar, to some extent, with the building and

* Proceeding# of the Society of HiMesl Archeology# 
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the use of ships, and Professor Petrie supposes that 
galleys such as those represented were the ships by 
means of which the Egyptians and Cretans main
tained their intercourse. Mr. Hall, on the other 
hand, maintains that this is impossible, and that the 
boats of the pre-dynastic ware are merely small 
river-craft, totally unfitted for seafaring work.* In 
his ‘ Oldest Civilization of Greece ’ he roundly asserts 
* that these boats were the ships which plied between 
Crete and Egypt some 4,000 years w.c. nothing 
can ever prove and he therefore believes that the 
communication was kept up by way of Cyprus and 
the Palestinian coast. But the evidence either way 
is of so extremely slight a character, and the delinea
tions in question are so rude, that it might as well be 
said that nothing can ever prove that these boats 
were not the ships which plied between Crete and 
Egypt. It does not seem obvious why the voyage 
between Crete and Egypt should be impossible to 
navigators who could accomplish that between Crete 
anti Cyprus; and if communication were maintained 
by way of Cyprus, it seems strange that that island 
should show practically no trace of having been 
influenced by Minoan civilization until a compara
tively late date. ' It was not till the Cretan culture 
had passed its zenith and was already decadent that 
*t reached Cyprus,' t That the Homeric Greeks 
w«*re by no means daring navigators docs not neces

* ' Kcypt Ami Wentern Asia,* p, 1 29.
t 11. H, Hull, l'iocrrdingik of the bounty of Biblical Arch*· 
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sarily imply that an island race, whose whole 
tradition throughout its history was of sea-power, 
should have been equally timid. When it is re
membered in what type of vessel the Northmen 
risked the Atlantic passage, one would be slow to 
believe that even in immediately post-Neolithic 
times the Cretans could not have evolved a type of 
boat as adequate to the run between Crete and the 
Nile mouths as the ‘ long serpents ’ were to face the 
Atlantic rollers.

Hut however the case may stand with regard to 
the pre-dynastic fxtriod, there can be no question 
that by the end of the 'Third 1 )ynasty even Kgypt 
had developed a marine not inadequate to the 
requirements of the ( retail passage. We know that 
Sncferu, the last King of the Third Dynasty, sent a 
fleet of forty ships to the Syrian coast for cedar- 
wood, and that in his reign a vessel was built of the 
very respectable length of 170 feet. Coming 
farther down, we know also that Sahara of the 
Tifth Dynasty sent a fleet down the. Red Sea as 
far as Runt or Somaliland. And if the Egyptians, 
by no means a great seafaring race, were able to do 
such things at this period of their history, surely an 
island race, whose sole pathway to the outer world 
lay across the sea, would not be behind them. 
There can scarcely be any question that, by the 
time of the Pyramid builders at latest, Cretan 
galley; were making the voyage to the Nile mouths, 
and unloading at the quays of Memphis, under the 
shadow of the new Pyramids, their primitive wares,

Mf>
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among them the rude, hand-burnished black pottery, 
in return for which they carried back some of the 
wonderful fabric of the Egyptian stone-workers.

But supposing that the connection between the 
primitive Minoan civilization and the earliest Dynas
ties of Egypt is a thing established, what does this 
enable us to assert as to the date to which we are to 
ascribe the dawn of the earliest culture that can be 
called European? Here, unfortunately, we are at 
once involved in a controversy in which centuries 
are unconsidered trifles, and a millennium is no more 
than a respectable, but by no means formidable, 
Quantity. Egyptian chronology may be regarded 
as practically settled from the beginning of the 
Eighteenth Dynasty downwards. There is a 
general consent of authority that Aahmes, the 
founder of that 1 )ynasty, began to reign about 
*5^0 h.c., and the dates assigned by the various 
schools of chronology to the subsequent Dynasties 
differ only by quantities so small as to be practically 
Negligible, But when we attempt to trace the 
chronology upwards from 1580 h.c ., the consent of 
Authorities immediately vanishes, and is replaced by 
'l gulf of divergence which there is no possibility of 
edging. The great divergence occurs in the well* 
known dark period of Egyptian history between the

"A-lfth and the Eighteenth Dynasties, where 
'hoiutmemal evidence is extremely scanty, almost 
j?<m*existent, and where historians have to grojn* for 
•,l t*s wit I» no I letter light to guide them than is 
lh''rde,l by the History of Manctlui, and the torn
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fragments of the Turin Papyrus. The traditional 
dating used to place the end of the Twelfth Dynasty 
somewhere around 2500 b.c., allowing thus some 
900 odd years for the intervening dynasties before 
the rise of the Eighteenth. The modern German 
school, however, represented by Erman, Mahler, 
Meyer, and the American, Professor Breasted, argu
ing from the astronomical evidence of the Kahun 
Papyrus, cuts this allowance short by over 700 years, 
allowing only 208 years for the great gap, and 
proposing to pack the five Dynasties and th e llyk so s 
domination into that time. Professor Petrie, finally, 
accepting, like the German school, the astronomical 
evidence of the Kahun Papyrus, interprets it 
differently, and pushes back the dates by a complete 
cycle of 1,460 years, allowing 1,666 years for 
the gap between the Twelfth Dynasty and the 
Eighteenth. Thus, even between the traditional 
and the German dating there is a gulf of 700 years 
for all dates of the Twelfth Dynasty, while as 
between the German dating and that of Professor 
Petrie the gulf widens to over 1,400 years.

Into the question of which system of dating should 
be adopted it is impossible to enter, though it may 
be said that if 1,666 years seems a huge allowance 
for the five Dynasties, 208 years seems almost ifl' 
credibly small. The result is what concerns u* 
here, and we are faced with the fact that, while tH* 
traditional dating plat es the Eirst Egyptian Dynasty 
at alxait 4000 h.c , the German school would bHNf 
it down to 3400 h.c , ami Professor Petrie thrusts **
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back to 5510  u.c. Dr. Evans, in provisionally 
assigning dates to the periods of Minoan history, 
formerly drew nearer to the traditional than to 
either the German dating or that of Professor 
Petrie; but he has gradually modified this position, 
and now dates his Middle Minoan II., which syn
chronizes with the Twelfth Egyptian Dynasty, at 
2 0 0 0  b .c ., thus practically accepting the chronology 
of the German school. This would place Early 
Minoan I., which must be equated with the First 
Dynasty, about 3 4 0 0  u.c. Practically, all that can 
be said with a moderate amount of certainty is that 
the earliest civilization of Crete, like that of Egypt, 
Was in existence at a period not much later than 
3500 u.c., while it is not impossible that it may be 
*.500 years older. Even accepting the lower figure, 
*he antiquity of man’s first settlements on the hill of 
Kephala 1 incomes absolutely staggering to the mind, 
E  the growth of deposit on the hill was at the rate 
° f  something like 3 feet in a millennium—a reason
able supposition it follows that we must place the 
^ultest habitations of Neolithic man at Knossos not 
htinr than toooo, perhaps as early as 12000 u.c.

It is not till many centuries after the Sixth 
k{jyptian Dynasty had passed away that we, come 
u!Mm fresh evidence of the connection between the 
*w<> Countries. The earlier palaces at Knossos and 

h.estos had been built, and the first period of 
‘ Mdie Minoan, with its beginnings of polychrome 
^-oration and its Ouecn Elizabeth figurines from 

had come and gone in Crete, while in
»49
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Egypt the corresponding period had been marked 
by the troublous times between the Seventh and 
the Eleventh Dynasties. But the rise of the Twelfth 
Dynasty in Egypt marked the beginning of a more 
stable state of affairs in the Nile Valley, and in this 
period, which corresponds with Dr. Evans’s Middle 
Minoan II., there are again evidences of touch 
between the two kingdoms. With regard to 
absolute dating, we are of course as much in the 
dark as ever, and may choose between 2000, 2500, 
and 3459 H.c, In any case, at this point, put it 
provisionally at 2000 u.c., the Egypt of the 
Senuserts and Amenemhats and the Crete of 
Middle Minoan II. are manifestly contemporaneous, 
and in well-established connection. In Crete this 
was the period when the beautiful polychrome 
Kamares ware was at the height of its popularity, 
and at Kahun, close to the pyramid of Senusert 11., 
Professor Petrie some years ago discovered some 
unquestionable specimens of this line ware, which 
had certainly been imported from < rete, as the fabric 
is one quite unknown to native Egyptian ceramic 
art. Isven more conclusive was Professor < »ai staug ä 
discovery, in an untouc hed tomb at Abydos, of «* 
polychrome vessel in the latest style of the jjeriod, 
in company with glazed steatite cylinders, which 
bear the names of Senusert III and Amenemhal III · 
the last great Kings of tin I welitli Dynasty.

But the most interesting link between the tw{> 
countries is found in the fat t that in this period ti»'P5 
was erected in Egypt the building which came to b**
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looked on as the parallel to the Cretan Labyrinth, 
and which, with a curious inversion of the actual 
facts, was long supposed to be the original from 
which the Cretan Labyrinth was derived. The 
pyramid of Amenemhat III., the greatest King of 
the great Twelfth 1 )ynasty, and indeed one of the 
greatest men who ever held the Egyptian sceptre, 
stood at 1 lawara, near the mouth of the Fayum. 
Not far from it Amenemhat erected a huge temple, 
such as had never been built before, and never was 
built again, even in that land of gigantic structures. 
The great building was erected, in a taste eminently 
characteristic of the Middle Kingdom, of great blocks 
of line limestone and crystalline quartzite. It has 
long since disappeared, having been used as a quarry 
fur thousands of years ; but the size of the site, 
which can still be traced, shows that in actual area 
the temple covered a space of ground within which 
Karnak, Luqsor, and the Ramesscum, huge as they 
all are, could quite well have stood together.

Even in the time of Herodotus enough was still 
remaining of this vast building to excite his profound 
Wonder and admiration, and it seemed to him a more 
remarkable structure than even the Pyramids. * It 
has/ he says, ‘ twelve courts enclosed with walls, 
with doors opposite each other, six facing the north, 
and six the south, contiguous to one another, and the 
same exterior wall encloses them. It contains two 
kinds of rooms, some under ground, and some above 
Rroutal over them, to the number of 3,000, 1,500 of 
cach/ He was not allowed to inspect the under*
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ground chambers. ' But the upper ones, which 
surpass all human works, I myself saw ; for the 
passages through the corridors, and the windings 
through the courts, from their great variety, presented 
a thousand occasions of wonder as I passed from a 
court to the rooms, and from the rooms to halls, and 
to other corridors from the halls, and to other courts 
from the rooms. The roofs of all these are of stone, 
as also are the walls; but the walls are full of 
sculptured figures. Each court is surrounded with 
a colonnade of white stone, closely fitted.’ * 1 Ierod- 
otus believed that the building belonged to the time 
of I’samtek I., in which, of course, he was ludicrously 
far astray, but otherwise there seems no reason to 
question that his description actually represents what 
he saw, though no doubt his lively mind somewhat 
multiplied the number of the rooms.

Pliny the elder, judging from his description, 
evidently saw much the same thing at iiaw ara as 
Herodotus had seen, though time must have some
what diminished the splendour of the building. 
Now, to this temple there was already applied in 
the time of Herodotus the name Labyrinth, It 
used to be believed that the Iiawara Labyrinth 
gave its name to the t retan one, and an Egyptian 
etymology was arranged for the word ‘ labyrinth,’ 
according to which it would have meant 'the temple 
at the motttli of the canal.’ Tin* Egyptian form of 
the title, however, is ‘ a mere figment of the philo* 
logical imagination.' Probably originality lies in the

* t 1ci.k1uUi* 11, !4$,
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other direction. The first palace at Knossos dates 
from a period certainly as early as, probably some
what earlier than, the Hawara tem ple; and since the 
derivation of the word ‘ labyrinth’ from the Labrysor 
Double Axe, making the palace the House or Place 
of the Double A xe, seems quite satisfactory, the 
Egyptian Labyrinth in all likelihood derived its 
name from the House of Minos at Knossos. Apart, 
however, from any mere question of names, there 
appears the interesting parallel that the two most 
famous Labyrinths, the first palace at Knossos, and 
die great Hawara temple, actually belong to the 
same period—a period when, as we know from the 
other evidence, there was certainly active intercourse 
between the two nations.

Mr. Hall has pointed out* the resemblance 
between the actual building at Knossos and the 
descriptions left to us of its Egyptian contemporary, 
fbe literary tradition of the Labyrinth of Minos is 
d>at it was a place of mazy passages and windings, 
difficult to traverse without a guide or clue, and the 
Actual remains at Knossos show that the palace must 
have answered very well to such a description, while 
die feature of the I iawara temple which struck both 
Herodotus and Pliny was precisely the same. ' I he 
passages through the corridors and the windings 
dirough the. courts, from their great variety, pre
dated a thousand occasions of wonder.' I be 
^semblance extended to the material of which the

addings were eret ted, The line white limestone 
* Jvutml of lltiUnu 190J, {nut I*.
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of Hawara must have closely resembled the shining 
white gypsum of Knossos, and though the Egyptian 
Labyrinth has passed away too completely for us to 
be able to judge of its masonry, yet the splendid 
building work of the Eleventh Dynasty temple of 
Mentuhotep Neb hapet-Ra at Deir-el-Bahri, with its 
great blocks of limestone beautifully fitted and laid, 
affords a good Middle Kingdom parallel to the great 
gypsum blocks of the Knossian palace. O f course 
we cannot attribute to Cretan influence the style of 
the Egyptian building in this respect. For hundreds 
of years the Egyptians had been past masters in the 
art of great construction with huge blocks of stone, 
so that, if there is to be any derivation on this point, 
it may rather have been Crete which followed the 
example of Egypt. But it may not be altogether a 
mere coincidence that, in a period of Egyptian 
history which we: know to have been linked with an 
important epoch of Cretan development, there should 
have been erected in Egypt a building absolutely 
unparalleled, so far as we know, among the archi
tectural triumphs of that nation, but bearing no 
distant resemblance, if the descriptions are to be 
trusted, to the great palace which the Minoan 
Sovereigns had newly reared, or were, perhaps, still 
rearing, for themselves at Knossos. Is it permissible 
to fancy that the envoys of Amenemhat 111. may 
have brought bat k to Egypt reports and descrip“ 
lions of the great < retan palace which may have 
fired that King with the desire to leave behind hilO 
a memorial, unique among Egyptian buildings, but
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inspired by the actual achievements of his brother 
inonarchs in Crete ? Whether the idea of this 
relation between the two buildings be merely 
fanciful or not, their resemblances add another 
illustration to the proofs of the close connection 
between the Minoan and the Egyptian cultures in 
the third millennium u.c.

With the succeeding Cretan epoch, Middle 
Minoan 111 ., we come into touch with the dark 
age of Egyptian history, the great gap covering 
I )ynasties X 1 1 l.-X V I 1., towards the close of which 
is to be placed the Hyksos domination. As the 
age was so troubled in Egypt, it is scarcely probable 
that we shall lind much evidence there of any con
nection between the two lands; but the evidence 
found on Cretan soil, though slight, is conclusive as 
to the fact that communication was maintained. For 
the earlier part of the period we have the statuette, 
already mentioned as having been found at Knossos, 
bearing the name of* Ab nubs child, Wazet-User, 
deceased, born of the lady Sat-Hathor.’ ‘ Who 
W a/.et User w as,'as Mr. Hall remarks, * and how 
his statuette got to Crete, we have no means 
o| knowing.' But the 'deceased' in the inscrip
tion shows that the statuette was a funerary or 
memorial one, ami it is hardly likely that such 
•m object was imported merely for its own sake 
° r for its artistic value, which is slight enough, 
^lay it not be that either Ab nub, the father, or 
Wa/et User, the son, or both, may have been 
Egyptians resident at the Court of Knossos, cither
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as representatives of Egyptian interests or as skilled 
artificers, and that the statuette is the memorial of 
one who died far from his native land, but not with
out friends to see that he did not lack the funerary 
attentions which would have been his at home ? 
No doubt there was interchange of persons as well 
as of commodities between the two lands; some of 
the artists and craftsmen of both countries would 
naturally go to where there was a demand arising 
for their work, or where instructors were being 
sought to teach the new arts ; and Ab-nub and his 
son VVazet User may have drifted to Knossos in this 
manner, and found at last their graves there. Were 
they conceivably responsible lor the * imported ala
baster vases dating from the Middle Kingdom of 
Egypt,' which were found in the royal tomb at 
Isopata ?

Towards the close of this epoch the. ceramic art of 
Knossos shows features which are directly attribu
table to Egyptian influence. The art of glazing 
pottery was not a native C retan, but an Egyptian 
art; it is in full use in Egypt from the very begin
nings of the First Dynasty. Hut now we find it 
appearing in a high state of development in Crete 
in the beautiful faience reliefs of the wild goat and 
kids, the vases with tin· wild-rose in relief on the 
lip, and tlx: figurines of the Snake ( ioddess and her 
votaresses. flu· Cretan artists, however, though 
they borrowed the process, adapted it to their own 
tastes. In Egypt the native faience of the time is 
of strictly conventional type, with black design on

«$6
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H u e; but the Cretan emancipated himself from 
these limits, and made his faience reliefs in the 
polychrome style, which still persisted, though now' 
no longer so prevalent as it had once been.

The disastrous period of the Hyksos domination 
in Egypt has left but one trace at Knossos, but 
that is of peculiar interest, for it is the lid of an 
alabastron bearing the name of the Hyksos King 
Khyan. It cannot be said that we know any 
of the Hyksos Kings, but Khyan is the one whose 
relics are the most widely distributed and have the 
most interest. The finding of the lid at Knossos, 
his farthest west, is balanced by the lion, bearing 
his cartouche, found many years ago at Baghdad, 
his farthest east, while in his inscriptions he calls 
himself ‘ Embracer of territories.’ So it has been 
suggested that the Knossos lid and the Baghdad 
lion arc the scanty relics of a great Hyksos empire 
which once extended from the Euphrates to the 
hirst Cataract of tin; Nile, and possibly also held 
Crete in subjection. In all likelihood, however, the 
idea is merely a dream ; certainly so far as regards 
Crete it is most improbable. In the palmiest days 
of the Egyptian navy the Pharaohs never held any 
dominion over Crete, and even Cyprus was never 
really under their rule. It is much less likely still 
that a King of the Hyksos race, whose whole 
tradition is of the land and the desert, should have 
succeeded in establishing any suzerainty over a race 
whose whole tradition is of the sea, and which was 
thru in the full pride of its strength
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Another era of history has passed away before we 
again find Crete and Egypt in close touch with one 
another. In Crete the last period of Middle 
Minoan had been succeeded by the first of Late 
Minoan, in which the great palace of the Middle 
period was being gradually transformed into a still 
larger and more magnificent structure, which was 
not to be completed until the succeeding period. 
In Egypt the Seventeenth Dynasty had at last, after 
long hesitation, picked up the gauntlet thrown down 
by the Hyksos conquerors, and the War of Inde
pendence had resulted in the expulsion of the 
Desert Princes and their race. The conquering 
Dynasty had been succeeded by the Eighteenth, 
the Dynasty of Queen llatshepsut, Tahutmes III., 
and Amenhotep III., and Egypt was in the full tide 
of a great revival, alike in world-inlluence, in trade, 
and in art. Queen I latshepsut, who states in one 
of her inscriptions that ‘ her spirits inclined towards 
foreign peoples,' had sent out her squadron to 
Somaliland, and Tahutmes I I I . had organized a 
war-fleet on the Mediterranean coast line. The 
ancient Empire of the Nile was opening its arms in 
every direction to outside influences, and was draw
ing into the ports of the great river the commercial 
and artistic products of every known people.

Among the races who are most prominent in the 
Egyptian records of the period are tin· Keltin,* who 
are frequently represented in the paintings of the 
time, and always with the same < harat (eristic  

♦ lli£ soctiori on thin point in ( h ipfEr X If
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features, the same dress and bearing, the same 
products of commerce and art. Who, then, were 
the Keftiu ? The word means the people or the 
country ‘ at the back of*—in other words, at the 
back of ‘ the Very Green,’ as the Egyptians called 
the Mediterranean. So that the Keftians with whom 
the merchants and courtiers of Egypt grew familiar 
in the times of Hatshepsut and Tahutmes 1 1 1 . were 
to them the men * from the back of beyond'—the 
farthest distant people with whom they had any 
dealings. But what race could correspond to these 
‘ back of beyond’ men? In Ptolemaic times the 
word ‘ Keftiu ’ was unquestionably applied to the 
Phoenicians, who had for long been the great sea
farers and carriers of the Mediterranean ; and till 
recent years it was generally believed that the 
Keftiu of the Eighteenth Dynasty were Phoenicians 
•dso, though their faces, as depicted on the Egyptian 
wall-paintings, did not bear the slightest trace of 
Semitic cast. Hut the discoveries of the last few 
years have demolished that idea for ever, along 
with many other beliefs as to the influence of the 
overrated Phoenicians upon the culture of the 
Mediterranean area, and the pictures of the Minoans 
°f Knossos have made it certain that the Keftiu of 
'he Eighteenth Dynasty were none others than the 
^bassadors, sailors, and merchants of the Sea*Kings 

Crete. Fortunately, the tomb-painting which has 
Preserved so many interesting details of Egyptian 
Me, was never more assiduously practised or more 
Mippily inspired than at this |w*r»od. in all the chief
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tombs there, are pictured processions of Northerners, 
Westerners, Easterners, and Southerners, the North 
being represented by Semites, the East by the men 
of Punt, the South by negroes, and the West by the 
Keftiu ; and we can compare the men of the 
Knossos frescoes with their fellow-countrymen as 
depicted on the tomb-walls of the Theban grandees, 
and be certain that, allowing for the differences in 
the style of art, they are essentially the same people. 
The tombs which preserve best the figures of the 
Keftiu are those of Sen-mutand Rckh-ma-ra. That 
of Sen-mut is the earlier, though only by a genera
tion, or perhaps rather less. 1 le was the architect 
of Queen Hatshepsut, the man who planned and 
executed the great colonnaded temple at Deir-el- 
Bahri, and who set up Hatshepsut's gigantic 
obelisks. His tomb at Thebes overlooks the temple 
which he built at his Queen’s command to be ‘ a 
paradise for Amen,’and on its walls we can see ‘ the 
men from the back of beyond’ walking in pro
cession, each with his offering to present to the 
Pharaoh. There can 1«· no question as to who they 
are. The half-boots and puttees, the decorated 
girdle, compressing the waist, not quite so tightly as 
in the Minoan representations, the gaily adorned 
loin-cloth, which is the only article of attire, all are 
practically identical with the type of such a fresco as 
that of the Cupbearer at Knossos, The conscientious 
Egyptian artists have carefully represented also the 
elaborate coiffure which was characteristic of the 
Minoan*, who allowed their hair to fall in long tail*
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of its final disaster. It is a fortunate circumstance 
that Sen-mut and Rekh-ma-ra should have caused 
them to be portrayed when they did, for in two or 
three generations more the glory of Knossos had 
passed away, never to be revived. Greece gave to 
Egyptian scholars the key to the translation of the 
hieroglyphics in the Greek version of the Egyptian 
text on the Rosetta Stone; the paintings of the 
Theban tombs have paid back an instalment of that 
debt in showing us the likenesses of those ‘ Greeks 
before the (»reeks’ who dwelt in Crete. Perhaps 
some day the debt will be fully repaid by the dis
covery of a bilingual text in Kgyptian and Minoan, 
giving us in hieroglyphics a version of some passage 
of that Minoan script which now exists only to 
tantalize us with records of an ancient history which 
we. cannot read. Such a discovery is by no means 
beyond the bounds of possibility. It is not so long 
since Boghaz Keui supplied us with a cuneiform 
version of the famous treaty between the Egyptians 
and the Hitlites in the time of Ramses 11. ; perhaps 
some site in Crete or Egypt may yet provide us 
with a bilingual treaty between 1 ahutmes 111. and 
the Minoan .Sovereign of his time.

After the time of Tahutmes, the evidences of con
nection between the two lauds grow scanty once 
more. i he fact that the faience ol the. time of 
Amenhotep 111 has discarded tin* old Egyptian 
tradition of black upon blue, and now rejoices in 
splendid chocolates, purples, violets, reds, and apple* 
greens, shows that < retan influence was still •«tfOUf?*
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Crete and Egypt
fragments of Lute Minoan pottery found in abun
dance on the site of Akhenaten’s new capital at 
Tell-el-Amania show that even in the reign of this 
King, the heretic son and successor of Amen- 
hotep HI., Crete was still trading with Egypt. But 
before Akhenaten came to the throne, about 
13^0 u.c.—possibly twenty years before that event 
“--the great catastrophe which brought the Minoan 
Empire of Knossos to a close had already happened. 
The Cretan wares which filtered into Egypt after 
*400 u.c. were the products of the Minoan deca
dence, when the survivors of the Empire of the 
Sea-Kings-—a broken and dwindling race - were 
still trying to maintain a slowly failing tradition of 
ilrt under the new masters, perhaps the Mycen.eans 
°f the mainland, who, driven forth themselves by the 
pressure of Northern invaders, had crushed in their
turn the gentler sister civilization of Crete.

I he Mycemean ‘ stirrup-vases pictured in the 
tomb of Ramses 1 1 1 . (1202-1170 h.c.), and the 
representations in the tomb of lmadua of gold cups 
of the Vaphio type, carry the connection down to the 
last dregs of the dying race.; but by the lime of 
Karnses 1 1 1 . the Minoan kingdom had probably 
been dead and buried for about two centuries. In
!'tcl· with the
E ti

ns« of the Nineteenth Dynasty in
gypt (1350  the name of the Keftiu dis

appears from the Egyptian records, and in the place 
die men from the back of beyond there appears 

H Confused jumble of warrmg sea-tribes, some of 
diem possibly the men who had overthrown the
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Minoan Empire, some of them probably represent
ing the broken fragments of that Empire itself, who 
unite in attacks upon Egypt, but are foiled and over
thrown. In the record of the earlier of these 
invasions, that which took place in the reign of 
Merenptah ( 1 2 3 4 - 1 2 1 4  u.c.), the successor of 
Ramses II., it is difficult to trace any names that 
have Cretan connections. The Aqayuasha may 
conceivably have been Achceans; but that is another 
story.

But when we come to ileal with the great invasion 
in the reign of Ramses 111., about 1200 u.c., we get 
into touch with tribes which bear almost beyond 
question the marks of Cretan origin, and one of 
which is particularly interesting to us on other 
grounds. In the eighth year of Ramses III.  the 
eastern coasts of the. Mediterranean were swept by 
a great invasion of the ' Peoples of the Sea.’ ‘ The 
isles were restless, disturbed among themselves,'says 
Ramses in Ins inscription at Medmet Habu. Very 
probably the incursion was the result of the south
ward movement of the invading northern tribes, 
whose pressure was forcing the ancient /Egear) 
peoples to migrate, and seek new homes for them* 
selves. Landing in Northern Syria, the sea-peoples 
quickly made themselves masters of the fragments 
of the once formidable Ilitute confederacy, and» 
absorbing in their alliance the Hittites, who may 
indeed have been of their own kin, they moved 
southwards along the sea coast, their fleet of war* 
galleys keeping pace with the advance of the LitrtJ
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army. They established a central camp and place 
of arms in the land of Amor, or of the Amorites, 
and their southward movement speedily became a 
menace to the Egyptian Empire. Ramses III., the 
last great soldier of the true Egyptian stock, made 
effective preparations to meet them. Gathering at 
the Nile mouths a numerous fleet, which carried 
Erge numbers of the dreaded Egyptian archers, he 
advanced with the land army to meet the invaders, 
Ids fleet also accompanying the march of the army.
1 he locality of the encounter between the two forces 

,s doubtful, some placing it in Phoenicia, and others 
much nearer to the Egyptian frontier. In any case, 
4 great battle was fought, both by land and sea, and 
|he Egyptian army and fleet were entirely successful 
ln the double encounter. The reliefs of Ramses at 
^ 'd int:t Habu show the details of the battle, thep
•gyptian fleet penetrating and overthrowing that of 

lh<: sea-peoples, while the Pharaoh from the shore 
assists by archery in the discomfiture of his enemies.
1 he result of the double victory was to put an effec- 

liVe check on any aspirations which the invaders 
m.ty have cherished in the direction of a, j>ermanent 
' “ cupation of Egypt, though tjuite probably they 
Cfmtinned to hold the territory they had already
gained.

* he tribes which are mentioned in the inscrip* 
dl>n$ of Rarnses as having been leagued together in 
y11'’ attempt are the Danauna, the Uashasha, the 
/•‘fckaru, the Shakalsha, and the Pulosathu, in 

‘•mce with the North Syrian tribes. I he Dan*
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the old leathern cap and huge figure-eight shield, 
htai of Gath, David’s faithful captain of the body
guard, and 1 )avid’s body-guards themselves, the 
Chcrethites and l ’elethitcs (Cretansand Philistines), 
were all of the same race.

Though these last supporters of the great Minoan 
tradition had fallen upon evil times, it is evident that 
they were not altogether degenerate. The refer
ences to their cities in Scripture show that they still 
retained the national taste for splendid buildings ; 
and no doubt their culture, though belonging to the 
last and most debased period of Minoan art, was far 
in advance ofthat of the rude 1 lebrew tribes. Tint 
golden mice and tumours which they sent to the 
Hebrew's along with the ark of Jehovah recall on 
the one hand the skill of the Minoan goldsmiths, 
and on the other the votive images of animals and 
diseased human organs placed in the old shrine at 
Petsofa. The respect which was excited by their 
warlike prowess can easily be read between the lines 
of the Hebrew story. Λ race that to its opponents 
appears to breed giants is a ra< e that has proved 
itself thoroughly respectable on the field of war;  and 
the fact that a small league of five towns maintained 
itself so long as it did, and was able to make itself SO 

dreaded, points to bravery and skill in arms alto
gether out of proportion to its actual strength iti 
mere numbers, Evidently the last Minoans suc
ceeded in creating an atmosphere for themselves in 
Palestine, and in impressing the surrounding peoples 
with a wholesome terror of them. We may imagine

if»H
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the men from Crete,* lithe and agile, as we see them 
on the Boxer Vase of Hagia Triada, swaggering in 
their bronze armour among the weaker Orientals, 
much as the later Greek hoplite of the times of 
Psamtek I. or Haa-ab-ra domineered over the native 
Egyptians.

But all the same the Philistine was an anachron
ism, a survival from an older world. The day of 
the Minoan, like that of his early friend the 
Egyptian, had passed away. The stars of new races 
Were rising above the horizon, and new claimants 
were dividing the heritage of the ancient world. To 
the new Greek the realm of knowledge and art 
which his Cretan forerunner had not unworthily 
cultivated ; to the Mesopotamian the realm of armed 
dominance, t<> which also the Cretan had once laid 
claim ; to the I lebrew the realm of spiritual thought, 
m which, by reason of our ignorance, we can say next 
to nothing of the Cretan's achievement, save only 
that he too sought for God, if haply he might feel 
'dter 1 lim ami find 11 im,

* Sro the swtion on the origin of the rtulistinee m 
r)*apU:r XI1.
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CHAPTER VIII
THE DKSTKOVEKS

T he Empire of tlx: Sea-Kings had not been 
immune from disaster and defeat any more than any 
other great Empire of the ancient world. The 
times of conquest and triumph, when Knossos 
exacted its human tribute from the vanquished 
suites, Megara or Athens, or from its own far- 
spread dependencies, had occasionally been broken 
by periods when victory left its banners, and when 
the indignities it had indicted on other states were, 
retaliated on itself. Once at least in the long 
history of the palace at Knossos, il not twice, there 
had come a disastrous day when the Minoan fleet 
had either been defeated or eluded, when some 
invading force had landed and swept up the valley, 
had overcome what resistance could be made by the 
guard of the unfortified palace, and had ebbed back 
again to its ships, leaving death and fire-blackened 
walls behind it. The Second Middle Minoan 
period closes with the evidence of such a general 
rat.»strophe, in which the palace was sacked and 
fired, and there arc also tones which suggest that
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the end of the preceding period was marked by a 
similar disaster.

But these catastrophes, whether the agents oi 
them were mere sea-rovers, making a daring raid 
upon the eyrie of the great sea-power, or the 
warriors of rival mainland states, eager to avenge 
upon their enemy what they themselves had suffered 
at her hands, or, as Dr. Evans and other explorers 
incline rather to believe, Cretans from Phasstos, 
whose purpose was merely to overthrow the ruling 
dynasty, scarcely interrupted the current of Minoan 
development. If the enemy came from without, Iks 
came only to destroy and plunder, not to occupy, 
and, having done his work, departed ; if from within 
Bio Empire, his triumph made no breach in the con- 
tinuity of the Minoan tradition. I he palace rose 
again from its ashes, greater and more glorious 
di.tn before, and men of the. same stock carried on 
die work that had beim checked for a while by the 
rough hand of war. The men of the I bird Middle 
Minoan period reared the beginnings of the second 
palace on the site where the first had stood, and in the 
r<‘Hcs of their arts and crafts the same spirit which 
“ ’ formed the farlier period still prevails, with no 
greater modifications than such as come naturally

the art of any nation by the mere lapse of time,
1'rom the beginning of Middle Minoan HI. to the 

* 1,(1 of Late Minoan 11,—a period, that is to say, of 
Cither some 500 or almost years, according to
da· scheme of Egyptian chronology which we may 
adopt the civilization of Crete apparently followed
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a course of even and peaceful development. At 
Knossos, Phaestos, and Hagia Triada the great 
palaces slowly grew to their final glory. The art 
that had produced the beautiful polychrome Kamares 
ware passed away, and was succeeded by the 
naturalism which has left us the Blue Boy who 
gathers the white crocuses, and the faience reliefs of 
the Temple Repositories, a naturalism which, with 
various modifications in style and material, persists 
to the end of Late Minoan I. In the midst of this 
period (Late Minoan l.) come what are perhaps the 
highest developments of Minoan art in the shape of 
the steatite vases of Hagia Triada, Boxer, Har
vester, and Chieftain. On the mainland the kindred 
culture of Mycena: was rising to its culmination, and 
the art represented in the Circle-Graves was almost 
in the fulness of its bloom. Naturalism declines in 
its turn, and is succeeded by the Later Palace style, 
more grandiose, more mannered, and less free than 
that which had preceded it. It was in the Later 
Palace period (Late Minoan II.) that the miniature 
frescoes were painted, to preserve for us the 
strangely modern styl»; of the Minoan Court, with 
its flounced and furbelovved dames. Naturalism, 
though failing, was still capable of gr»*al things, and 
its last efforts in the palace at Knossos gave us the 
magnificent reliefs of painted stucco, such as the 
bull’s head and the King with the peacock plumes.  

( )ver the seas, the hgypti.uis of the Lighlronth 
Dynasty were setting down on their tomb walls 
those likenesses of the Keftiu which have helped u*
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to the date of this last development of Minoan 
greatness.

Probably the power and grandeur of the Empire 
was never more imposing than during the hundred 
years before 1400 u.c. The House of Minos at 
Knossos had reached its full development, and stood 
in all its splendour, an imposing mass of building, 
crowning the hill of Kephala with its five storeys 
around the great Central Court, its Ί heatral Area, 
and its outlying dependencies. Within its spacious 
porticoes and corridors the walls glowed with the 
brilliant colours of innumerable frescoes anti reliefs 
in coloured plaster. The Cup-Bearer, the Queen’s 
Procession, the Miniature Frescoes of the Palace 
sports, stood out in all their freshness. Magnificent 
urns in painted pottery, with reliefs like those of the 
great papyrus vase (Plate X X  111.), decorated the 
balls and courts, and were rivalled by huge stone 
amphora*, exquisitely carved. 1 he King and his 
Courtiers were served in costly vessels of gold, silver, 
and bronze repousstwork. The Empire of the 
Sea-Kings was at its apogee, and on every hand 
lhere were the evidences of security and luxury.

But, as in the contemporary Egypt of Amen- 
botep l l j .  a similar development in all the comforts 
•md luxuries of civilized life was swiftly followed by 
Pie downfall under Akhenaten, so in Crete the 
mxury of Late Minoan 11, was only the prelude to its 
Kfeat and final disaster. Exactly when the cams* 
Pophe came we cannot tell. The Cretan Empire 
Wus certainly still existent in all its glory in 1449
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u.c., when Amenhotep II., the son of the great 
Tahutmes III., came to the throne, for Rekh-ma-ra, 
the Vizier o f Tahutmes, in whose tomb the visit of 
the Keftian ambassadors is pictured, survived, as 
we know, into the reign of Amenhotep. The twenty- 
six years of Amenhotep 11.’s reign, and the almost 
nine of Tahutmes IV., bring us to the accession of 
Amenhotep III. in 1414, and the thirty-six years of 
the latter take us to 1379 u.c. or thereby, when the 
heretic Akhenaten, whose reign was to witness the 
downfall of the Kgyptian Empire in Syria, ascended 
the throne. Somewhere within these seventy years 
the Empire of the Minoans passed away in lire and 
bloodshed, and we shall probably not go far wrong 
if we suppose that the great catastrophe came about 
the year 1 4 0 0  u.c. The conclusion of I )r. Evans is 
that ‘ it seems reasonable to suppose that the over
throw at Knossos had taken place not later than the 
first half of the fourteenth century.,# Mrs. II. !>· 
Hawes places the fall of Knossos at 1 4 5 0 ;  but 
Rekh-ma-ra must have still been living at that date, 
and, as Professor Burrows remarks, ‘ it would at least 
be, .1 strange coincidence if Egyptian artists were 
painting the glories of the Palace at the very moment 
when they were passing away.’

That there was a huge disaster, which broke for 
ever the power of the Sea-Kings, is unmistakable. 
The Minoan kingdom did not fall from over-ripe* 
ness and de.« ay, as was the case with so many other 
empires. The latest relics of its art before the 

* 'bciipta Minot,' pp. 5a, 55,
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catastrophe show no signs of decadence; the latest 
specimens of its linear writing show a marked 
advance on those of preceding periods. A  civiliza
tion in full strength and growth was suddenly and 
fatally arrested. Everywhere throughout the palace 
at Knossos there are traces of a vast conflagration. 
The charred ends of beams and pillars, the very 
preservation of the clay tablets with their enigmatic 
records, a preservation due, probably, to the tre
mendous heat to which they were exposed by the 
furious blazing of the oil in the store jars of the 
magazines, the traces of the blackening of fire upon 
the walls—everything tells of an overwhelming 
tragedy. Nor was the catastrophe the result of an 
accident, There is no mistaking the significance of 
the fact that in the palace scarcely a trace of precious 
metal, and next to no trace of bronze has been 
discovered, h ire at Knossos was accompanied by 
plunder, and the plundering was thorough, A few 
scraps of gold-leaf, and the little deposit of bronze 
vcssels that had been preserved from the plunderers 
hy the fact that tin* floor of the room in which they 
w*‘re found had sunk in the ruin of the conflagration, 
are evidences, better than absolute barrenness would 
have been, to the fact that the place was pillaged 
'V'di minute thoroughness, and the unfinished stone 
JHr in the sculptor’s workshop tells its own tale of a 
sudden summons from peaceful and happy toil to the 
stern realities of warfare.

1 he evidence from Plurstos and Hagia I riada 
allies with that from Knossos. Everywhere there

The Destroyers
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are the traces of fire on the walls, and a sudden 
interruption of quiet and luxurious life. The very 
stone lamps still stand in the rooms at I Iagia Triada, 
and on the stairs of the Basilica at Knossos, as they 
stood to lighten the last night of the doomed 
Minoans. Of course there are no records, and if 
there were we could not read them ; but it is easy 
to imagine the disastrous sea-fight off the mouth of 
the Kairatos River, or elsewhere along the coast, the 
wrecks of the once invincible Minoan fleet driven 
ashore in hopeless ruin in the shallow bay, like the 
Athenian fleet at Syracuse, the, swift march of themain- 
land conquerors up the valley, the brief, desperate 
resistance of the palace guards, and then the horrors 
of the sack, and the long column of flushed victors 
winding down to their ships, laden with booty, and 
driving with them crowds of captive women. Similar 
scenes must have been enacted at 1‘h.estos and 
llag ia  Triada, either by other forces of invaders, 
or by the same host sweeping round the island. 

From this overwhelming disaster the Minoan 
Empire never recovered. The palace at Knossos 
was never reoccupied as a palace, at least on anything 
like the scale of its former magnificence. The 
invaders possibly departed as swiftly as they had 
come, or if, as seems more probable, they eventually 
established themselves as a ruling caste among the 
subject Minoans, they chose for thrir dwellings other 
sites than those of the old palaces, The broken 
fragments of the Minoan race crr.pt back after the 
sack to the blackened ruins of their holy and 
beautiful house, not to rebuild it, but to divide it*
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The Destroyers

stately rooms and those of its dependencies by rude 
walls into poor dwelling-houses, where they lived on 
■—a very different life from that of the golden days 
before the sack.

In their own way they strove to continue, possibly 
tmder the modifying influence of the art tradition 

their conquerors, the great story of the art of 
Knossos. There is no abrupt break in the style of 
die pottery and other articles belonging to the latest 
Minoan period, as compared with that of the days 
before the catastrophe. Technical skill is almost as 
8rt‘at as ever ; it is degeneration in the inspiration of 
the art that has begun. The spirit of the nation has 
been broken, and its art is no longer living. Though 
the old models are followed, it is with less complete 
understanding, with a perpetually increasing interval, 
and with less and less fidelity. ‘ With the inability 
to create new ideas of art and life,’ says Dr. 
Mackenzie, * is coupled the slavish adherence to 
'•merited tradition and custom in both. Nothing 
n<;w is produced, and nothing old is changed.’ * ' For 
^ rete the sack is /Kgospotami. Late Minoan III., 
die long months that culminate in the surrender of 
^diens ; the sack is Leipzig, Late Minoan 111., the 
s °w closing in on Paris that leads up to the abdiea- 
d"n of Napoleon.'f Finally, even the technique 
. s. and the great art which gave to the world the 
•RUres of the Cup-Bearer and the King with the 
t;aeock Plumes dies out in monstrosities*

*  Annual of the l intnhS,  hoot
* Η, M. Uutiuws, * Hi« lhscoverie

*77

vol. sift , j> ifi.
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The long decay was to some extent arrested by 
the coming of other waves of invaders, probably 
Achteans, to whose influence may be attributed the 
change in customs which begins to show itself in 
the post*Minoan period. Burning begins to take the 
place of inhumation as a means of disposing of the 
dead ; Continental types of weapons make their 
appearance in the tombs ; iron swords and daggers 
are even found. In life the men who use these 
weapons are clad, not with the Minoan loin-cloth, 
but with the garments which we associate with the 
Greeks of the Classical period, garments which 
require the use of the fibula or safety-pin to fasten 
them. The potter's art begins to find new motives, 
and to develop the use of the human form as a type 
of adornment in a manner almost entirely foreign 
to the. Minoan tradition. At last, perhaps four 
centuries after the fall of Knossos, comes the great 
tidal wave of Dorian invasion, engulfing the work 
alike of conquerors and conquered, and blotting out 
all the landmarks of the ancient cultures.

And through all these changes, and ever since* 
the ruined Mouse of Minos remained absolutely 
deserted, until, more than 3,000 years after the sack, 
it·» echoes were wakened by the spades and picks ol 
i >r. Kvans's workmen. Around the ruins grim and 
cruel legends swiftly grew up. The old traditions? 
dimly surviving in the minds of the native < .retans* 
of the bull fight and the prize ring, and the tribute 
of toreadors from the conquered nations, seemed to 
lx: corroborated by the very decorations of die
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palace walls, still visible amidst the ruins, and around 
t-hein were woven the stories which have come down 
to us as legends of early Greece. ‘ Let us place 
ourselves for a moment,’ says Dr. Evans, ' in the 
position of the first Dorian colonists of Knossos 
alter the great overthrow, when features now 
laboriously uncovered by the spade were still per
ceptible amid the mass of ruins. The name [Laby- 
nnthj was still preserved, though the exact mean- 
Ing> as supplied by the native Cretan dialect, had 
been probably lost. Hard by the western gate, in 
her royal robes, to-day but partially visible, stood 
Queen Ariadne herself·—and might not the comely 
youth in front of her be the hero Theseus, about to 
fuceive the coil of thread for his errand of liberation 
do*n  the mazy galleries beyond ? Within, fresh 
and beautiful on the walls of the inmost chambers, 
wcre the captive boys and maidens locked up here 
ljy the tyrant of old. At more than one turn rose a 
,n,ghty bull, in some cases, no doubt, according to 
|he favourite Mycenaean motive, grappled with by a 
u !f-naked man. The type <>f the Minotaur itself 

,l·» a man-bull was not wanting on the soil of pre- 
'storic Knossos, and more than one gem found on 
lls site represents a monster with the lower body 

f> a ‘nan and the forepart ol a bull.
D ih; niay feel assured that the effect ol these 

‘jn,i*ic creations on the rude Greek settler of those 
‘iys was not less than that of the disinterred fresco 

>ri the Cretan workman of today. Everything 
lr,HukJ thy dark passages, the lilelike figures
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surviving from an older world, would conspire to 
produce a sense of the supernatural. It was haunted 
ground, and then, as now, “ phantasms" were about. 
The later stories of the grisly King and his man- 
eating bull sprang, as it were, from the soil, and the 
whole site called forth a superstitious awe. It was 
left severely alone by the new-comers. Another 
Knossos grew upon the lower slopes of the hill to 
the north, and the old Palace site became “ a desola
tion and hissing.” Gradually earth’s mantle covered 
the ruined heaps, and by the time of the Romans 
the Labyrinth had become nothing more than a 
tradition and a name.’ *

Who, then, were the invaders who, whether they 
remained as a ruling caste in the land which they 
had conquered, or merely destroyed and departed, 
inflicted upon the Minoan civilization a blow from 
which it never recovered ? The Cretans of Pr.esos, 
whose story of the Sicilian expedition of Minos has 
already been mentioned, slated to I ierodotus that, 
alter that great disaster, ‘ to Crete, thus destitute of in* 
habitants. . . other men, and especially the Grecians» 
went, and settled there.’ As Mr. 1 logarth has pointed 
out, * the men of Pr.esos were no doubt, in the true 
saga spirit, foreshortening history by crystallizing il 
process into a single event.' It is very improbable, 
in view of the evidence afforded by the long survival 
ami gradual decay of the Minoan tradition, dial 
there, was any immediate general occupation of da* 
island on the part of the conquering race.  ̂ iC 

* Monthly Hauw, pp, j j i* tyi*
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process which finally resulted in the island of Crete 
becoming ‘ the mixed land,’ with a heterogeneous 
population of Pelasgians, Dorians, Achxans, and 
other tribes, must have been a gradual one, extend
ing, in all probability, over several centuries. Any 
large influx of foreign elements was impossible so 
long as Crete was dominated by a great and war
like central pow er; but once that power was broken 
by the catastrophe in which the Palaces of Knossos 
and Phaestos were overthrown, there was nothing to 
hinder the gradual drifting in of the wandering 
tribes of the Aegean and of the North.

How that catastrophe came about we can see, not 
with any certainty of detail, but with some amount 
° f  probability as to its general outlines, from that 
echo of a period of wandering and strife in the 
Mediterranean area which comes to us from the 
records of Ramses 111. at Medinet Habu. 'T h e  
isles were restless, disturbed among themselves/ and 
11 was one of the later waves <>f that storm which 
broke itself against the armed strength of Egypt 
about 1200 h.c. Probably the process of migration 
bad been going on for several generations. 1 he 
rude but vigorous tribes of the North had been 
Pressing down upon the races which had created 
*bat remarkable Bronze Age civilization of the
Da
bgi
the

tnubiun area, whose relics have been coming to 
K'U of late, years ; and these in their turn, under

, pressure from the North, had been moving 
towards the Mediterranean, driving before 

f'lri lbe peoples, probably of kindred stock to
|K|



themselves, who had occupied the lands of the 
Mycenaean civilization.

We know that long before the Homeric poems 
took shape the Achaeans had established themselves 
as the ruling caste in the Argolid, in Laconia, and 
elsewhere; and that the pressure had begun even 
while Mycenae was at the height of its power is 
suggested by the figures on one of the steles of 
the Circle-Graves, where a Mycenaean chieftain in 
his chariot is pursuing an enemy whose leaf-shaped 
sword shows that he was one of the Danubian race. 
The Mycenaean was the victor in the first shock ; 
but the steady pressure of the tribes from the North 
was not to be permanently resisted, and the end 
was the establishment of an alien race in power at 
Mycena*. The Mycenaan stele, where the chief of 
the ancient stock pursues his Northern assailant, has 
its m otif reversed in the archaic Greek stele dis
covered by I )r. l ’ernier at Gortyna, where a big 
Northerner with round shield and greaves threatens 
a tiny Minoan or Mycenaan, crouching behind his 
figure-of-eight shield. The two rude pictures may 
l>e taken as typical of the beginning and the end of 
the process which resulted in the establishment of 
the race of Agamemnon at ‘ Golden Mycenx. 
Pressed upon thus by the warlike Ach.eans, perhaps 
already forced from their homes on the mainland, 
the MyeeturaiiH of Tiryns and Mycena· were 
obliged to fare forth in search of new dwelling' 
plates. Not unnaturally the emigrants may have 
turned to the land from which their civilization had
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originally sprung, in the expectation that the Cretans 
would not refuse a welcome and a home to men of 
their own stock. Seemingly they were disappointed 
in their expectation. The Minoans, or, at least, the 
Minoan rulers, were not prepared to admit peacefully 
the incursion of this new element into their kingdom ; 
and the wanderers, under the spur of desperate 
need, took by force what was denied to them as 
suppliants. So, in all probability, the glory of the 
Minoan Empire was destroyed by the hands ol 
>ts own children, the descendants of men whom 
Knossos herself had sent forth to hold her mainland 
colonies.*

In such circumstances there would lx* no sudden 
Eclipse of the ancient culture. Modified slightly, if 
ut all, by the influx of what, after all, was a kindred 
element, it would persist, as the evidence shows it 
Persisted, until it perished of natural decay. Even 
wl'en the Ai basins, and, later still, the Dorians, 
followed in the wake of the Mycena'an immigrants, 
Enough their advent brought, as we have seen, 
"nportant changes in customs and in art motives, 

ancient native culture remained the fundamental 
‘ -lenient of the newer civilization. It has been 
pointed out by Mr. Hogarth that the Geometric 
V;tses of the early Iron Age in Crete exhibit in 
* 1 Hiir decoration merely stylized Minoan motives, 
while 'the shields and other bronzes of the Mean 
( the latest of which come down probably to

* t / Dr. Mackenzie, Annualtht A them,
,,, · fciti., nt), I η  4JK. h«,‘c also lion on tbe subject in 
C h a p te r X U .
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the ninth or even the eighth century, are artistic 
descendants of Minoan masterpieces modified by 
some element of uncouthness which was probably of 
Northern origin.’ *

Thus in slow decay, after the great catastrophe, 
passed away the great civilization of the Minoan 
Empire. Not all of the tribes which had owned 
the dominion of the House of Minos were content, 
however, to remain as subjects to the mainland 
conquerors. The destruction of the central power 
at Knossos must have involved, as Dr. Evans has 
suggested,t the collapse of much of the commerce 
on which the island of the Hundred Cities depended 
for the support of its great population. Already in 
the reign of Amenhotep III. of Egypt, that powerful 
monarch had been obliged to establish a special 
coastguard service at the mouths of the Nile to 
protect his trade-routes against the Lyciun pirates. 
When the Minoan lleet was no longer in being to 
police the /Egean, these and other piratical races 
must have quickly driven the Cretan merchant 
marine from the seas. The purple fisheries and the 
oil trade would dwindle and die, and the population 
which had been supported by them would be driven 
from a land which could no longer maintain it. The 
colonizing movement w hich has left traces of Minoan 
culture in Anatolia, in Palestine, in Sicily, and even 
in Spain, began, no doubt, at an earlier period, when 
the Empire of the Sea Kings was in its full strength i

*  1 uttvighily Htvun·,< )< tu b er, jy u S , p. ( * > 2 .
t * Scripte M m ·«,' [>,
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hut it probably received a considerable impulse at 
this time of forced emigration. The sudden intro
duction of the same culture into Cyprus at some 
period after 1400 is.c. has been referred to conquest 
hy men of the /Kgean race, who may very well 
have been the men of Knossos driven forth by the 
pressure of altered conditions to find a new home 
for themselves.

1 he Mycemean pottery found at Tell-el-Amarna 
shows that there was still an opening in Egypt for 
foe products of /Kgean art at least as late as the 
reign of Akhenaten; and it is more than probable 
*hat in Egypt many of the of the Minoan
debacle found a home. The art of the reign of 

Akhenaten is characterized by the somewhat sudden 
outburst of a naturalistic style almost entirely foreign 
lo the Egyptian tradition ; and, as Mr. Hall foresaw 
eleven years ago, it has been suggested * that the 
n;Uuralism of Tell-el-Amarna owes some of its 
'Aspiration to the influence of the fugitives who 
brought with tl lem from Crete the traditions of the 
U't-at art of Knossos. Such a suggestion is no 
'Atger so improbable as it seemed to be in 1901, 
"foen it was stiH a tenable theory that the new 
'foveloptnent of Egyptian art was due to Mesopo* 
1‘Unian influence, and came from Mitanni with 
Queen Tyi, the wife of Amenhotep 111. Now that 

ls certain that Tyi was no Mitannian, but a native 
'kj'ptian, that door is closed, and we must suppose 

' ulier that Egyptian art suddenly and spontaneously 
fo Μ. f Uhrows, ' The I >i*covertes in Crete,' p. 96.
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awakened to a new style of vision and execution, 
from which, again, it as suddenly departed, or else 
that some foreign influence was working strongly 
upon the rigid Egyptian convention, modifying and 
vivifying it. If a foreign influence, why not the 
influence of the Minoan whose art we at
least know to have been capable of such an effect ? 
Of course, it is, after all, matter of surmise, and 
perhaps the chances are rather in favour of the new 
art of Akhenaten’s time having been a genuinely 
native growth, influenced and inspired by the new 
ideas with which the heretic King was seeking to 
leaven the national life ; but it is certainly far from 
unlikely that the break-up of the Minoan Empire 
did influence the art of Egypt, and perhaps that of 
other nations, in a manner something similar to, 
though on a smaller scale than, that in which the 
capture, of Constantinople influenced the culture «if 
Eurojw: in the fifteenth century.

We have already seen the evidence for the migra
tion of Minoan tribes of a later age in the assault of 
the Xakkaru and I’ulosathu upon Egypt 200 years 
after the fall of Knossos, and the establishment of 
the latter tribe as an independent power upon the 
coast of Palestine— events which may have been due 
to the advance of another wave of Northern colonists 
upon the shores of ( rete. On«'inure glimpse «>1 the 
dying sea-power of the Cretan ran·, now itself dis
organize«! and predatory, is given us by the (»ölen·· 
Scheff papyrus, which tells, among other adventures 
of tin· unk»lunate Wen Anion, « uvoy of Ib rlso r,

I  H fj
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the priest-King of Upper Egypt ( uoon .c.), 
how the Egyptian ambassador was threatened with 
capture by eleven ships of Zakru pirates, who put 
into Byblos when he was about to sail thence. 
Whether these were genuine Minoans or not, it is 
impossible to te ll; their immediate connection was 
apparently with Dor, on the coast of Palestine ; but 
their name suggests the town of Zakro, in Eastern 
Crete, and it is not unlikely that they belonged 
to the same race as the Zakkaru of the time of 
Ramses 1 1 1 .

Thereafter the Egyptian records are silent as to 
the scattered tribes of Crete, just as they had been 
silent since the rise of the Nineteenth Dynasty as to 
the organized Empire of the Keftians. 1 he eleven 
shiploads of Zakru sea-robbers are the last degene* 
rati· representatives of the great marine which, under 
the Kings of the House of Minos, had once held the 
undisputed Empire of the /Egean. The ring of 
Minos was destined to lie lor long ages beneath the 
W;tves before the descendants of 1 heseus brought it 
llP again.



C H A P T E R  IX

TJIK PERIODS OK MINOAN CULTURE

W e must now endeavour to form some, idea of the 
various periods into which the long enduring culture 
of the Minoan Empire more or less naturally falls, 
and to note some of the characteristic features of 
each period. The chief aid in the formation of such 
an idea is given by the remains of the pottery which 
have survived from each period, and it is largely 
from the classification of the pottery at Knossos 
and other sites that the scheme adopted by 
Dr. Evans and other workers has been derived. 
The deposit left by Neolithic man on the hill of 
Kephala averages about 6 metres in thickness 
below the later deposit which marks the occupation 
of the site by the post-Neolithic culture. We are 
thus led to an almost fabulous antiquity for the first 
occupation of the site. In the earliest beginnings 
of human development, progress, with its conse
quent accumulation, is slow, and if we allow a rate 
of 3 feet of deposit for each thousand years, we 
shall probably not be very far wrong. Such art 
allowance brings us to about ιο,οοο ti.<. as the time

iHH
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when Neolithic man began his first settlement on the 
hill of Knossos.

N eolithic A ge .— The remains found in the deposit 
of this period are naturally of a very simple and 
primitive character. They consist of pottery, hand
made without any use of the wheel, and hand· 
burnished, black in colour, and, in the latest speci
mens, adorned with incised ornament, which is 
sometimes filled in with a white chalky substance. 
While this description is characteristic of the deposit 
generally, a gradual progress in the potter's art is 
traceable from the virgin soil upwards. In the 
earliest stratum, immediately above the depositless 
virgin soil, the pottery, for the depth of the first 
metre, was entirely plain, unfired, polished within 
and without, with no appearance of narrowed necks 
° r  moulded bases. The next metre shows the
beginning of incised ornament, but in almost inap
preciable quantity, and the third and fourth metres 
show the gradual, but extremely slow, growth of this 
species of decoration, the proportion of incised vases 
,n the fourth metre only reaching 3 per cent. The 
hlth metre deposit, however, discloses one important 
mnovation. The proportion of incised vases is 
scarcely greater than in the preceding stratum, but 
'«most all of them have the incisions filled in with 
lhe white chalky substance already alluded to, 
forming a geometric design of white upon black. 
Along with this new development ol the incised 
W:iro goes a development of the unincised, whose 
**Office is now not only polished to the highest



degree of lustre, but is thereafter rippled in vertical 
lines by the pressure of some blunt instrument, so 
as to produce an undulating effect, like that of the 
ripple marks on sand. The rippling of the unin
cised pottery continues along with the chalk filling 
of the incised through the remainder of the Neolithic 
series, and, in fact, appears to have enjoyed an even 
superior popularity. In the sixth metre from the 
virgin soil indications begin to present themselves 
of the fact that the Neolithic period is about to draw 
to a close, for some of the pottery is beginning to 
assume the shapes which are characteristic of the 
painted ware of the earliest Minoan period, and in the 
following metre paint begins to make its appearance 
as a means of decoration in rivalry with the incision 
and rippling of the earlier strata. From this point, 
then, we begin to get into touch with the genuine 
Minoan periods, ol which, according to hr. Kvans's 
classification, there are three— Marly, Middle, and 
Late Minoan—each in its turn subdivided into 
three sub-periods.

E a rly  Minoanl. —The pottery o f  this period
takes over in great part the style o f  the primitive 
hand - burnished black ware inherited from the 
preceding age. Hut though this supplies the greater 
proportion of the material, it is not the characteristic 
feature. This is supplied by the fact that the potter 
now begins to use paint as a means for producing 
the lustrous black surface which his Neolithic pretie* 
lessor produced by hand-burnishing. Λ lustrous 
black glaze medium is spread as a slip over the
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surface of the clay, so as to produce an effect 
generally similar to that of the hand-polished ware, 
and on this lustrous slip the decoration is painted, 
generally in white, more rarely in vermilion. Thus 
we have painted vases, with light design upon a 
dark ground.

Having made this step, the artist varied his pro
cedure by applying the black slip itself as the decora
don in bands upon the natural buff colour of the 
day, thus giving a decorative scheme of dark design 
upon a light ground. The ware now for the first 
time gives evidence of having been fired. The 
primitive ‘ bucchero,’ still surviving alongside of the 
painted pottery, is very closely related to the im
ported vases found by Petrie in First 1 )ynasty tombs 
at A bydos; and a further link with Egypt is afforded 
dy the fact that vases of Proto-1 )ynastic Egyptian 
form in diorite and syenite were discovered in the 
8°uth and east quarters ol the palace at Knossos. 
Early Minoan 1. is thus to be equated with the 
curliest beginnings of Dynastic rule in Egypt—that
,s to say, it dales from about 55° °  l,.C. ii Petries 
date for the First Dynasty be adopted, or from 
about 3400 h.c. if the Merlin dating be preferred.

tom this period there survive no remains ol 
bu'Iding at Kn OSHOS.

I ' - a r l y Mmoan //.—-The distinguishing charac- 
•usiie of the second period of Early Minoan is the 

Reuter freedom and originality shown in the designs 
the vases. The style of painted decoration 

-■ '•tains much the same as in the preceding period;



but the vases now develop long spouts or beaks, 
and are the ‘ beak-jugs' (Schnabelkanne) of the 
German archaeologists. While a tendency may be 
observed to vary the straight line decoration of 
Early Minoan I. by the introduction of simple 
curves, there is also a revival of the fashion for the 
old incised geometric-patterned ware. Λ curious 
development of this period is found in the mottled 
ware from Vasiliki, where the decoration was accom
plished neither by incising nor by painting a design, 
but by a method of firing in which the vases, first 
painted red, were so placed that the hot coals 
actually came into contact with the vases at certain 
points, and produced black patches upon the red 
paint. The resultant mottled surface was then 
hand-polished, and sometimes, but more rarely, 
used as the medium for a design in white. To this 
period belong the oldest parts ol the deposit at 
i {agios Onouphrios, and the greater part of the 
contents of the bee-hive chamber tomb at Hagia 
Triada, where, along with incised and early painted 
vases, were found copper daggers with very short 
triangular blades, a number of rude stone seals, and 
very primitive idols, rudely imitating the human 
form. There are still no traces of any surviving 
building on the hill of Knossos, nor is there any 
definite link with Egypt to afford an opportunity 
for determining the date of the period.

E a rly  Minoan I I I .  In this period the propor
tion of painted vases steadily increases, though fur 
a time there is also a revival of the incised orna·
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The Periods of Minoan Culture

mein, attributed by Dr. Evans to influence from the 
f yclades, which at this time also gave to Crete the 
idea of the flat, banjo-shaped human figurines which 
Hrc characteristic of the early deposits of Melos and 
Amorgos.

The use of the potter’s wheel probably now
benfpns, and the clay is carefully sifted and fired, 
die favourite colour scheme being white on lustrous 
^rovvn or black slip, though sometimes the alterna- 
five scheme of dark upon light is adopted; and 
v,tses are sometimes fashioned out of very thin 
cl,1y> in anticipation of the fine egg-shell Kamares 
'v,lre of Middle Minoan 11. The chief decorative 
motive is a horizontal band, or more than one, 
ar°und the upper part of the vase. On these bands 

chief ornament is the zig-zag, and curves directly 
rU'ed therefrom, and the spiral begins to appear 

^  a form of decoration. It is uncertain whether 
’ credit for the origination of this favourite form 
* ccorative motive is to be attributed to Egypt or 

0 Crete. Miss 1 lall * regards the Early Minoan 1 11.
as late-comers in the field, attributing the 

j , s* development of the spiral to the painters of 
diyptian pre-1 )ynastic vases ; but Mr. H. R. H alit

de
v<lses

ll,,s die right of the volutes on the pre-Dynastic
dg regarded as spirals at all, considers that

* *  spiral appears suddenly in Egypt as ‘ a new 
unprecedented thing’ about the beginning of

I p' *l° liocomtivo Art of Crete in the bronze Age,’ p. <)■ 
v0| t,M «retimes of the Society of biblical At ciwology, 

X*‘ > I*«  5. |>|* m ,  i t s .
t'J3 o



the Middle Kingdom, and infers that in its use the 
Cretans were original, and the Egyptians merely 
borrowers; while Dr. Evans* denies originality to 
both, and holds that the use of the spiral was first 
developed on the European side of the /Egean.

Ehe fact that the seals of this period show motives 
derived from the Egyptian Sixth Dynasty ‘ button- 
seals’suggests that Early Minoan III . is to be equated 
with the end of the Old Kingdom in Egypt. This, 
however, is but a slight help as to tin: positive date 
of the Minoan period, owing to the huge gap between 
the different systems of Egyptian chronology. All 
that can be said is that on Petrie’s system of dating 
the Minoan period which is contemporary with 
the end of the Sixth Dynasty would dale about 
4o ex j h.c ., and on the Merlin system about 2475 u-c‘ 
Though the two cultures are contemporaneous, 
is, of course, by no means to he inferred that the 
art of Early Minoan III.  has left us any relics which 
are worthy of being placed on a level with the won' 
derful work of the Egyptian Old Kingdom artist*· 
The primitive pictographs on the bead seals of th1* 
period mark the beginnings of this form of Min0,111 
script, which persisted until Late Minoan h, vv'hc,j 
it was at last superseded by the linear form 0 
writing which had made its appearance in M»1̂  
Minoan HI.

M iddle Minoan / .—With this period we W *  
distinct advance in more directions than one. 1 ^  
Minoan artist is beginning to feel his way iow,t

* ' bcojila MtixKi,' {».
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The Periods of Minoan Culture

that polychrome style of decoration which reached 
such a remarkable development in the Kamares 
vases of the succeeding stage. In the decoration 
°» his ware, which does not exhibit any marked 
advance in form upon that of Early Minoan III., he 
has begun to supplement the familiar white on the 
dark slip by adding yellow, orange, red, and crimson.
I he Petsofa figurines, already alluded to, which 
belong to this period, have a colour scheme of 
black and white, red and orange. Along with this 
development of the use of colour goes a corre
sponding advance in design. The motives of the 
former period are continued, but are much more 
developed, and more freely handled. Instead of 
being stilily disposed in bands round the vessel, 
they are now frequently grouped with the idea of 
covering the ground of the vases in a graceful 
lnanner without any attempt at formal definition of 
d'e limits of each article of the design, the artist's 
'dea being simply to fill, in a manner satisfying to 
d'e eye, the sjiuce upon which he had to work, 
f be zonal system still persists side by side with the 
*rcer style, and is often very skilfully handled as a 
'"cans of decoration. One of the characteristic 
eatures of Middle Minoan ceramic art— the use ol 
r<'bef to enhance the effect of the polychrome 

"coration through the addition of contrasts of light 
•'"d shade—is seen coming into use in the earliest 
lMrt of the period.

bb-curation is still geometric, and was to continue
*0r long. Not until Middle Minoan 111. do we

‘ 95



got a really naturalistic style ol decorative art. Hut 
in Middle Minoan I. there are indications which, 
though slight, seem to point to a striving after 
realism on the part of some of the artists of the 
period. This tendency is apparent even in some 
of the geometric designs, which are so disposed as 
to form an approach to naturalistic patterns. But 
the most remarkable example of the tendency is 
seen in a fragment of a vase from Knossos, figured 
by I >r. Mackenzie,* on which the figures of three 
of the Cretan wild goats are followed by that of a 
gigantic beetle with a tail. ‘ The subject of the 
design,’ says 1 )r. Mackenzie, ‘ in its naturalistic 
character is so advanced that, were it not for the 
company in which the fragments occur, we should 
be tempted to assign it to a much later age.’ B 
is unfortunate that only a part of the design has 
survived, and that no parallel to it has ever been 
iound. Was it merely a sport, the freak of some 
ancient potter who was weary of the convention·1* 
designs of his time, and tried his hand at some* 
thing new, combining the wild life that he could 
see from tin* window ol his workshop with that which 
trawled upon its floor, without ever dreaming 0 
the problem he was setting for the students of 4 ,0 ^  
years later to exercise themselves upon i The si) I( 
oi ihtc goat and hertle fragment is dark upon 
The goats are surrounded by an incised outh|1(* 
and filled in with lustrous black glaze; the beetle 
is drawn freely in the black glaze, without incUi*1*1'

* Journal of KtlUnu SluJiti, vuh xxvi,f jmit 1 , plate i* 3*
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almost as though it hail been a humorous after
thought of the potter.

Middle Minoan 1. has no surviving link with 
Egyptian art, a fact which may be explained by 
tl'o consideration that from the end of the Sixth 
I dynasty to the establishment of the Eleventh, 
fcgypt appears to have been passing through a 
bine of great confusion. The period is practically 
:i 1 hark Age so far as Egyptian history is con
cerned.

Middle Minoan / / .— W e now come to the period 
"'ben the first undoubted traces of the Cretan 
Palaces begin to reveal themselves. The chief 
architectural remains of the period are, however, 

at Knossos, but at Pluestos. There the 
 ̂ heatral Area, at least, was in existence early in 

diis period, possibly in the later part of the pre- 
(, <ling one. Hut at Knossos the chief evidence for 
*li<· high state of civilization attained in this period 
l!' *he pottery, which reaches a very advanced de* 
V(‘»>pment. This is the age of the splendid poly- 
c"ronie vessels of the type calk'd * Kamares,' from» J J *

a; cave on Mount Ida where they were first 
■ scovered by Mr. j .  L. Myres. The vases and 

' l|l>s of (jus fabric, from the delicacy of their forms, 
l!- grace of their designs, and the richness of their 

^"lour, are among the most notable survivals of 
"loan ceramic art. The day is fine and carefully 

''^b'd, and the walls of the. vessels are of extreme 
..bnrtess ami delicacy, approaching to that ol the 

" M egg shell china. The designs upon the vases
“ j?
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are often moulded in low relief as well as painted, and 
the thinness of their walls, the form of their handles, 
and the knobs upon them, which are evidently 
meant to suggest rivets, show that the potters of 
the time were endeavouring to emulate the achieve
ments of their brother artists, the metal workers. 
The designs upon the vases themselves are con
ventional, the idea being to produce a rich and 
harmonious effect of form and colour rather than 
to secure any imitation of Nature. Indeed, the 
patterns are very largely geometric; the zig-zag, 
the cross, and concentric circles occur frequently ; 
and when plant life is imitated it is skilfully con
ventionalized, as in the case of the water-lily cup, 
perhaps the most beautiful specimen of the ware of 
the period, on which the white petals start from a 
centre at the foot of the cup and enfold its body· 
The ground of this cup is lustrous black, and the 
white of the jietals is accentuated by thin lines of 
red, while a geometric pattern moulded in low relief 
runs round the rim of the cup above the water- 
lilies (Plate X X I X . 4). The colours of the vaseJ 
are varied, consisting chiefly of white, orange, 
crimson, red, and yellow, and each colour is used in 
several shades. ‘ Black shades into purple, whHc 
into cream ; brown has sometimes a red, end so»16' 
times an olive tint; yellows are either pale ° r 
orange; and red is not only a crude vermilion, 
is weakened to pink, or strengthened with shade* 
of orange and cherry and terra-cotta.' In 
decoration of the· vase, both styles flourish side H

t$8
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The Periods of Minoan Culture

side, dark design upon light ground, and light upon 
dark. In some vessels of the period there is a 
combination of conventionalized naturalistic orna
ment and geometric design.

Λ distinct link between Egypt and Middle 
Minoan II. is afforded by the fact that at Kahun, 
close to the pyramid of Senusert II., near the 
hayutn, Professor Petrie discovered vases which 
are unquestionably of Kamares type, while the 
synchronism with the Twelfth Dynasty was fully 
established by Professor Garstang’s discovery at 
Abytlos of fragments of a polychrome vessel of late 
Middle Minoan II. type in an untouched tomb, 
wMch also contained glazed steatite cylinders with 
the names of Senusert III. and Amenemhat III. 
Middle Minoan II., then, equates with the times 

the Twelfth Egyptian Dynasty, a period which 
was in many respects the most brilliant of Egyptian
hisstory,

dat
When we come to inquire, however, as to positive 
c, we are still met, though almost for the last 

llrr,e> by the great discrepancy between the systems 
0 Egyptian dating. The Twelfth Dynasty is 
. 'teed by Professor Petrie at about 3400 h.c., by 

’* traditional dating about 3500 u.c., while the 
modern German school brings down the date as 

as 2000 u.c. No more can be said than that 
'ddle Minoan 11, certainly does not begin earlier 
,lfl 3400 « .c, and can scarcely begin later than 

Jooo H.e, The period closes with the evidence of 
catastrophe at Knossos, in which the palace



was burned ; and, as already mentioned, the fact 
that Phrestos shows no evidence of such a disaster 
at this point has roused the suspicion that the Lords 
of PhcBstos may have been responsible for the 
destruction of the greater palace.

M iddle Minoan I I I .— T o this period belong the 
beginnings of the second palace at Knossos. The 
western portion of the palace probably dates largely 
from this time, though it was altered and extended 
liter; and we must place here the Temple Reposi
tories, and certain other chambers on the north
east side of the Central Court, though they were 
covered up and built over in Late Minoan 1. At 
all events, a very great and splendid building must 
have existed upon the site at this time. Egypt 
was passing through the dark period between the 
Thirteenth and Seventeenth Dynasties, which in
cludes the domination of the 1 fyksos; but the civiliza
tion of Crete, on the contrary, was continually and 
steadily advancing. To this age belong many of 
the most interesting and precious relics of the 
Minoan culture.

The art of the period gradually undergoes a great 
change from that of Middle Minoan 11, Polychrome 
decoration steadily declines, and is superseded by 
monochrome. The beautiful lustrous black gla*e 
ground of the vases is replaced by a dull purple slip 
on which the decoration is often laid in a powder/ 
white paint. The best designs are found in th|S 
while upon a lilac or mauve ground. In the design** 
themselves conventionalism and geometric ornament

300
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The Periods oi Minoan Culture

pass away, and are. followed by a development of 
naturalism. Dr. Mackenzie has pointed out that it 
is to this growth of naturalism that we must trace 
the gradual disappearance of polychrome decoration.
' Once we have the portrayal of natural objects, such 
as flowers, which becomes so rife before the close 
of the Middle Minoan Age, it soon becomes 
apparent that a scale of colours, which in their 
relation to each other were capable of producing 
polychrome effects of great beauty, was quite 
inadequate towards the reproduction of the natural 
colours of objects. Thus green, for example, which 
is the first necessity towards the rendering of leaves 
•nnl stems, did not exist in the colour repertory 
of the vase painter. The ceramic artist must thus 
have, feh that with his limited scale of colours he 
could not produce the same natural effects as the 
wall painter with his. On the other hand, he must 
have been equally conscious that natural objects 
s«ch as (lowers did not look natural in a polychrome 
goise which was not that of Nature. 1 he only 
solution of the colour difficulty in the circumstances 

a compromise in the shape of a convention.
1 bus the tendency came into being to make all 

Natural objects either simply light on a dark ground, 
<>r dark on a light ground.'*

1 he two flowers most generally used for the pur*
and the crocus, 

of jxutery as an 
‘ v‘deuce of the condition of the art of the period

J o u r n a l a f  HflltttH S l u J i t t ,  vnl. *nvi., pait i ,  pp. a jy ,  *58.

Pf*Se ,,f 
b ‘>r the

ornamentation are the lily 
first time the, imimrtanee
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is second to that of other artistic products. It is 
to Middle Minoan III. that there belongs the 
wonderful fabric of faience, of which so many speci
mens were discovered in the Temple Repositories. 
In them the same tendency towards naturalism 
reveals itself. The wild-goat suckling its kid, the 
flying-fish, the porcelain vases, one of them with 
cockle-shell relief, and another with ferns and rose- 
leaves on a ground of pale green, are all instances 
of the naturalistic growth. Evidence is also afforded 
of a great delight in scenes connected with the sea, 
and we have the Hying fish and the seal with the 
seaman in his skiff defending himself against the 
attacks of the sea-monster, to witness to the Minoan 
appreciation alike of the curiosities and the dangers 
of the deep.

Fresco painting also begins to leave survivals, 
and we have particularly the fresco of the Blue Boy 
gathering white crocuses. At the beginning of the 
period the old form of pictographic writing is still in 
general use, but fry the close of Middle Minoan I l i 
the earlier type of the linear script, Class A, has 
made its appearance and is extensively used. I He 
Middle Minoans of the Third period went the 
fabricators of the huge knobbed and corded f>tthoh 
or jars, some of them with the curious 4 trickle, 
ornament, which is surely decoration reduced to its 
last straits. The artist merely dabbed quantities 
of brown glaze paint around the rims ol his ja Λ  
and allowed it t>> tin kle down tin* sides at its oW’ti 
will. Ill«* i ♦ .ult is curious, but can scarcely I*

The Sea-Kings of Crete
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called beautiful (Plate IX . 2). ‘ Ab-nub’s child, 
Wazet-User, deceased,’ whose statuette was found 
at Knossos, gives us a point of connection between 
the earlier part of Middle Minoan 111. and the 
Thirteenth Egyptian Dynasty, while the alabastron 
° f  Khyan links the later portion of the period with 
the Hyksos domination in Egypt. The King who 
huilt the great tomb at Isopata, already described, 
must have reigned at Knossos during this period.

Late MinoanL— In this period we come into
touch with a great deal of the fine work of the 
Royal Villa at 1 lagia Triada, which has been already 
described. A  considerable portion of the area of 
the palace at Knossos, dating from the preceding 
agc, is now covered up by new construction, and 
the second palace begins to assume the form which 
"'as completed in the subsequent period. In pottery 
lhe naturalistic style still persists, but the technique 
begins to modify, and the white design on a dark 
Eround occurs less frequently than design in dark 
khtze paint on the natural light ground of the clay, 
Ornament begins to partake increasingly of a 
roarine character ; the. octopus, the 1 riton shell, the 
n'lutilus, and seaweed, appear as designs, and are 
Executed in lifelike fashion, which contrasts strongly 
whh the later conventionalized method of repre- 

nting them. Indeed, Middle Minoan 111. and 
* Mi noan 1. and H, show a distinct appreciation 
0 and delight in all the beauty and wonder of the 

''· Which suggest the important part winch it 
fTtyed in the lives of the Cretan |*opulace, 'A t
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ports when* sailors and fishermen and divers for 
sponge and purple went and came, it was natural 
for an imaginative race to acquire that sense of the 
magic and mystery of the sea, that curiosity about 
the life in its depths, which found expression in these 
ceramic pictures/*

Along with tin* marine designs went naturalistic 
representations of llowers and grasses— the lily and 
the crocus, already familiar from earlier work, the 
Kgyptian lotus in a form adapted to the taste of 
the Minoan artist, and ivy leaves and tendrils. A 
peculiarly graceful design on a vase from Zakro 
shows an adaptation of the Kgyptian lotus, present
ing that favourite Nilotic motive in a style, more 
flexible and easy than that of the native repre
sentations of it. The design in this case is painted 
in white on a reddish-brown ground, and its pecu
liarity is that the white was laid on after ther vase 
had been firm’d, and can be removed with the huger 
(Hair X X IX , 2). The three vases from H agh 
Triada, tin* Boxer, the Harvester, and the t'hieftaifl, 
belong to this prriod, as do also tin* frescoes of the 
Hunting* at ami tin· ( limiting Plants, and probably 
thr Koyal (».unin;.; Hoard from the pal.m* at KnossO*· 
At litis time, too, wr c o t n r  upon tin* In r i j f  brofli® 
swords witi< h had succrrdrd the dapip rs of th< 
pruccdinjr ai;os. Hieroglyphic writing is 
suprrsidrd by thr linrar script of < lass Λ, whio' 
now cotnrs into regular us«·, although at Kunssn·'

* it. ( f t<)s.itti|UH, J- ufHii!
pail i, j. μ ;
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The Periods of Minoan Culture

the documents in this script, according to 1 )r. Evans, 
are only to be found in the stratum belonging to 
die last period of Middle Minoan, their place being 
supplied by Class B, which occurs only at Knossos.

At Hagia Triada and Gournia the older forms of 
vase are mingled with early specimens of the type 
variously known as ‘ Bügelkanne,’ ‘ Vases k Etrier,’ 
or 'Stirrup-vases.' These vases, named from the 
sdrrup like appearance of their curving handles, 
may more correctly be called 1 lalse-necked vases,’ 
from the fact that the neck to which the handles 
Unite is closed, and another neck is formed, farther 
aw.iy from the handles, for convenience in pouring, 
f he false-necked vase is the characteristic pottery 
type of Late Minoan HE,  and occurs very frequently 
0,i the Mycen.ean sites of that period. The seals 
"nh fantastic forms of monsters, such as those 
found in such numbers at Zakro, date from the 
uvRuming of Late Minoan I., and to this period 
’dso belong the earlier of the Shaft-or Circle-Graves 
*it Mycena-, so that now for the first time Minoan
c,ln he equated with Mycen.ean. W e are still 
"nthom any system of dating that is absolutely 
Curtain, hut this is the last period of which such a 
titlark is true. The next period brings us into 
*°Uch with Egyptian synchronisms whose date is 

Uain to within a few years.
 ̂ Za i(e Minoan I I ,— To Late Minoan If, belong
u great glories of the second palace at Knossos, 

1} t'C 1 arrived at its greatest splendour just before 
u tune, at whirl) it was to be destroyed. Now



were built the Throne Room and its antechamber, 
and the Royal Villa with its dais and throne and 
columned hall, while the walls of the completed 
palace were covered with the splendid frescoes of 
whose beauties the Cup-Bearer and the spectators 
watching the games give us evidence. The reliefs 
in hard plaster, such as the bull’s head and the King 
with the peacock plumes, show the style of decora
tion which gave variety on the walls to the paintings 
on the flat. In pottery the change of style and 
decoration is gradual, but quite pronounced. The 
chief characteristic of the time is the fabrication of 
large decorated vases and , such as the beauti
ful papyrus relief vase of the Royal Villa, nearly 4 feet 
in height (Plate X X I I I . ;  see also Plate X X X .) · 
Naturalism still survives in occasional designs, but 
the bulk of the design is conventional, and the 
composition of the various elements is often eX’ 
tremely skilful. Λ typical form of vessel of this 
period is the long narrow strainer, which is borne 
by the Cup-Bearer in the palace fresco, and of which 
various specimens have been found. In many case* 
these strainers were made of variegated marble* 
though pottery was also used for them.

The bronze vessels from the north-west house at 
Knossos, and the swords from the earlier Zufc*’ 
Papoura graves, testify to the skill with which 
was wrought. One of these swords from 
chieftain s grave, the short weapon which the nobl® 
of Late. Minoan II. carried along with his h,fih 
rapier, perhaps for parrying thrusts, as the gall**1*
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of Queen Elizabeth’s time used their daggers, has a 
pommel of translucent agate, and a gold-plated hilt 
engraved with a design of a lion chasing and 
capturing a wild-goat. Great bronze vessels were 
wrought with splendid conventional designs, and 
some of the stone vases of the period are amazing 
in the skill with which they were worked and 
decorated. 'H ow  the hard material was worked 
with precision in the inside of vessels which have 
only the narrowest of neck orifices, and that in an 
age of soft bronze tools, is as great a mystery as 
die mode of working diorite and granite in pre- 
bistoric Egypt.’ * Perhaps the most splendid 
specimen is the great amphora, 2 feet high by 6 feet 
hi circumference, with its two magnificent spiral 
bands, which was found in the so-called Sculptor’s 
Workshop at Knossos, beside the smaller vessel 
which had only been roughed out when the catas
trophe of the palace came.

The linear script, Class 15, now supersedes the 
earlier type, Class A.

In tins period we come for the first time into 
a sphere where there is practically an absolute 
Certainty in dating ; for now we have the Keftiu 
‘MMM‘aring in the tomb frescoes of the Eighteenth 
* tynasty at Thebes, with their vessels of charac
teristic Minoan type, and their purely Minoan style

dress and general appearance. Sen-mut’s tomb 
H,ves us a dale about i .pSo h.c , and Kekh-ma ra’s 
•u.iy us down to 1450 h.c ,, or thereby. It is

E < j I lugutth, < 'ornhtliMagana*, March, 1903, j>. 3*3.



somewhat striking that the periods of greatest 
splendour alike for the Kgyptian Ktnpire and for 
the Minoan should virtually coincide. In either 
case, the duration of the culmination of splendour 
was short. The magnificence of the Kgypt of 
Hatshepsut, Tahutmes III., and Amenhotep III., 
was speedily to he clouded and dimmed by the 
disasters of the reign of Akhenaten ; but even before 
the glory of the Eighteenth Dynasty had passed 
away, the sun of the Minoan Empire had set. 
Late Minoan II., with all its triumphs of archi
tecture and art, was brought to an abrupt close 
by the sack of the palaces, probably about 1400 u.c., 
and the great frescoes of the palace at Knossos were 
the last evidences of a magnificence which was 
never to be revived again on Cretan soil.

During this period intercourse between Crete and 
Egypt must have been frequent and dose. It is 
not only indicated by the evidence of the Sen mut 
and Rekh-ma ra tombs, but by the parallelism in the 
styles of art in the two countries. The art ot each 
remains truly national, but the frescoes of Knossos 
and 1 lagia I riada and those ol the Eighteenth 
Dynasty in Kgypt are inspired by the same spirit, 
though iu either case the result is modified by 
national characteristics.

Late Minoan I I I .  This, the last period ol tin* 
Minoan civilization, commences with the destruc
tion ol the palace of Knossos, somewhere before 
1400 tu\, and presents no definite line of termini' 
tiotl. I he great Style of art represented by the*
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preceding period does not at once degenerate into 
barbarism. If, as seems probable, the men who 
destroyed the Cretan palaces were Mycemeans of 

mainland, more or less of the same stock as 
die Cretan representatives of the Minoan tradition, 
We can see how the catastrophe of the palaces need 
n°t have been followed by any immediate catas
trophe of the art of Crete. At the same time the 
lrue spirit of the Minoan race had been destroyed, 
and degeneration of the standard of art naturally 
followed. The level of artistic work in the earlier 
part of the period is still high— in fact, it is that 
of what is considered the best Mycenaean art—the 
^clinical skill which produced the masterpieces of 
d'e Palace period still survives, but the inspiration 
^hich gave it life is gone. Originality in design 
v,*nishes first, and is gradually followed by skill in 
Execution ; the old types are reproduced in more 
at,U Wore slovenly fashion, and at last even the 

'Serial employed follows the example of degenera* 
j ’ 1 his period of gradual decadence is, however, 

d'-riod of greatest diffusion of the products of 
Roan, or, rather, as we may now call it, of 

lowC<ina;an *irl Ialysos in Rhodes, anil in the 
0f town of Mycenic, types parallel with the work 

^-rete are found, and Tell-el-Amarna furnishes 
ciirtens of poitery whose degeneracy from the 

«f the Palace '
ί ; . ι|><·« d,
M

period declares them to belong 
tys of decadence. Specimens o f Late

'“ an l l | ,  work are found at Tarcntum, and the 
lill>d uf orcello, near Venice,

iixj
urn even as far 

»■



west as Spain. One of the characteristic features 
of the period is the fact that the stirrup-vase, found 
at Hagia Triada and Gournia in Late Minoan L, 
but almost totally wanting in Late Minoan II., now 
becomes common.

Towards the close of the period the site of the 
palace at Knossos was partially reoccupied by a 
humbler race of men, who used the rooms that had 
once witnessed the pride of the Minoan Sovereigns, 
dividing them up by flimsy partition-walls to suit 
their smaller needs. An age of transition succeeded, 
during which the character of the Cretan population 
was gradually modified by successive waves 
invasion from the mainland, until Crete assumed 
the guise of ‘ the mixed land,’ under which Horner 
knew i t ; and finally came the great invasion of 
the Dorians, which brought in for Crete, as for the 
rest of Greece, the dark age which preceded the 
dawn of the true I lellenic culture.

The Sea-Kings of Crete
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C H A P T E R  X

LIFE  UNDER THE SEA-KINGS

manner of men were the people who
developed the Bronze Age civilization of Crete ?
C.in Wc form any idea 0f their physical charac-
|-ristics, of their homes and social conditions, of
u* general aspect of their daily life, and of the

° Ccupations in which they were engaged ? Such
Questions can only be answered more or less
generally in the absence of written material, or,
r,lthcr, in our lack of understanding of the written
^Uerial that exists; but, still, a considerable mass

evidence is in existence from which some broad
° udiites may be deduced with moderate certainty,
an  ̂ die object of this chapter is to present these 
outline

 ̂ 'r»t, as to the physical characteristics of the; 
/v ’ ‘ wo lines of evidence are here available. 

,l die one hand, there is that afforded by the ̂V#> i 1 *
of I rema*ns of the bodies of men and women 

u> Minoan race which have been exhumed from 
« ■ * ·  of the Bronze Age, and studied by anthro- 
‘^ ,8Ui· Generally speaking, the result of their

21 1



investigations has been to show that the Minoans 
belonged to the southernmost of the three great 
racial belts into which the ancient peoples of Europe 
may be divided—the so-called Mediterranean race. 
That is to say, they were a people of the long
headed type, dark in colouring and small in stature. 
The average height, estimated from the bones 
which have been measured, is somewhat under 
5 feet 4 inches, which is about 2 inches less than 
the average of the modern Cretans, and corre
sponds more to the stature of the Sardinians and 
Sicilians of the present time. A few skulls of the 
broad-headed type appear among the general long* 
headedness, and probably point to some inter* 
mixture of race ; but, as a whole, the people were 
long-headed. The shortness of stature indicated 
!>y the bones is a feature which one would scarcely 
have inferred from the other line of evidence avail* 
able -the actual representations of men and women 
of their own race which the Minoans have left 
in their fresco paintings ; but allowance must, 
course, be made for the artistic convention which 
tended to accentuate slenderness of figure,, 
therefore to increase, apparent height,

Judging from the surviving pictures, the M in nan 
men were bronzed, with dark liair and beard Je*® 
faces ; their figures were slender, and their slender* 
ness was made all the more conspicuous by 
fashion which prevailed of drawing in the waist hjf 
a tightly fastened b<h, which seems, in some <il>‘ S 
at least, to have had nntal edges; but muSCUl*lif *
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they were well developed, and the pictures suggest 
litheness and agility in a high degree. ‘ One would 
Say a small-boned race, relying more on quickness 

limb and brain than on weight and size.’ The 
hair of the men was worn in a somewhat elaborate 
fashion, being done up in three coils on the top 
°i" the head, while the ends of it fell in three long 
c,1ds upon the shoulders. On the other hand, their 
(lress was extremely simple, consisting normally of 
Nothing but a loin-cloth, girt by the broad belt 
already mentioned, the material of which the loin- 
c-loth was made being frequently gaily coloured or 
Patterned, as in the case of the Cup-Bearer, whose 
K'trnient is adorned with a dainty quatre-foil design.
1 hat more elaborate robes were worn on certain 
° ccasions of importance is shown by the: sarcophagus 
:it Hagia Triada (Plate X X V I 1 1 ) ,  where the lyre:
* ,lyer wears a long robe coming down to the: ankles 
,U,<1 hordered with lines of colour, while the other 
Nten jn the scene wear tucked robes reaching a 
•tile below the knees (or possibly baggy Turkish 
u>us(;rs); and also by the Harvester Vase, where 

e chief ftgure in the procession is clad in a stiff 
Mrinont, which has been variously interpreted as a 

,ldded cuirass, or as a cope of some stiff fabric.
11 their feet they wore sometimes shoes, with 

H *< s twisted round the lower part of the leg, and 
^ " ‘ ‘tunes half-boots, as shown on the Chieftain 

hie** *115  ̂ ° nr (he Pelsofa figurines. Indeed, the 
Wlr^<ar Minoans seems to have been some-

elaborate. In the representations of the
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Keftiu, on the walls of Rckh-nia-ra’s tomb, the shoes 
are white, and have bindings of red and blue, and 
in some cases are delicately embroidered. Such 
examples as the shoe on an ivory figure found at 
Knossos, and the terra-cotta model of a shoe found 
at Sitia, show the daintiness with which the Minoans 
indulged themselves in the matter of footwear. In 
personal adornment the men to some extent made 
up for their simplicity in the matter of dress. The 
Cup-Rearer wears a couple of thick bracelets on bis 
upper arm, and another, which bears an agate 
signet, on his w rist; and such decorations seem to 
have been in common use. The King whose 
figure in low relief has been reconstructed from 
fragments found at Knossos, wears peacock plumes 
upon bis head, while round his neck he has a collar 
of fleur-de-lys, wrought, no doubt, in precious 
metal.

The Minoan women are depicted with a perfectly 
white skin, which contrasts strongly with the bronzed 
hue of the men. The deep coppery tint of the me*1· 
and the dead white skin of the women is, of course·
to be accepted only as a Convention, similar to that 
adopted by Kgyptian artists, meant to express 3 
difference of complexion caused by greater or lt!8S 
exposure to the weather; and we need not imag*11̂  
that there was so great a contrast between th* 
colouring of men and women in actual life as * 
apjwar from the paintings. If the dress of the ma 
portion of the populace was simple, that of 1  ̂
female wii;. the reverse. An elaborate and tig^1

* *4



fitting bodice, cut excessively low at the neck, 
covered, or affected to cover, the upper part of the 
fi°dy, which is so wasp-waisted as to suggest uni- 
Versa! tight-lacing. From the broad belt hung down 
bell-shaped skirts, sometimes flounced throughout 
dieir whole length, sometimes richly embroidered, as 
ln die case of a votive skirt represented in faience 
among the belongings of the Snake Goddess found 
Itl the Temple Repositories. In some cases—4 .g., 
that of the votaress of the Snake Goddess— the skirt, 
below a small panier or apron, is composed of different 
coloured materials combined in a chequer pattern 
distantly resembling tartan. A fresco from Hagia 
i i'iada represents a curious and elaborate form of dress, 

consisting apparently of wide trousers of blue material 
dotted with red crosses on a light ground, and most 
Wonderfully frilled and vandyked. Diaphanous 
Material was sometimes used for part of the covering 

the upper part of the body, as in the case of some 
die figures from the Knossos frescoes, llair- 

ressing, ns already noticed, was very elaborate, and 
'* 'ove the wonderful erections of curls and ringlets 

Uch crowned their heads, the Minoan ladies, if one 
ay judge from the I’etsofa figurines, wore hats of 

(ll)ue modern type, and fairly comparable in size even 
W'di those of the present day. Λ seal from Mycenae, 

•presenting three ladies adorned with accord ion- 
f ated skirts, shows that heels of a fair height were 

and*1 ,T,e** wnrn 00 dte shoes. Necklaces, bracelets, 
StH ' ^U r ;irt'cb’s of adornment were in general use, 

ll the workmanship of some til the surviving speci
als
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mens is astonishingly fine (Plate X X X I 1.). 
Altogether, so far as can be estimated from the 
representations which have come down to us, the 
appearance of a Minoan assembly would, to a modern 
eye, seem curiously mixed. The men would fit in 
with our ideas of their period, but the women would 
remind us more of a European gathering of the mid
nineteenth century.

The houses which were occupied by these modern- 
looking ladies and their mates were unexpectedly 
unlike anything in the house-building of the Classical 
period. There is little of the uniformity of style 
and arrangement which characterizes the ordinary 
Greek house. The Minoan burgher built his h o m e  

as the requirements of his site and of his household 
suggested, and was not the slave of any fixed con
vention in the matter of plan. The houses at 
Gournia, I’alaikastro, and Zakro, which may be 
taken as typical specimens of ordinary Minoan 
domestic architecture, must have been much more 
like modern houses than anything that we know of in 
Greek towns of the Classical period; and the eleva** 
lions of Minoan villas preserved in the faience 
plaque* from the chest at Knossos suggest the 
frontages of a suburban avenue. Some of the 
Knossian plaques show houses of three and 
storeys, with windows filled in with a red material 
which, as Dr. Evans suggests, may have been oiled 
and tinted parchment. In such houses, as di*' 
tinguished from ihe palaces, there was no separat*0·* 
between the apartments of men and women, ί
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fabric of the houses was generally of sun-dried brick, 
reared upon lower walls of stone; some of the 
Knossian villas, however, were plastered and 
timbered, the round beam-ends showing in the 
frontage. Oblong windows took the place of the 
%ht-wells which give indirect illumination to the 
palace rooms. The accommodation must have been 
fairly extensive. The smaller houses have six to 
eight rooms, the larger ones twice that number; 
vvbile one of the houses in Palaikastro has no fewer 
than twenty-three rooms.

Within doors the walls were finished with smooth 
plaster, and probably decorated with painting, 
though, of course, on a humbler scale than in 
the palaces. The Poors were of flagstones and 
u *mcnt, even in the upper storeys, and in some cases 
° f  cobbles or of earth rammed hard. The furniture 
(>f tlie rooms has perished, except in the case of 
seeh articles as were of stone or plaster; but 
j evidence we possess of the comfort and even the 
ll*ury of the life of these times in other respects 

Suggests that the townsfolk of Gournia and the 
°ther Cretan towns were not lacking in any of 

<! essentials of a comfortable home life. The 
hUat chest at Knossos which was once decorated 
^ llh the faience plaques was, of course, part of 

famishing of a royal home, and we are not 
^ Suppose that such magnificent pieces of furniture 

common; but in their own fashion the 
Minoan houses were doubtless quite 

‘piately appointed, and the great variety ol
t i j
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domestic utensils which has survived shows that life 
in the Bronze Age homes of Crete was by no means 
a thing of primitive and rough-and-ready simplicity, 
but was well and carefully organized in its details, 
It has been remarked that ‘ cooking in Homer is 
monotonous, because no one eats anything but roast 
m eat’; but this accusation could not be brought 
against the Minoans, who had evidently attained 
to a considerable skill and variety in the way in 
which they prepared their viands for the table. The 
three-legged copper pot which was the most common 
vessel for cooking purposes was supplemented by 
stewpans with condensing-lids, and a variety of 
other forms of saucepan, while the number of 
different types of perforated vessels for straining and 
other purposes shows the care with which the art of 
DMiking was attended to. Probably the Minoan 
kitchen, though we are still much in the dark 
as to its form, was almost as well equipped for 
its special functions as the kitchen of the present 
day.

We are, unfortunately, without any evidence as t(1 
the appearance of the great palaces it» their finished 
state. The inner plan can be traced, but it ,s 
difficult to arrive at any idea of what these hug1' 
buildings must have looked like from the outside· 
It is fairly evident, however, that there cannot have 
U-en any symmetrical balancing of the differed 
architectural features. The palaces were more 
email towns than simple residences, and the impf6** 
ston made upon the eye must have !>ceu due »nöf®

aiH
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the great mass and extent of the building than to 
a'iy symmetry of plan. Probably we must conceive 
° f  them as great complex blocks of solid building, 
Using in terrace above terrace, the flat roofs giving 
an appearance of squareness and solidity to the 
^hole. On a closer approach the eye would be 
••^pressed by the wide and spacious courts, the 
stately porticoes, the noble stairways, and the wealth 
° f  colour everywhere displayed; but, on the whole, 
So far as can lie judged, it was only from within that 
die splendour of the Minoan palaces could be fairly 
estimated.

A palace such as that of Knossos sheltered an 
extraordinary variety and complexity of life. An 
abundance of humbler rooms served for the accom
modation of the artists and artisans who were needed 
" r die service and adornment of the palace, and 

ef whom whole companies must have lived within 
1[1,; Walls, ‘ dwelling with the king for his work,* like 

{Hitters and foresters mentioned in Scripture. 
‘ <:veral shrines ami altars provided for the religious 
n<<ds of the community. Rooms of state were 
S<t apart for public audiences and for council 

cetings. In fact, the building was not only a 
of“ ’g e  dwelling-place, but the administrative centre 

a whole empire, and within its walls there was 
M>,n t̂>r the offices of the various departments 
, or die housing of their records, 

in ^  domestic quarter of the jialace still reveal* 
of its rooms the environment of luxury and 

*uay in which the Minoan royalties lived. The



Queen’s Megarun may be taken as typical. A row 
of pillars rising from a low, continuous base divides 
the room into two parts. The upper surface of the 
base on either side of the pillars is of stucco moulded 
so as to form a long couch, which was doubtless 
covered with cushions when the room was in use. 
Light was furnished in the day-time, according to 
Cretan Palace practice, not by windows, but by 
light - wells, of which there are two, one on the 
south and one on the east side. In one of these 
light-shafts the brilliant white stucco surface which 
reflected the light into the room is decorated with 
a modelled and painted relief, of which a fragment 
has survived, representing a bird of gorgeous 
plumage, with long curving wing, and feathers of 
red, blue, yellow, white, and black. Near the light- 
well on the other side of the line of pillars, outside 
nature was brought within doors by a beautiful piece 
of fresco-painting which shows fishes swimming 
through the water, and dashing off foam-bells and 
ripples in their rapid course. Along the north wall 
of the room ran another gay fresco, representing® 
company of dancing-girls on a scale of half life-size. 
One of the dancers is clad in a jacket with a yelio^ 
ground and blue and red embroiderer! border> 
beneath which is a diaphanous chemise. Her left 
arm is bent, and her right stretched forward ; 
features are piquant, if not beautiful, and a slig^1 
dimple shows at the corner of her lips. Her 1°®» 
black hair, elaborately waved and crimped, 
out on either side of her head as she turns m
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movement of the dance. The fragments of decora* 
lion which have survived help us to realize a very 
beautiful room, gay with colour, yet never garish 
because of the softness of the indirect illumination, in 
which we may imagine the Minoan Court ladies, in 
their modern gowns, reclining on the cushions of the 
long couch, discussing the incidents of the last bull- 
8rappling entertainment, the skill of the young 
Athenian Theseus, anil the obvious infatuation of 
Princess Ariadne, or employing their time more 
Usefully in some of the wonderful embroidery-work 
lr> which the fashion of the period delighted. Hy 
njl?ht the scene in the palace would be even more 
Picturesque. ( «realstone lamps,standingon tall bases, 
,l'id each bearing several wicks on the margin of its 
br°ad bowl nf oil, flared in the rooms and corridors, 
'Khting up the brightly coloured walls, and sending 

,T>any-tiuted reflections dancing from the bronze and 
Col>per vases and urns which decorated the passages 
*Ul<l the landings of the stairways ; while through the 
J|<‘'uUhs of light and shadow moved in an always 

*mging stream of colour the gaily dressed figures 
0 the Minoan Court.p

**ven ut this exceedingly early stage of human 
the various branches of industry had 

'-Conte fairly separated and specialized, more so, 
Perhaps, than in the Homeric period, and a con- 
cr· Viir*cty of tools was employed in the various 

* Η· 1 he carpenter was evidently a highly skilled

Life under the Sea-Kings
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Variety of work which he undertook. At
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Knossos a carefully hewn tomb held, along with the 
body of the dead artificer, specimens of the tools of his 
trade—a bronze saw, adze, and chisel. ' A whole 
carpenter’s kit lay concealed in a cranny of a 
Gournia house, left behind in the owner’s hurried 
(light when the town was attacked and burned. He 
used saws long and short, heavy chisels for stone 
and light for wood, awls, nails, files, and axes much 
battered by use ; and, what is very important to note, 
they resemble in shape the tools of to-day so closely 
that they furnish one of the strongest links between 
the first great civilization of Europe and our own.’ * 
Such tools were, of course, of bronze. Probably the 
chief industry of the island was the manufacture and 
export of olive oil. The palace at Knossos has its 
Room of theOlive Press,and its conduit for conveying 
the product of the press to the place where it was to 
be stored for use; and probably many of the great 
jars now in the magazines were used for the storage 
of this indispensable article. As we have seen, Hf. 
Evans conjectures that it was the decay of the trade 
in oil during the troubled days after the sack of the 
palaces that drove the Minoans abroad from the·*’ 
island home to seek their fortunes elsewhere. In 
sides the trade in oil, it would seem that there nun»* 
have been a trade in the purple of the tnurex, and no 
doubt the Keftiu mariners found a ready market f<>f 
this much-prized product long before the Phtxnici**1* 
dreamed of Tyrian purple. Minoan pottery *** 
manifestly also an article of export a fragile cafg0 
* C H and U Hawes, 'Crete tlie Purer uuiier of P-



for those days. The fact that two of the Keftiu 
envoys in the Rekh-ma-ra frescoes carry ingots of 
copper of the same shape as those found by Dr. 
Halbherr at Hagia Triada suggests that Crete may 
have exported copper to Egypt in the time of 
Jahutmes III. as Cyprus exported it in large 
Quantities in that of Amenhotep III,

It is unfortunate that so far we have no large- 
scale representations of the ships in which these 
early masters of the ocean conducted the sea-borne 
commerce of the /Egean world. The various seal- 
stones and impressions, and the gold ring from 
Moklilos, are interesting, but it would have been 
much more satisfactory had we been able to see 
^presentations of the Minoan galleys as complete 
,ls those which Queen Hatshepsut has left of the 
•ships of her merchant squadron. The vessels repre
sented are almost universally single-masted, with 
0lle bank of oars, whose number varies from five 
to eleven a side, a high stern, and a bow ending 
etthi:r in a barbed point or an open beak, which 
Sukgests resemblances to the galleys of the sea- 
Pcoples who were defeated by Ramses 111. In 
‘Oine instances the length of the voyage undertaken 
‘Tpears to be indicated. A crescent moon on the 

,r<Sstay, und another on the backstay of a vessel 
^nh seven oars a side, may point to a two months' 
^ yage , while a disc over the beak of another which 

IK> oars at all may indicate one of a year's 
ratton, or perhaps, more probably, one of a 

c°tftpiete month. The supreme part which the sea
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played in the life of the Cretans is shown unmis
takably by the fact that practically every Minoan 
site of importance is on the coast, or within easy 
reach of it, while the innate national delight in all 
the wonderful creatures of the marine world is seen 
in the constant use of their forms as motives in 
decorative work. No designs are so common on 
Minoan pottery as those derived from the se a ; the 
octopus, the murex, the nautilus, the coral, and 
various forms of algte, occur continually, and are 
utilized with great skill, while such pictures as the 
Dolphin Fresco (Plate X. i) show the fascination 
which marine life had upon the Minoan mind, and 
the care with which it was observed. That com
merce was thoroughly organized and attended to 
with that careful precision which seems to have 
been characteristic of the race is seen from the 
Zakro excavations, where Mr. Hogarth found 500 
seal impressions in the house of a single merchant. 
Trade must have been very far removed indeed 
from primitive conditions when merchants were so 
careful about the security of their bales of goods.

So far as the evidence goes, the Minoan Empire 
does not appear to have been a specially warlike 
one. No doubt there was a good deal «if fighting 
in its history, as was the case will» all ancient 
empires. But the insular position of Crete., and the 
predominance which the Minoan navy established 
on the sea, saved the island Empire from the neces*' 
sky of besoming a great military {«»wer, and 
absence of the spirit of militarism is reflected in d1®
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national art. While an Assyrian palace would have 
^ e n  decorated from end to end with pictures of 
barbarous bloodshed and plunder, while even the 
milder Egyptians would have adorned their walls 
"nth records of the conquests of their Pharaohs, the 
Kings of the House of Minos turned to other and 
more gentle scenes for the decoration of their 
homes. Flower-gatherers and dancing-girls, harvest 
festivals and religious processions, appealed to their 
minds far more than the endless and monotonous 
succession of horrors with which the Mesopo
tamian monarchs delighted to disfigure their walls ; 
aiul even the dangers of the hull-ring, as seen on

Knossian frescoes, are mild and gentle when 
compared with the abominations where Teumman 

his head sawed off with a short dagger, and 
mher unfortunates are flayed alive, or have their 
l0” hrues torn out.
sj  ̂be archives of the palace at Knossos certainly 

<>Vv that a military force was kept on foot, and 
thoroughly organized and well looked after. 

> <:rc are records of numbers of chariots, and of the 
e equipments to the charioteers of the force ; 

' many of the tablets refer to stores of lances, 
rt‘s» bows, and arrows, a store of nearly 9,000 

;u /,VV8 ^,;ing mentioned in one of the finds; while 
actual magazine, containing hundreds of bronze

^ ̂  4. ί Vjfcj ^ *
m,. ‘nwu«. has been discovered, We may re* 
^ Htr that in ancient warfare the Cretan bowmen 

famous as the Balearic slingers or the 
cis of England. On tlie whole, however, the

« 3  u
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genius of the Minoans, like our own, was more 
commercial than military, though, no doubt, they 
were not devoid of the fighting spirit when occa
sion arose. Their kinsmen of Mycena; and Tiryns, 
less happily situated, were forced to develop the 
military side of life ; but the position and the 
maritime power of Crete secured for the fortunate 
island those long centuries of tranquil growth which 
were so fruitful in the arts of peace. With one 
possible exception, no records appear to have been 
found as yet dealing with the Minoan marine ; but 
it is impossible to believe that a people so methodical, 
who kept such careful record of their military store3« 
should not have had a thoroughly organized depart' 
ment to deni with the infinitely more important 
matter ol their navy, and perhaps the records of the 
Minoan Board of Admiralty may yet come to lig^ 
and be deciphered, to enable us to understand h<}* 
the first great sea-power of history dealt with lls 
fleets.

Comparatively lew agrieullural tools have survive**· 
probably because few were used; but somit bro*1«5*' 
si< kl*·*, have been found. I best; are not curve1 
like the modern ones, but are bent at an angle» i4,,t 
have a longer handle, so that the peasants woU 
m>t be obliged to bend down so muc h in the 
of reaping. The figures on the Harvester 
carry a curious implement, which has been vark’U* X 
described, according as those who deal with 
believe the vase to represent a triumphal march

«attie or a harvest P

J

warriors returning from



cession. In the first case it is described as a kind 
°i trident with a hook attached to it, for the purpose 
° f  grappling the rigging of an opponent’s vessel; in 
the second, it is looked upon as a common hay-fork.
1 he resemblance to a hay-fork seems satisfactory 
enough, though the three prongs are much longer 
than the two of the implement used nowadays, and 
the hook attached remains unexplained ; but if the 
"nplement must be supposed to be a military 
weapon, it seems singularly ill-contrived and in
adequate for such rough service. It might con
ceivably be a trident for spearing fish, but, on the 
"'hole, the hay-fork idea seems most satisfactory.

Hand-querns were used for the grinding of corn, 
a°d numbers of these and of mortars for pounding 
Krain remain. Indeed, in some cases the actual 
krains of barley and the pease which were stored for 
"tun: use still remain in the great jars. In a jar at 
'ussarlik, Schlu •maim found nu less than 440 j»ounds 

(tease, and some of his workmen lived for a time. 
u" this food, which might conceivably have been 
Sl(,r,’d against a siege of Troy earlier than that 
fu «rded the Iliad. The olive-tree was of great 
Importance, as yielding the staple product of the 

*l|ui, and the fig-tree seems also to have been in 
kf Ueral cultivation, and was held to be sacred ; but, 

*l"gcly enough, though wine must have been in 
°"stant use, as is s'lown by the vessels for its 

. r‘*K" and service, there is only one representation 
vine, and even in that case the identity of the 

^ ‘ t depu ted is doubtful. Weaving was an art in
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which the Minoans were well skilled, to judge from 
the fabrics which are represented in the frescoes. 
As in Penelope's time, it was a domestic art, and 
probably almost every household had its loom, where 
the women turned out the materials for ordinary 
wear. In many of the houses have been found the 
loom-weights, mostly of stone or clay, which took 
the place of the more modern weaver’s beam in 
serving to keep the threads taut; and there arc also 
numbers of the stone discs which were attached, in 
spinning, to the foot of the spindle, to keep it 
straight and in motion. These loom-weights and 
spindle-discs are frequently ornamented with spiral 
incisions.

But the arts in which the islanders were supreme 
were those of the potter and the metal-worker, the
chief evidences of whose skill have been already dis* 
cussed. The reputation of Crete as a centre 
metal working became legendary in ancient time®» 
and, in all likelihood, the bronze worker and hi® 
fellows, the gold and silver smiths, attained the 
height of their skill before their brethren the potters* 
since, as we have seen, many of the finest pottery 
specimens are obviously designed on bronze, of. 
all events, on metal models, the resemblance evefl 
going so far as the copying of the seams and rivet® 
of the metal originals. Bronze was smelted 1,1 
furnaces, the remains of one of which still exist nc^ 
Gournta; ami was cast in moulds, many of whi^ 
have survived. I he tools and weapons which 
made of the metal show an average alloy of
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t(̂ n per cent, of tin. For beaten work, copper in an 
almost pure state appears to have been used. Gold 
Was in extensive use for the best class of ornamental 
w°rk, and the Vaphio cups, which are now held to 
have been imported to Laconia from Crete, are 
evidence of the marvellous skill which the Minoan 
goldsmiths had attained ; while the necklaces and 
° lher articles of personal adornment found at Mokh- 

°̂s and in the beehive tombs at Phaistos (Plate 
Xxxn .), are only to be matched, among ancient 
w° rk, by the diadems of the Twelfth Dynasty 
Princesses, found at Dahshur in Egypt. Silver is 
comparatively scarce on Minoan, as on other /Kgean 

though a number of fine silver vessels have 
)(<:n found at Knossos and elsewhere ; and this 

sO'ircity is perhaps due, not only to the greed of the 
P Un(lerers, but also to the fact that, during the 
kr(,ater parl t)j* tju, p(.rjtHj covered by the Minoan 

*nipire, the metal itself was actually scarcer and 
I'Jure valuable than gold. In Egypt, whose supplies 

P  v<:r apparently came from Cilicia, it maintained 
p, 'gher value than gold until the time of the 
j jl’h^'enth Dynasty, or about the period of the 

, Knossos; but then and thereafter its value fell, 
}>r« ,· l°  *ncreasi,'g  supplies, l>elow that of the more 
„V —  metal, It does not appear that the gold- 
So f T plectrum,' of which the Egyptians were

( ^ • ^ w a s  used by the Minoans. 
tj Üfc of the jK’ople in these prehistoric

H Wt‘ know practically nothing. Only one infer* 
’ P °8s»bly precarious enough, may be made from
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one of the features of the architecture of Knossos. 
There is no attempt to seclude the life of the palace 
from that of the town and country around it. On 
the contrary, the building seems almost to have been 
arranged with the view of affording the citizens of 
the Minoan Empire every facility for intercourse 
with the royal household. The great West Court, 
with its portico and its seats along the palace wall, 
suggests considerable freedom of access for the 
populace to the immediate neighbourhood of royalty* 
It is perhaps rather a large, inference to conclude that 
1 the very architecture of the Palaces of Knossos and 
Pha.stos may testify to the power of the democracy’; 
but at least the thoughtfulness with which the 
comfort of the people visiting the palace was 
provided for, and the general openness and lack <" 
any jealous seclusion, testified to by the whole styl*’ 
of the buildings, suggest that the relations between 
the Kings of the House of Minos and their subjects 
were much more human and pleasant than those 
obtaining in most ancient kingdoms.

Prom their art one would, on the whole, conclude 
the people to have been a somewhat attrac tive raC& 
frankly enjoying the more pleasant aspects of hfe* 
and capable* of a keen delight in all the beauties 
Nature. Minoan art has little that is sombre ab°lJt 
it ; it is redolent of the open air and the free ocC®**' 
and a people who so rejoiced in natural beauty 
delighted to surround themselves with their 
reproduitions and interpretations of it can scared 

• Mduci, 'Thu I ’.ci.nfsuf C'rrtn,‘ n. !<»_$,
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have been bowed beneath a heavy yoke of servi 
tude, or have lived other than a comparatively free 
and independent life. 1 low much the Greeks of the 
Classic period imbibed of the spirit of this gilted 
and artistic race we can only imagine. I he artistic 
standpoint of the Hellenic Greek is somewhat 
different from that of his Minoan or Mycentean 
forerunner, and he has lost that keen feeling for 
Nature which is so conspicuous in the work of the 
°arlier stock ; but the two races are at least at one 
n that profound love of beauty which is the 
dominant characteristic of the Greek nature, anti it 
may well be that something of that feeling formed 
Part ‘ if the heritage which the conqueror took over 
from the conquered, and which, added to the virility 
mu] intellectual power of the. northern race, made 

historic Greek the most brilliant type of 
humanity that the world has ever seen.

Life under the Sea-Kings
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CHAPTER XI

M l 1'KUS ΛΝΙ1 R K I . I IU O N

Or·' all tin; discoveries yet made on Cretan soil, that 
which, in the end, will doubtless prove to he of the 
gre.itest importance is the discovery of the various 
systems of writing which the Minoans successively 
devised and used. As yet knowledge with regard 
to these systems has not advanced beyond the 
description of the materials and their comparison 
with those furnished by other scripts, a task which 
has so far bet a accomplished by 1 >r. Evans in the 
first volume of his 'Scripta Minna.' An immense 
amount of material has been accumulated, and has 
been separated into various classes, which have 
Iwen shown to he characteristic of different period9 
of Minoan history. it is possible to arrive :,t 
a general understanding of the matters to which 
certain items of the material refer, but the actual 
reading of the inscribed tablets has as yet proved 
be impossible, ίο  all appearance, moreover, a cnH 
sulerable proportion of the material appears to ^  
not literary, in any true sense, but to consist *’
inventories and accounts, jicrhapH also of lf1»'

aja



documents and other such records of purely business 
and practical interest. Even so it would be a 
matter of no small importance could it be found 
possible to decipher the records, let us say, of the 
War Office or Admiralty of Knossos, or to survey 
the details of royal house-keeping in those far-oflf 
d ays; and it may still be hoped that, when the 
ardently desired bilingual inscription at last turns up 
and makes decipherment possible, we may find that 
documents of more genuinely literary interest are 
n°t altogether lacking. One thing at least is 
abundantly clear—that, as Dr. Evans put it in the 
summary of his first year's results, ‘ that great early 
c,v>lization was not dumb,' but, on the contrary, had 
means of expression amply adequate to its needs.

*n 1894 M. Perrot w rote:* ‘ As at present 
advised, we can continue to affirm that for the 
^dtole of this period, nowhere, neither in the 

Doponnese nor in Greece proper, no more on the 
^’Hidings than on the thousand and one objects of 

txiiry or domestic use that have come out of the 
l,*mhs, Ιό is there anything been discovered which 

sembled any kind of writing.’ The statement was 
» 'ectly true to the facts as then known ; but it was 
’ ,vu>usly unthinkable that, while the Egyptians and 
!l 'ylonians had their fully developed scripts, and 

e ruder races, such as the Dilutes, had their
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wrought the diadems and decorations of the Shaft- 
Graves, should have been so far back in one of the 
chiefest essentials of human progress as to be unable 
to communicate with one another by means of 
writing. We have already seen how the dis
coveries of the first year’s work at Knossos settled 
that question for ever, and revealed the existence of 
more than one form of writing. Since then the 
material has been rapidly accumulating, and at 
present the number of objects—tablets, labels, and 
other articles—inscribed with the various Cretan 
scripts can be counted by thousands.

The earliest form of Minoan writing that can be 
traced consists of rude pictographic symbols engraved 
upon bead-seals and gems. This primitive picto- 
graphic writing is characteristic of the Marly 
Minoan period, and throughout the succeeding 
period of Middle Minoan it was gradually developed 
into a hieroglyphic system which is believed to 
present some analogies to the Hittite form of 
writing. Hut in the latest phases of the Third 
Middle Minoan period there begins to appear, 
Knossos and elsewhere, a series of inscriptions in a 
very different style. The characters are no longCf 
hieroglyphic, but have become definitely linear, and 
are arranged very much as in ordinary writing. 
general they are incised upon the day tablets of 
which so many hundreds have been found, but the*’* 
are several instant es in which they have be**1 
written with ink, apparently with a reed pen, as O1 
the case of the two Middle M i ΓΜ juttt 111. CUl’*

The Sea-Kings of Crete
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found at Knossos, which bear linear inscriptions 
executed before the clay was fired. While in the 
case of the hieroglyphic inscriptions the characters 
rim indifferently from left to right, or from right to 
left, in this linear script their fixed direction is the 
usual one, from left to right. Suffixes were 
apparently used to indicate gender, and pictorial 
signs indicating the contents of the document are 
fdso in use, though more sparingly than they came 
to be in the later form of script. Such signs as 
°ccur seem to show that the documents in which 
they are found mainly related to matters of business.
1 he saffron-flower, various vessels, tripods, and 
balances, probably for the, weighing of precious 
m<Hals, occur most frequently among these deter- 
^natives.

At Knossos this form of linear writing, Dr. Evans’s 
-•ass A, appears to have had a comparatively short 
°gue. Documents belonging to it are only found 

ln lhe particular stratum which is connected with 
'dole Minoan 1 1 1., and are to be dated, according to 
Γ· Evans’s latest revision of the chronology, not 

^ er than i6oo h.c,, the period at which Middle 
utoan 111 .  closes. In the Late Minoan periods 
lch follow, the linear script of Class A is super- 

Sldeff k nossos by another form, Class B, In 
t o -  parts of the island, however, Class A seems 
i 1,1 Vc survived as a general form writing much 
l >riger than at Knossos. At Hagia Triada the very 
tli^*' 'lK>sEs of linear writing— larger, indeed, than 

Γι presentation of Class A at Knossos belong
i n



to the First Late Minoan period, and are contem
porary with the wonderful work of the steatite vases 
and the fresco of the hunting-cat; while at Phaestos 
the final catastrophe of the palace took place at a 
time when the linear writing of Class A was still in 
full use. At Zakro, Palaikastro, Gournia, and else
where, examples of this script have been found, 
showing that it was prevalent, at all events, through
out Central and Eastern Crete ; and in all cases it is 
associated with remains which belong to the close of 
Middle Minoan i l l .  and the beginnings of the Late 
Minoan period. But it would appear that this form 
of writing was not confined to Crete, but was more 
widely diffused, ’braces of it, or of a script very 
closely allied with it, have been found at Thera· 
while at Phylakopi in Melos evidence has come to 
light of a whole series of marks closely corresponding 
to the Cretan Class A. Phis would seem to suggest 
what in itself is entirely probable, that the language 
used in Minoan Crete was predominant, or at al> 
events was understood and largely used, throughout 
the /Kgean area. Thu inscription on the libation 
table found by Hr. Evans at the Did,can Cave 
belongs to this class, and also that upon the similar 
object found by Mr, Currelly at Palaikastro,

When, at the beginning of the Late Minoafl 
period, the Palace of Knossos was remodelled' 
another great change accompanied the architectural 
one Phis was the entire supersession of the Une'lf 
script, Class A, by another similar but independent 
form, which has b e n  named < ’lass P*. Botnewh4*

a$ft
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remarkably, although the specimens of the script 
discovered at the Palace of Knossos and its imme
diate dependencies are far more numerous than 
those of Class A, the use of Class H seems, so far as 
the evidence yet collected goes, to have been entirely 
confined to Knossos. The beginning of the use of 
this system may have been in the early part of the 
hfteenth century h.c., and it was in full service at the 
ffrcat catastrophe of Knossos, at the end of t ie  
fifteenth or lx iginning of the fourteenth century h.c.

use still continued after the fall of the Minoan 
power, tablets inscribed with this form of writing 
being found in the Late Minoan 111. House of the 
fetish Shrine at Knossos. According to Dr. Evans, 
" ’hose ‘ Scripta Minoa' sums up all that is at present 
known of these enigmatic Cretan writings, Class 15 is 
"ut a mere outgrowth of Class A. The scripts are 
certainly allied, and there are indications that B is 

more highly developed of the two, having a 
s,naller selection of characters and a less complicated 
system ol compound sign s; but at the same time 
scveral of the signs found in B do not occur in A at 
j. ’ ,Uld some of those which belong to both scripts are 
<n,nd in a more primitive form in B, The language 
xPressed in both scripts must, however, have been 

essentially the same. It is suggested, therefore, that 
11 da: supersession of Class A by Class B we have 

pother indication of the dynastic revolution which 
.s,,PpO*ed to have caused that ruin of the palace 

dosed the Middle Minoan period, 
he records of Class B give evidence of a 

* i7
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very considerable advance in the art of writing. 
* l lie characters themselves have a European aspect. 
They are of upright habit, and of a simple and 
definite outline, which throws into sharp relief 
the cumbrous and obscure cuneiform system of 
Babylonia. Although not so cursive in form as 
the Hieratic or Demotic types of Egyptian writing, 
there is here a much more limited selection of types. 
It would seem that the characters stood for syllables 
or even letters, though they could in most cases 
also be used as words. . . . The spaces and lines 
between the words, the csfHicemcnt into distinct 
paragraphs, and the variation in the size of the 
characters on the same tablet, according to the 
relative importance of the text, show a striving after 
clearness and method such as can by no means 
be said to be a characteristic of Classical Greek 
inscriptions.’ * Λ decimal system of numbers wasm 
use, the highest single amount referred to being 
19 ,‘ km), and percentages were evidently well under* 
stood, as a whole scries of tablets is devoted to 
them.

The tablets themselves were originally of unburnt» 
but sun dried, day, and their preservation, as * e 
have seen, is probably due to the excessive he·*1 
to which they were exposed during the great hre 
which destroyed the palace. ‘ hire itself, so fatal to 
other libraries, has thus insured the preset vat·**11 
of the archives of Minoan Knossos.’ Great t’are 
was plainly In-stowed upon the storage of the tablet8*

* ' Sui[>ta Mini»,' |>μ. 40.
ijS
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i hey were stored in chests and coffers of various 
materials, and were evidently carefully separated 
according to the different departments to which their 
contents referred. In one deposit near the northern 
entrance, which was the ‘ Sea-G ate’ of the palace, 
the largest of the sealings which had secured the 
cases in which the tablets were, stored bore a 
representation of a ship, possibly an indication id the 
•act that these tablets belonged to the Minoan 
board of Admiralty. One set of tablets bad been 
storcd in a room which presents all the appearance 
ol having been an office, and the frequent occurrence
1,1 this deposit of the figures of a horse’s head, a 
chariot, ami a cuirass, suggests that the store 
belonged to the Minoan War Office, and refers 

the equipment of the Chariot Brigade of the 
Kitossian army.

bunher evidence of the businesslike methods 
the Minoan officials was given by the fact that 

many of the seals belonging to the various stores 
" ’ere countermarked on the face, and had their backs 
countersigned and endorsed, evidently by examining 
officials, while they appear to have been regularly 
ĥ ed and docketed for reference. Indeed, the 

moan methods have already borne the test ofM
h;tving been act « pled as evidence in a modern court 
0 btw. *iu 1 9 0 1 / says Or. hi vans, '1  discovered

certain tablets had been abstracted from the
<Xc'lViltions, and had shortly afterwards been 
hurehased by the museum at Athens. It further 
MJl>cared that one of our workmen—a certain

CJV
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Aristides— had left the excavation about the same 
time for Greece, and had been seen in Athens 
offering “ antikas" for sale under suspicious circum
stances. On examining the inscriptions on the 
stolen tablets I observed a formula that showed 
that some or all of the pieces belonged to a deposit 
found in Magazine X V . A reference to our day
books brought out the fact that the same Aristides 
had taken part in the excavation of this particular 
magazine a little before the date of his hasty de
parture. On his return to Crete, some months later, 
he was accordingly arrested, and the evidence 
supplied by the Minoan formula was accepted 
by the Candia Tribunal as a crowning proof of 
his guilt. Aristides the U njust" was thus 
condemned to three months' imprisonment.' l ew 
criminals attain to the dignity of being convicted on 
evidence 3,500 years old.

Certain of the tablets contain lists of persons oi lmth 
sexes, apparently denoted by their personal names, 

the signs which appear to stand for ih<* name bei tiff 
followed in each case by an ideograph winch is the 
determinative of ‘ man,' or ‘ woman/ as the. case, may 
Ik;. It is, of course, impossible to say as yet to 
what rank or class the people thus catalogued ma/ 
have belonged ; but the conjecture may be hazarded 
that these lists may be the major-domo's records 
»it the male and female slaves of the household.
or perhaps of the artisans who apjwar to have t 
within the precincts of the palace. Another tyi*· 0 
record is given by tablets such as that represents
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'n Plate XI V.  The tablet contains eight lines 
°* well-written inscription, and consists apparently 

twenty words, divided into three paragraphs. In 
lhis case there are no determinatives and no 
numerals; and it is possible that the document may 
ho a contract, or perhaps an official proclamation.

I hat such tablets were not the only form in which 
lhe Minoans executed the writing of their various 
documents is evident from the fact already noticed, 
lhut inscriptions have been found executed with 
a feed-pen, and, though those extant are written 

day vessels, it is obvious that the reed-pen was 
not a very suitable instrument for writing on such 
ntaterials, and that its existence presupposes some 
snbstance more adapted to the cursive writing of a 
pen—parchment, possibly, or papyrus, which could 

readily obtained front Kgypt. Unfortunately, 
h materials, on which, in all probability, the real 

nerary documents of the Minoans, if there were any 
snch documents, would be written, can scarcely have 
survived the fire which destroyed the palace, or, if 

y nny chance they escaped that, the subsequent 
j, on of the climate ; so that whatever genuinely 

(*rary fragments may yet come to light must be 
(,t'ked for on the larger tablets, and at the best can 

Scarcely be more than brief extracts, We cannot 
j^pect from Crete a wealth of papyri such as Egypt 

ΛΗ Preserved for the archaeologist.
IJto quite a different category from any ot the 
**ry Minoan tablets coitus the disc found at
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already described. The long inscription which covers 
both of its faces is written in a form of hieroglyphics 
which, to some extent, resembles the Minoan picto- 
graphic system, but is not the same. The crested 
helmets which occur frequently as signs, the round 
shields, the fashion of dress of both men and women, 
and the style of architecture depicted in the hiero
glyphic rendering of a house or pagoda, are not 
Minoan ; and, on the whole, the evidence seems to 
point to the disc being the product of some allied 
culture, perhaps Lycian, in which a language closely 
akin to that of M inoan Crete was used. The inscrip
tion on the disc is carefully balanced and arranged, 
and each side contains exactly the same number of 
sign-groups, with one additional group on face A, 
which is separated from tin: preceding part of the 
inscription by a dash. Certain sets of sign groups 
recur in the same order, as though they constituted 
some kind of refrain. From these indications it has 
been suggested that the whole inscription is ä 
metrical composition, a short poem or hymn“-" 
perhaps one leaf of an Anatolian Hook of I’sahnS 
whose other pages have perished. It is agreed that 
the language and religion of the western coast (’  ̂
Asia Minor were closely allied to those of Crete, afld 
it is jtossible that when the Minoans developed tht:,f 
own language on somewhat different lines from lhc 
tnainlattders, they maintained in parts of their

service the old form of the sj>eech cortMfll,*j 
to themselves and their Anatolian relatives, asu k’11 
of saard  language.
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Thus, it is abundantly evident that the civilization 
° f  Minoan Crete, far from being dumb, had varied 
a,,d perfectly adequate means of expressing itself.
1 he old Cre tan tradition that the Phoenicians did 

n°t  invent the letters of the alphabet, but only 
changed those already existing, is amply justified ; 
h)r this seems to have been precisely what they did. 
L ie Phoenician mind, if not original, was at ;dl 

events practical. The great stumbling-block in the 
Way of the ancient scripts was their complexity—a 
fault which the Minoan users of the Linear Script, 
“̂ Lss H, had evidently already begun to recognize 
a'ul endeavour to amend. What the Phoenicians 
'hd was to carry the process of simplification farther 
S*̂ I» and to appropriate for their own use out of the 
dements already existing around them a con- 
v<,nietuly short and simple system of signs. Thu 
Position which they came to occupy, after the Minoan 
UnM>ire of the sea had {Missed away, as the great 
j lrners and middlemen of the Mediterranean, gave 

1 ir system a spread and a utility possible to no 
1<:r system of w riting; and so the Phoenician 

Phabitt gradually came to take its place as the 
’ 18 ° 1* all subsequent scripts. Unquestionably it 

f ' a great and inqiortant service which was thus 
J ^ r e d  by them ; but, all the same, the beginnings 
hut *UrolMan writing must be traced not to them, 
t i l p °  ^u*'r predecessors the Minoans, and the clay 
th V** ^ nuss,)H> Ph.estos, and llag ia  Triada are 
j, Oe.ij ancestors of all the written literature of 
*Ur‘»pe.
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In attempting to deal with the Minoan religion 
we are met by the fact that it is as yet quite impos
sible to present any connected view of the subject. 
As in the case of their literature we have the actual 
records but cannot read them, so in the case of their 
religion a considerable mass of facts is apparent, 
but we have no means of co-ordinating them so as 
to arrive at any definite idea of a religious system. 
Some of the ritual we can see, and even understand 
something of the Divinity to whom it was addressed, 
but the theology is lacking, Accordingly, nothing 
more can be done than to present the fragmentary 
facts which are apparent.

The Minoans, it seems fairly clear, were never, 
like their successors the Greeks, the possessors of 
a well-peopled Pantheon ; nor was the chief object 
of their adoration a male deity like the Greek Zeus· 
There are, indeed, traces of a male divinity, who 
was adopted by the Greeks when they obtained 
predominance in the island, as the representative* 
of their own supreme deity, and who became the 
Cretan Zeus. But in Minoan times this beinjf 
occupied a very subordinate place, ami undoubtedly 
the chief object of worship was a goddess-—* 
Nature Goddess, a Great Mother — irorvm θηρό»* 
the Lady of the Wild Creatures—·who was th® 
source, of all life, higher and lower, its guardi*® 
during the period of its earthly existence, and &  
ruler in the underworld,

l he functions of this great deity, it has been apd/ 
pointed out, arc substantially those claimed for h®̂
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»•If l>y Artemis in Browning’s poem, ‘ Artemis 
Brologizes ’ :

Letters and Religion

* Through heaven I roll my lucid moon along;
1 shed in hell o’er my pale people peace;
On earth, I, caring for the creatures, guard 
Bach pregnant yellow wolf and fox-bitch sleek, 
And every feathered mother’s callow brood, 
And all that love green haunts and loneliness/

She was a goddess alike of the air, the earth, 
<tnd the underworld, and representations of her 
Live survived in which her various attributes are 
Expressed. As goddess of the air, she is repre- 
s,“'U(‘d by a female figure crowned with doves ; as 
K“ ddess of the* underworld, her emblems are the 
s,1;ikes, which we see twined round the faience 
%tire at Knossos, or the terra-cotta in the Gournia 
s^rine. 11 er figure is often seen upon seals and 
8f'ms, standing on the. top of the rock or mountain, 
^ith guardian lions in attendance, one on either 
/ L ,  and sometimes with a male votary in the
‘•'ickground.

1 he earliest form of her worship, and one which 
Proved very persistent, was apparently aniconic. 
I u’* divinity was not embodied in any graven image, 
*llt Was inherent it) such objects as the rude natural 

C°nc retions found in the House of the Fetish Shrine, 
VV,IS supjtosed to dwell in sacred trees, on which 

'ftfltmct perch the doves which indicate that the 
dess is present as ruler of the air, or which are 
led with serpents, showing her presence as 
* <5*8 of the earth ami underworld. In the place



of sacred trees we have often sacred pillars, which 
seem to have been objects of worship down to Late 
Minoan II. at least, since in the Royal Villa at 
Knossos, dating from this period, there is a pillar- 
room similar to the much earlier pillar-rooms of the 
Great Palace. The little group of three pillars found 
at Knossos evidently represents the divinity in her 
aspect as a heavenly goddess, for the pillars have 
doves perching upon their capitals. Sometimes, as 
in the case of the Lion Gate at Mycena·, and other 
representations, we have the pillar with the two 
supporting lions, an anticipation of the anthropo
morphic figure of the goddess on the rock. It is 
jtossihle that in some cases the figures of the Double 
Axes standing between horns of consecration were 
also looked upon as embodiments of the divinity* 
A similar mode, of representing deity occurs in the 
earlier stages of many religions, and the sacred 
pillar set up by Jacob at Bethel may be instanced 
as an example of its presence in the beginnings of 
the Hebrew worship.

In general the Minoan Great Mother appears to 
have been looked upon as a being of beneficence* 
and as the giver of ‘ every good anti perfect gift ' 
but her association with the lion and the snake 
shows that there was also a more mysterious and 
awful side to Iter character. When the later Greeks 
came into the island and found this deity in posse** 
sinn, sh*· Iwtcatne identified, in the various aspect* 
of her many sid* d nature, with various 
ul flu* I if limit P.imhruii, !*οπίίχ*Μ *unl spcci&W
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she became Rhea, the mother of the gods, who had 
fled to Crete to bear her son Zeus. Otherwise she 
was Hera, the sister and the spouse of Zeus, and 
in this case the story of the marriage of the great 
goddess and the supreme god probably represents 
the fusion of religious ideas on the part of the two 
races, the conquerors taking over the deity of the 
conquered race, and uniting her with the Sky God 
whom they had brought with them from their 
Northern home. She also survived as Aphrodite, 
as Demeter, and, in her capacity as Lady of the 
Wild Beasts, as Artemis.

1 he suggestion of the association of Zeus with the 
inoan goddess may have been given to the Northern

c'"tquerors by a feature of the Cretan religion which 
. 1<:y found already in existence. On certain seal 
u,1pressions and engraved gems there are indications 

1,lt the great Nature Goddess was sometimes 
'l55sociated with a male divinity. This being, how* 
, ver, seems to have occupied an obscure and inferior 
Position. In most of the scenes in which he is 

-presented he is either in the background, or 
j ' crentially stands before the seated female divinity.
. would appear that the Aeh.eans appropriated this 
^ H,gnificant god as the representative of their own 
j *llH' attributed to him birth from the Great Goddess 

u‘r own cave-sanctuary of 1 Hete, and endowed
1,1 with many of the attributes which she had 

^ffniei jy possessed, including the 1 )oul>Ie A xe emblem 
*overeignty, so that in 1 lellenic times the supreme 
^  of the island was always the Cretan Zeus,



Zeus of the Double Axe, though in reality he was 
no Cretan god at all, or at best a secondary divinity, 
dressed in borrowed plumes and with greatness thrust 
upon him.

As to the forms of worship with which the Great 
Mother of Crete was served, comparatively little is 
known. The most striking feature is the seemingly 
total absence of what we should call temples. In 
this respect Crete presents a curious contrast to 
Egypt : in Egypt we have an abundance of vast 
temples, but practically no surviving palaces ; in 
Crete the case is exactly reversed, and we have huge 
palaces but no temples. The reason of this appears 
to l>e, as I>r. Mackenzie has pointed out,* that the 
Minoan religion was of an entirely domestic 
character. 'A t  Knossos all shrines are either 
house shrines or palace shrines. The divinities 
are household and dynastic divinities having 3fl 
ancestral character and an ancestral reputation 
maintain.’ To put it in a word, worship in the 
Minoan religion was essentially Family Worship* 
No doubt there were public ceremonials also, 1,1 
which the King, who seems to have been Priest 3* 
well as King (if, indeed, he was not viewed ns 33 
incarnation of deity), performed the principal part > 
but there can have been nothing like the habitn^ 
publicity of parts of the worship of the god whi‘ h 
was contemplated in the great peristyle courts of *h* 
Egyptian temples and the processional arrangement* 
ol part of their service, 'A t  Knossos,' says l·** 

* Atttnalttf tk>· 1 Iriti » hootat Athint, vt»l, *iv , p. jt’k
HH
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Mackenzie, ‘ we found, as a matter of fact, that there 
was a tendency for each house to have a room set apart 
L r  family worship. O f such shrines the palace was 
Lund to have more than one. Those shrines were 
found to be in a very private part of the house, and 
usually to have no thoroughfare through them.’

What th ese shrineswere like we may to some extent 
judge from the fragmentary fresco found at Knossos, 
representing one of the pillar-shrines where the Great 
* *oddess was worshipped in her emblems of the sacred 
pillars. The structure consists of a taller central 
chamber, with a lower wing on either side of it.
1 he material of which it is built is apparently wood, 

faced and decorated in certain parts with chequer- 
W()rk in black-and-white plaster. The. whole building 
r<‘sts upon large blocks of stone, immediately above 
which in the central chamber comes a solid piece of 
building, adorned first with the chequer-work, and 
lhen, above this, with two half-rosettes bordered with 

'«Was, Over this rises the open chamber of the 
’brine, which contains nothing but two pillars of the 
‘miliar M moan-Mycen.ean type, tajteringdownwards 
r,,m the capitals. These rise from between the 
'•‘(’red horns, which occur in practically every religious 
s< ’’no as emblems of consecration (cf. the ‘ horns of 
1 a l t a r ’ in the Hebrew temple worship). The 
uvver chambers on either side contain each a single 
P1 ar, again rising from between the horns of con* 
juration, A Minoan lady, dressed in a gown of 
’ uish-green, nits with her back to the wall of the
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shrine is given by the fact that, her seat being on 
the same level as the floor of the chamber, her head 
is in a line with the roof beam which rests on the 
capital of the sacred pillar. The remains of an actual 
shrine discovered in 1907 close to the Central Court 
at Knossos show that the fresco does not exaggerate 
the smallness of the sacred buildings. The
Gournia shrine, situated in the centre of the town, 
is about twelve feet square, and its discoverer believes 
that the walls of the sacred enclosure may never 
have stood more than eighteen inches high. Here, 
again, were the horns of consecration, the doves, and 
the snakes twined round the image of the goddess.

Of what sort were the acts of worship in connec*
lion with the Minoan Religion? Sacrifice was
certainly prominent, and the bull was probably the 
chief victim offered to the goddess. In one of the 
scenes on the Hagia Triada sarcophagus, a bull is 
being sacrificed, and his blood is dripping into a 
vessel placed beneath his head. Behind is the 
figure of a woman, whose hands are stretched out» 
presumably to bold the cords with which the victim 
is bound. I wo kids crouch on the ground below the 
bull, perhaps to be off«·red in their turn. LibalioR 
also formed part of the ceremonial, and on the sant* 
sarcophagus there are two scenes in whic h it occur®· 
In the one instance (1 ’late XXV' 111.), the vessel i!1t<> 
which the offering is being poured stands between 
two sacred Double Axes with birds per« bed upo*' 
them ; in the other the libation vessel stands up01' 
an altar with a Double Axe behind it. The three
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receptacles of the Dictaean Libation Table suggest a 
threefold offering like that of mingled milk and honey, 
sweet wine, and water, which, in the Homeric period, 
was made to the Shades of the Dead and to the 
Nymphs.

As was perhaps’ natural in the cult of a goddess, 
the chief part in the ritual seems to have been taken 
hy priestesses. Men share in the ceremonies also, 
hut not so frequently, and apparently in subordinate 
r°les. Part of the ritual evidently consisted of 
dancing, and music also had its place, as is evident 
from the figures of the lyre and flute players on the 
sarcophagus of Hagia Triada. The question of 
whether the Minoans had any worship of ancestors 
° r sacrifice to the dead is raised by several relics. 
Above the Shaft-C. raves at Mycena: stood a circular 
•dtar, where offerings must have been made either to 
die Shades of the 1 >ead or on behalf of them, and the 
scenes on the Hagia Triada sarcophagus, resembling 
S() curiously those of the Kgyptian ceremony of ‘ the 
opening of the Mouth,’ suggest a belief in the con- 
Juiued existence of the spirit, either as an object to 

* propitiated by sacrifice, or as a being which 
deeded to be sustained in its disembodied state by 
cfh’rings of meat and drink.

1 he relation of the Minoan King to the. religion 
j. n,H country is a point of some interest, though the 
'̂u ts known are scarcely sufficient to afford ground 
tr uiore than surmise. The very structure of the 

Ldaet; Knossos gives evidence of the importance 
die part which he played in spiritual matters, and
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of the intimate connection which existed in the 
Minoan, as in so many other ancient faiths, between 
Royalty and Religion. There are not only several 
shrines and altars in the palace, but it is probable, 
as Dr. Mackenzie has pointed out,* that the so- 
called bathrooms at Knossos and Phiestos arc not 
bathrooms at all, but small chapels or oratories, so 
that altogether religion bulks very largely in the 
arrangements of the Royal dwelling. In fact, the 
Kings and Queens of Knossos were Priest-Kings and 
Priest-Queens, the heads of the spiritual as well as of 
the material lift* of their people ; and it is not at all 
unlikely, from what is known of the religious views 
of other ancient peoples, that the Priest-King was 
looked upon as an incarnation of divinity. If so, of 
what divinity ? It is here that, in all likelihood, we 
get near the heart of the Minotaur legend. 'T h e 
characteristic mythical monster of Crete,’ says Miss 
Jane Harrison.t ‘ was the hull headed Minotaur· 
Behind the legend of Pasiphae, made monstrous by 
the misunderstanding of immigrant conquerors, it can 
scarcely be doubted that then* lurks some sacred 
mystical ceremony of ritual wedlock (irp*W 
with a primitive bull headed divinity. , , . 1 he
bull Dionysos of Thrace, when he came to Crete» 
found a monstrous god, own cousin to himself. · * ’ 
Of tin· ritual of the bull-god in ( rete, we know d'·** 
it consisted in part of the tearing and eating of a bu&

* ΛHHii'tlof (hr Itntnh School at n iv , p.
»ujiKW iiort h  ttlso m ad e  t>y Μ ιλ κ ο , ' Ί  I 'a ln i r-, o f
pp *4 M>.

f ' Pfofrjpjmrna in the Study of (,η-tk Heliginn/gp C M *!'
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and behind is the dreadful suspicion of human sacri
fice.’ The actual evidence found on Minoan sites for 
the existence of such a bull-headed divinity is some
what slight, the clearest instance being a seal-impres
sion from Knossos, representing a monster who bears 
an animal head, possibly a bull’s, upon a human 
body, and who is evidently regarded as divine, since 
he is seated and reverently approached by a human 
Worshipper; but, taken in connection with the 
universal currency of the Minotaur legend, it is 
probably sufficient. What relation this monstrous 
divinity held to the other objects of Minoan worship
is not apparent.

It may be, then, that this deity was the one of 
whom the King was supposed to be the representa
tive and incarnation, and in that case the bull- 
8r*tppling, which was so constant a feature of the 
Palace sports, had a deeper significance, and was in 
reality part of the ceremonial associated with the 
Worship of the Cretan bull god. In this connection 
I rofessor Murray has emphasized* certain facts in 
w,nnection with the legendary history of Minos, 
which would seem to link the Cretan monarchy with 
il custom not infrequently observed in connection 
with other ancient monarchies and faiths. It will 
uc remembered that the legend of Minos states 
vnriously that he ' ruled for nine years, the gossip of 
f*reai Zeus,’ and that every nine years lie went into 
die cave of Zeus or of the bull-god, to converse 
"uh  Zeus, to receive new tummatvdrneius, and to

* * I tie tu-,e uf the t<terk j»|>. i i*/, i <ei,
2 Si



give account of his stewardship. The nine-year 
period recurs in the account of the bloody tribute of 
seven youths and seven maidens who were offered 
to the Minotaur every ninth year. May we not, 
therefore, have in these statements a distorted 
recollection of the fact that the Royal Incarnation of 
the Hull-God originally held his office only fora term 
of nine years, and that at the end of that period he 
went into the I Hetman Cave, the sanctuary of his 
divinity, and was there slain in sacrifice, while from 
the cave his successor came forth, and was hailed as 
the rejuvenated incarnation of divinity, to reign in 
his turn, and then to perish as his predecessor had 
done? In this case the seven youths and seven 
maidens who were offered to the Minotaur at the 
end of the nine-year period may have been slain 
with him to be his companions and servants in the 
underworld, or, as is perhaps more likely, they may. 
in a later stage of the custom, have been accepted 
as his substitutes, so that the death of the King was 
merely a ritual one,

< )f course, this explanation of the Minos legend 
and the story of the human tribute is in the mean' 
time only a supposition, and not susceptible (>f 
absolute proof; but the constant recurrence of the 
nine-year period is, at least, very striking, and it |S 
worth remembering that a custom precisely simile 
to that suggested has existed in connection with 
several ancient monarchies, and, indeed, survives to 
the present day. In the am ient Klhiopian k i n g  d o t "  

tie· King was oblige«! to slay himself when coin* 
maud* d to «io so by tin· pii'Ms. Λ similar custom
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prevailed in Babylonia and among the ancient 
Prussians, while several modern African tribes slay 
their King when the first sign of age or infirmity 
begins to show itself in him. Professor Flinders 
Petrie has shown* that the greatest of the Egyptian 
feasts, the ‘ Sed ’ Festival, was a ceremonial survival 
°f a time when the Pharaoh, the Priest-King and 
representative of God on earth, was slain at fixed 
intervals. The object in all such cases is manifestly 
u> secure that the incarnation of divinity shall always 
be in the prime of his vigour, and shall never know 
decay. It is impossible, no doubt, to say that such 
n feature belonged to the Minoan religious polity ; 
die evidence is not such as to admit of certainty, yet 
11 is not unlikely that in a custom similar to this lies 
die interpretation of the main features of the Mino- 
taur legend.

Letters and Religion

Such, then, was the Empire of the Minoan Sea- 
. ,lgs as it has been revealed to us by the excava- 

d'ms and researches of the last ten years. Apart 
l(,,n the actual information gained of this great race, 

"diieh must henceforward be regarded as one of the 
uriginating sources of Greek civilization and learning, 
'll'd therefore, to a great extent, of all European 
ClJhuru, perhaps the most striking and interesting 
j^sult that has been attained is the remarkable con- 

ni*uion given to the broad outlines of those 
j ‘u,Uion$ about Crete which have survived in the 

Keinls and in the narratives of the ( ’«reek historians. 
u htble of Ute Minotaur is now seen tu be no mere

* * tit hi tut/ pp. tin its$.
<“55



wild and monstrous imagining, but a reflection, 
vague and grotesque as seen through the mist of 
centuries, of customs which did actually exist in the 
palace life of Knossos, and were very probably parts 
of the religious practice of the country. The slaying 
of the Minotaur by the Athenian Theseus may well 
be an echo of the conquest of the Minoan Empire by 
the mainland tribes. The story which makes Theseus 
bring up from the Palace of Amphitrite the ring which 
Minos had thrown into the sea, seems almost certainly 
to be a symbolic expression of the passing over of 
the sea-power of the /ICgean from the once-omnipo- 
tent Minoans to the Acha.ans and the other restless 
tribes who for generations after the fall of Knossos 
held the dominion of the ocean, and were the terror 
of all peaceful nations, and a menace to the exist
ence of even so great a power as Egypt. No one 
now dreams of hesitating to accept the statements* f 
I lerodotus and Thucydides as to the great sea- 
empire of Crete. Whoever the Minos to whom 
they allude may have been whether he was actually 
a single great historical monarch who brought the 
glory of the kingdom to its culmination, or whether 
the name was the title of a race of Kings, is a matter 
of small moment. In either case the sea power of 
Minoan Crete was a reality which endured, not ft* 
one reign, but for many reigns ; and it is practical*? 
certain that, during a long period of history, th<j 
whole sea-borne trade of Europe, Asia, and AfriC* 
was in the hands of these, the earliest lords of th*- 
ocean.

I h e  r e c o l le c t io n s  o f  th<· fa lle n  jm w e r  th at servo '**
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ln the Greek mind were chiefly those connected with 
the oppressive aspect of the dominion which the 
L>rd of Knossos exercised over the dtgean area; 
kut in Egypt there lingered for centuries a tradition 
which did more justice to the glories of Minoan 
f~rete. In the Timaeus, Plato tells a story of how 
^°lon went to Egypt, and was told by a priest at 
Sal. that long ago there had been a great island in 

western sea, where a wonderful central power 
held sway, not only over the whole of its own land, 
httt also over other islands and parts of the continent, 

n an attempt at universal conquest, this island 
v täte made war upon Greece and Egypt, but was 
S e a te d  by the Athenians, and overwhelmed by the 
s<*a as a punishment for its sins, leaving only a 
r'lnge of mud-banks, dangerous to navigation, to 
t^ark the place where it had been. In the Timaeus 
<lt'd Critias, Plato describes with considerable detail 

'* features of the island State, and the details are 
Sl|, h that he might almost have been describing 

at the Egyptian priest who originally told the 
<>rV was no doubt endeavouring to describe—the 

^*tlJal port and Palace of Knossos, with the life that 
ot on there. ' The great harbour, for example, 

p ,ts 8hiPPing and its merchants coming from all 
*he elaborate bathrooms, the stadium, and 

sacrifice of a bull, are all thoroughly, 
hovv'^  ̂ n° l delusively, Minoan; but when we read 
wiq ^  ^ull hunted “ in the temple of Poseidon 
hiiv weapons but with staves and nooses," we 
Kj * unmistakable description of the bulbring at 

SstJS* the very thing which struck foreigners 
*5? *
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most, and which gave rise to the legend of the 
Minotaur.’ *

The boundaries which Plato assigns to the Empire 
of the lost State are practically identical with those 
over which Minoan influence is now known to have 
spread, while the description of the island itself is 
such as to make it almost certain that Crete was 
the original from which it was drawn. ‘ The island 
was the way to other islands, and from these islands 
you might pass to tin· whole of the opposite con
tinent which surrounded the true ocean.’ So Plato 
describes Atlantis; and when you set beside his 
sentence a modern description of Crete— ' a half
way house between three continents, flanked by the 
great Libyan promontory, and linked by smallei 
island stepping-stones to the Peloponnesc and the 
mainland of Anatolia’— there can be little doubt 
that the two descriptions refer to the same island.

1 he only difficulty in the way of accepting the 
identification is that it is stated that the lost Atlantis 
lay beyond the Pillars of Hercules; but doubtless 
tliis statement is due to Solon's misinterpretation 
what was said by bis Kgyptian informant, or ^  
the Saite priest's endeavour to accommodate h·* 
ancient tradition to the wider geographical kno^ 
ledge of his own time. The old Kgyptian c°®' 
ception of the universe held that the heave11* 
were supported on four pillars, which were act1’** 
mountains; and probably the original story place®

* ' I he L o  t < o iitu p  n t/ I tws%t 1 o h ru a ry  19 , 1505* . ±
w rite r , thn la tr  H r. t rm t, w*e. Ur·· iie .t  tu id e n tify  C re te  *'** 
ttie * lattt \tl.urli .'
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the lost island beyond these pillars as a metaphorical 
w«'ty of stating that it was very far distant, as indeed 

was to voyagers in those early days. But by 
Solon’s time the limits of navigation were extended 
far beyond those of the early seafarers. The 
Phoenician trader had pushed at least as far west as 
Spftin; Necho’s fleet had circumnavigated Africa; 
ar>d so ‘ the island farthest west,’ which naturally 
niwmt Crete to the Egyptian of the Eighteenth 
Lynasty who first recorded the catastrophe of 
lhe Minoan Empire, had to be thrust out beyond 
die Straits of Gibraltar to satisfy the wider ideas of 
die men of Solon’s and Necho’s time.

Almost certainly then, Plato's story gives the 
^•dte version of the actual Egyptian records of the 
Neatness and the final disaster of that great island 
ante with which Egypt so long maintained inter- 
('Hirse, Doubtless to the men of the latter part of 

l,‘ Eighteenth Dynasty the sudden blotting out 
^  Minoan trade and influence by the overthrow 
* Knossos seemed as strange and mysterious as 
n°ugh C rete had actually been swallowed up by the 
' 'ι· 1 he island never regained its lost supremacy,

gradually sank into the insignificance which is 
<,s characteristic throughout the Classical period, 

diough neither the priest of Sais nor his Greek 
and still less Plato, dreamed of the fact, the 

luerlui island Stale of which the Egyptian tradition 
•utd fVtiU memory, was indeed Minoan Crete, 
j , 1 the men of the Lost Atlantis whose portraits 
K ( p U* hi Egypt were none other than the 

du of the tombs of Scn-rnut and Rekh-nm-ra.
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CI I A P T  K R  X II

R F C R N T  I>KVKI.OI'MKNTS ΛΝΙ» D I S C OV E RI E S

T he third edition of this hook was published in 1920» 
at a time when the ground-swell from the storm of 
the Great War had not yet subsided, and when 
excavation on any scale worth chronicling had not 
become possible. The years since 1920 have, how
ever, witnessed a very general resumption of activity 
in the various fields of the Near Hast, with results, 
in many cases, of outstanding importance.

The limelight, of course, has fallen mainly upon 
Kgypt. It is only once in an age that archa-ology 
can hope to supply the general public, as it did in 
the discovery of the Tomb of Tutankhamen, with n 
nine days’ wonder as breathlessly interesting as the 
last divorce case or murder trial, For once in 51 
way imagination was outclassed by reality, and when 
the man in the street turned from the 

endours of the boy-Pharaoh’s funerary 
to a newer sensation, he had no doubt 
f<>r one erroneous picture, in which the excavet0* 
figured as a doddering old ' Man with the Muck 
rake,’ raking to himself 1 the straws, the small Stic**’

■ glittering
e<|uipmCnt
Substitut



Recent Developments and Discoveries

and dust of the floor,’ another, equally erroneous, in 
which a new Aladdin wanders through the treasure- 
houses of long-dead kings, filling his pockets with 
diamonds and rubies, and establishing entirely new 
conceptions of the history of the past in the odd 
moments when he is not more lucratively employed, 
f he natives, Mr. Howard Carter tells us, firmly 

believed that, shortly after the discovery of the 
bomb of Tutankhamen, three aeroplanes landed in 

the Valley of the Kings, and went off to an unknown 
destination, laden with treasure ; many people nearer 
home would not have been surprised if one had 
assured them that this wild fancy was the solemn 
truth.

With less of the romance of buried treasure about 
them, the results of the work of the American 
-Spedition under Dr. Reisncr, in the Pyramid Kieldof 

Jdzeh, would have commanded world-wide attention 
Jljt for the greater glory of the Theban find, and 
m.iy prove jn tjt(. clld o f more importance from every 
l*nint of view save that of the study of the art of 
't^cituu Egypt. At Tell el-A  mama the Egypt 
exploration Society’s expedition has searched again 
. y kr<>und already explored by two previous expedi- 

of 'S 'UÛ  has enormously extended our knowledge 
^  iht* Holy City of Tutankhamen's father-in-law, 
Wh'i Ullh,rlunatc and much-discussed Akhenaten ; 
Uit <! Nubia the Americans have explored
t, * ^-mples of the Ethic ipian Pharaohs, and other 
• !>l unions have shown the practically inexhaustible

rMuluxs of the Nile Valley.



In Asia, Palestine has yielded to the explorers of 
Beth-shean treasures which, with none of the glitter 
of Egyptian gold, are yet of priceless value; while 
the work of the Palestine Exploration Fund at 
Jerusalem has given back to us the true site of the 
City of David. A t ' Ur of the Chaldees ’ the temples 
and palaces are being laid bare which were familiar 
to Abraham’s eyes before he went forth on his great 
venture of faith; and Montet’s excavations at Byblos 
have taught us what good grounds poor Ribaddi had 
for his pitiful plea that Byblos was ‘ the faithful 
handmaid of the King of Egypt from the days of his 
fathers,1 and how true was Zakar-Baal's admission, 
three hundred years later, that Phoenicia owed its 
first lessons in culture and craftsmanship to the Land 
of the N ile.

On the whole, the new work in the /Egean area 
can scarcely be said to rival the results of the 
Egyptian or the Babylonian explorers, at all events, 
in romantic interest. It has no golden splendours 
like those of Tutankhamen to show lor itself, nor can 
it produce statues of great officials of nearly ftv<! 
thousand years ago, like those which have rewa rded 
Reisner's search at Oi/.ch, nor the great stairway* 
and reliefs ol a huge temple-tower such as the ^  
expedition has unveiled. The /Egean has had 
own share of such triumphs in the past; and tin- 
gold of the Shalt-Cruves of Myten.r, the art of the 
Knossian frescoes, and the magnificence of the g,r ·11 
Cretan and mainland palaces may fairly be set lies»» 
the best that the other lands ol the ancient East h·*̂
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yielded; but the work of the last few years has not 
had the glamour of romance which marked the 
pioneer work of Schliemann and Evans. Yet it has 
resulted in a steady, and, in the sum, a very con
siderable addition to our knowledge of the great 
civilization which met that of Egypt and Babylonia 
°n not unequal terms.

Knossos now, as in the past, has proved its 
unequalled richness as a storehouse of material of 
hrst-class importance for our knowledge of /Egean 
history and art. Sir Arthur Evans resumed his 
"Ork there in 1922, and his results suggest that the 
Ealace of Minos and its surroundings are practically 
’nexhaustible in their treasures. Beneath the 
Central Court of the palace there were found the 
remains of two Neolithic houses of rectangular form, 
ln the principal room of each of which was found a 
fixed hearth of stone and clay—-a discovery of first- 
class importance for the history of the Cretan house, 
generally speaking, one of the most outstanding 

c ' ‘Terences between tin: ( retail type, of house and that 
I mainland is that the mainland type has a fixed 

and the ( retan has n o t; but ibis new find at 
•lOssos confirms the possible evidence from 1 ’seira 

"id Ciourniawhich goes to prove that, though the fixed 
^‘ ■ nili was rare in Crete, it was not unknown, ami 
urrujjj back its existence to the earliest jariod ol 
"'"an  occupation. These early houses contained a 

store-cells, the primitive equivalent of the 
tit 8 ," aKaa’i,i,‘s» °f the later palace; and in one of 

t-ellx there were lound, along with a pot oi
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Neolithic ware, a flat copper axe and fragments 
of flat-necked vessels of hard stone of a type 
familiar in pre-dynastic Egypt. A specimen of this 
type of late pre-dynastic vase, which does not occur 
in Egypt later than about 2900 u.c., had already 
been found on the border of the Neolithic and Sub- 
Neolithic deposit inside the South Propylamin at 
Knossos ; this new discovery makes it certain that 
the transition-stage, or Chalcolithic period of Crete, 
equates with the end of the pre-dynastic period in 
Kgypt, and may therefore be dated sometime 
before 3500 it.c. The importance of the steady 
accumulation of evidence bearing on the intimacy of 
the connection between Crete and Kgypt at the 
earliest stages of the culture of both lands will be 
touched on later.

The discovery of the great circular vault under the 
south-east angle of the palace, with a small artificial 
cave issuing from it, suggested to the explorer that 
'fables certainly seemed to be coming true.’ ‘ 
were no signs of earlier human occupation, but on 
the south-east side appeared the opening of an 
artificial cave with three roughly-cut steps leading 
down to what can only l>e described as a lair adapted 
fur some great beast. Is it possible that lions"' 
already, as we know, frequent subjects of Minoan 
engravers before tin* date of the foundation of 
palace— were kept for show in the precincts of 
more ancient Residency that seems to have exi$te 
on the hill of Knossos? Thr. traditions of such 
usage—doubtless with other accretions may '*t
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have contributed to the origin of the later tales of 
the Minotaur that haunted the site in historic times.’ 
1 he idea was almost too romantically appropriate 
to be true, and opinion has now come round more to 
the theory that the great vault served the more 
prosaic and useful purpose of furnishing the Minoan 
builders and potters of Early Minoan 111. with the 
red earth which they required.

Exploration in 1923 yielded from the south-west 
region of the palace a welcome addition to the 
hitherto scanty stock of bronze vessels which the 
palace had furnished (cf p. 109). The vessels now 
hamd were in fine preservation, and were of interest 
both as being in some cases of forms so far unknown, 

as being in other instances the prototypes of 
later forms of pottery. The same season gave a 
c°riH:lian gem, engraved with a representation of the 
Mother·Goddess as ‘ Lady of the Underworld,’ with 
•s,'akes twining from her skirt up to her bosom, and 
farin g  in her hand a sword and a sprinkler. The 

c°mbination of the attributes of the Snake-Goddess 
<uul the Warrior-Goddess in a single figure is un- 

union, though the great goddess possesses these 
a . uthers, manifesting them, however, generally at 

1 ferent times and in different figures.
( hi the whole, perhaps the most interesting
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Edition which has been made to our knowledge of
palace came from the excavations of 1924, when 

hv
the

l t V·1»*, hi tracing out the approach from the south 
iiig up t,, the splendid portico which had once 
Xnthe southern entrance to the House of Minos,



found on the southern side of the ravine the massive 
remains of what had once been a great Minoan 
viaduct, dating from Late Minoan I., and constituting 
the Knossian end of the great south road which led 
from Knossos across the island to the southern port, 
not far from Cape Lithinos, the most southerly point 
of the island, through which communication was main
tained with Egypt in the Great Palace period. The 
bridge across the ravine lias been destroyed, but the 
great piers on which the road was carried obliquely 
down towards the palace survive for a length of 21 
metres. At the end of this imposing specimen of 
Minoan road-making, excavation revealed the remains 
of what appears to have been a kind of combination 
of inn and pilgrims' rest-house. The ‘ Caravanserai ’ 
had a frontage of over 50 metres to the road. The 
chief feature of the building was a fine pavilion, with 
open pillared front, and walls brilliantly adorned with 
fresco-painting, in which orange-coloured pilasters 
with red bases were relieved upon a white ground, 
while above them was a spirited frieze of partridges 
and hoopoes disporting themselves among conveii* 
uonuliz.ed plants. The pavilion was flanked by the 
apparently inevitable Minoan bathroom, where 
water for refreshing the travel-stained merchants* 
and perhaps for sacred lustration of pilgrims, was 
supplied by an elaborate system of pipes, b rum ll5ti 
bathroom a passage with steps leads down to 
underground chamber, which contained a fountain,14 
basin, ledges of stone for 1 tenches, other ledges 
holding stone lamps, and a niche. Manifestly frot*·
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its construction a chapel from the first, where 
possibly the merchants and pilgrims gave thanks for 
their preservation on their journey and their safe 
arrival, the little chamber had in Late Minoan 111. 
become the scene of a series of votive offerings, and 
the basin of the fountain, by that time choked by 
gypsum deposit from the spring, had been filled with 
votive vessels, some of them containing offerings of 
food. When the deposits of gypsum were cleared 
aWay, the fountain flowed once more, as it had done 
for the pilgrims and devotees of three thousand 
yours ago.

Southwards from the Caravanserai, the great road 
Was traced at intervals across the island, turning the 
"Ostern slopes of Mount Juktas, and scaling the 
heights which overlook the plain of the Messara. At
Several points on the hillsides the paved and terraced 
c,luseway has been preserved, witnessing to us by 

massiveness of its construction of the importance 
ich the rulers of Knossos attached to this great 

"ghway of commerce and pilgrimage, by which 
^oyagers from the southern seas were spared the 

,l,1gen>us and lengthy circumnavigation of the 
v,lHern capes of the island. The travellers who 
^fiproached the palace by the great viaduct after 
j. <;,r rest and lustration in the Caravanserai were 
/^t'd by what must probably have been the most 
jl,'lJ° sing of the various accesses to the great building. 

D * 3 . Evans discovered on the north slope of the 
the termination of the viaduct and bridge 

existence was to be found the following year 
zt> 7



— a pillared portico ascending by four (lights of broad 
steps to the south porch of the palace. It is on this 
side, of course, that the building in ancient days 
must have presented its most striking aspect, piling 
itself up above the slope of the ravine in storey 
above storey, with pillared loggias opening to the 
south-eastern sun, and the great staircase climbing in 
flight after (light from the spacious halls below to the 
terraced roof.

Full of interest as were these finds in and around 
the palace, it was not there, but in a private house 
of Late Minoan I. date, situated midway between 
the Theatral Area and the modern road, that the 
most striking find of recent years took place. This 
comparatively paltry building yielded some of the 
most significant evidence which has yet come to 
light, both of the Minoan passion for art, and of the 
intimacy of the connection between Knossos and 
Africa, particularly the Nubian provinces of the 
Kgyptian Umpire. Undistinguished as it was, the 
house must have been frescoed in the most remark' 
able fashion, for from its ruins there have bee*1 
gatlu •red more than eighty traysful of fragments of 
frescoes. Shattered though the pictures were, they 
had escajjed the fire, which has destroyed so much (,f 
the brill iancy of many of the K uossiait pictures, and 
the colours were ‘ as fresh as when they were paint*^ 
on the walls.' One need do no more than point oU* 
how interesting and significant is this find in ·ιί 
Iwaring upon < retail character. The palaces had 
taught us already from a score of notable in s ta n t

a&ti
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the quality, the originality and spontaneity of Cretan 
art—a thing quite in a class by itself among the 
stately formalities of the other great arts of the 
ancient E a s t ; now we learned that the love of art in 
Crete was not for the courtiers and the palaces alone, 
W  went down into the common homes of the 
People. The backgrounds of the frescoes were of 
huff, white, blue, Pompeian red, or were mottled 
w'th different colours; and on these groundworks 
there were displayed the familiar marine motives in 
which the Late Minoan took such delight, birds of 
all sorts, crocuses, wild-pea and briar-rose sprays, 
and a score of other plant forms.

Most significant, however, were two pieces of 
detail. One group of fragments represented long- 
ta'led monkeys, with blue turbans on their heads, in 
a setting of papyrus thicket. The type of monkey 
18 perfectly identifiable, and is indigenous at the 
Present time to the Soudan. The humorist of 
3>5oo years ago who painted his frieze of blue* 
£aPped apes, perhaps for some Knossian nursery, 
Utle dreamed that he was preparing evidence of the 

connection between his native land and the Equa- 
|,jrial provinces of the ancient Egyptian Empire, to 
K‘ read more than three thousand years after the 
t:ir>pire of the Sea-K ings had vanished, and when 
*:v,,n that of the Pharaohs should be no more than 

shadow of a mighty name’ !
I he other group of pieces is slightly later in date 

v *ate Minoan I. b ) ; but. scanty though it is, it is 
more interesting in its implications. In it 

af><)
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a Minoan captain, with the orthodox red skin which 
the Minoan artist always gave to his native male 
figures, and wearing a horned helmet, leads a troop 
of spearmen who are unmistakably blacks. The 
inference is sufficiently plain and indisputable. 
During the Great Palace period which went just 
before the catastrophe that ended all the glories of 
the House of Minos, the connection between Kgypt 
and Crete, of which the frescoes from the tombs of 
Sen-mut and Rekh-ma-ra had already shown us the 
Egyptian aspect, was so close that the Kings of the 
Knossian House had their body-guard of black 
Soudanese warriors (as redoubtable in those far-off 
days as they still are), just as the Pharaohs had their 
Sardinian Household Brigade, with their horned 
helmets and big broadswords, and the Kings of the 
House of David, at a later date, their body-guard of 
Cretans and Philistines.

The; same lucky little house ‘ yielded also a lime* 
stone, sacral bowl, with eighteen characters of the 
"advanced linear” class of script incised upon ih 
and a magnificent ewer of Late Minoan I. date, with 
the 1 )ouble Axe as its chief decorative motive.’ ‘ And 
all this,’ says the commentator, ‘ from a small viH* 
in the town!’ We marvel at what is found; and 
yet it is only enough to make us sensible of ho^ 
infinitely more has perished for ever. If piling^ 
Knossos, rilled, both palace and town, has yielded 
so much and taught us so much, what would not n,r 
pillaged Knossos have had to make us m arvel! Y 6*1 
of course, it is the same story everywhere, and

a 70
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all the golden splendours of Tutankhamen’s coffins 
can hinder us from dreaming of how much more 
gorgeous might have been the funeral glories of a 
really imperial Pharaoh, like Thothmes III . or 
Amenhotep III . We have to take what Time has 
spared us, and be thankful that it is so much, instead 
° f  grumbling that it is not m ore!

Elsewhere in Crete have come the important 
excavations of the French School at Athens, con
ducted at Mallia, on the northern coast. Here the 
remains of another local palace were unearthed, 
yielding finds of ‘ Vasiliki ’ pottery, which indicate 
that the palace goes back to Early Minoan times, 
while abundance of Kamares sherds shows that it 
was prosperous in Middle Minoan. Two sanctuaries 
Were discovered, one in 1922, the other the following 
season. The former resembles the apartment known 
as ‘ The Queen’s Bathroom,’ at Knossos. The 
•atter is of more importance. It is of very primitive 
h>rm. The object of adoration is a shapeless * Baetyl,’ 
erected on a stone base, and surrounded by a rich set 

votive offerings, mostly consisting of vases, some 
° f  them of Early Minoan style. One of the vases 
^ ‘Hrs an incised inscription; and in addition a group 

clay tablets inscribed with the earlier linear script 
^m e to light. ‘ Here was, in fact, a primitive 
sanctuary, with the lustral area adjoining it, which 

'us gives us valuable evidence for the early phases 
Minoan religion.'

, ^n  the mainland of Greece, most interesting and 
^portant results have l>een reached by the work of

971
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the British School at Athens, under the direction of 
Mr. A. J. B, Wace. In several campaigns, ending 
in 1923, the old site of Schliemann’s excavations at 
Mycenae was reinvestigated, and the result has 
been, not only the discovery of a considerable amount 
of new material, but, what is even more important, 
the systematizing and arranging in an intelligible 
sequence of the knowledge which has been gradually 
acquired as to the course of history at Mycena;, and 
the position which the city occupies in the general 
scheme of the development of the Eastern Mediter
ranean area. In summarizing the conclusions which 
have been reached, it must be noted that the craze 
for the elaboration of nomenclature has now given 
us a more or less superfluous batch of titles for the 
local aspects of the /Egean culture, which have to 
be mentioned, and possibly kept in mind, Instead 
of the simple framework of Early, Middle, and Late 
Minoan, with the subdivisions of these periods, 
within which it was surely no very impossible matter 
to find room for local developments, the reader has 
now to endeavour to keep track of Early, Middle* 
and Late Helladic, Cycladic, Thessalian, and s<> 
forth, with endless subdivisions of each. It is enough 
for our present purpose to notice that while the 
divisions of Helladic roughly correspond, in tbc 
main, with those of Minoan, the correspondence ,s 
by no means exact. Early Helladic 1. corresponds 
with Early Minoan I., and begins about the sa(tie 
time; but Early Helladic 11. only begins about the
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greater part of Early Minoan I I I . ;  and Early 
Helladic III. begins with the last third of Early 
Minoan III., and overlaps into Middle Minoan I. 
Hi the Middle stages of both aspects of the culture, 
Helladic is still somewhat behind. Middle Helladic I . 
ls level with Middle Minoan II., and Middle Hel- 
Hdic II. with Middle M inoan III . Only with the 
I-ate stage do the nomenclatures correspond, Late 
Helladic I. equating with Late Minoan I., Late Hel- 
Wlic II. falling more or less into the space which Late 
Minoan II. ought to occupy, but does not, except 
at Knossos, and Late Helladic III. corresponding 
W|th the dying Late Minoan III. Generally speak- 
,ng. it would be convenient for the reader to conceive 
of Mycenaean history as falling into two clearly 
parked periods— Early Mycenaean, in which Mycenae 
lH under Minoan influence, and Late Mycenaean, in 
which the influence is the other way, and Crete 
comes under Mycenatan sway. Early Mycenaean 

Middle Helladic H „ Late Helladic L, and 
■'«He I lelladic II., and equates with Middle Minoan 11. 

,lI’d H i., Late Minoan L, and Late Minoan II ., 
^here the last exists. Late Mycenatan, Late 
Min<>an 1IL, and Late 1 lelladic 11 1., are all different 
*pressions for the one thing.

. ith these provisos, rendered necessary by the 
>tĉ  for sujKTtluous labels, we can now go on to the 
_11 f tun ary of the results of excavation at Mycenae,
VJjh j L . , , , * ,

n,‘ palace site traces wen* discovered pointing to 
^ 'I 'u t io n  from the time of the Early Helladic 

rK  say from 3200 ret*., or even earlier. Above
373 f
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them were evidences of the use of the site during 
the Middle Helladic period, say from 1800 to 
1600 u.c. Then from 1600 onwards, came the first 
palace, built by the dynasty of kings whose remains 
were found by Schliemann in the Shaft-Graves 
below the Circle near the Lion Gate. Their palace 
has almost entirely vanished, but the traces left 
show that it was a much more important building 
than the previous ones which had occupied the site. 
With alterations this palace probably served for the 
earlier kings of what is known as the Tholos-Tomb 
Dynasty, the kings who built the earlier specimens 
of the great domed tombs of which the so-called 
‘ Treasury of A treus' represents the perfected later 
type, and who date from the Late 1 lelladic 11, period· 
The later kings of this dynasty, however, who 
occupy the Late Helladic III, period, and in whose 
time Mycena· attains the position of supremacy 
which had formerly belonged to Knossos, were not 
content with the comparatively modest dwelling 
which had sufficed for their fathers. They pt’0' 
ceeded to build the Second Palace, whose ruins stil* 
survive, ‘ a far more spacious building, with a larg15 
court lighting the rooms and corridors looking 
to it, a large hall with columns, storerooms, stmt* 
cases, and at least two storeys.’ ‘ 'Phis Secofl“ 
Palace,’ says Mr. Waco, 'seem s to have, lasted td 
the fall of Mycena·, and it would thus have been ^  
home of the Atreidai, if, as we now Iwüove, th*/ 
wer*· historical. Sehiiemann's imagination, 
dreamt ol the home of Agamemnon and (



nestra, was not far wrong. If there was an Aga
memnon, if Homer did not write pure fiction, it was in 
this palace that the King of Men lived, and hither 
he brought home his bride Clytemnestra from the 
hanks of the Eurotas.’

Hither also, after the siege of Troy, he brought 
home another royal lady, Cassandra, whose fate was 
to be linked with his ; and the excavations provided 
one touch which, if unimportant, is at least sugges
tive in connection with the tragic end of the Achaean 
leader. ‘ f  rom the porch of the Megaron two short 
staircases and a lobby lead off to the north to what 
were in all probability the domestic apartments. 
Here we found the remains of a stepped tank 
covered with red stucco, possibly a bath like similar 
tanks at Knossos, for a drain runs by its side. 
When one reflects that according to tradition 
Agamemnon, on bis return from Troy, was slain 
,n his bath by his wife, red is a most suggestive 
colour!’

Outside the palace, work was carried on in con- 
action with the Lion Gale with its related Cyclo
pean wall, and the Grave-Circle, beneath which the 
Shaft-< »raves were found. The conclusions reached 
Wcre as follows : While, the Shaft-Graves date from 
tlte end of the Middle Helladic Age, and do not 
fllJ'te reach the end of Late Helladic !., the Lion 
Oate, the Grave Circle., and the Cyclopean wall of 

citadel all date from the beginning ol the Third 
-ate Helladic period. By this lime Knossos had 
•'hen, and the Kings of Mycena·, were supreme in

37S
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what had been the Minoan world ; and in keeping 
with their exalted state they were rearing for them
selves the stately tombs of the Tholos or Beehive 
type, of which nine have been explored. But though 
they had departed from the simpler forms of inter
ment which had satisfied their predecessors of the 
Shaft-Grave Dynasty, they yet held these fore
runners of theirs in reverence. In the Minoan 
religion, the Knossian Kings were regarded as 
divine, or at least semi-divine ; and to all appearance 
Mycena*, the child and pupil and the heir of Knossos, 
in taking over the rest of the great Minoan heritage, 
took over this part of its creed with the rest of the 
religion. The Kings of Mycena*, not only those of 
the reigning house, but those also of the past, were 
kin to the gods, like their forbears of Knossos, and 
were to be held in reverence to all time. Accord* 
ingly, when the triumphant rulers of the netf 
mistress of the /Kgran began the huge fortifications 
of their citadel to guard what they had won, and 
found that the line of their enceinte, if continued, wft* 
going to cut right through the royal cemetery th<3 
earlier dynasty, they curved their wall out westwards 
in a great bow, so as to avoid this trespass, and to 
embrace the ancient tombs in its protecting sweep· 
Not content with that, they enclosed the sacred 
with the double circle of vertical slabs with its
massive covering blocks, and provided the enclosure 
with a monumental entrance lending from the Id0** 
( '»ate, Then they levelled up tin* area of the slop***· 
hillside, re-erected the monumental stelai which h*1
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formerly stood at different levels on the slope, and 
*eft the Grave-Circle more or less in the condition 
ln which the drift of ages preserved it for Schliemann 
to discover it and puzzle over it.

I he excavators found that the nine Tholos 
Tombs of the dynasty which ruled Mycena: at the 
bme of its supremacy could be divided into three 
groups according to the architectural and technical 
skill represented. ‘ The first group, to which the 
fo m b o f /Kgisthus belongs, though the plans are 
bold, is somewhat primitive in construction. The 
builders could not handle large blocks easily, and 
wvre not skilled in cutting hard stone. In the 
second group, which shows considerable advance 
111 technical skill, large stones are more easily 
handled, and the stone employed is usually dressed.
' · · In the third group, to which the Treasury of 
^trims and the Tomb of Clytemnestra belong, the 
bfhnical skill in construction reaches its zenith. 
* hese tombs, which were decorated elaborately with 
g°Kl and bronze, and had tall wooden doors inlaid 
^ ‘th ivory and other precious material, were con* 
ducted almost entirely of the hard, heavy conglom- 
1-1 ate, which, though usually hammer-dressed, is 
v<:ry often sawn. Big blocks like the gigantic lintel 
stones were handled with surprising ease, and the 
j^'l'bs will always remain as amazing examples of 

and imaginative calculation in plan, and of 
,irVellous mechanical skill in construction, since 

of the three are still perfect after all the vicissi- 
of over three thousand years.'
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Indeed, these mighty tombs of the Mycenaean 
Kings must always be a corrective to the tendency, 
not unnatural in those who have fallen in love with 
the splendid prime of the Minoan genius, to regard 
everything that belongs to the Mycenaean Age, after 
the fall of Knossos, as decadent and unworthy of 
serious notice. We may grudge the Mycemean 
conquerors, whether they were mainland Minoans 
or Achieans, their triumph over the culture to which 
they owed so much ; but they were great men too, 
in their own way, and not unworthy of their place 
in so great a succession. The men who planned 
and built the Treasury of Atreus would not have 
been disdained by the very best of the men who 
reared the Palace of Knossos, though their taste in 
art was perhaps not that of the best days of the 
Cretan splendour. 1 )r, II. K. Hall will not be 
suspected of prejudice against anything Kgyptian, 
yet his serious judgment here gives the palm to 
Mycena: over Kgypt, even on what might be 
thought Egypt’s chosen ground. 1 More impre*" 
sive,’ he says, speaking of the interior of the 
Treasury of Atreus, ‘ than anything Egypt has to 
show, and far more impressive, in my opinion, than 
the interior chamber of the (treat Pyramid. 
here we have an art of building more develops® 
than that of Egypt»’

Opinions may differ, and probably will, on such ** 
point; yet it ought to be possible l<> appreciate ^  
marvellous artistic quality of the best Minoan wofk 
without hading it necessary to depreciate the equally
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marvellous technical skill of the possibly less artistic 
Mycenaean craftsman. Mr. Wace’s summary of the 
matter is in point: ‘ It has become of late years, 
since the amazing discoveries in Crete, the fashion 

decry the products of this, the Mycenaean A ge 
par excellence. Yet, as the German excavators of
I iryns have pointed out, this, though indeed a late 

uge, was far from degenerate. The massive Cyclo
pean walls, the domestic luxury, the splendid 
Palaces, and the technical perfection . . . bear wit
ness that the Mycemeans of the Third Late H el
ladic period ( 14 0 0 1 1  ου B.c.) were craftsmen of no 
mean skill and the worthy heirs of a long line of 
Hainan effort.’

1 he place of Mycena*. in the story of the civiliza- 
hon 0f t|ie Eastern Mediterranean area may be 
aielly summarized. There were early settlements 

‘m the hill at the beginning of the Bronze A g e ; but
II >s only with the Middle Helladic period, say about

to 1600 ita'., that the place rises into im
portance. This equates, as we saw, with Middle 

“ loan II. in the earlier stages, and when the 
stage of Middle Helladic, parallel with 

J “ Idh*. Minoan I I 1., comes in, we find the rising city 
; rgely under tin: influence of Crete, which con* 
miles into the h irst Late Helladic period. Through* 
,.Ul diis period Mycena: was a rich and powerful 

dominated l»v the Cretan culture, indeed, but
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exercises upon Crete. ‘ Finally, in the fourteenth 
century, after the downfall of Knossos and the other 
hundred cities of Crete, Mycenae supplanted Crete 
as the principal centre of power and civilization. 
The clever apprentice took the master’s place. This 
was the great age of M ycena;; and though perhaps 
the artistic quality of its products is not so high, yet 
they are far superior on the technical side to any
thing that had gone before. Great advances were 
then made in mechanical and architectural skill, and 
even the painted pottery, though experts depreciate 
the artistic character of its decoration, is in fabric 
and in design excellent.’ This fact of the high 
technical quality of Mycenaan work must be 
remembered, not as modifying the statements made 
(pp. 208 cl seq.and elsewhere) as to the decline o· 
/Kgean art after the fall of Knossos, but as a safe* 
guard against the tendency to depreciate a period 
which, if not quite on the same level as its predc* 
cessor, has yet left us works of very high quality.

The question of what share Mycena: had in the 
downfall of Knossos remains, after years <>f discus* 
sion, much as it was stated in Chapter V III . 
was there suggested that the fall of the House 
Minos was brought about by mainland descendant 
of the Minoan culture, driven southwards by d1® 
advancing wave of At ha an invasion or infiltrativ®' 
and it cannot be said that any certainty has bee*1 
reached upon any other theory of who the destroy®** 
may have been, Mr. Wai t *, in his latest cont*'*b® 
tion to the subject, lakes practically the view '

aik>
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though with a picturesque addition, by way of ac
counting for Mycenaean hostility, which is worth 
recording. ‘ Whence the enemy came,’ he says 
(‘ Cambridge Ancient History,’ vol. ii., p. 443), ‘ no 
one knows. Asia Minor, Egypt and the northern 
islands hardly seem possible sources in the present 
state of our knowledge. On the other hand, the 
story of Theseus, though of course referring to later 
times, suggests that the people of the mainland, who 
had advanced extremely rapidly in civilization since 
the first advent of the Minoan culture to their shores, 
driven to revolt by excessive taxation, like the 
English of America, attacked, defeated, and de
stroyed the Palace and the House of Minos,’ From 
this point of view, therefore, the downfall of Knossos 
w'>uld be simply an ancient example of the evils 
attendant on a colonial system o f ' Taxation without 
Representation.’

Dr. 11. K. Hall holds much the same view, 
though with a difference which brings another factor 
•'Ho play. ‘ The coming of this [Mycenaean] 
pottery to Crete,’ he says, ‘ may tell us who the 
Conquerors were who destroyed Knossos and brought 
*he Minoan Empire to an end. They were, it may 
k**· the descendants of those Cretans who had gone 
h>rth to colonize Pylos, M ycen.e, and Orchomenos, 
•md had sent the yearly tribute of Athenian youth to 
^  sacrificed to the deity of Knossos, And with 

lhem marched their subjects, tin: Ach.eans or 
Danaoi of the North*’ The suggestion of the 
presence of Achaean* with the destroying force,
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thus made, is carried still further by Professor 
Glut/ (‘ The /Egean Civilization,’ pp. 45 et sei/.), 
to whom the Mycentean destroyers are simply 
Acha;ans, Minoized by an already lengthy contact 
with the culture of Crete. To place the Achaean 
conquest of Hellas, as Glotz does, about 2000 u.c., 
at the beginning of Middle Helladic, seems rather 
an intelligent anticipation of future events than a 
statement of actual fact. Certainty has not been 
reached, perhaps is hardly likely now to be reached, 
on the point. When the Knossian script at last 
comes to be read, and if by some unprecedented 
stroke of luck it should turn out that among the 
records of the House of Minos there are tablets 
dealing with the relations of Crete with the main
land of Greece, we may be able to say with some
thing approaching to certainty who the destroyers 
were ; till then the view already stated is perhaps as 
likely as any other.

Foremost among the contributions to our know
ledge of the /Egean culture which recent years have 
given must be reckoned the first instalment of the 
great work in which Sir Arthur Evans is endeavour
ing to gather up and systematize all that is known 
about Knossos and all the related sites. The first 
volume of ‘ The Palace of Minos, published in 1921» 
deals only with the Neolithic and Early ami Middle 
Minoan stages of the Cretan civilization, and it m*y 
be years before the two succeeding volumes complete 
the work, so far as such a work can ever be said to 
be completed ; yet, even so, there is much inter·**
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1!i the huge amount of material gathered together, 
and a good deal which tends to modify, more or 
less, some views which have been pretty generally 
received.

Of these, one of the most important relates to the 
fl'Jestion of the undefended condition of the Palace of 
Knossos. Nothing struck the imagination more 
forcibly in the accounts of the earlier excavations 

the palace than this lack of fortification. The 
c°ntrast with the vast walls of the mainland palaces 
° f  l iryns and Mycena: was too manifest to be over
looked ; and it was accordingly attributed, and quite 
justly, to the fact that the Minoan Empire was one 
^hich depended upon sea-power, and therefore, so 
0̂llg as sea-power was maintained, had no need for 

elaborate land defences (</. pp. 74 d  so/.). It has 
gradually become apparent, however, that this view 
^ true only of the final and culminating period, the 
(ir,'ut Palace period of Late Minoan 1. and II. At 

time, the last magnificent flowering of the Minoan 
_Pvct of the . Kgean culture, Knossos was supreme, 

νν**·Κ none to question her supremacy either by sea 
0r land; and at this stage the previous defences of 

ll‘ earlier palaces were done away with in the great 
,l construction, leaving only the scanty bastions and 
Mtardrooms already referred to. From the date of 

ls reconstruction, which begins about 1600 h . c ., or 
l(Me later, to that of the catastrophe, about 1400 H.c., 

^  may quite legitimately continue to think of the
g r e s , *  . . . 1  f- . · /* , 1 11 . ,
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formalities of guard-mounting,— matters more of 
display and precaution than of actual defence. But 
for all the earlier stages of the history of Knossos 
we must now conceive of the palace as being un
doubtedly fortified, and indeed as being a very con* 
sideral)le stronghold.

The history of the succession of buildings which 
occupied the hill of Kephala seems to have been 
something like this. After the Sub-Neolithic stage, 
which saw the fixed-hearth houses, lately discovered, 
erected on the site, came the time when the larger 
buildings of what we may perhaps call the ' pre- 
Balace ’ period came into being. A t this time the 
great circular vault was dug, and already great 
buildings, including storerooms, a sanctuary, and 
the original lay-out of a great keep, which under* 
went further development at a later stage, had come 
into being. We may date these first beginnings of 
the House of Minos between 2500 and 2100 u.c.

Later, towards the latter part of Middle Minoan J·» 
these pre-palace buildings were developed to a con* 
siderable extent; and by the end of the period, 'f,e 
may conceive of the first palace as consisting of ** 
great frowning tower, some 20 by 15 metres on 
plan, and of unknown height, within whose g! 
walls the deep walled-pits, which have been 
dungeons (six in number), went down 25 feet 10 
the rock. Under thr shadow of this tower, vari<)U* 
buildings more adapted for comfortable habitation 
grouped themselves, not in one mass, but in isolate 
biocks or ’ insula ’; and the whole was surrounds
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by a massive enceinte wall. Even at this early stage, 
two of the conspicuous features of later Minoan 
•Architecture were manifesting themselves. The 
central court, which is such a feature of the later 
Palace, is already in existence, and the care for sani
tation is already in evidence. For it is to this early 
period that we must date the first water-supply system 
° f  the palace, in which water was conveyed through 
the various buildings of the area by means of the 
Jointed terra-cotta pipes formerly held to be drain
pipes (Plate X X . 2 and p. 98). Thus we have the 
Minoans, as early as the time of Abraham, realizing 
•And providing for sanitary requirements in a fashion 
fitted to put much later civilizations to shame.

b-arly in the Second Middle Minoan period there 
^eg;tn a unifying process which was to link up the 
'nsula· of the first palace; and the main lines of the 

'Hiding as now developed continued recognizable 
throughout the later history, though there were many 
Modifications in detail. Conspicuous in the arrange* 
Mcnts of the palace at this time were the chambers 
f,r the purification and initiation of votaries, of which 

e ‘ lustra! tank ’ adjoining the Throne Room affords 
j! filter example. The restoration of fragments of 

<:sc« dating from this time shows that a kind of 
" ,l anquin, the earliest ancestor of the Sedan-chair, 

■as Used by the lords of Knossos for transport 
b'Arposos, though the wheeled waggon was already 
,Mvfing jnt<> use, as appears from a remarkable model 

bunted te rra cotta of a four-wheeled cart, found 
‘daikastro. To Middle Minoan II. also belongs
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a great part of that wonderful drainage system, with 
its ‘ staggeringly modern ’ equipment of latrines and 
flushing arrangements, which so excited the amaze
ment of the first discoverer, and still teaches us that 
we are only now regaining the sanitary science which 
the Minoans possessed nearly four thousand years 
ago. * The queen of Knossos,’ says Glotz, ‘ enjoyed 
conveniences which not all the splendours of Ver
sailles were to offer to the queen of France.’

This period of Middle Minoan II. yields us what 
in some respects is the finest contribution to out 
knowledge of the artistic quality of the Minoans that 
has survived, in the shape of the beautiful polychrome 
Kamares w are; while one of the most notable of 
the earlier frescoes of Knossos, that of ‘ The Blue 
Boy,’ or 'Saffron Gatherer,’ shows what the artist 
of the time was capable of. The connection between 
Knossos and Egypt, manifestly intimate at tH*s 
point, culminated, according to Evans, in th*- 
establishment at Alexandria of the vast system 
quay-walls and breakwaters whose, submerged 
remains were discussed by M. Gaston Jondet in 3 
memoir published in i q i 6 . The general opinion m 
those competent to judge has, however, been hostile 
to the acceptance of M. Jondet's find as belonging 
to anything like so early a date. The discoverin' 
himself does not claim stu b antiquity for the worM’ 
and jK’rhaps the point may be left with the apifl*0** 
of Dr. 1). G. Hogarth: ‘ The remains in question 
which have long been known to Alexandrian 
men and port-officers, are explained far more rea^’0
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ably as foundations of Ptolemaic quays and quayside 
buildings, submerged by coastal subsidence.’ This, 
of course, does not in the least cast any doubt upon 
the actual existence of constant and extensive trade 
between the two lands. The evidences for that are 
far too abundant and certain to be questioned. This, 
for instance, is the period of the famous polychrome 
vase found by Garstang at Abydos, and of the mass 
of polychrome ware found by Petrie at Kahun, where 
its presence in such quantities has even led to the 
suggestion that Cretan workmen may have been 
employed upon the pyramids of Senusert l l .  and 
Amenemhat III. at Illahun and Hawara, in the 
neighbourhood.

The diorite statuette of an Egyptian, formerly 
attributed to the earlier part of Middle Minoan 111., 
is now placed a little earlier, in Middle Minoan II., 
and in Kgypt would probably belong to the latter 
part of the Twelfth Dynasty. The inscription on it 
(see pp. 82, 93, 155, 156, 203) is now read as 
follows : On the back·—‘ Devoted to the Great 
^od, Lord of Heaven, heart of Gold, whom the 
^azet-nom e (?) produced (?) User, true of voice’ 
(?,c·. deceased, the usual Egyptian phrase, meaning 
apparently 'Justified '). On the sid es— ‘ The 
Devoted heart of Gold, whom the Wazet-nome (?) 
produced (?) User, true of voice, born of the devoted 
^at-1 iiithor, true of voice.’ The new reading, which, 
*ls will 1h; seen, is still obscure at some points, leaves 

inferences drawn formerly from the statuette 
■ last where they were.
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The palace, as completed in Middle Minoan II., 
was destined to speedy destruction, for the period 
ended with a great catastrophe, formerly thought to 
have involved Knossos alone {cf. pp. 1 19, 17 1, 200), 
but now known to have overtaken Phtestos as well, 
and also Mallia, Tylissos, and other sites. The date 
of this overthrow is fixed by Evans as 1700 u .c.; 
but this appears too late to many scholars, and the 
‘ Cambridge Ancient History ’ (vol. i., p. 659 ; vol. ii., 
p. 693) adopts 1900 u.c. as its date for the beginning 
of the following period, so that the date given below 
in our Chronological Sum m ary— 1 850 b . c . — is 
probably not far out. The cause of the overthrow 
is unknown. ‘ Whether the rising was regional, 
feudal, or national, in any case it brought a new 
dynasty into power. This line at once asserted its 
authority by the introduction of a new writing, a 
linear script ’ (Class A).

P rom its ashes the great palace arose in the Third 
Middle Minoan period, greater and more splendid 
than ever. For perhaps two and a half centuries, 
till the catastrophe in or about 1600 u.c. which 
ushered in Late Minoan I., the power of Crete was 
steadily rising to its maximum, asserting its influence 
more and more strongly over all the /Egean area» 
and, particularly in the later stages, on mainland 
Creece ; and at Knossos there was incessant activity* 
displayed in great reconstructions in the palace, and 
in new forms of art. Now was created a large p*iri 
of that domestic tjtiarter of the palace, which, 
alterations and modifications, remained through**^
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the rest of its history, with its so-called ‘ Queen’s 
Megaton,’ its Halls of the Colonnades and the 
Double Axes, and its high-piled eastern aspect, storey 
rising above storey over the eastern slope, the whole 
linked together by stately staircases and long 
corridors. A s the period advanced, naturalism 
began increasingly to supersede the beautiful con
ventions of the earlier polychrome art, with results 
which, however wonderful, seem to us by no means 
so satisfying or so tasteful as those of the past. In 
some of the faience work of the period—the Snake 
Goddess, for example, and especially the plaques of 
lhe wild goat and kids, and the cow and calf—one 
has the feeling that the Minoan artist is trying to go 
beyond the limitations of his material, and is produc- 
ln£ something which, with all its beauty, is on the 
danger-line. Eventually, of course, it passes the line, 
Hnd topples over into the monstrosities of the deca- 
'l(*-nce. Fresco-pain ting, however, comes to its own 
ln this time of naturalism, and the picture of ‘ The 
h-adies in Blue,’ and the ‘ Dolphin’ fresco from 
Rttossos, with the ' F ly in g -F ish  ‘ fresco from 
I’hylakopt, and the 'H unting-C at' fresco from 
' bigia Triada, splendidly fulfil the promise given by 
‘he * Blue Boy ' of the previous period.

Dnce more a period of splendid activity was closed 
J  a great disaster. To what agency the collapse of 
De, end of Middle Minoan 1 1 1 .  is to be attributed is 

unknown as is the destroyer in the other instances. 
, ,lr Arthur Evans has come to the conclusion, from 

18 excavations of »932, that the destroying agent
389 u
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was the great earthquake, clue to the disastrous 
eruption at Thera, which shook the /Egean area 
about 1600 u .c.; but the traces of violence and 
plundering at Knossos imply that whatever damage 
the earthquake may have done was supplemented by 
human agency, whether in the form of civil strife of 
otherwise. The interruption, at all events, was not 
of long duration, nor did it involve any change in the 
character of the culture. Middle Minoan III. passes 
into Late Minoan L, without any break in the typ6 
of civilization and art.

The reconstruction of Knossos which followed thp 
ruin of 1600 leaves the palace in the state in whic* 
it was to endure up till the final overthrow in or abod{ 
1400 u.c, and thereafter practically up til! the; time ^  
its discovery in λ.ι>. 1900; for the trifling alteration® 
of the survivors who used the ruins after the 
amount to very little. The House of Minos ** 
rebuilt in 1 6 0 0  u.c. employed, indeed, much of ^  
construction of the previous period ; but it added 3 
great deal of new building, such as the Thro*1® 
Room and the Royal Villa, and it modified a 
deal more. The whole, building now becomes, 
had been tending to become, more of a palace, f*n 
less, indeed practically nothing, of a fortress. 
to this Late Minoan period that the description l) 
‘ unfortified’ can really lx; applied with regard 
the palaces. All is splendour and luxury; w a f ^  
strength is scarcely suggested by anything in ; 
building, though the tablets which record the wari* 
stores of the Knossiun arsenal show that af^
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forces were maintained. Manifestly Knossos held 
herself to be supreme in the /Egean area, and 
feared no enemy—a fatal mistake, as the event 
proved.

Probably the period, like all such periods when a 
great culture stands for a brief moment on the very 
summit of its achievement, was over-civilized, and on 
the verge of decadence. Minoan art always was 
wore or less a law unto itself, knowing little or 
nothing of the, conventions which hampered, and 
Perhaps also dignified, Kgyptian a r t ; but in Late 
Minoan restraint, never conspicuous, is abandoned, 
and the art of the final period has been called ‘ a riot 
° f  naturalism.’ Yet it would not be true to say that 
the art which produced the Cup-Bearer fresco is in 
any sense degenerate. The suggestion has been 
made that in Late Minoan an evil spirit of cruelty 
and vileness, such as often reveals itself in the luxury 

a decadent age, begins to disclose itself in such 
things as the bull-leaping frescoes and figurines and 
the evil imaginings of some of the glyptic work, and 
that this twist is seen also in the aspect of Minoan 
r<% ion  which gave rise originally to the grim fable 
° f  the Minotaur. But we know too little of the 
r*hgion of ( rete to judge securely on such a point, 
■ uni we have not sufficient evidence to justify us in 

'fading that one period of Minoan life was crueller 
<ln another. ( '.ertainly it was no degenerate culture, 

Ct,rnpared with what we know as degeneracy in other 
and lands, which was destroyed by the down* 

°» Knossos. The fruit was possibly verging on
391
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over-ripeness; but the tree was cut clown before 
rottenness could begin to show itself.

One or two other points of importance which have 
been coming increasingly into notice of late years 
remain to be touched upon. From the very begin
ning of the excavations it was manifest that religion 
occupied an important place in the Minoan scheme 
of things. We still know not a great deal more of 
the actual substance of Minoan religion than is 
briefly summarized in Chapter X I. ; but what we 
have come to know very assuredly is that at 
Knossos, at all events, this religion, such as it was, 
occupied the supreme place in practically every 
aspect of life. Knossos was just as much a shrine 
as a palace; its king was priest just as much as 
king, and perhaps his priesthood was the most 
important aspect of his kingship; and the Minoan. 
no less than the Hebrew, had one spot which to 
him was ‘ our holy and beautiful house, where out 
fathers praised Thee.' Every new discovery seems 
only to add fresh evidence of the sacred character 
of the great House of Minos. The Throne. Room 
has its lustration chamber at hand where royalty 
could be purified for its great priestly functions, Of 
perhaps where votaries could be initiated with clean®' 
ing rites before admittance to the presence of thc 
semi-divine priest-king : when it was excavated, 
overturned oil-jar was discovered on the lloor, 
company with alabaster vessels for anointing, 01,1 
the Suggestion has been made that these are tl,tf. . . * # Hi*
relics of a despairing appeal for divine* he lp ift **
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hour of utmost need. ‘ As the enemy were beating 
at the gates some tried to rush the king into the 
Throne Room, to obtain divine protection for him by 
a last desperate anointing; they had not the time, 
and the ritual vessels of alabaster remained there on 
the door.’ Be this as it may, the dominatingly 
religious aspect of the Throne Room is characteris
tic, not only of it, but of practically every part of the 
palace. Even the Caravanserai on the Great South 
Road is not only a rest-house for merchants from 
the southern seas; it is a place of purification 
where pilgrims cleansed themselves from the defile
ments of travel, and bowed before the sacred image 
in the underground shrine, before they entered the 
still more sacred precincts of the House of God. 
Indeed, from the multiplication of these places of 
lustration throughout the structure of the palace and 
‘ts dependencies, it would seem that the great 
building was something more important than a royal 
Palace, and a centre of administration for a great 
nnipirc. It is more than possible that we must 
conceive of it as the central shrine of the em pire; a 
place of pilgrimage, which drew crowds of pilgrims 
Continually from all the scattered centres of Minoan 
'nlluence throughout tl«* /Egean area.

Not less steady than the growth of the conviction 
. die supremely religious asjiect of the palace life, 

di.ti of the intimacy of the connection which 
outing all the periods of Minoan history linked the 
krCat island with its seemingly friendly rival on the 
iyudi—the empire of the Pharaohs. The evidence

m
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relating to the earliest aspects of this connection 
was described (p. 142), at an earlier stage, as 
‘ somewhat scanty.’ It is now recognized as ab
solutely convincing, both in quantity and quality. 
Those questionings as to the possibility of direct 
communication between Crete and Egypt at so 
early a stage which are referred to on p. 145 have 
now given place to the conviction that communica
tion was not only possible, but frequent, and of the 
most intimate character. So much so, that the 
question is being raised whether the early stages of 
Minoan culture do not point to direct Egyptian 
influence in the shape of colonization from Egypt. 
‘ I’he proto-Egyptian element in Early Minoan 
Crete,’ says Sir Arthur Evans (‘ The Palace of 
Minos,’ p. 17), ‘ is, in fact, so clearly defined and so 
intense in its nature as almost to suggest something 
more than such a connection as might have been 
brought about by primitive commerce. It may well» 
indeed, be asked whether, in the time of stress and 
change which marked the triumph of the dynastic 
element in the Nile Valley, some part of the oldef 
population then driven out may not have made a«1 
actual settlement on the soil of Crete.’

Professor Newberry's speculations as to the p‘)!}' 
sible connection between early Cretan and catty 
Egyptian religious forms (the Hull, the Double Ax®· 
and the consecrated Horns of the Altar, appearing 
in the early cults of the Della, while the Figure*"*»' 
eight shield so familiar in Minoan relinious scene® 
has its counterpart in the shield ol the goddess Ncn**
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of Sais), carry back the connection to the very roots 
of things. Mr. Wace ( ‘ Cambridge Ancient History/ 
vol. i,, p. 591), while admitting Egyptian influence 
bom the very start, would place the colonizing 
influence somewhat later than Evans appears to do ; 

Later on, in Early Minoan II., so intense does the 
kgyptian element become, that it is possible that 
there may even have been established in Crete a 
colony from Egypt, which was then under the rule 

the Sixth Dynasty as far as we can tell. Perhaps 
the disturbances which occurred at the beginning 
of the First and at the downfall of the Fifth Dynasty 
lriHy have driven away considerable bodies of people 
who sought peace and fortune in Crete, which was 
Perhaps inhabited by a kindred race.’ All this, of 
c°urse, is speculation, but speculation which has a 
s°hd found ation in observed facts which are by no 
ni,'ans speculative. The Egyptian element is appar- 
t-"t from the earliest stage in the development of 

bnoan culture, and it endures to the latest, with 
° n|y such interruptions as correspond to those periods 

Egyptian history which we know to have been 
'^,lrked by internal disorder or by foreign usurpa- 

—the Earlier and Later Intermediate Dark

j. Curiously enough, one of the pieces of evidence 
jyjr Έο connection in the very latest stage of the 
j, nuun dominance, just before the catastrophe of 

Oossos, which was looked upon as being absolutely 
·,,. 7**1* bas within the last few years been questioned, 

lls is the representation of the ' Princes of Keftiu'
m
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and ‘ Men of the Isles’ found in the tombs of Sen-mut 
and Rekh-ma-ra (</. pp. 158 ct Mr. G. A.
Wainwright has advanced the theory that in the 
Rekh-ma-ra pictures the ‘ Princes of Keftiu ’ are to 
be distinguished from the ' Men of the Isles,’ and 
that while the latter may be genuine Minoans, the 
former are really Cilicians. Such a theory is quite 
in line with recent tendencies in the way of conced
ing to Cilicia a much larger position in the story of 
the development of the ancient culture of the Levant 
than we have been in the habit of doing. Mn 
Wainwright’s views, however, do not seem to have 
commanded acceptance, and though it is so far to the 
good that Cilicia’s claim should have been ernph*' 
sized, it would seem that there is no real reason

. . . j
taking the title of Keftiu from the men of Crete, an*· 
bestowing it upon the men of Cilicia. In any case’ 
there is a strong probability that Cilician eultnf® 
and Cretan culture may have sprung from the safl^ 
root, whatever differences they may have 
sequently developed, and that both Cretans *lfl 
Cilicians may conceivably have been known to t*1® 
Kgyptians as Keftiu— * Men from the Hack 
Beyond,’ if that is the true meaning of the word,,l* 
is possible. The matter has a further significant 
as bearing on the possible origin of the Philistine!’· 

The movement of opinion has of late 
decidedly in the direction of modifying the y ^ 
with regard to the Minoan origin of the early r,V'p  
of tlu· Hebrews which is stated on pp. |05-J(,9· 
is now held that the Philistine t ame originally *f
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the south-west corner of Asia Minor, a land which 
also sent out, probably much about the same time, 
the original Shardina to colonize Sardinia, and the 
original Tursha to become the Etruscans of Etruria.
I he main argument in this change of view has been 

the difference of appearance and equipment between 
the Philistine, as we see him in the Egyptian reliefs 
of Ramses 11 1 .  at Medinet Habu, and the Minoan 
as presented to us also in Egyptian art. Y et in 
classical days the inhabitants ol the Palestinian 
coast-line were convinced of their Cretan origin, and 
their opinion was accepted by the rest of their 
world. The CherCthim and Pelethim of Scripture 
have generally been accepted as Cretans and Philis
tines, and the fact that one of David’s foremost 
captains, Ittai the Gittite, or man of Gath, was 
obviously of Philistine stock points in the direction 
ol the accuracy of this view ; while the prophet 
Amos derives the Philistines from Caphtor, as a 
matter of common knowledge, and Caphtor can 
scarcely be anything else than the Hebrew version 
° f  Keftiu. Thus the question of the Minoan or 
non*Minoan origin of the Keftiu bears directly on 
diat of the origin of the Philistines.

1 here can be no doubt that the Philistine in the 
rdiefs of Ramses H I. has little resemblance to the 
minoan, as we see him in the Knostian frescoes and 
the Egyptian tomb paintings, and as little doubt its 

the type which he does resemble. He is of the 
s,n»c, type which is represented on the Ph.rstus 
^tsk, and that type is generally accepted as being

m
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of South-West Asia Minor. Lycia and Curia must 
probably, therefore, be accepted as the original nest 
of the Philistine. But it by no means follows that 
the general belief which links him with Crete is 
unfounded. The religious beliefs and customs of 
Crete show such similarity to those of Anatolia as 
to entitle us to believe in a very close connection in 
thought and culture, probably also in race, between 
the Minoan and the Lycian or Carian, whatever 
differences of equipment the differing local circum
stances may have induced. We have no ground for 
holding that the distinction between Minoan and 
Carian was in any sense a fundamental one. On 
the contrary, what we know of both races seems to 
suggest a common origin, and very probably a con
siderable common element in their cultures. While, 
therefore, our position as to the Cretan origin of the 
Philistines must be modified, the modification is in 
no sense of a vital type. The Philistine, if not 
strictly a Minoan, belonged to a stock closely akin 
to the Minoan. and was the heir of a culture 
common to both races.

The mention of the Ph.rstos 1 >isk brings up the 
question of its interpretation. Several attempts at 
an interpretation had already been made before 
the publication of our last edition, and two of them 
were referred to, with quotations of parallel passages, 
in an ap|>etulix. Other attempts have followed; 
but it cannot be said that anything lias emerged 
which is in the least convincing, or even suggest9 
iur a moment that the sei ret of the l >r.k has been

■JyS
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penetrated. The only comment on the various 
translations which seems appropriate is that of 
Quince the Carpenter in the 1 Midsummer Night’s 
Dream ’ : * Bless thee, Bottom ! Bless thee ! thou 
art translated!’

Nor can it be said that much progress, if any, has 
Been made towards the solution of the tantalizing 
enigma of the Minoan Script. It remains, so iar, 
unread and unreadable. Yet there is ground for 
hope. Not many years since, the Hittite tablets 
seemed as unreadable as the Minoan tablets do at
present. Now we have witnessed at least the be
ginnings of an interpretation which seems to cast 
light, in the most interesting fashion, on some of the 
most perplexing and long-standing ol racial problems.

1 he Hittite sphinx speaks at last, and in broken 
Indo-European ’ ; and its earliest utterance suggests 
lhe possibility of a solution of the ancient problem 
°D h e origin of the Etruscan race. Surely here is 
8round fur hoping that the coming years may yield 
Us also an answer to the riddle ol the Minoan sphinx



C H R O N O L O G IC A L  S U M M A R Y

Prior to 1580 b .c  the dates in the summary must be regarded as merely provisional, and the margin 
of possible error is wide. The tendency on the part of the Cretan explorers has been to accept in 
the main the Berlin system of Egyptian dating in preference to that advocated by Professor 
Flinders Feme (* Researches in Sinai/ pp. 163-185), on the ground that the development of the 
Min can culture can scarcely have required so long a period as that given by the Sinai dating. It 
m m z  b e  remembered, however, that the question is still unsettled, sind that the longer system 
of Processor Petrie must be regarded as at least possible.

Crete« E g y p t  ( B e r l i n ). E gypt (P e t r ie ).

t. 3500*3100* Early Minoan I . Dynasties I .Λ  3400-2625 b .c.
(.3100*3600 „ „ II. Dynasty V Lf 2625-2475
<.2600*2200 *, ,t I I I .  Dynasties V I I X ., 247 5-2160 „

2300-1000, Middle Minoan I. Dynasty X L , 2160*2000 M

Dynasties I.-V ., 5510-4206 b.c: 
Dynasty V I., 4206 4003 „
Dynasties V IL -X ., 4003-3502,, 
Dynasty X L , 3502-3459 „

c, 2000-1850, Middle Minoan IL  Dynasty X IL , 2000-1788 ,*

(earlier palaces 
at Knossos and
Phaestos). Dynasty X IL , 3459*3 245 n
(pottery of Ka* 
mares Cave: at
end of period 
destruction of 
Kj&o&sqsV

T
he 
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£. x8yot6oof M i d d l e  M  i n  ozn 
I I L (L·zt er  
Palace Knos
sos; first Vida, 
Hagia Triada; 
early in period, 
statuette of 
Sefeek-user;

Dynasties X I I L - X V I I . ,  ij88~ Dynasties X I I L - X V I I ^  3246- 
1380 b .c . 1380 B.C.

(Penod of confusion and of Hyksos domination.)

late, Aiaba.stron 
of Khyan}*

1600150a, Late Minoan L 
t Later Palace 
Phaestos begun)* 

1500-1400, Late Minoan IL 
(Later Palace 
Knossos com

Dynasty XVIII., 15801350 b x . Dynasty XVIII., 15801322 b.c, 
(Keftiu on walls of tombs of Sen-rout and Rekh-ma-ra,)

pleted; c  1400, 
fall of Knossos i. 

14-00------, Late Minoan III. Dynasty XIX., 13501205 b.c. Dynasty XIX., 1322-1202 b.c.
(period of partial 
reoccupation 
md  decline;,

0* %20o(?) Homeric Age, Dynasty XX., 12001090 „ Dynasty XX., 1202-1102 n 
(Cretan tribes mentioned and portrayed by Ramses III., 

Med met Hahu.)
Dynasty XXL, 1090945 b.c. Dynasty XXL, 1102-952 b.c* 

(Zakru pirates mentioned by Wen-Araon, Goleniscbeff 
Papyrus.)

C
hronological 

Sum
m

ary



B IB L IO G R A P H Y

In the following short list will be found the volumes on the 
Minoan and Mycenaean civilizations which are most accessible 
to the ordinary reader :

Annual of the British School at Athens, vols. vi.* . (Reports of 
excavations by Evans, Hogarth, and others, and many 
articles of interest on the results of discovery. Well 
illustrated.)

Journal of Hellenic Studies, vols. xx,- . (Articles by Evans 
Hall, Mackenzie, Rouse, and others. Admirable illustra
tions,)

Brownk, H .: Homeric Study. (Relations of Homeric and 
Minoan civilizations).

B urrows, R. M.: The Discoveries in Cute. (An able discussion 
of the results of excavations).

E vans, A. J. : Cretan / He to grams and Pre* Phoenician Serif** 
(Dr. Evans’s earlier volume on the Minoan writing·) 
Essai de Classification des fifoqun de la Civilisa&* 
Mmenne. (Short summary of the Minoan period·*) 
Mycanean Tree and Hilar Cult, (Reprint from Jour** 
of Hellenic Studies, vol, xxi.) Prehistoric Tombs v 
Knossos, (Itiopata, etc.). Serifta Minoa. (Latest and
fullest discussion of Minoan script.) Articles in the Ti**** 
newspaper and the Monthly Review,

Hall, E. H. : The Decorative Art of Crete in the Promt A P  
Hau., Η. K .: Egypt and Western Asia. (Relations of C r^  

and Egypt.) The Oldest Civilisation of Greece. (P** * 
with Mycenran discoveries up to 1901.) Various 
in the Proceeding* of the Society of Biblual 
the Journal of Hellenic Studies, etc,

HamkjM’N, J. K.: Prolegomena to the Study of Greek Rtl*P* 
I he Religion of A muni Often*



Hawks, C. H. and H. : Crete the Forerunner of Greece. (Con
cise and interesting manual.)

H awks, Η. B . : Gournia, Vasiliki, and other Prehistoric Sites 
on the Isthmus of Hierapetra, Crete.

H ogarth, D. G ,; Authority and Arckmlogy: (Contains sum
mary of earlier Mycenaean discoveries,) Ionia and the 
East (Relations of Oriental and early Greek civiliza 
tions.) Articles in Cornhill Magazine and Fortnightly 
Review.

Hang, A .: Homer and his Age.
Mosso, A .: The Palates of Crete and their Builders. (Chiefly 

useful for its numerous illustrations.)
Murray, G. : The Rise of the Greek Epic. (Exceedingly vivid 

and suggestive.)
R idgeway, W . ; The Early Age of Greece,
S chuchhardt, C* : Schlicmann's Excavations. (Useful summary 

of the work of Schliemann, translated by E. Sellers.) 
S bagbr, R. B. : Excavations on the Island of Pseira, Crete.

Philadelphia, 1910. (Finely illustrated,)
Fsountas and Manatt ; The Mycenaan Age.

For the chronology of Ancient Egypt see—
Räbastbd, H , j History of Egypt. (1906. Abridged issue, 

1908.)
* »TRI**, w  M. F . : History of Egypt, voh. i. iii. Researches xn 

Sinai.
For the topography of Crete, Pashley's Travels in Crete and 

p̂ratt*H Trawls and Researches %n Crete will still be found 
Cresting and useful, though published in 1837 and 186$ respac* 
tividy. For the history of the island in medieval and modem 

A Short Popular History of Crete, by J, H. Freese, 
,U|ty Ihs consulted.

Antujuists Critmu, by G. Maraghiannis, Candta« Crete, 
^vet fifty «xcellent plates of Minoan relics, chiefly from 

and 1 lagia Triads, with a short introduction by Signor
dreier, trf the Italian Artharologteal Mission.
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The most important recent additions to this literature have 
been M. Rene* Dussaud's second edition ** Les Civilisations 
PrihelUniques dans le Bassin de la Mer l\get ” (1914), and Mr, H· 
R. Hall’s "Aegean Archaology" (1915).

M. Dussaud’s large volume is a great storehouse of facts, 
Practically nothing has been omitted in his survey of the results 
of excavation ; but the enormous mass of material has proved 
somewhat embarrassing, and the book suffers from a lack of 
clear arrangement.

Mr. Hall's book is probably the best account available for 
English readers, and is admirably arranged.

Both volumes are very fully illustrated.
The great event in the modern literature of the /Egean 

civilizations has been the publication of the first volume of 
Sir Arthur Evans’s monumental work, The Palace of Minos. 
This weighty volume (weighty in all senses) covers the ground 
to the end of the Middle Minoan Period, and is still to t»c 
followed by two volumes more. The fulness of its material 
and the richness of its scheme of illustration render it indis* 
pen sable to t lie serious student of Minoan affairs. It will prob
ably be years before it is completed, and many more years 
before its views are superseded. Unfortunately its very large* 
ness of scale, and the corresponding largeness of its price, 
almost put it beyond the reach of the ordinary reader, who has 
to be satisfied with the use of it from the public libraries which 
may possess it.

A very useful and comparatively full account of the Aigeatt 
cultures is given in Professor Gustave GloU’e 1 he Aigean 
Civilisation. Professor Glotx's views have Ixnm sharply 
criticized on some points of detail by some of our English 
scholars; but his volume is admirably clear, and gives a satt#* 
factory summary of the fat in in the main. The pity in that its 
illustrations are wretched.

I he Vaulted Tombs of Menard, by Dr Stephanos Xanthott 
didos, Ephor General of Antajuitics in Crete, is an example 
the work Iming done by Greek w.hnlars at the present time 
the excavation ami elucidation of the ancient remains of the
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Bibliography
great pact in the /Egean area. Three points are worthy of 
special notice in Dr. Xanthoudides’s important volume. First, 
the additional evidence which is presented as to the intimacy 
of the connection between Crete and Egypt in the earlier 
Minoan periods. ‘ The cumulative effect of all these parallels,* 
says Dr. Xanthoudides at the close of his summary, ‘ is enough 
to convince us of kinship between these two ancient peoples, 
and relations closer than mere casual contact. We must 
assume not only racial kinship . . . but actual intermingling, 
emigration, and influx from one country to the other/ ‘ This 
indebtedness,* says Sir Arthur Evans, in his preface to the 
book, speaking of the Minoan debt to Egypt, 1 is indeed a root 
fact in the history of the origins of Minoan civilization. It 
goes back, indeed, beyond the earliest dynasty of Egypt/

I he second point is the evidence which has come to light of 
*he density with which the island was peopled in the Early 
Minoan period. This, of course, is in entire accordance with 
fae Homeric conception of the populousness and importance of 
^rete in ancient days.

Lastly, we have the picturesque fact that in these early 
Lee.hive tombs, the comparatively humble ancestors of the 
stately Treasury of Atreus at Mycena4, it was apparently the 
custom to hold a great ceremony, with huge ceremonial fires 
burning in the centre of the vaulted chaml>er, on the occasion 

fresh interments. Cremation was not the object, as the 
*̂>dies were not consumed; but the fires were so fierce, says 

*)r' Xanthoudides, that *in places the floor was burnt almost 
fa terracotta, and stones were split by the heat,9 ‘ The great 

of the fires lighted on certain occasions in these sepulchral 
Cambers/ says Sir Arthur Evans, ‘ is not easily explicable; 
they were indeed mighty house warmings for the dead!9
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172, 204, 213, 226 
Hatohcpsut, 138, 160, 208, 223 
Hawara, 287; labyrinth at, 150 155  
Hawes, Mrs, : carpenters’ tools at 

Gourma, 222 ; discoveries at (»our 
ma, 97, 107, 129, 130 . sack of 
Knossos, 174

Hebrew kings, bodyguard of, 270 
Hector, 41 ; slaye* Pcrtphetcs, fit , 

shield of, 61
Helladic Period*, 272-273 
Helmet, See Armour 
Ucph&stos makes arms of Achitles, 

27, 28
Hera identified with Minoan god

dess, 247
Herakieid*, return of, 3 
ller hor, iHÖ, 187
Henwlotus ; on sea power of 

Minos, 9, 76, 25b ; labyunth at 
Hawara, 151, 152 1 Greek settle* 

i ment in Crete, 180 
Ilestod ϊ legend of Kronos, lit, 14b 
Hieroglyphics; Minoan, 64, 78;

! Egyptian and Halite, 04, 8u, 81 
Hdpcecht, 14 t
Hissatiik, site of Troy, 37, 51 

1 Hattie tenpt, 399 
Hittite*; Treaty with Egypt, 162, 

At*oil*d in advance of sea* 
|teoplcs< ib4

Hoganth, Ih lb G t on Mmoan port 
at Alrsafidtia, 286-287 ; quoted,

I 30 ; dut anon of Mycrtucan avihno 
tom, 51, 53 ; on bull's head Mgy/iw», 
1 1 3 ;  excavation* at Zakro, t j j ,  
224 ; at Diet a·«a Cave, 13b, 137;* Greek settlement »n Crete, lio; 
geometric vases of Iron Age, IÄ|, 
1S4 , Mimmn cruftamanship, 207 Home tu ci vibration« 21 it,  houses, 

j 25, 55 , CfftfU in, 56 58 , duty**! 
<*f dead, jj|H

ILnu iii mj , geography of,
54 ; houses Ui, 3y, 53 , Malts til, 
30
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* Horns of consecration,' 94 9$, ίυο, 

130, 246, 249, 2$0
Horse on seal·impression at Knossos,

U 2
Houses: Minoan, 97, 2 162 18 ;  at 

Goumia, 130, 131 , fabric of, 217 
Hyksos, 93, 94, 155, 157, 2uu, 203 
Hycia, foundation of, 15

I
lalysos, Late Minoan III work at,

209
Icarus, son of DadaluK, 14 
Ida, Mount, 92 , Kamarcs cave on, 

*9 7
Id.can Cave, 7 * brotues of, 183, 184 
Idomcneus in Iliad, 22 
lliahun, 97, 287 
I in ad ua, tomb of, 163 
Incised ornament, 189, 192, 193 
Iron use of, for weapons, 27, Go; in 

Late Minoan III., 178 
Irus, toj
I vfp.ita, royal tomb at, 135, 130, 156, 

*03
ltui, *68 ; Captain of Havid's body* 

guard, the Gtltitc, 297

J
Jacob, sacred pillar of, at bethel,  

246
jade, white, discovered at Troy, 140

jermudcm, excavations at, aoj 
ondet, M Gaston ; Mmoan port at 

Alexandria, 280 287 
JukUs, Mount, 207 , tomb of ’/cus 

un, 7 63 , springs on, t to

K
Kahun ; Twelfth Dynasty town at, 

f to ; juApyrux, 148, Kamarcs wate 
at, I $0, 199; polychrome wait at,
i »7

Kaitaiu* River, 76, 176 
Ksdoi turnnu*, excavations at Knossos, 

94
Kamares ware, 92, «4x, tiu, 137, i$<>4 

172. 197-199. at Malha, 271 , at
Knossos, 2«%

Kamfkos !»eoegrd try Mm.η», ις 
KapMot Crete and Refti, 166 
Karnak, 131 
Kasches at Kno^Mw, 69 
K dMu, the, I $8 *6j, 1 59 , origin of, 

2φ

Kcphala, .'site of Palace of Knossos« 
64, 65 ; hill (if, 284 

Kerkuon slain by Theseus, I i 
i Khyan : ala bast r on of, 93, 157, 2oj ; 

lion of, 157
King, Minoan, relation to religion, 
, 248, 251 255

Kings of Myccnm and Knossos, setni* 
! divine honours of, 276 
j Klytemncstra, Treasury of, 48 

Knossos, 5 ; in Iliad, 22 ; Palace of, 
63 1 16;  rums at, 63. 64 , Neolithic 
remains at, 66 ; for ti heal ions of, 
74, 75; sa< k of, 86; Royal Villa, 
107-109 ; Minoan road, 110  ; Little 
Palace, 1 lu 1 1 3 ;  Ircehivc chain!#** 

j 1 13,  1 14 ;  OueetPs Megarun, Π 5* 
1 16 ,  sack of, 173 176;  rcoceupa* 
tionof, 176, 177. 21 u ; first sack oh 
199 . new excavations, 263, Nc<>*

! lithic houses at, 263; great vault 
at, 264 265 , southern portico, 266' 
207 ; defence* of, 283; develop'

: merit of palace, 284 it uq<; viaduct
at, 260 ; Caravanserai, 260**67» 

# 29J
Kokaloi, King of Kanokov, 14
Kouphonixi. See Leukc 
Kruno», 6, 7. * 11 
K nation, 25, 49, $6, 0

L
Lahrys: name of Double Axe. 7Ö ’ 

den vat ion of labyrinth, 71, 100 
Labyrinth, 3, 10, 1 1 ,  13, 14, 1$ * 

derivation of name, 71, f $3 ,  b**’ 
hivechattdier, Κηο»χο*,ι »4. Mm*#11 
and Egyptian labyrinths, iy> 

Lamp, Mom·, m Royal Villa, ***" 
22 (

lamg, Mr. A., Minoan swords, i j 5 
Layaid. 140 
Legend* <»f Crete, 6 f8
lamke, dcjxmU of purple shell 11 *

1 1 * , fti,Libanon table of Date an I avc,
236, *<;t ; of Palaikastro,

j lagi.it.-wt:IU, 217. 2lo 
j Linear script t '!«** A, SOt*

2J4 2J6, < Ui* If, *0 $, 21#*
i *»* , u ,
j lion Gate, 42 4 94, too, 24” ·

ecua«\ 274 27s 
Ia>m cloth, Ji j
Loom weight*, 228 at Gourht*i

3*0



Index
Lotus, Minoan use of, 204 
Lucian, 136 
Lucretius, 136
Liujhor, 151
Lyeia, 298
Lycian pirates, 184 
Lyre 011 Hagiu Triada sarcophagus, 

U7, 128 
Lytos, 136

M

Macalister finds Minoan pottery at 
Tell cs Safi, 167

Mackenzie, Dr. : decay of Minoan 
art, 177 ; naturalism in Minoan 
art, 19t), am character of Minoan 
religion, 248, 249 ; Minoan bath- 
rooms, 25a

Magazine* at Knossox, 68, <>9 
Mahler, Egyptian chronology, 14*̂  
Mallia, Kreuch excavation* at, 271 

sanctuaries at, 271 ; deatruction of, 
288

Manctho, history of, 147 
Manolis, 68 
Mecca, m
Mcdmct Hahu, relief* at, l i t .  164, 

te>$, i8i
Mediterranean race, 21 2 
Negara conquered by Mi&o·, *0, 

*70
Megaron · (Queen’s, 05» ! l $* n 6 ‘ 

22g, 221 , of I*ha.lto*, 120 
Meloi, 51, 193
Menelau*, 15, 23, Palace of, 2$ 
Mentiibotep Neb hairel Ka, Temple 

‘ 1(' 78, IS4 
J J rf««ptah, UH 
Mi lionc* m Iliad, 22
μ«****4 ϊ Valley, 117, Plain ol, 267, u 304305
“ etaLwoikurg: Homeric ami My 

trmaean, 50 5H ; at Knotao*, 109 
JW **· Egyptian chronology. M# 
Midiiti, Kingdom of Kgypt, 82, 93,
Mm' ' 5"φ p, 1 £
Mmoan cubttft: ■ date of l*f*timmg of, 

|47 146 ; p< n,*Ut4 Early Minoan 
Midifte Mmoan H , *4$. *SU 

*SSi Middle Mmoan til * *5$ 
IS?* Lite Mmoan Ϊ , *58 , Late 
‘ ♦ m,>an I l f  , pottery of, in Lab 
tilML *67,  Middle Mmoan I f  ,

catastrophe at close of, 170 ; Early 
Minoan L, 190, 191 ; Early
Minoan I!,, 19t, 1921 Early
Minoan III,, 192194;  Middle
Minoan b, 194197 ;  Middle
Minoan IT , 197200 ; Middle
M inoan 111., 200 203; Late
Minoan I., 303*205; Late Minoan 
I I .  205*208; Late Minoan III., 
208 210;  wide dtlTuxton of pro 
ducts of, 209

Minoans: physical character ut ic*, 
2 1 1*21 3 ;  dress, 2 1 3 2 1 6 ,  houses 
of, 216-318

Minos ; legends of, 3 1 8 ;  birth of, 7 ; 
association with Zeus, 8, 253 , 
Sea King, 9 ; conquers Megrura and 
Athens, *9; pursues Daedalus, *4; 
death of, 15 ; ami Zeus, 105, 136 , 
laws of, 136

Minotaur, 3, 10, 49, 258 ; relation of 
legend to Mmoan religion, 256

Minyas, Treasury of, 48
Mit&nni, 185
Mokhlos : excavations at, 40 ; necto- 

pdis at, 133, 134, *43 ; gold img 
from, 233

Monkeys, African, in Kno**o* fresco, 
269

Montet, M., excavation* at Byblox,
26 j

Mortars, 337
Mo**ot H i, tao , drainage at Hagia

Triada, 129; Minoan democracy, 
230; Minoan bathroom*, 252

Mother: the Great, at Koine, l i t ;  
Anatolian, 122 ; Minoan, 244 247

Mouliana, tomb* at, 59
Mutex, t y ,  2*3
Murray, Woftmsot name of Mtfin*, 

8 , worship of bull god in Crete,
m

Myccrue, i, 5; m Homeric poems. 
23 , Lion Gate of, 42. 43 «
Treaiuric* of, 43, 43, 46 48 ; 
Shaft Grave*, 43 46.

Mycriueatt civilization, 5, 6 » stent of, 
50, 51 , durfttnm of, « 1 , 5 » ;  impira 
lion of, 54 , relation to Homeric 
uvihwMmn, 54 62 ; craft* of, φ  $8 ; 
dt*{H»val of dead, $8 60

MytriMr.an excavation*, 272 *4 **♦ /.; 
craftsmanship, 379; place in Aegean 
ctviltvaitot}, *|9 480 abate maack 
of Kin»*>os, alio, 3hi

JI *



The Sea-Kings of Crete
Myres, Mr. ]. L·.: discovery of 

Kamares ware, 92, 197 ; figurine* 
at PeUofa, 132

N
Naturalism, development of, 196,201 
Nausicaa, 24, 26
Naville, excavations at Deir-el 

Hahri, 78
Necho, fleet of, circumnavigates 

Africa, 259
Neith, gt whies* of Sai*, 294, 295 
Neolithic Period at Knossos, 188-190 
Nestor, 22 ; cup of, 56 
Newberry, Professor, on connection 

between Crete ami early Kgyptian 
religion, 294, 295 

Niffur, t ; drainage at, 141 
Nitmüd, carved ivories at, 140

O
Odysseus, 22 ; palace of, 25 ; v< r >a 

tility of, 26 ; brooch of, 50 , defeats 
frits, toj

Olive oil, export of, 222 
Olive Press, Room of the, 222 
( )hve Spout, < ourl of the, 88 
Olive-tree, 227 
Olympiad, hirst, a, $2 
Opening the mouth, Kgyptian func 

tary ceremony, 128, 251 
Orchomenr», 5; in Homeric poems, 

22 ; Treasury of Mmyas, 4h

1’
Palace, Homeric, 2$, 55 
Palat e, the Kittle, 1 1 1 
Palaikastro, 124, Minoan town at, 

I J2 i de|H»nt of purple shell at, I y  j 
houses at, 21(1, J l 7;  linear script 
at, 236} model of cart from, 

PaUmjum at Knosv*, 285 
Papyru*: Turin, 14ft, Kahun, 148,

< iolenistheff, t 86
Parley descritacs rum» a! Kn^Mo»,

Pasiphac, wife of Minus, 10, 18,
*$a

Paul, St., Κρι -tie to Titus, h 
Pausam*^, 0« tomb of Agamemnon, 

17 4* 41 
fVl»*gt, 161» tby 
Pdethun, 297 
iTicthil«*·* Philistine», 168

Peloponne&c, 6
Pen, the, used in Minoan writing, 

241
Penelope, 24 
Pepy, statue of, 1 13 
Percentages tin Minoan tablets, 238 
Pcrdix slain by Danlalus, 14 
Periphetes slain by Hector, 61 
Pernier, I)r., stele at Gurtyua, 182, 

work at Phiestos, 1 18 
Per rot, M., Minoan writing, 243 
Petrie, Sir K  : discovers /Kgcan 

remains In Kgypt, 51 ; plan of 
Kgyptian town, 97 ; Egyptian Sed 
Festival, 245; identification of 
Zakkaru, it»6; Egyptian chrono
logy, 194, 199; Minoan pottery at 
Aoydos, 142, 19 1 ;  sea-route
lietween Crete and Kgypt, 144, 145’» 
Egyptian chionology, 148 ; Ka 
mates ware at Kahun, 150;  dilb 
covcrie* at Kahun, 287 

Pctsofa: figurines, 126, 132,195,213,  
215 , votive offerings at, 168 

Ph*eit0*, 5 ; in Homeric poem*, 1 1 7 · 
discovery of palace, 1 18 ; Thratral 
Area, i i S, 1 19,  destruction of 
palace, 1 19 ;  staircase, 120, Mega* 
ron, 130; Central C ourt, 120; 
hieroglyphic iliac, I at, taa ; lords 
of, destroy Knossos, 171 , sack of, 
r7S, 17b* earliest buildings at, 
107, first sack of Knossos, 200. 
U’chive tombs at. 229; lineal 
script at, 236 , Disk, 297 299

Philistines; on relief* at Medinet 
Habu, far invade Kgypt, ldj» 
166, 186; settle in Palestine, tOd- 
169 ; origin of, 296 29H 

Phoenician* relation to Minoan cut* 
lute, S3; invention of alphabet» 
64 ; wntmg, 81, 34 { ; purple dy* 
of, (32, 1 tj ; not lb«* Kefiut, 159 

Phylakopi, 51 linear script at, 
fly mg fish fresco, 289 

Pi< tugraph* beginnings of, *9 4 ' 
decline of, 2oJ, 304 ; devctopmcid 
of, 234

Pill,irs, sai red, 70, 246 
Posey in Moment: poem*, a  
Pithoi, 64, far, *01, 3*4»
Pils. Ser Dungeon*
Klsto, legend of Atlantis. 257 359
limy. Labyrinth of 1 Uwa»«, 152
Plutarcli, story of fheseus, 103



Index
Polychrome ware, 104, 132, 172 ; 

beginnings of, 194, 195; develop
ment of, 197-199 

Polycrates, sea power of, 9 
Polyphemus, 22 
Porcelain plaques on chest, 97 
Portico: southern, Knossos, OS;

western, 66, S3, S4 
Potter’s wheel, introduction of, 19 t 
PrAsians, account of Greek settle

ment in Crete, 180 
Pr;e$ot, 15
Priam, Palace of, 25, 39 ; treasure

tf· 3«» 39* 40* 41
1 nestexses (Priests) in Minoan religion, 
„  251
Procession, Corridor of the, Knossos,
i, 07* rpclus, portraits of men of Atlantia

in Ktfypt. 259
j rocruttes slam by Theseus, 1 1 
Paamtdt T, 152, 169
J’wir», a(, j
Psychro, 136
Pulosathu - Philistines, <f.v. 
jimt, Egyptian voyages to, 146 
Purple, 133, 222

Quetiu, Minoan, 227

K
j^uhoiep, statue of* u  1

Κλιιιηο» II., Treaty with Hiititct* 162 
Hamxei HI. : relief» of, tat, »Hi ; 

victory over seA-pcoplea, 104 too ; 
reliefs of, at Mcdtticl llabu* 297 

Jbdsru r, Dr,, excavation· of, 26t 
Hekh ma ra , tomb of, l6o 162, 207» 

214, 223, 259; painting* m 
loath of, 290

Religion, Importance of, in Minoan
2ψΛ

n t"Ktoit, Mmoan \ supreme gothic»» 
*n, 344, 3 ^  rrpTCsrntafion» of 
godtltiM, 34s 24t»; identification of, 
with Greek goddtvae», 246* 247 ; 
Minion gml identified with /cut, 
*47 ♦ absence of lempira, 24$ i 
family worship, 44S ; shrines, 249* 

sacrifice and ritual, 2$o, 35t ; 
pUecid King in, a$t 

****** 6, yt t i l ,  122, 1|6 identified 
^Ub Minoan goddess, 247

Rhiphaean Mountains, 3
Rhodes, Late Minoan III. work in,

209
khyten: from llagia Triada, 103.

bull's head, from Knossos, 113  
Rihaddi, governor of Byblos, 262 
Ripple ornament, 190 
Road, Minoan, at Knossos, 110  
Rosetta Stone, 80, 162

S
Sack of Knossos, 86 

j Sacrifice in Minoan worship, 250, 
*5*

Sagalassians» Shakatsha (?), 166 
Sahura, King of Fifth Dynasty, 

146
Sais, legend of Atlantis at, 257 259 
Salamis, late Mycemean graves at, 

59
Samson, 167
Sarcophagus, the, Hagia Triada, 137 

tag, 213, 250, 251
Sardinia relics of Minoan Civilisation, 

5*
Sardinians, 212 
Sat* Hal bur, 155 
Sc a* an Gate, 39
Schliemann, IT, I, 2, 5, 274; youth 

of, 34-36; excavate· ancient Troy, 
584t,  227, Mycena.’, 4248,  dm* 
covets Shaft (haves, 4146 ; ex
cavate· Treasury of Atreus 46 
48 ; excavate· at Orchomenos, 48 , 
at Tiryns, 48, 49 ; comudöt» ex* 
c*vat ions at Knossos, 64 

Sc h »a bei k arme, 39, 192 
Script, Mmoan, 64, 78 81 ; linear, 

j at Gourma, i 3 1 
I Sculptor's workshop, 86, 87 
j Scylla Iretrayt Megara, to 

Seagrr, excavations at Mokhlos* 40, 
« » . «34. M l

Seal-immea»i'm* at Zabro, 133 
j Seals: Minoan, 143,  button, 143 

Se*»| tower of Minos. 9, 7^ »
Km mmm*s, 76, 77 

j Seats, Mmoan, to*
1 Sed * Festival in Kgypt, a$$
Sen »mi, tomb of, 160462, 207, 20$, 

259 i frescoes in, «96 
Seim wit (IWttscri) IT« I IT* I $6 

III,, 199*
shakaUKa invade Egypt, !6$, 166 
Shaidina, 297

3*3
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Shield See Armour 
Ships : Mmoan, 1(2, 223 , Egyptian, 

144
Shoes, Minoan, 213, 214 
Shrines: at Comma, 130, 1 3 1 , 250 ,  

at Knossos, 249, 250, 252 
Sicilians, 212
Sicily, to ; relic* of Mmoan civiliza

tion in, 51, 184 
Sickles, 226
Sikcb«"Sbukabha (t), iftft 
Sirmis slain by Theseus, 11 
Sistrum on Harvester Vase, 125 
Sit in, 214
Snake Goddess, 105-107, 245, 250 ;

dress of votaress of, 215 
Sncferu, King of Third Dynasty, 140 
Socrates, 17
Solon, legend of Atlantis, 257 259 
Soudanese guards at Knossos, 270 
Spain, relics of Minoan civilisation 

tri, 51, sH4, ato 
Sparta in Homeric poems, 21 
Spiral, origin of, 48, 143, 144, 193, 

194
Spratt descrilMrs ruins at Κ ποαμμ, 03 
Staircase: at Knossos, 85, Ho; at 

Eh.tslos, 120 
Steles of Shaft-Graves, 4|
Stillman, 04
Stirrup vase* at Knossos, Hi, i«hS , 

at Zafci Eapoiira, 134 ; tomb of 
Kam*e* 111,, 163 ; at Gourma and 
llagia Triad», 205, am , pteva 
lencc of, in Late Mm »an HI , 2iu 

* Sloa Hasilike, 10H 
Stone vast at Knm«a, 204 
Suffixes in Minoan script, 23s 
Sword* : in Shaft Grave*-, 44, non, 

OO, bronze, at /ah r l'a|«uoa. r <4, 
*35 j non, m Lai».· Mmoan III , 
178 i bronse, in Late Minoan I , 
204. from /.afer Lapinta, 206

T
Tablets, flay, of Kiinum** 78-81; itu.

i |H ft **y,
Tahutg t»9
T abut me* HI,,  r 58, t ft *» 20H 
Tahutmes IV., *74 
Talent, lUbybmun, at Köotwim and 

) lag»* Triad ft* 141
Trm n«»* laite Mmoan work at,

209

Telemachus 22, 23
Tell-el-Amarna, tablets of, 79 i capi

tal of Akhenaten, 163 . Mmoan 
pottery at, 1S5

TdbevSafi, Minoan pottery at, 140» 
*G7

Temple repositories, 104 107, 172, 
200

Temples : Egyptian, 25 ; absence of, 
in Minoan religion, 24X 

Terpander, invention of lyre, 128 
Tcumman, 225
Thcalral Area: Knossos, 100-104;

Lh.estois, tot, 197
Thera; linear script at, 236, erup

tion at, 290
Theseus, 3, 9 ; adventures of, i t  ; 

vanquishes Minotaur, 12, 13 ;
marries and deserts Ariadne, 1 3 ;  
brings up ring of Minos, 13» 25̂  

Tholos tomb {.dynasty, 274 
Tholos-tombs, varieties of, 277 
Throne, palace of Knossos, 72 
Throne Loom : decorations of, 72 . 

tm/tluvium in, 72 ; date of, 20b * 
Knossos, vessels on floor of, 292

. a,».fi Thucydidesun sea power of Minos, 9* 
7b, 2 <J0

Tim eu*, the, legend of Atlantis, 257
j a SO

Tiryns, 1, 5 ; in Homeric poems, 22 , 
wall of, 49 , In ere, 49 , fresco of 
bull, 19

Tomb paintings, Egyptian, 74 
Tool», carpenter** arid smiths*,

(murnnt, 1 1 1 ,  H t , 222 
Torcelhg latte Minoan work at, 20*/

\ Toreadors, 88-91 , (igur me* of« 5$  
Treasury <*f Atreus, 274 
I n n  »acred, 245 
1 tu.klc or natu« tit, 202, 203 

j JVoy, i ; siege of, 22 , of, 37 " 
j hirst f Tty, iH , Second riiy* EE 

49, I p i ; Sixth Glty, 4»», 4*, 5*
' Tsountft·», 50 
j Turdm, 297
< Tutankhamen, tomb «if, 260 
1 Tyi, lauern, *85 

Tyloso*. dr*truction of, 2KH

V

Uftshasha trtvadr Egypt, thy iftft 
U f, excavation* at, 292
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V

Vaphio cups, 51, ux), 123, ι6ϊ, 229 
Vases : stone, at Knossos, 81, 86, 

M3 > stirrup, 8i, ιυΚ, 134, Kn 
mares, 92 ; stone, at Muk blue, 134, 
M3 * at IsopaUi, 136 

vases a Einer* stirrup vases, q.v< 
Vasiliki: mottled ware of, 192 ;

pottery at Mallia, 271 
Venetian occupation, 63 
Villa, Royal, at Kuossos, 107*109,

24Ο 
Vine, 227
Virgil, ty39

W
Wnce, Mr. A. J. h , excavations 

Myccwn, 272-274; on My* 
Cena.au crafts ; 279, on sack of 
Knossos, 280*281 . on connections 
between Crete ami Kgypt, 295 

Wainwrigbt, Mr, G. A., on origin of 
Keftiu, 290 

Water lily cup, 198 
Water supply, Knossos, 285 
Wuet'ttMei, statuette, 82, 93, 155, 

1 SO, 203, 287 
Weaving/227, 228 
Wen Amon, adventure* of, l86, 187 
Windows, 217

Women, position of, in Homeric 
poem«, 24

Writing; beginnings of, in Aegean 
area, 80, 81 ; Phoenician, 81 ; 
Minoan, 234-243, 299

X
Xanthoudides, Dr. Stephanos, Vaulted 

Tombs of Mtsarä) 304-305

Z
Zafcr Papoura, «word* from, 200 
Zaknr-liaal, Prince of liyblos, 262 
Zakkaru invade Egypt, 165, i66, 186, 

187
Zakro: lotus vase from, 204 ; seals 

at, 133, 205, 224 ; houses at, 216 ; 
Minoan town at, 133 ;  pottery at, 
1 33 ;  Zakkaru from, 1 66, 187,
linear script at, 236 

Zakru pirates, 187
Zeus: birth of, marriage of, to Europa, 

death and burial of, 7, 8 . associa
tion with Minos, 8, 105, 136 , 
Double Axe emblem, 70; of Dab 
raunda, 70; fetish idol of, l i t ;  
associations with Dictrean Cave, 
130, 247; identified with Minoan 
l-ud. 3 ,7
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KEY TO N U M B E R S

1. Northern Entrance and Portico
2.  Bastion and Guard House
3. Northern Piazza
4* Room of the Flower Gatherer
5, Room with Stirrup Vases. W alled Pit beneath
6, Ante room to Throne Room

7. 7, Throne Room with Tank
8. Temple Repositories 

9 ,9 .  East and West Pillar-Room s 
to. Court of the Altar 
i !. South Propyiaeum 
12. Corridor of the Cup Bearer 
f3- Corridor of the Procession 
ϊ4· West Portico
15. Long Gallery with Magazines on West Side 
16 North-West House with Bronze Vessels 
£7 Northern Bath 
iS Deposit of Pictographic Tablets 

T9. North-Eastern Magazines
20. Corridor of the Draught-Board
2 1 . Room of the Olive Press 
22 Great Staircase

23. 23. Hall of the Colonnades, with Light-W ell 
24. 24, 24. Hall of the Double Axes, with Light-W ell 

2 ;. 25. 23. 25. Queen’s Megaron, w ith Light-W ells
26. Deposit of Ivory Figurines

27. 27- Built Drains
28. Court of the Sanctuary
29. South-East House with Pillar-Room
30. Court of the Oil-Spout
31. Magazines w ith large Pithoi
32. East Bastion
33- Early Buildings, partly in continuous use 
54. Sculptor's W orkshop on upper door)

A Altar Base in Central Court 
b. Shrme of the Snake Goddess 

C. D- Altar-Bases in W est Court
E. Shrine of Dove Goddess and Double Axes
F. Altar-Base in the Court of the Sanctuary  
G* Altar Base in Court of the A ltar

ri/A N  ACCOM PANYING ‘ THK S E A -K IN G S  OF C R E T E .’ BY T H E  R EV. J AM ES B A ! K I E , F.R. A.S. (A . A N D  C . BLACK , LT D ., LO NDON.)


